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FOREWORD

This report is intended to provide documentation of the findings

of a team of Indian lawyers and law students who participated this past

summer (1974) in an "action-research" project to conduct an assessment

of the institutions of tribal government. In all, sixteen Indian law

students and eight Indian lawyers worked on seventeen different Indian

reservations over the course of the summer. The idea for this project

was based on a growing conviction shared by members of the Indian legal

community that the key to real progress in the Indian legal movement

lies in the strengthening of tribal governing institutions. While

important legal victories may be won in the area of hunting and fishing

rights or in the field of taxation, it must be recognized that without

a strong and viable tribal government to implement such victories they

can be rendered meaningless. Yet, it must also be acknowledged that too

little is known about the status of tribal governments by the legal com-

munity. We do not know the answers to such critical questions as:

exactly what are the major strengths and weaknesses of the judicial

systems of tribes as they relate to the requirements of the Indian Civil

Rights Act, or what are the capabilities of tribes for governmental regu-

lation of natural resource development on their reservations. Perhaps

most importantly, we must ask exactly how we can begin to assist tribes

in strengthening their self-governing institutions.

Our purpose then in initiating and organizing this research

project was simply to gain a comprehensive picture of the status of a
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representative number of tribal governments and to share our research

findings with other members of the national Indian community. It is

our hope that this report will contribute toward articulating what

some of the more critical needs in the area of tribal government are

and in formulating national goals which the Indian community can

address itself to. It must also be pointed out that we had promised

to each tribal community participating Ln this study that a collective

report would be compiled and a copy furnished to them in order that they

might study our analysis and recommendations and perhaps gain something

thereby.

As a glance at our outline of contents will reveal, the bulk of

this document is comprised of the Indian law students' research reports

organized around the key issues which we had decided to focus upon. We

hope this is ample warning for the reader not to expect a comprehensive

manifesto on tribal government but rather a beginning of the difficult

job of presenting a picture of tribal governments today.

Alan Parker
Project Director

\t_ John Hay Whitney foundation Grant Recipidht

Director of Special Projects
American Indian Lawyer Training Program, Inc.
Washington, D. C.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the Spring of 1973 the village of Wounded Knee on the Oglala

Sioux Indian Reservation in South Dakota was occupied for over three

months by a group of Indians as a protest gesture aimed at both the

incumbent tribal administration and the Federal Government's role on the

reservation. The protest group claimed to represent the "traditional"

elements of the Oglala Tribe in their efforts to gain recognition for

1868 Sioux treaty rights and reestablishment of a traditional form of

Indian self-government. They demanded that the present tribal council,

elected under a constitution drafted in accordance with the terms of the

1934 Indian Reorganisation Act (IRA) calling for federally supervised

elections, be dissolved by federal officials and that a referendum vote

of all tribal members be held as a prelude to instituting a traditional,

non-federally supervised form of government. Many were surprised to

learn that under that same federal law (the IRA) federal officialu mere

expressly denied authority to dissolve a duly elected IRA tribal govern-

ment.

In the Spring of 1974 the United States Senate passed and sent

to the House of Representatives a bill entitled flys "Indian Self-

Determination and Education Assistance Act" (S. 1017) providing for

funds to support the administration of tribal governments; and Congres-

sional endorsement of a policy of contracting for federal services by

tribes. According to the terms rf such contracts, the tribes assume the

responsibility for administering a wide range of governmental services
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previously carried out on the reservations by various federal agencies,

primarily the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). Although it can certainly

be said that "contracting" adds to the scope of self-government as exer-

cised by Indian tribes, many experienced Indian leaders remain unconvinced

as to the wisdom of contracting on a long range policy, particularly in

the form presently being proposed by the BIA.

In the Fall of 1974 the United States Supreme Court was asked to

decide two lawsuits which will have a very direct bearing on the defini-

tion of the legal status of Indian tribes and their governing powers. In

U. S. v. Mazurie the Court must determine whether or not Indian tribes

have the authority to regulate the licensing of a liquor establishment

located within the boundaries of a reservation but owned by a non-Indian

and situated on non-trust lands. Ultimately at stake is the right of a

tribe to act as a government. Also on the docket for the Supreme Court's

Fall term is the case of Tonasket v. Thompson. In this case plaintiff

filed a suit against her tribal council under the 1968 Indian Civil

Rights Act alleging that her rights to equal protection were violated by

the council's refusal to enroll her children in the tribe. As a defense

the council has asserted that a determination as to one's eligibility

for tribal membership is an internal matter of the tribe and as such is

beyond the scope of federal intervention. As a corollary policy argu-

ment the tribe has noted in this suit that the tribal community ulti-

mately determines what the law or eligibility standards ought to be for

tribal membership and to substitute the opinion of a non-Indian federal

jidge under essentially non-Indian standards is a violation of the prin-

ciple of Indian self-government.

O015



The developments briefly described above are only a sampling of

the many events which today constitute an atmosphere of change and

challenge for Indian tribal governments. In many respects the problems

confronting Indian tribal leaders are not very different from those

which burden the leaders of non-Indian communities across the country

as they struggle to meet the demands of modern society.

That is, tribal council members as the embodiment of the commu-

nity's governing structure are in a position comparable to that of their

counterparts on city or municipal councils. However, there are signif-

icant differences between the roles of tribal and city councils and it

is in the process of gaining an understanding of these differences that

one can gain an appreciation for the unique needs a tribal council has

for services and support which are distinct from those which may be

required by a municipal council. Undoubtedly the most basic difference

lies in the fact that the tribe, historically, legally and socially,

comprises a self-governing unit which is outside of the federalist system.

The source of an Indian tribe's authority to govern itself flows from

its status as a sovereign entity (i.e., as a sovereign, a tribe possesses

"inherent" powers of self-government which pre-date the United States

government) just as the mode in which it exercises this power is dictated

by the kind of society the tribe historically and contemporaneously is,

i.e., a "tribal" society. By contrast, any other local governmental

unit in this country exists only because it has received its power or

"charter" from the state which in turn must be legally created by the

Federal Government. With minor variations, all such units, whether city

001)0



or county, township or municipality, exercise their power in more or

less the same manner. The lines and extent of authority are defined

relatively clearly by the federalist system while membership and status

within the community are defined politically on the basis of residence,

property ownership, etc. In contrast, tribal membership closely follows

cultural and racial lines.

These considerations are elementary, as is the obvious conclu-

sion that tribal leasers, in order to function wisely and effectively,

must be aware of the ramifications at tnexr trine's unique nastorical

and legal status in the context of any given situation. For example,

the complex jurisdictional relationship between the tribe, the state

and the Federal Government must be understood by a tribal council before

it can effectively define the jurisdiction to be exercised by the tribal

court over civil and criminal cases. In an analogous sense, the commit

must have a firm idea of the extent of its power before it attempts to

impose a taxation scheme, enacts a comprehensive land use zoning ordi-

nance or tries to regulate the use of water on the reservation.

4.

Historically, those considerations flowing from the tribes'

unique legal status vis-a-vis the Federal Government (the trust rela-

tionship) in combination with the limited role of state governmental

authority on reservations have always added an element of complexity

for federal officials, private attorneys and others who have attempted

to assist and advise tribal governments. This complexity is compounded

by the activist nature of many tribal governments today. Twenty and

thirty years ago tribes were being seriously threatened by the prevailing

0017
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termination policy and the primary efforts of tribal leaders were

directed at protecting and consolidating their status. By contrast,

we have seen within the last decade an increasingly active role being

played by tribal leaders in attempts to exercise tribal governing

powers to the fullest extent. The attitude held by such tribal officials

is based on the recognition that if they do not act to govern themselves

now to the fullest extent possible the danger is that such authority

will be restricted by Congress or usurped by the states or both. In

Addition, tribal efforts in the area of economic development aimed at

raising the standard of living on the reservations inevitably place

demands on the tribes' governmental institutions.

A. Exercising Tribal Powers

It is precisely in the area of exercising tribal powers that the

need of the tribes for counsel and technical assistance is greatest.

This is an area of governmental policy and field of federal law which

remains undeveloped with many basic questions still unsettled. The

short answer to the question of why this is such an unsettled area is

that with the great majority of tribes not asserting their powers in the

past there has never been a need on the part of federal courts and agen-

cies to define what the extent of such powers might be or what the

jurisdictional relationships between tribe, state and Federal Government

must be. But, because of such factors as the pressures to pursue econ-

omic development, a generally higher level of education among tribal

council members, and an awareness of political agitation by many western

states aimed at restricting or eliminating tribal self-government, a
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great many Indian tribes find themselves in the difficult situation of

trying to exercise their sovereign powers while not knowing the real

nature or extent of them.

The Indian legal community has been steadily growing more aware

of the kinds of problems raised by the situation outlined above. It

has become apparent that a concerted effort by all members of the

national Indian community is necessary to consolidate recent gains such

as favorable Supreme Court decisions in the tax and jurisdictional

areas, the sympathetic attitude of Congressional committees who have

offered significant legislation during the last session of Congress,

and a pliable administration in the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). It

is perhaps even more urgent that tactics and a strategy be developed to

insure that disastrous test cases in the area of definition of tribal

powers are not made a permanent part of the record. Another possibility

which is just as important for Indian leaders to anticipate and prepare

for is the political backlash generated by non-Indian interest groups

who are disturbed to see Indian tribal governments begin to actually

function as complete self-governing institutions. Coal developers, for

example, can foresee as a logical consequence of an increased level of

tribal self-government a curbing of their own ability to function with-

out restraint on the reservations. Or, in the same vein, non-Indian

cattlemen leasing trust lands are disturbed at the possibility of a

tribe's imposing a licensing and taxing scheme, and so on.
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B. Action-Research rroject to Assess Tribal Governing Institutions -
Rationale

In response, the Indian legal community, in cooperation with

other segments of the Indian world, has a special responsibility to

meet this growing challenge. However, as a prelude to devising specific

strategies, we need to know much more about the nuts and bolts of tribal

government. For example, we should have a good idea of the types of

governing structures which are commonly used by the tribes, exactly how

they are working, if they are working well - why, and if not - why not?

We should analyze prior tribal efforts at economic development to ascer-

tain what lessons might be learned. We could benefit by getting a com-

prehensive picture of that institution which is essential to the tribe's

exercise of self-governing powers, i.e., the tribal court system. What

is the present posture of tribal government and BIA relations on the

reservation and how might this knowledge benefit us?

Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, this kind of information is

simply not available to anyone with the need to familiarize himself with

these questions. This is not to say that there are not a great many

Indian leaders who are experts in tribal government in every sense of

the word. Indeed, most tribes are fortunate enough to be able to point

to at least several individuals who work with their tribe and are truly

knowledgeable professionals. By the same token, many Indian lawyers and

other professional people across the country who work with Indian tribes

on a day-to-day basis are very capable and experienced in the field of

exercising tribal powers. However, this body of knowledge and expertise



remains as a very personal and individual possession and, as such, is

simply not communicable on a broad scale. There are no textual materials

available in the field and even the very limited number of government

reports, law review articles, etc., which have been published have not

been able to treat the subject from a comprehensive point of view nor

are such materials designed to give one a working knowledge of "tribal

government".

"aced with this situation, which can be accurately characterized

as a complete absence of available research data dealing with the sub-

ject matter of tribal government, we strongly felt that a start had to

be made somewhere and the field research project which is the subject of

this report was consequently initiated and organized.

C. P?oject Description

Briefly stated, the idea of the project was to recruit as many

Indian law students as available funds would permit, assemble them for

an orientation and training session to explain exactly how the project

was to operate, secure the cocperation of tribal community people, and,

after the completion of a field study on the reservations, reassemble

the students and tribal representatives for an evaluation session. It

was explained to the students that this was a comprehensive research

project to assess the status of the participating tribal governments and

thereby gain a national perspective on the subject. We intended that our

research findings would be shared with those tribes and other Indian or-

ganizations. Another purpose of the project was to provide a meaningful,
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educational experience for the students in order that they might be

better equipped to eventually serve their tribes on a professional

level. Indian lawyers cooperated by making visits to the students

during the course of the summer. Some direction was provided by and

contact was maintained with a central administrative office, but essen-

tially the students were on their own during the field portion of the

project.

In nearly every case the students had decided that they wanted

to work on their own reservations since these were the communities they

felt they knew best, could be most productive on, and had the most long-

range interest in. Perhaps as a result of this approach, the tribal

leaders in nearly every case were very receptive to the students'

presence on the reservations and cooperated fully. The students were

asked to perform an "objective and systematic evaluation of each tribal

governing institution." In addition to performing this collective eval-

uation service, students were expected to assist the tribal government

in formulating realistic and achievable remedial objectives. In order

to give a structure and direction to the students' efforts, they were

asked to focus their research on six issues or areas. These were spelled

out in separate memoranda and questionnaires were sent to the students.

The students then compiled "substantive research reports" in response.

(Following this introductory section of the report, we will treat each

issue separately by excerpting relevant parts of the explanatory memos

and representative portions of the students' research reports.)

The methodology employed by the student field workers was simply



a process of observation, interviewing and consultation. Since each

student as part of the plan would go to a different res,Jrvation, it was

anticipated that there would be considerable variation from tribe to

tribe. Constitutions differ from tribe to tribe as well as other

mechanics of the government which are dictated not only by differences

in custom and tradition but also by such factors as the availability of

resources and personnel. Despite these understandable differences, we

felt that the nature of the problems posed for many tribes had a suffi-

ciently common base that as a result common recommendations and conclu-

sions could be drawn as well as common strategies suggested.

If there was one unifying theme to our approach in spelling out a

series of issues to be researched and attempting to gain a comprehensive

picture of the status of tribal governments, it was the question of

constitutional reform. In each instance, we asked students to evaluate

whether or not the tribe's existing constitution was adequate in relation

to those issues which were being researched, i.e., governmental structure,

court systems, etc. In recent years, more and more tribal leaders have

expressed a conviction that their tribal constitution, written in most

cases in the years immediately following the 1934 Indian Reorganization

Act, was simply out of date and no longer relevant to the tribe's needs.

In survey form, then, we attempted to determine where particular consti-

tutions were adequate or not - and if not, what recommendations might be

made. It was particularly on this point that we suspected that common

lessons could be learned despite tribal differences.
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II. RESEARCH FOCUS POINTS

As pointed out in the preceeding section of this report, the

research efforts of the students were focused around six separate issues

which we identified and explained during the orientation session conducted

prior to the field portion of the project. These particular areas were

selected for several reasons. First of all, they appeared to us to be

the critical areas which we must understand if we are to gain an accurate

picture of the status of the governmental institutions of the participating

tribes. Secondly, these issues could be considered separately from spe-

cific problems the tribes may be experiencing. While a tribal problem

involving a jurisdictional question or protection of a natural resource

right would understandably be interesting to the student and perhaps even

be a point on which he could provide valuable research assistance, we

expressly excluded such areas from the scope of the project. If one

viewed the primary purpose of the project as the performance of an eval-

uation service for the participating tribes, research in such other areas

would simply be outside the scope of the project. In addition, most of

our researchers had only just completed their first year of law school

and we were hesitant to suggest that they become involved in working on

technical legal questions. This might prove frustrating to the students

and to us as administrators since we did not have the back-up resources

to provide assistance which would surely be necessary on these kinds of

problems. However, we did make it clear to the students that they were

certainly free to confer with tribal officials on these kinds of issues

0024
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and we would work with them in attempting to identify possible resource

people with expertise in these kinds of problems for the tribes.

We include the following portion from one of our initial memos

as additional explanation of the choice of the six issues around which

our research efforts were focused.

TO: Student Researchers - Tribal Government Project

FROM: Alan Parker

SUBJ: Outline of substantive issues to be researched
during field study

As me attempted to explain during the training
session, our understanding of the project is that each
student will submit an individual report to his own
tribal government at the conclusion of the field por-
tion of the project. Necessarily, this individual
report will be geared to the particular problems
confronting that tribal group, however, in addition
to whatever particular problems the student may eval-
nate, we are asking each researcher to structure their
amlysis aroune4 the following key issues:

1) Tribal governing structure
2) Tribal court structure
3) Economic development of tribal resources and

the tribal governing structure
4) Administration of governing services
5) Relationship of tribal government with BIA

structure
6) Problems in application of Indian Civil Rights

Act esp. in areas of membership and elections.

It is clear of course that there will be considerable
overlap between these different areas. Nevertheless, our
examination of the subject matter of tribal government,
even though in surrey fashion, seemed to reveal that
these points are the major perspectives which must be
taken to get an adequate picture of the whole subject.
Recalling that our overall purpose is to arrive at an
evaluation of the tribal governing structure in relation
to the tribal constitution and related governing documents,
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it should prove to be helpful to use the tribal
constitution, etc., as a consistent frame of
reference and as an organization device as we
attempt our analysis on each of the above listed
points.

I will be sending separate memos on each of
these points setting out my ideas in more detail
and listing some of the more obvious questions
that should be addressed. As I mentioned during
the training session, in addition to the "activity"
reports he are asking you to send to the AILTP
Office in Oakland, I will be asking for a more
substantive report of your research findings every
two weeks. Essentially this means a report on
the first point, then the second point, etc.,
until we have gone through the complete list.

0021
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A. Tribal Governing Structure

The following is the initial memo to the students as the basis

upon which they were to begin their research efforts. By attempting to

analyze what the "governing structure" of each participating tribe was,

we had hoped that the researchers would also be able to get an overall

perspective on the tribal government. As noted in the memo, what we

were seeking was more of a descriptive analysis than any kind of legal

analysis. This approach was followed throughout the summer since was felt

that to direct the students into a purely technical legal analysis would

not only severely restrict the number of issues which we would be able

to cover because of the time-consuming nature of the more detailed analy-

sis but would also be beyond our capabilities since we had not geared up

for this type of project. In summary, then, we were seeking a survey

research effort with the result to be a broad but not detailed under-

standing of the tribe and the status of its governing institutions. It

was our hope that the students could look forward to building upon this

broad base of knowledge and that the collective report would then also

constitute a broadly couched analytical statement.
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TO: Student Researchers - Tribal Government Project

FROM: Alan Parker

RF: Tribal Governing Structure

We are purposefully asking you to make your initial report
on the subject matter of the tribal governing structure since
this is the one point that relates to all the other issues
we will be examining. We anticipate that your research find-
ings in this area will become more meaningful as the summer
goes on and you get deeper into the study. Thus, by the time
we are wrapping up the field portion of the project, you
should be able to amplify this initial report.

We ask you to separate as much as possible the question of
the structure which the tribe utilizes from consideration,
which relate more directly to our other points, such as,
administration of governing services, economic development,
etc. While you should feel free to regard your research in
this area with some flexibility, I recommend that you begin
by attempting to describe the organization of the tribal
governing body in a descriptive vs. legally analytical manner.
That is, how is the tribal council organized, what type of
delegation of authority is there within the council, i.e.,
executive committee, membership committee, land assignment
committee, etc.

Describe the organization of the tribal administration, i.e.,
who are the tribal employees, is there a personnel structure,
etc.? What is the relationship between the tribal adminis-
tration or what might be called the "executive vs. legisla-
tive branch of tribal government" and the tribal council or
executive committee. What is the relationship of this actual
structure to that which is established in the tribal consti-
tution and to the manner in which it is defined in tribal
ordinances or other relevant documents. As a frame of
reference and for purposes of comparison attempt to define
how the tribal structure puts into effect those tribal self-
government powers enumerated in the tribal constitution and
ordinances.

As a preliminary observation do you feel that the structure is
(a) understood by most tribal officials and/or tribal members
and (b) in their opinion, is it a satisfactory arrangement,
if so why, if not, why not? (In their opinion, not necessarily
yours.)

00 2 8.
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Have tribal or BIA officials been giving some thought to
revision of tribal constitutions and governing structures?
In what manner, for what reasons and with what results?

Note that later in the summer we will be addressing ourselves
specifically to the questicis of relationships with BIA,
etc. For now we would like you to bear in mind as a theo-
retical consideration that an important distinction should
be drawn between the tribal government as a government,
responsive and responsible to all tribal members individually
and collectively, and, tribal government as a business entity,
concerned with maximum utilization of tribal resources for
the corporate good. We have noted briefly that where the
role of the tribe's government is impossibly mixed or blurred
with its function as a business entity inherent difficulties
are created. Ultimately, we may be asking what kinds of
mechanisms could be set up to enable tribes to apply such a
distinction and make it work and how should the federal
government be responding to this problem if at all?

0029
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1. Student Reports

We include the following student reports as a compilation of our

research findings on the issue of tribal governing structure. In some

instances we have included the entire report, while in other cases we

have simply excerpted portions of a report to illustrate the differences

from tribe to tribe and as an indication of the common themes which do

exist despite these differences.

a. Cheyenne-Arapaho: Oklahoma

Prepared by: David Ricketts Kingfisher

I. DESCRIPTION

A. Constitution and By-Laws

The Constitution and By-Laws of the Cheyenne-Arapaho
Tribes of Oklahoma is sanctioned by authority of the
Thomas-Rogers Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act of June 26, 1936
(49 Stat., 67). The constitution was recommended for
approval August 11, 1937 by the Assistant Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, and ratified September 18, 1937 by a vote
of 542 to 417. There have since been eight amendments:
Amendment I, ratified February 4, 1942; Amendments II and
III, November 3, 1959; Amendments IV and V, November 7, 1961;
and Amendments VI, VII, aid VIII, October 12, 1971.

The constitution reflects general characteristics of
other Indian Reorganization Act constitutions; i.e.,
detailed membership provisions, delineation of individual
rights, description of the structure of the governing body
and its powers, and a provision for amendments. The by-
laws refer to duties of officers, oaths of office, meetings,
quorum, and ratification.

B. Governing Institutions

There are fourteen (14) elected members, seven (7)
Cheyenne and seven (7) Arapaho, referred to as Councilmen.
In fact they comprise the Business Committee which is the
governing body. From this committee, its members elect
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the following officers: chairman, vice-chairman, secretary,
treasurer, and sergeant-at-arms. From this committee
sub-committees are established which are responsible for
matters falling within the area of their concern. The
current sub-committees are: Scholarship, Concho School
Board, United Tribes, Land Resources, Finances, Economic
Development Agency, and Hospital Board. There exists no
executive management and the staff consists of a secretary
and assistant secretary. Currently a Community Health
Relations officer assists the Business Committee in tribal
business. Proposals are regularly submitted in order to
provide funding for additional administrative staff and
to establish programs.

II. ANALYSIS

A. Amendments

There are four basic changes reflected in the eight
amendments. Two represent an expansion of the requirements
relating to participation in tribal affairs. The first
enlarges the scope of the definition of membership to include
many persons previously not considered Cheyenne or Arapaho.
The second lowers the age requirement for voting and holding
office from twenty-one (21) to eighteen (18). The most
significant changes, however, reflect an alteration of the
basic tribal political base and governing structure as
sanctioned and recognized within the constitution. Most
important is the elimination of the power of the traditional
Cheyenne Chiefs ana Headmen to select representatives from
their districts. This provision is replaced with a popular
vote system of selecting representatives. Further amendments
incorporate this change throughout the constitution, i.e.
elimination of traditional Cheyenne Chiefs and Headmen
from the process of appointing persons to fill vacancies
of previous appointments, and the decrease of representatives
from twenty-eight (28) to fourteen (14).

Another change permits the Business Committee to
designate the place and time of the annual general meeting.
Previously the annual general meeting had a fixed date and
only the place was alterable. This is significant in view
of the fact that communications systems are not adequate
to provide proper notice to a substantial portion of the tribes.

B. Current

There are few positive thines that can be said in
favor of the current constitution as to its capacity to
serve adequately as the foundation document of an operative
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and responsive governing institution. The deficiencies are
numerous.

Immediately recognizable is the lack of reference to
procedures which define the mechanisms by which the governing
body functions. For example, there is no mention of ordi-
nances or resolutions. There is also no reference to the
authority relationships that these actions would have to
one another.

This situation complicates further the validity of
the actions that are thus taken to implement grants of
Dower sanctioned within the constitution. For example, the
governing body's Dower to determine procedures for elections,
even to the point of designating districts and apportion-
ments, has-too flexible a quality to withstand an attack
from a suit filed pursuant to Title II of the 1968
Indian Civil Rights Act (hereinafter referred to as ICRA).
There is no incorporation of ICRA provisions under Article
IV--Individual Rights and Present Services, even though
Amendments VI through VIII were ratified October 12, 1971.

There are no provisions concerning removal or recall;
thus, in effect, removing any continuous sanction of
accountability of a representative to his electorate.
In view of current litigation trends under the ICRA; the
lark of permanent election mechanisms, such as an election
ordinance or a provision for an election board and its
requisite grant of authority, would render elections under
the constitution legally vulnerable.

There is no provision which authorizes and/or
describes the powers and function of executive personnel
such as a manager or director. There are also no provisions
which define the tribes' power over the expenditure of its
funds by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (hereinafter referred
to as BIA). Such provisions would begin to define the
fiduciary responsibilities between the tribe and the BIA.

More generally, the constitution concentrates and
vests tremendous power into the governing body, the
Business Committee; yet lacks the Sanctions to control its
actions, i.e. through removal, recall, or accountability
as discussed previously. There is also no delineation of
the role of a general membership meeting and its relation-
ship to the Business Committee. This might not be such a
problem when perceiving the Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes of
Oklahoma as a business corporation, because the objectives
of a business corporation can be defined rather narrowly.
This allows the state of incorporation to regulate statutorily
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the fiduciary responsibilities of the board to the corporate

membership. Such regulation is applied rather uniformly,
and hence, corporate by-laws need not provide such detailed
regulations.

The fiction of this analogy, however, should be
obvious -- tribes are more than business enterprises. For

example, the preamble of the Cheyenne-Arapaho Constitution
refers to "all matters affecting the tribes" and "general
welfare of ourselves and our posterity". Further, the

uniqueness of each tribe establishes the potential of
widely varying objectives which require more "tailor made"

regulations. These regulations must somehow be provided
for within the constitution itself.

Another problem is the lack of a design which would
establish some type of constitutional balance among the
Political powers recoanized within the constitution. In

effect, the electorate cedes its powers for two years to
the Business Committee, rather than delegating it. After

this occurs, there is no distinction between an entity which
performs or executes business and one which determines the
policies and scope of such execution. They are one and

the same.

In summary, a historical analysis of the period of
the drafting, approval, and ratification of constitutions
such as this, reveals another dark chapter in Federal and

Indian legal relations. Too often, inadequate constitutions

were drafted by non-Indians, misrepresented to the tradi-

tional leadership, approved, ratified, and eventually
amended to displace the long established leadership from
"legal" recognition.

The double evil was the reolacement of a traditional
structure with a structure predicated on erroneous
assumptions concerning the tribes' true situation and its
ability to respond to the new structure. The result was
expectedly an inadequate mechanism from which to attempt
to resolve the people's real and various Problems. This

is the current situation with which the Cheyenne-Arapaho
Tribes of Oklahoma are confronted.

III. PROPOSED REVISION

A. Amendments and Status

At a special meeting held on April 4, 1970, a
resolution was adopted pursuant to which a Constitutional

Commission was established. The purpose of the commission
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was to determine the desires of tribal members and to propose
revisions or amendments to the constitution. These
amendments were submitted to the annual general meeting of
October 3, 1970, at which time a General Council Resolution
was adopted, apuroving several amendments and revisions.

The substance of the most significant of the proposed
changes are as follows: the governing body is changed from
the Business Committee to the Tribal Council, with procedures
of action and enumeration of powers detailed; delegation of
specific powers to the Business Committee is provided for;
provisions for employing a management staff are added;
provisions for establishing an Election Board and election
procedures are added, such as a description of district;
specific BIA and tribal relationships are defined; a
limitation is placed on the Business Committee's power
to expend money from non-trust income; and there is an
attempt to return the Tribal Chiefs back into the governing
structure on a consultation basis.

B. Description of proposed revisions

Article I--Definition of Terms, ties together and
controls the entire document by providing a basic reference
plane. Four separate entities are defined: Tribal Council,
Business Committee, Election Board, and the Business
Manager. Article III incorporates by reference the
protections conlerrea by Title II of the ICRA. Article
IV -- Council and Committee Authorities, describes the
relationship and powers of the Tribal Council and the
Business Committee. Section One details the scope of
authority of the Tribal Council and lists specific
matters, such as: approval of annual budget; surface
leases or easements of tribal land in excess of five (5)
years; legal counsel contracts; claims and recovery of
land; membership ordinances and/or resolutions; and
alteration of district boundaries. Aside from the
reservation of these specific powers, Section Two grants
to the Business Committee all others, not otherwise
restricted by the constitution. Section Three restricts
expenditure and disbursement of tribal funds by the Business
Committee and the BIA to the annually approved Tribal
Council budget. Section Four defines procedure of actions
authorized by the Tribal Council and the Business Committee,
i.e. duly recorded certified ordinances or resolutions.

C. Analysis

The proposed amendments address themselves to nearly
every unresolved issue and inadequacy of the currently
existing constitution. It is thoroughly adequate in

0 Rn,
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modernizing the governing system of the Cheyenne-Arapaho
Tribes. Significant is the separation of responsibilities
among various institutions of the governing system. The
fundamental governing body, the Tribal Council, consisting
of the eligible electorate, functions to determine and to
approve policy, and it reserves specific powers which are
defined in detail. The procedural technique to implement
and validate Tribal Council decisions is the requirement
of a quorum.

The Business Committee is elected; and beyond its
specific constitutionally vested power, it is delegated
general power by a constitutional grant, subject to limita-
tions and restrictions from the Tribal Council. The
Tribal Council meets annually and the Business Committee
monthly. The Business Committee functions primarily as
an executive authority. The actual execution of tribal
business is celegated to a full-time management staff.

Another entity is the Election Board which is vested
with constitutional power separate from either the Tribal
Council or the Business Committee. Since there can be no
dual service of the Election Board and the Business
Committee, structurally, a conflict of interest is removed.
There are also provisions which require Business Committee
compliance with Election Board policies and procedures
for action in case of non-compliance.

This last procedure involves the BIA superintendent,
thus, providing an administrative remedy to any usurpation
of power by the Business Committee over the Election
Board. This appears to be an attempt to maximize the
political neutrality of the Election Board while retaining
the administrative potency of its regulations in the case
of non-compliance. This procedure establishes reviewable
due process standards, invokes minimal BIA power, and
provides a dimension of enforcement which the United States
Supreme Court might currently envy.

A further reference to the BIA is by constitutionally
limiting the authorized disbursement of tribal funds to
the approved Tribal Council budget. This in effect
protects tribal funds by legally defining an element of
the BIA's fiduciary responsibility to the tribes.

In general, all areas are well defined as to
procedures, implementation, and relationships among
various provisions. Eor example, the process establishing

legality of actions is defined in detail, i.e. petitions,
resolutions, Pobertls Rules, etc. Election districts,

OS
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Business Committee elections conducted by mail, staggering
of terms, etc. render a sophisticated, yet relatively
uncomplicated, constitutional foundation from which
future policies and regulations can be derived.

Criticism of the proposed amended constitution will
lie in two areas, and perhaps these are minor. Article III,
Section One incorporates by reference Title II of the ICRA.
Legally this is appropriate. However, the interpretation
and standards governing ICRA's application to "substantive
due process" will be totally controlled from outside the
constitution. In other words, the constitution retains no
power over the construction of the clauses of the ICRA in
any specific form. On the other hand, the constitution is
more than sufficient to validate the legality of tribal
actions under "procedural due process" standards. In
view of the fact that the Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes have no
constitutionally recognized court system, the ICRA
incorporation and lack of resiliant power should be a
negligent problem and perhaps should be ignored. It is
only referred to in order to draw attention to the scope
of the ICRA.

b. Chippewa-Cree: Montana

Prepared by: Robert E. La Pountain

The governing body at Rocky Boy Reservation in Montana
is the Business Committee, which is composed of a Chairman,
Vice-Chairman, and 7 additional Committee members. All
Committee Members are elected to four-year terms (staggered,
5 and 4 every 2 years). The Chairman presides over meetings
and exercises authority the Business Committee delegates to
him. He appears to act much like a manager. The Vice-
Chairman is selected from among the remaining 8 members.
He presides at meetings when the Chairman is absent.

The Chairman gets an annual salary of $10,000. The
Vice-Chairman gets $35 for each day he acts as Chairman
(meetings and whenever the Chairman is not available for
day-to-day tribal business affairs). The 7 other Committee
Members get no salary but do get $10 per day for each
meeting attended.

0.03Q,
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The Tribe employs, by contract, a Tribal Secretary and
a Tribal Treasurer. The functions of these are to conduct
tribal correspondence; keep minutes of meetings; send out
and receive applications, petitions and other documents
relevant to Tribal affairs; to keep records (Secretary); and
to pay out per diem; keep money records; other functions
relevant to the position.

The Business Committee delegates responsibilities to
about eight different sub-committees. They are: The
Administrative and finance Committee; The Housing Authority;
the Health Committee; the Census Committee; Law and Order
Committee; Land Resources Committee; Dry Forks Pam Corpora-
tion; and the Welfare Committee.

The Business Committee attempts to insure that a regular
Business Committee member sits on each of these sub-committees.
Each of these sub-committees is comprised of from 3-5 members
(determined by the current problem situation in the particular
subject area).

The sub-committees have no final authority. They can
only make recommendations after viewing and analyzing a
Problem. The final word remains in the Business Committee,
which meets on the last Thursday of each month.

The Tribe hires a small nunber of administrative per-
sonnel. The salary of the Chairman, the Vice-Chairman, the
Secretary, the Treasurer, a Range Rider (none at Present),
a cook and waitresses (a supplemental amount) comes out of
tribal funds. The Tribe has a contract with the BIA for
funds for two tribal police officers and two more are paid
directly by BIA. The Chief Judge of the Tribal Court and
the one existing Associate Judge are also BIA paid.

A number of other Indian people on the reservation are
under snnervision of Tribal people (BIA employed) and some
work under other federal programs and are federally funded.

The governing structure is organized in a manner pretty
close to that established by the Tribal Constitution. There
are a few differences, however. The major difference is that
the tribe hires a Tribal Secretary and a Tribal Treasurer
while the Constitution seems to provide for one person for

that combined purpose. Any other differences appear to be
minor and would not appear to give rise to any inconsistency
or conflict with the Constitution.

The powers of the Business Committee are defined
oenerally in a list of enumerated powers. These include
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Dower to neeotiate with other governments on behalf of the
tribe; to employ legal counsel; Dower over disposition and
use of tribal lands and assets; Dower to manage economic
affairs; power to charter subordinate organizations for
economic Purposes; power to appropriate tribal funds for
tribal governmental operations; power to levy taxes and
license fees upon members; power to enact ordinances;
power to encourage and foster Indian Tribal culture, arts,
etc.; power to govern hunting and fishing on the reservation;
power to delegate powers to boards or associations on the
reservation; and power to enact special ordinances such as
a comprehensive law and order code.

On the basis of these general enumerated powers the
Business Committee enacts ordinances when a need is pre-
sented to that committee for such action. Most often,
however, it appears that most of those enumerated powers
are never exercised unless a current pressing situation
prompts such an exercise of power. Even then it is not
always clear what the extent of the power to be exercised
actually is. As a result many of the powers are probably
exercised to a lesser extent than they could be. Also
the powers exercisable by the whole committee or by sub-
committees or by the Chairman on his own are not clear-cut.
And this lack of clarity undoubtedly results in a lack of
action by the tribal aoverning body since it is conceivable
that these groups often may expect the other groups or the
Chairman to exercise the Dower. And the Chairman may fail
to act because he doesn't know to what extent he can act.

This lack of specific duties of the Chairman and the
Committee and the lack of clarity as to who shall exercise
what powers to what extent is quite apparent to the Rocky
Boy Tribal officials and to the tribal members who take an
interest in tribal government affairs. It seems that tribal
officials understand the structure quite well as a structure
but because of the lack of clarity as to the powers and how
to carry them out effectively the Tribal officials dontt
know how to make that existing structure most effective.

Tribal members appear to take little interest in govern-
ment affairs and those few who do take such interest
encounter the same problem of not understanding the govern-
ment's powers and how the tribal government could be more
effective under the Chairman-Committee system.

Most tribal officials and members familiar with the
government structure apparently do not gee.: that the existing

structure is a satisfactory arrangement. They point out that
there is no plan of operation, guidelines to help the

0038
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Committee carry out its powers. They note the lack of
defined and clear powers of the tribal officials and the
Committee. The duties of the Chairman and the Committee
are not specific enough. They note that very little gets
done by the governing structure unless the Chairman or
another official acts on his own or unless individuals of
the Committee or of the governing staff act on their own
to get things done. (This problem may be compounded by
the fact that the Committee is required to meet only once
per month, although special meetings may be called.) And
many feel the existence of such a structure as the Chairman-
Committee governing body structure gives rise to and encour-
ages a problem of cliques on the Committee (voting in blocks,
family favoritism, nepotism).

Most feel the existing type of structure could be more
effective and would become more acceptable and satisfactory
if the powers and duties of the Committee and tribal offi-
cials (especially the Chairman) were more adequately defined
and more specific. They appreciate the ambition of certain
past and present officials who took the initiative and did
things on their own, perhaps even without power to do so,
to improve the tribe's economic, social, and political
situation.

The tribal officials at Rocky Boy sense a need for
revision of the tribal Constitution and governing structure.
They feel revision and modification is necessary in order
for the tribe to progess socially, politically, culturally,
and economically. This need has been apparent to the tribal
people for quite some time. In September of 1971 through a
Montana State Department of Planning and Economic Development
grant the tribe developed a Comprehensive Development Plan.
This plan noted the lack of progress by the tribe in almost
all areas of economic, social, and political development.
A plan for fulfilling existing and current needs was incor-
porated and recommended solutions were noted. It appears
that some of the recommendations were heeded because some
development has occurred since 1971 but it also appears that
the plan at this point has not been greatly successful
because no great amount of development has occurred.

A more recent Chippewa Cree Tribal Government Develop-
ment Plan has been submitted to the Business Committee
members for their consideration but no action has been taken
on it yet.

As expressed before, individual tribal members and
individual Committee members have expressed a need to revise
the present governing structure and the Constitution. But
as one tribal official noted, there's plenty of thought about



revision but very little action. As this official noted,
the tribal Constitution was amended in 1973 but many of
the points that need revision were apparently not con-
sidered then (for example: the powers of the officials are
still stated generally in the present Constitution). A
feeling of need for further revision is apparent!

A number of tribal members and officials feel the
BIA could do more toward helping the tribe improve the
governing structure. They feel BIA help in this respect
would be consistent with the U. S. concept of helping the
tribes become self-determining. It appears that the BIA
would rather leave such tribal problems to the tribe to
solve. However, it does appear that BIA officials would
be available for technical assistance they may be capable
of eiving with respect to improving the tribal governing
structure.
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-1. Oneida: Wisconsin

Prepared by: Gerald Hill

INTRODUCTION

The actual structure of the Tribal Government in Oneida
follows the Constitution and By-laws. This current Constitu-
tion and By-laws was approved Dec. 21, 1936. It has been
amended June 15, 1939, Aug. 25, 1969, and Nov. 28, 1969.

DISCUSSION

The Tribal Business Committee is organized and selected
according to the manner stated in the Constitution. At least
one council member expressed an opinion as to the unwiseness
of having the nine elected officials eleead at the same time,
suggesting that staggered terms would probably improve con-
tinuity.

Theoretically, staggered terms would preserve the govern-
mental continuity. However, in actual operation the tribal
officials continue in the government in various capacities.
For example, the Tribal Chairman is now serving for a second
term. The Vice-Chairman is a past chairman. And the Business
Manager, who is a council member, is a thrice elected past
chairman. It seems unlikely that the experienced elected
personnel will be changed totally at a given election.

Delegation of Authority

The Business Committee may be delegated authority by
the General Tribal Council under the enumerated powers set
forth in Art. IV, Sec. 1. This in fact occurs. Each Business
Committee member is delegated the responsibility to work
with the various service committees and programs. This list
is included in the organizational chart. As reflected in
the attached memorandum, there is occasional misunderstanding
of the roles in the chain of delegation. This is perhaps
reflective of the need for revision of Constitution and By-
laws. It is also reflective of probably the most substantial
problem facing the governing structure.

There is no apparent challenge to personal integrity
within the governing structure but it appears that there are
personality problems. Yet, in view of problems on other
reservations, the Oneida Tribe seems to have a sound governing

structure and attitude of responsibility which is encouraging.
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The delegation of authority to the Business Committee,
Membership Committee, and other Committees is also determined
by the General Tribal Constitution and is actually carried
out as set out in the Constitution and By-laws.

Organization of Tribal Adninistration

The Tribal Crganization operates as
organizational chart (see encl.). There
manent employees of the Tribe. They are
Manager, the assistant, and the janitor.
others employed who work with the tribe,
funded by various governmental agencies.
in the enclosure.

outlined in the
are only three per-
Civic Center Building
Although there are
their positions are
These are contained

The legislative branch of the Oneida Tribe is the General
Council who enact ordinances and resolutions which are in
turn implemented by elected officials and/or designated com-
mittees. This relation is defined in the Constitution and
By-laws and so actually operates.

Resolutions and ordinances may be asked for by the Tribal
Chairman or other elected official or nresented for approval
by any member of the General Council.

It has been expressed that resolutions and ordinances
are not always understood by the people in the areas in
which they are to be implemented and, therefore, problems
may arise in the administration of the government. For example,
although the governmental procedures may be understood by
the quorum, and officials who pass them, a particular com-
mittee member may not understand the need for any procedural
change. It would appear that this is a problem in education
but it does not seem that any simple solution is available.

The self-governing powers established by the Constitu-
tion are put into effect by ordinances and resolutions by
the General Council. These may be enacted at any general
council meeting.

The tribal structure is understood by the rersonnel
in the governing structure. But, a feeling that procedural
matters are not understood by the general membership of the
tribe. It seems fair to assume that this would parallel the
number of persons who actually participate in the governmental
operation.

The tribal structure is felt to be in need of revision
by the elected officials. And, as previously stated, since



it is not generally understood by the membership, the
structure, while it does operate properly according to
the existing constitution, the current structure is far
from wholly satisfactory.

There is a general agreement that revision of the
structure and constitution is needed but no agreement on
what form this should take. In the Past a revision has
been twice offered but insufficient participation by the
General Council was experienced. Currently, a constitu-
tional revision is being studied.

CONCLUSION

The Oneida Tribal Government seems to be responsive
and responsible to the general tribal membership as can be
expected under the existing Constitition and By-laws. Change
in the governing structure as a Dressing need is an almost
universal conclusion but the means and manner for imple-
menting such change is not agreed upon. There is currently
a study on proposed revisions and updating of the Oneida
Tribal Constitution and By-laws. In the past, two revised
constitutions have been offered and fell short of passing
by the Genera] Tribal Council which indicates a complacent
attitude toward change which is not surprising.

Although the utilization of tribal sources is inex-
tricably tied to the governing structure, the business
management is distinguished. The distinction is recognized
by the chartering of separate entities for economic devel-
opments and delegation of responsibility to the various
business committees.

The Oneida Constitution of 1866 reflects a governing
structure which was more sovereign in that criminal and
civil matters were still handled by the tribe. Since Wis-
consin is a P.L. 280 state, these matters are now under
state jurisdiction but the tribe understands these attributes
should eventually be reassumed by the tribe.

Although change has been slow in the past as far as
the governing structure is concerned the present tribal
atmosphere seems ready for a change as soon as an agreeable
revision can be presented.

egg
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d. Pueblo of Laguna: New Mexico

Prepared by: Ron Solimon

TRIBAL GOVERNING STRUCTURE

The Tribal council is composed of the following
elected officials: Governor, First Lieutenant Governor;
Head Fiscale; First Fiscale; Second Fiscale; Treasurer;
Secretary; Interpreter; and representatives from the six
recognized villages of the Pueblo of Laguna. The,officials,
except the village representatives, are considered the
Staff Officers who are in effect are the Executive Cabinet.
The line of authority is given seriately during the absence
of the Governor.

The Governor acts as the chairman of the council
meeting where an agenda, outlining the topics for discus-
sion and consideration, is followed. The topics range
from investrent planning to the hiring and firing of tribal
employees. The Council acts as a business enterprise, social
services agency, legislature, personnel department, et cetera.
The above roles indicate only those roles that I have seen
the Council fill thus far in my research and observation_.

Council meetings are held once a week to consider the
business of the tribe and sometimes twice a week when
matters of urgency arise. An average of ten topics for
discussion and consideration appear on the agenda, but the
number of items discussed and decided on vary with the com-
plexity of issues. Thereare no formal rules governing the
conduct and procedures of tribal council meetings or the
councilmen. The only guidelines are briefly set out in the
tribal constitution and bylaws.

Every village is represented on the Staff (Executive
Branch) by at least one individual, and could be represented
by as many as four individuals. Thus, one village could be
represented on Council by six individuals. Despite the
possibility of antagonism, there is no history of such an
election. There are a total of 21 voting members in the
Tribal Council (6 villages, with two representatives for a
total of 12; and 9 Staff Officers).

ORGANIZATION OF TRIBAL ADMINISTRATION

The Council has 11 Standing Committees which are made
up of people from the Council, but the majority of the
members are from the community. Tne standing Committees
are: Budget Committee; Community Health Representative
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Committee; Laguna Elementary Advisory Board; Scholarship
Committee; Land Claims Committee; Finance and Planning
Committee; Board of Trustees (Minor's Trust Account); and
the Membership Committee. The Planning Commission is
presently funded by the Economic Development Administration,
and is charged with developing plans, writing proposals and
negotiating with federal agencies for the overall economic
development of the Pueblo of Laguna. Their task is perhaps
the lifeline of the Tribe's future. Their authority to con-
duct negotiations on behalf of the Pueblo has recently been
extended so as to prevent any unnecessary delays in obtaining
funding. Prior to obtaining this extension of authority,
the Committee had limited authority in relationship to its
tasks and working time. Basically, the standing committees
have authority until their decisions are reviewed by the
Tribal Council at which point the Council is in complete
control. Nothing is done without the final review and
approval of Council.

TRIBAL PERSONNEL STRUCTURE

The majority of the tribal employees are engaged in
static positions. There is nc overall personnel structure
which would allow for advancement or training in an
employee's area of work. In relation to the administrations
of enterprises with as many assets and undertakings as the
Pueblo of Laguna, the present personnel structure is outdated
and in need of a complete revamping so as to promote greater
efficiency in congruence with the present workload and plans
for future economic development. There are no formal poli-
cies and guidelines in the various components of tribal
administration. There is a Tribal Employee's Handbook, but
it is general in nature and offers no explicit description
of the particular job or tasks to be performed. Coupled

with the annual election of tribal officials, the lack of
Policies deters continuity in the administration of tribal
affairs. The directors and staffs of the various government
programs are not employees of the Tribe. The directors of
the various federal programs are hired by the Tribal Council,
but the Council does not maintain direct supervisory control
over the activities of the various programs, The Council has
discussed the hiring of a Program Officer, who would coordi-
nate the efforts of these programs and insure the direct
input of Council. The liaison officer would increase the
communication between Council and the wederal Programs.
This position, although badly needed, has not been filled at

present. An interesting fact is that a tribal employee such
as a secretary/clerk carrying on the exact tasks of an
PmnloyPP in a fpderally funded program may be earning from
one to two thousand dollars less per year than the employee
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in the federally funded program. The discrepancy in
executive salaries is even greater ($4,00045,000). The
reason for these discrepancies is the control factor of
the tribal council over their immediate administration
and the quasi-independence of the federally funded pro-
grams.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STAFF OFFICERS
AND TRIBAL COUNCIL

The relationship between the tribal council and the
staff officers is immediate and interdependent. The
concept of separation is not applied in the Laguna Pueblo
system of government. The Governor only votes in cases
of a tie vote. In effect, the Governor, Secretary, and
Treasurer act as discussion leaders who explain facts of
the various topics under consideration and guide the
Council in their decision making process.

ACTUAL STRUCTURE VS. DOCUMENTED STRUCTURE

The self-government powers enumerated in the Tribal
Constitution and Ordinance are carried on to the very
extent that they an. written. The powers and duties out-
lined in the Constitution are general and include many
areas. In effect, the Council acts as a department of
health, education and welfare, department of labor, depart-
ment of justice, and other agencies designated to promote
the general well-being of tribal members. The structure
is understood by Council members and is for the most part
respected by tribal members. The objections to the present
system lie in the slowness of processing business through
the tribal council. This slowness can be attributed to
the bureaucratic red tape that the Council must wade through
prior to making a definitive decision. The Federal Program
proposal process retards the action that tribal council
can take. Also, the outside consultants that the Tribe
hires have to consult with the Area Office on certain
matters. A major bottleneck appears in the requirement
that the Secretary of the Interior approve many of the
decisions and activities that Council engages in. The
vast is scarred with hasty decisions which were definitely
out of the careful, analytical character that is the style
of many Indian Councils. Today, members of Council are
careful to understand the substance of every issue. Out-
siders are quick to criticize the process, but after a
subjective look at the backgrounds of the Councilmen and
the magnitude and complexities of the decisions they have
to make, one tends to have a different perspective.
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PLANS FOR REVISION OP THE TRIBAL CONSTITUTION

Under previous tribal administrations there was a
movement to revise the 195e Constitution. A revised and
amended constitution has been pending before the Council,
but other urgent matters have superseded the consideration
of the revised and amended constitution. It should be
noted that Laguna Pueblo had a written Constitution at the
turn of the century (1908). The 1908 Constitution was
revised and amended in the 1940's and the Constitution was
ratified and approved in 1949. Again, in the mid- 1950's
there was a need to revise and amend the 1949 Constitution.
Out of this third revision cane the 1958 Constitution which
the Pueblo of Laguna presently abides by. The latest revi-
sion was accomplished by means of a committee comprised of
members of the Tribal Membership Committee, consultants who
had expertise in the revision of tribal constitutions, a
representative of the Secretary of the Interior, and tribal
attorneys. The revised and amended constitution has already
drawn some criticism, and will probably not be approved
during this administration. The urgency of approval is
dependent on the attitude of the particular administration.
This is the case in many matters of importance.

COMMENTS

A more concise report containing a subjective analysis
will be submitted to the Tribal Council. The strong points
and weak points o' the tribal governing structure will be
discussed in that report.
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e. Papago: Arizona

Prepared by: Hilda Manuel

The legal foundation of the Papago Tribe is the con-
stitution and its by-laws. The constitution was adopted
under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, section 16.
The members ratified the constitution and by-laws on
December 12, 1936, with a vote of 1,340 for and 580 against,
in an election called by the Secretary of the Interior.

The governing body consists of a council called the
Papago Council. The Papago Council is elected from eleven
districts, each district having two representatives. The
elected council elects from its membership a chairman,
vice-chairman, secretary and treasurer. The chairman has
a dual position of presiding officer of the Papago Council
and head of the tribal administration. As head of the
tribal administration, he has authority to supervise and
direct all tribal administration employees. The vice-
chairman acts as the second head of the tribal administra-
tion. He becomes more of a public relations man, usually
travelling promoting the goals of the Tribe. The secre-
tary is under the direct supervision of the chairman and
takes charge of all his appointments and schedules. The
secretarial position is an authorized position in the
constitution, and thus his duties are set forth in the
by-laws, article I, sec. 3. The treasurer also. under the
supervision of the chairman receives and accounts for all
tribal funds as directed by the chairman and the Council.
The description and qualifications of each of these posi-
tions is set forth in the Papago Handbook, 1973.

In addition to the two elected representatives, each
district has its own district council. The district council
consists of members representing the various villages on
the reservation. The recent poll showed as many as twenty
councilmen and not less than five. Included within these
numbers are the alternates to the district council.

The district councils are independent from the Papago
Council, and autonomous in their policy decisions affecting
their particular village. The only time the Papago Council
intervenes is when a district decision affects one or more
district. Article IV, section 3, says: "each district
shall manage its own local affairs ... but any matters
involving more than one district shall be decided by the
Papago Council." By the same token several districts are
financially well off (see Sif Oidak mining income). With
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the current development of mining activities, districts
within the exploration areas receive considerable revenue
from the leases. At the present time revenues received
from development activity is divided equally between the
Tribe and that particular district. Since the potentials
for deposits of ore are not knawn, it seems probable that
not all areas of the reservation have such deposits. There-
fore, many districts are not able to generate as much income
as others. This has resulted in some districts being very
powerful politically and financially. In many instances,
the elected councilman from that particular district will
also be a councilman for the district council. This in
essence gives that district power and control over the
Papago Council. Some sort of revenue sharing is necessary
so that districts not benefiting directly from mining leases
will share in the revenues.

This suggestion would only follow the provision in
the constitution, Article VIII, section 5, which says:
"Inasmuch as the land is held in common by the Papago
people"; or even yet, Article VI; section 2, which says:
"all members of the Panago Tribe shall be given equal
opportunity to participate in the economic resources.of the
Tribe." These provisions can be construed to mean that
everyone should have a share of the revenue. Nonetheless,
this is a hotly disputed and unresolved issue.

Presently, the officials of the Tribe, i.e., chairman,
etc., are elected from within the membership of the elected
representatives to the Papago Council. However, in light
of the one-man, one-vote theme of the Indian Civil Rights
Act of 1968, the solicitor strongly suggested to the Papago
Council a new alternative. The Council decided to revise
the constitution, and a committee was formed to carry out
the task. It has been over three years since the committee
first drafted a revised constitution. There have been
three drafts to date and latest has been given approval by
the solicitor in Phoenix.

The acceptable alternative to the present district
method was weighted voting, under which each councilman
is accorded voting strength reflecting the share of popu-
lation residing in his district. This method-appeared more
practical than the suggested method of reapportionment.
Reapportioning would have caused considerable dispute in
light of the fact that certain districts do receive mining
royalties, and this would mean money to people not from
that particular district originally. Along the same lines,

the officials of the Tribe will be elected by popular vote.
Accordingly, there have been no revised election procedures
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written for the election of the officials or the councilmen.
The last ordinance was enacted in 1971.

The term of office for the elected officials is one
year. Everyone agrees that the term is too short, yet there
has been no attempt at remedying the problem. The shortness
of the term leaves the officials ineffective in any endeavors
and lame ducks for future plans. The shortness of the term
creates other problems. For example, the chairman's role is
not well defined and, as a result, virtually no decision-
making power is delegated to him. He becomes a sitting duck
for all critics because he cannot perform without the approval
of the Council. The Council considers all issues and decides
the course of action to be taken. This becomes an impediment
to the Council's ability as well as the chairman's. As the
responsibilities increase the Council will in turn become
sitting ducks for bad decisions or hasty decisions. The
revised constitution does not begin to alleviate this problem
except to propose a four year term for the elected officials.
The term for the councilmen, which is two years, remains the
same.

Powers of the Papago Council

The powers of the Council subject to the Secretary's
review of approval are typical of all ITA constitutions. That
is, control of all tribal trust monies, maintenance of law
and order, regulation and licensing of non-Indians doing
business on the reservation, hiring of legal council, etc.
This illustrates how the constitution actually increased
federal control aver the tribal government. Despite the
fact that certain rights and powers were confirmed by the
constitution, the formality of having someone outside the
tribal government overseeing is enough to show the short-
comings of the IRA and the constitution.

And, of course, the everlasting problem of inadequate
filing and bookkeeping systems. While I was there most of
the tribal documents were boxed and stacked along the walls
of the tribal administration building. Along the same lines,
the tribal staff is largely involved in increased tribal
programs, which takes them away from filing and keeping
track of materials. The entire staff of the tribal admin-
istration reports to the Chairman, which takes more of his
time and decreases his effectiveness. There is no formalized
structure to guide its responsibilities.

Probably the best solution is to start fresh. That is,
get a revised constitution tailored to the needs and goals
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of the Papago people. The next step is to motivate and

train people in the areas needing expertise. This all

calls for a comprehensive planning program developed
according to the capabilities of the Tribal government
and the people as a whole. This will mean taking the
advice and knowledge of younger Papagos who have the
education but who lack the experience. In other words,
the older councilmen will have to step aside and take
under their wings the younger Papagos for a long journey

into the future.

f. Pueblo of Santa Clara: New Mexico

Prepared by: Jody N. Folwell

Tribal Governing Structure

The constitution of Santa Clara was written in 1935
and approved in 1936 by the Secretary of Interior, and

amended 19 , making the constitution of Santa Clara some-

what antiquated and in certain instances useless. The

constitution of Santa Clara is rarely used by the tribal
council except for the determination of membership, tribal
elections, impeachment of staff officers and the empowering

of jurisdictional rights. Thus, the tribal council's actions

on most issues are based on traditional precedent, custom

and considerations of public welfare.

The Santa Clara Pueblo Council consists of fourteen
members who are trusted to represent the diversified
interests of several political groups and the general pop-

ulace of the pueblo. From the two diversified political
groups smaller oclitical faction groups have emerged. The

political factions select the staff officers who are then
consercally elected by the general populace, eighteen
years and over. The staff officers are in office for a

period c) one year.
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The council is composed of the following elected offi-
cers: governor, lieutenant governor, secretary, treasurer,
interpreter, sheriff, and eight selected faction represen-
tatives.

The governor is the coordinatcr or executor of the
tribe, his responsibilities are extensive but his decisional
powers are limited by the council and faction representatives.
The pueblo aovernor's duties under the constitution consist
of enforcing the laws of the pueblo: civil or criminal,
written or unwritten. The governor has the authority tradi-
tionally or constitutionally to oppose or approve of policies
promulgated by the council. The governor does not have
voting rights, unless there is a tie, although his verbal
comments to the issues are stimulating and effective and at
times may be considered an implied voting power.

Council meetings are generally held once a week unless
urgent matters come before the council. The tribal council
members consider daily problems, contracts, proposals,
business matters, promulgation of crdinances, and personnel
policies. The council does not have any written directives
for conducting council meetings; traditional procedures are
followed. The governor presides over the council meetings,
presenting the issues as to the importance of each. The
coverage of issues at each council meeting varies with the
agenda.

Each council member is given a time period to give his
verbal opinion on the rising issues. The council then
verbally votes on the final decision based upon the governor's
recommendations.

Tribal Personnel Structure

There are only two major administrative positions in
Santa Clara: Community Services and Social Services. The
Community Service Director has the task of developing busi-
ness plans, writing law and order proposals and negotiating
with federal and state agencies. The Social Service Director
has the authority to make decisions concerning social service
contracts with federal agencies, regulating social policies
and maintaining adult education programs. Both of these
agencies are funded by HEW. The hiring of both administra-
tive and lower staff positions is made by the tribal council.

Both directorships, Community Services and Social Services,

were implemented to start and finalize the present personnel
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structure. The other departments in the organizational
chart have not been developed into viable organizations as
of this date. The tribal council with the assistance of
these two departments, Community Services and Social Ser-
vices are negotiating with federal and state agencies and
private foundations to acquire funds required to finalize
the operation of all the departments on the tribal organi-
zational chart.

The relations of the tribal council and administrative
staff are contingent and interdependent. There is no
apparent independence of the administrative staff from the
council.

Revision of Tribal Constitution

The tribal council at the present does not intend to
revise or amend their constitution until the Civil Rights
Act has been amended. The tribal council along with other
New Mexico pueblos has requested of the State Legislation
that a consent clause be placed within the 1968 Civil
Rights Act. The consent clause would give the pueblos the
option of adopting the Civil Rights Act as it is or denying
it in its entirety.

The tribal council members overall are satisfied with
their constitution and by-laws even though they are out-
moded. The tribal cmIncills solution to the conflicts and
limitations that arise from the constitution is to pass
resolutions. The resolutions are promulgated to clarity
the undefined terms or grant authorization to the council
t'or their actions.

The council members and administrative staff have a
general understanding of the tribal organizational structure
and the terms of the constitution and by-laws.

Recommendations

1. Through the viability of the present new administrative
structure and policies, Santa Clara will need future
counseling on the development of new programs and
institutions, counseling on contracting procedures,
and counseling on business management techniques for
the business enterprises being formulated.

2. Funds should be acquired to hire an expert for program
planning in the areas of natural resources: water,
timber, minerals and geo-thermal power.

. 4
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3. Provide adequate funding for personnel under IHS, Social
Services and Community Services.

4. The acquisition of controlling BIA services and related
BIA programs.

5. The institution of committees or commissions to oversee
federal programs.

g. Cherokee Nation: Oklahoma

Prepared by: Robert Lowery

The governing structure of the Cherokee Nation of
Okalahoma is centered, both legally and politically, around
the office of Principal Chief. This has been brought about
by successive acts of Congress which culminated in the Act
of 1906 and have left the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma in a
state of termination. Without going deep into historical
background, it is enough to state that the office of Principal
Chief is where the legal authority and responsibility rests
with the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma. Up until 1971, the
Office of Principal Chief was appointed by the government of
the United States. Since that time, However, it has been
filled by popular election. The present Principal Chief,
W. W. Keeler, was appointed first by President Truman in
1949 and then reappointed in 1954 when that power was given
to the Secretary of the Interior. When the election by
popular vote was finally passed by Congress in 1971 for the
Five Civilized Tribes he was elected to serve for a four year
term.

Elected Cherokee Community Representatives

Although a Tribal Council does not exist per se, it has
always been W. W. Keeler's position to try to set up an
elected body through which the tribal members could express
their opinions. It was mainly through his efforts that the
election bill was passed through Congress, an effort which
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was begun after his reappointment as Principal Chief in
1954. Up until the middle of 1972 the Principal Chief
was advised by an Executive Committee made up of the
natural leaders of the Cherokee Communities. On June 3,
1972 the Elected Cherokee Community Representatives
Organization was chartered and adopted to accomplish
these very ideals. The Elected Cherokee Community Repre-
sentatives Organization is currently comprised of eighty-
five (85) representatives and'assistant representatives
coming from over forty-three (43) Cherokee communities.
Others can be added simply by applying. it is a voluntary
organization and its decisions are not legally binding on
anyone or any organization except those of its own. The
qualifications are loosely set to allow membership to all
those who are interested. The representatives must repre-
sent a community of at least twenty-five (25) persons who
are members of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma. This
community must be reasonably geographically central. Even
though the Elected Cherokee Community Representatives have
no legal authority, it must be noted that their opinions
are highly regarded - so much so that they are, in effect,
always followed. This practice of allowing members of a
volunteer oraanization to make costly decisions is, in my
opinion, somewhat questionable. It will be conceded, how-
ever, that there is a definite need for some body or group
of elected capacity to make these decisions. This is
clearly not the format. I must add also in all fairness
that some of the work by the representatives is exceptional.

The Elected Cherokee Community Representatives have
seven standing committees which work on various activities.
They are: Employment Screening Committee, By-Law Revision
Committee, Credentials Committee, Roads Committee, Finance
Committee, Industrial Committee, Education Committee.
There are usually five er six members to each committee.
Other committees can be and are set up from time to time to
handle special projects. The power of these committees
should not be understated; even though a majority vote by
all the members can overrule, they seldom do. An example
of the tremendous power exercised by this group is evidenced
by the finance committee presently working on how a 3.5
million dollar judgement award will be used.

Constitution

A final draft of the proposed constitution was com-
pleted on March 27, 1973 and submitted to the Department
of Interior for approval. The constitution in many ways

is an excellent document and a giant step in the right
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direction. Above all that I observed this summer was the
continual plea to know how the whole system fits together.
No one seemed to know - and a constitution is the first step
to a well organized government. Several areas are worth
examining, however, to examine if this is the correct way
to achieve uniformity.

The legislative branch as set forth in the constitution
is marvelous in concept but too big a project for the tribe
to take on at this time. It is understood, although not
unanimously, that this department would replace the Elected
Cherokee Community Representatives. It would be divided
between the Senate, which would have two members from each
or the following counties: Adair, Cherokee, Deleware,
Sequoya, Mayes, Ottawa, Craig, Muskogee, Wagoner, Rogers,
Nowata, Washington, Tulsa and McIntosh, or a total of twenty-
eight (28), and the Council, which would have three members
from each county or a total of forty-two (42). They would
meet thirty days a year for pay purposes. There are three
main objections to such a legislative body. It will be
pointed out that this in no way tries to suggest that there
should be no body at all. There is an urgent need for some
type of elected body to set policy for the tribe.

The three main, objections T have are as follows:

The cost of such an organization would be prohibitive
to the point of no return.

II. A smaller, more functional group could probably serve
the needs of the people better by being able to meet
more often but for shorter periods of time.

III. The :legislative apportionment obviously violates the
one man-one vote rule and therefore would have to fail
constitutionally.

B. Commentary

The reader will note_ that, despite obvious variances from tribe to

tribe certain common themes emerge from those excerpted portions of the

student reports included above, among which are the following:

(1; Participating tribal leaders Shared a concern that the tribal con-

stitution was outdated and no linger adequate.to suit changing needs of

the tribal government.
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(2) All researchers agreed that the administrative branch of the

tribe considered as a separate entity from the legislative branch of

the tribal government or tribal council needed development and support.

This observation is directly in line with number (1) above, tribal

needs for constitutional revision. The reasons given for revision of

tribal constitutions are generally that the constitution does not provide

for or spell out how the tribe is io organize an entity to execute and

administer tribal programs. Of course, this shortcoming in the tribal

constitutions drafted in the 1930's fol2owing enactment of the IRA is

understandable since those, government lawyers who drafted these constitu-

tions had a relatively narrow view of the. purpose for a tribal constitu-

tion. That is, they viewed it simply as an instructional device which

would set Indian tribes on the road toward self-government along the pat-

terns discussed in the legislative history of the IRA. Such a view may

have been adequate fox the times, given the generally weakened condition

of many tribes, but certainly that is no longer true today. As we noted

in the introductory section this report, tribal leaders today are very

conscious of the need for fully developed and functioning tribal government

institutions.

( 3 ; It is apparent that the differences from tribe to tribe in terms

of governmental structures, customs, resources, population, available per-

sonnel, and so on, all dictate the conclusion that no one constitutional

document nor one administrative reorganization plan would even suit the

needs of all the tribes. However, it would be a valuable effort to develop

model structures which each tribe could adapt and modify to meet their own

needs.
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B. Tribal Court Structures

The next issue or area of tribal government which we asked the

students to focus their research efforts on is that of the tribal

court structure. We felt that the tribal court system or the judicial

branch of the tribal government was undeniably an essential branch of

the tribal government without which there would be no enforcement or

interpretation of tribal law. The following excerpt from our memorandum

to the students will illustrate the approach we wished them to take

in evaluating the tribal court systems on their reservations.

TO: Student Researchers - Tribal Government Reports

FROM: Alan Parker

RE: Tribal Court Structure

From a theoretical point of view, for those tribes oper-
ating on the basis of a constitutional form of government,
the tribal court represents the judicial branch of govern-
ment, essential and co-equal to the legislative and
executive branches. In reality, my own experience has been
that the court is a neglected institution which receives
little attention by the tribal council and thus only rarely
fulfills its potential. That is, if we assume that the
goal for tribal governments is to achieve the full exercise
of self-governing powers, the fullest exercise of tribal
judicial powers is essential to reaching that goal.
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I recommend that you keep these theoretical considerations
in mind as you begin your analysis of the tribal court
system on your respective reservations. From a practical

point of view, however, I am asking that you take much the
same perspective described in the memo on tribal governing

structures. That is, describe the existing structure, i.e.,
number of judges, code utilized, types of cases handled,
etc. Then compare this with the court structure defined in
the tribal constitution and relevant ordinances. Remember

that from a practical point of view we are asking you to
evaluate: (1) whether the court as it presently exists
meets the needs of the tribe in the context of specific
issues, i.e., not just in general; (2) if not, why? -
because the constitutional provision or ordinance is inade-
quate, or, simply because the judge lacks training or
doesnot receive the necessary support; (3) what direction
do tribal leaders wish to take in response; what would your

recommendations be?

I would strongly caution you not to get side-tracked onto
a detailed evaluation of tribal law and order codes which

in my experience is the traditional response of tribal
council members as they consider the needs in the tribal

court area. That is, I found that many felt that if they
only had a more up-to-date and comprehensive law and order
code which would spell out in detail exactly what the tribal
cows: :,nould be doing and how the tribal judge should do it,
this would resolve the problems. Undeniably it is true that

better codes and detailed descriptions of what the ideal
court structure should be and what procedures a tribal judge
should follow would be a great help in most instances.
This is especially so when the law and order committee and
the tribal judge do not themselves possess any legal train-
ing to speak of and do not feel confident about the direction
they ought to be taking. However, it is my personal feeling
that such a solution does not begin to address itself to
questions such as what ought to be the role of the court as
the tribe begins to assert full sovereign powers nor does
the manufacturing of such a code and court procedures help
the committee and judge actually begin to be confident that
they have a real understanding about the role and furation
of tribal judicial powers. In addition, the underlying
assumption behind such proposals (in my experience again)
is that the goal is to have the tribal court approximate as
closely as possible non-Indian court systems rather than to
fashion an institution which is tailored to the needs of that

specific tribal community. That is, a truly Indian court.

As soon as it is available, hopefully before you leave for
the summer, you will be receiving the Model Code drafted by



the Interior Department's Indian Civil Rights Task Force.
I anticipate that this document along with supporting
backup memoranda may be very helpful on the question of
Indian Civil Rights Act requirements for tribal judicial
systems in the criminal procedures area. However, the
document does not address itself to other than criminal
Procedures questions and these "other" areas are often the
most troublesome, e.g., membership disputes, elections,
land rights, and judicial review of tribal council action.
As you have seen from reading the survey of cases under
the Indian Civil Rights Act, the big questions of due
process and equal protection raise problems which go to
the heart of the exercise of power by the tribal government.
i.br our present purposes and as you begin analysis of the
court system it should be useful to keep in mind the fol-
lowing consideration; namely, that the Indian Civil Rights
Act does not by its own terms nor should it be construed to
require that federal case law constitutes binding precedent
for tribal courts. That is, the requirements in Title II
of the Act, the so-called "Indian Bill of Rights", are
definitely not the U. S. Bill of Rights and should not be
interpreted to mean the same. In effect this means that
tribal court judges do not have to follow the same proce-
dural rules that federal courts do. Many tribal judges are

of the opinion that federal case law is somehow binding
such that they must be informed of recent decisions in the
area. This attitude has primarily been fostered by a docu-
ment published by the Tribal Judges Association and dis-
tributed to nearly every tribal judge. This "Manual for

Indian Court Judges" along with its backup reserach docu-
ment, initially published in 1971 I believe, adopted the
position that the whole range of federal case law was brought
in to tribal courts by the Act and is consequently binding.
This is clearly error. Essentially this means that the
tribal judge, in lieu of something like the Model Code to be
published by the Interior Department, which would purport
to offer an administrative interpretation of Title II re-
quirements, must simply arrive at his own interpretation of
the Act and what it means in any given fact situation. The

tribal judge ought to be safe from federal court review for
violating the Act as long as he determines that his decision
does not seem to be contrary to a layman's understanding of
the Act. If such is his conclusion, he then ought to make a
written record of his findings and attach such to the case
file or log book.

Finally, I would advise each of you to consult the "Outline
of Discussion..." handed out during the week of orientation

as pages six and seven discuss tribal courts and list some

DON
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of the more relevant issues. We realize that tribal court
systems mill vary greatly from reservation to reservation
but despite these variations the overriding question we
are asking you to address in your reports is "does the ex-
isting system meet the needs of the community, from both a
practical and theoretical point of view ?"

1. Student Reports: Tribal Court Structure

a. Confederated Salish and Kootenai of the Flathead Indian

Reservation:- Montana

Prepared by: Urban Bear Don't Walk

Introduction

The court system of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai
of the Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana, is unique. This

tribal jurisprudence is a blend of Salish, Kootenai, and white

laws. Ville there are those who think that the Indian was
lawless, in truth Indian respect for law is not something
imposed upon him by the white man, something brought to him

by white trained Inaian lawyers. This report will provide a
glimpse of the court system as of the summer of 1974, and
discussion will center around the following areas:

I. The nature and sources of the tribal court's

authority.

II. The division of jurisdiction between the Confed-
erated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (hereinafter
CS&K Tribes) and the State of Montana.

III. The body of law available to the tribal court.

IV. The personnel of the tribal court.

v. The facilities of the tribal court.

VI. Other observations regarding the tribal court.

I. The Nature and Sources of the Tribal Court's Authority

There is record of an Indian court, then called an
Indian court of offenses, existing or. the Flathead Indian

Reservation as early as 1886. Earlier history of the CS&K

Tribes reveals that in regards to determining guilt or
innocence of a tribal member accused of a crime, this

U061
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responsibility was placed upon the chief. In difficult
cases, the chief often called other headmen to advise
him in his decision. The punishment, which writers state
was a very effective determent, was a whipping. The
Jesuits stopped the CS&K Tribes from this form of pun-
ishment.

The CS&K Tribal Council was organized under the
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934.. The I.R.A. is sig-
nificant in that it was to provide the vehicle by which
Indian tribes were to become self-governing. The CS&K
Tribal members adopted a constitution and bylaws, and
subsequently were issued a charter by the Secretary of
Interior. The CS&K Tribal Constitution contained those
powers that the general membership wanted to delegate
to the Tribal Council, and the power providing that the
Tribal Council could create a court is contained in para.
(1), Sec. 1, Article VI, Constitution and Bylaws of the
CS&K Tribes of the Plathead Indian Reservation. The
pertinent part provides:

'SECTION 1. The Tribal Council shall have the
power, subject to any limitations imposed by
the Statutes or the Constitution of the United
States, and subject to all express restrictions
upon such powers contained in this Constitution
and attached Bylaws:

(1) To promulgate and enforce ordinances which
shall be subject to review by the Secretary of
the Interior, governing the conduct of members
of the Confederated Tribes, and providing for
the maintenance of law and order and the admin-
istration of justice by the establishment of an
Indian Court, and defining its powers and duties.'

Pursuant to this power vested in the Tribal Council, a
Tribal Court was created and began functioning in 1937.

The framers of the CS&K Tribal Constitution evidently
did not feel compelled to make the Tribal Court a separate
and distinct arm of tribal government but made it an
adjunct of the Tribal Council. The words in the Constitu-
tion that 'The Tribal Council shall have the power to
establish art Indian Court, and define its powers and duties'
renders the Tribal Court directly answerable to the Tribal
Council. Although I heard from a number of tribal members
that the Tribal Council has too much say over the Tribal

Court, I was not personally aware of any wrongful inter-

ference by the Tribal Council during my work for the CS&K
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Tribes. In fact, there were cases that were first taken
to the Tribal Council but were referred by the Council
to the Court.

It would seem that the Council would ), very hesi-
tant to overrule the Court. Repeatedly r erruling or
intereference by the Council with the C Art would indi-
cate to the general membership and anyrne else who may
be a party before the Court that the Court really has
no power, and it would lose what respect it does have.
The power of the Council to define the powers and duties
of the Court is apparent, but this does not say that the
Council may tell the Court how it should actually decide
a case.

The CS&K Tribes are presently in the process of
amending their Constitution. The proposed constitution
in para. (1), Sec. 1, Article VI, takes jurisdiction
over all persons. The proposed constitution does not
make the Tribal Court a separate arm of tribal govern-
ment. It does, however, attempt to not have the judges
subject to being hired and fired by the Tribal Council.

II. The Division of Jurisdiction Between The Confederated
Salish and Kootenai Tribes and the State of Montana

The CS&K Tribes, like other Indian tribes, were indi-
genous to the territory which eventually became Montana.
In the 1950's, a time which Indians recognize as the
termination period, Congress passed P. L. 280. Public

Law 280 gave Montana, along with other states having
within their boundaries Indian reservations, the authority
to acquire jurisdiction over those reservations. As to
what occurred between the CS&K Tribes and the State of
Montana see the letter written by Richard A. Baenen, of
Wilkinson, Cragun & Barker, CS&K Tribal attorneys, to
Louis R. Bruce, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated
9/16/71.

The State of Montana, therefore, has jurisdiction
over members of the CS&K Tribes for major crimes com-
mitted on the Flathead Indian Reservation. In regards
to misdemeanors, the local governmental units such as
the counties and towns have jurisdiction over members
of the CS&K Tribes for crimes of this nature committed
on the Flathead Indian Reservation. The CS&K Tribes
have a code of Indian offenses, which are basically
misdemeanors, but this law only applies to members of
the CS&K Tribes and Indians of other recognized tribes.

By recoanized tribes it is meant those Indian tribes
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recognized by the United States Government. The CS&K
Tribes do not have jurisdiction over non-Indians.

When the CS&K Tribal Council permitted the State of
Montana to acquire criminal jurisdiction over its tribal
members on the Flathead Indian Reservation, it also turned
over a limited amount of civil jurisdiction. The CS&K
Tribal Council enacted Ordinance No. 40-A on May 15, 1964,
which permitted the State of Montana to take civil juris-
diction concurrently with the CS&K Tribes in the areas
following:

(a) Compulsory School Attendance
(b) Public Welfare
(c) Domestic Relations (except adoptions)
(d) Mental Health, Insanity, Care of the Infirm,

Aged and Afflicted
(e) Juvenile Dplinquency and Youth Rehabilitation
(f) Adoption Proceedings (with consent of the Tribal

Court)

(g) Abandoned, Dependent, Neglected, Orphaned or
Abused Children

(h) Operation of Motor Vehicles Upon the Public
Streets, Alleys, Roads and Highways

(i) Laws of the State of Montana, and Ordinances
and Regulations of a Criminal Nature Applicable
within Incorporated Cities and Towns.

On May 5, 1965, approximately one year later, the CS&K Tribal
Council amended 40-A part (i) as follows:

(i) All criminal laws of the State of Montana
and all criminal ordinances of Cities and
Towns within the Flathead Indian Reservation.

Ordinance 40-A, as oriainally enacted, was somewhat ambigu-
ous because (i) if read literally appears to turn over all
criminal and civil jurisdiction to the State of Montana.
The revised 40-A clarified that the CS&K Tribal Council was
turning over to the State only a limited amount of civil
jurisdiction. The case, Security State Bank v. Pierre,
511 P.2d 325 (1973) made this clear. A member of the CS&K
Tribes borrowed money from a bank located on the Flathead
Indian Reservation, and signed a promissory note. He then
defaulted on his payments, and the bank brought an action
against him in Itate court. The Montana Supreme Court
overruled t1-1 iistrict court which had allowed this action
to be brour-h and held:

Qc
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'That Montana courts were without jurisdiction
over civil disrute involving commercial trans-
action entered into on flathead Reservation
between enrolled member of CSRK Tribes residing
on reservation and non-member.'

This civil matter did not fall within those areas turned
over to the State by the CS&K Tribal Council by Ordinance
40-A. In a very recent case involving a member of the
CS&K Tribes who brought a suit in a wrongful death action,
the district court held that the CS&K Tribal member could
not bring suit against a non-member in district court.
The Montana Supreme Court reversed and remanded the case
following the principle that Montana courts must and
traditionally have r-iven free access to its courts and
equal protect; or of its laws to all persons. McCrea v.
Busch, Vol. 31, State qenorter (1974) .

After the Pierre case, Indians who ware excellent
credit risks had their credit dry up. The creditors had
added the criterion of "color" to the other credit cri-
4-,eria of "character", "collateral", and "capacity". The

CS&K Tribal Council on March 30, 1973, enacted the fol-
lowing:

'The Tribal Court of the wlathead Reservation
shall have jurisdiction of suits brought by
parties who are not members of the CS&K Tribes
of the Flathead Reservation Montana...The court
shall have no jurisdiction for purposes of this
paragraph over any suit involving a debt that
became due and owing or a claim that accrued
rrior to the date of enactment of this ordinance.'

This Ordinance, of course, changed the old law which required
that a CS&K Tribal member first stipulate to go into Court
as a defendant in a civil action where the plaintiff was
a non-member. In a limited amount of civil matters, the
State and the CS&K Tribes have concurrent jurisdiction.
It should be noted that in adoptions, the tribal court must
first consent. In those matters falling without that
limited area listed in 40-A, a non-member cannot take a
CS&K Tribal member i-to state court, but the non-member can
bring suit in tribal court. A CS&K Tribal member cannot
take a non-member, excluding Indians of a recognized tribe,
into tribal court, but the CS&K Tribal member can sue in

state court.



III. The Body of Law Available to the CS&K Tribal Court

Ordinance 36-A (Revised) is the basic CS&K Tribal
Law and Order Code, and is divided into Chapter 1, Reser-
vation Court; 2, Civil Actions; 3, Domestic Relations; 4,
Sentences; and 5, Code of Indian Tribal Offenses. The
bulk of the cases actually handled by the CS&K Tribal
Court, say 90 to 95 percent, are criminal cases. As indi-
cated earlier, those acts defined as criminal are primarily
considered misdemeanors. Article VI, Sec. 1, para. (1)
that paragraph empowering the Tribal Council to establish
a court, also gives the Tribal Council the power to pro-
mulgate and enforce ordinances which shall be subject to
the review by the Secretary of the Interior, joverning
the conduct of members of the Confederated Tribes....
Also, as earlier indicated, the CS&K Tribal Court takes
jurisdiction of other Indians who are members of
recognized Indian tribes; and herein it is believed that
there is a problem. I don't dispute that the CS&K Tribes
should have jurisdiction over all persons who come within
their reservation boundaries, but I believe that 36-A
which purports to take jurisdiction over Indians of other
recognized tribes is unconstitutional because it conflicts
with Article VI, Sec. ], para. (1) which as the underlined
portion immediately above indicates that the Tribal Council
only has the power to enact laws governing the conduct of
members of the Confederated Tribes. Confederated Tribes
would, of course, refer to only the Salish and Kootenai
tribal members living on the Flathead Indian Reservation..,

Another problem area is that dealing with traffic
violations. The CS&K Tribal Code evidently adopted whole-
sale the Montana Vehicle Code as of 1959. Since that time,
the Montana Vehicle Code has been amended, yet the SC&K
Tribal Code has not officially adopted these amendments.
As a pradtical matter, those who are responsible for
enforcing the traffic laws will write in, unofficially,
those Montana amendments. For example, the Montana Vehicle
Code has changed the Percent of alcohol in the blood in
determining when a parson is considered intoxicated, and
the CS&K Tribal Council has not adopted this new percentage.
The police department, however, follows the new percentage.

A law that is vague is considered unconstitutional,
and a Person of common understanding must be able to
understand the law. Persons brought before the Tribal
Court do not understand the law in many cases, particularly
when it is changed without official action.
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Although I was unable to obtain a copy of the pro-
posed law and order code, it is my understanding that
the major change was that of changing the jurisdiction
from "all Indians" to "all persons." This is a step in
the right direction, but unless other changes are made
in the code, the problems will just be compounded. White
people, unlike the majority of Indians, can usually afford
legal counsel and they have a firm belief in the adversarial
system. They may be guilty as sin, but until it is proven
they consider themselves presumed innocent.

In civil actions, the body of law that is to be
applied is in this order: (1) Laws of the United States
that may be applicable; (2) Regulations of the Interior
Department; (3) Ordinances or customs of the Flathead
Tribe; and (4) Laws of the State of Montana. One might
say that the CS&K Tribal Court has more applicable law
in civil actions than the State of Montana. When non-
members come into the Tribal Court in civil actions and
there is no other controlling law except that of Montana
they are going to insist that it be followed. This will
require a considerable amount of research; and if the
Court Judge is unable to do his research, then someone
should be provided to assist the Judge. A written opinion
will also be required. An example of a rather complex
civil action brought to the Tribal Court was that involving
a dispute over the location of a right of way across trust
property. The first question that had to be answered was
whether or not the Tribal Court had jurisdiction since
the land was held in trust. The next question was whether
or not there was an agreement in law or fact. All the
applicable areas of law had to be researched, which
included federal law and Montana State law. Civil actions
will no doubt present a challenge to the court, but they
can be adequately handled.

The area of domestic relations presents difficult
issues to any court. The CS&K Tribal Council has been
delegated the power to handle domestic relations. Article
VI, Sec. 1, para. (q) provides: 'To regulate the domestic
relations of members of the Confederated Tribes.' Pur-
suant to this power vested in the Tribal Council, Chapter
3 of 36-A (Revised) was enacted. In regards to Indian
marriages the law states:

'Indian custom marriages and Indian custom
divorces are from this time on illegal and
will not be recognized as lawful marriages

or divorces among the Confederated Salish
and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reser-
vation.'

oO6
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(and)

'All Indian marriages and divorces must be
consummated in accordance with the State law
of Montana except that no common-law marriages
shall be recognized within the original bounds
of the Flathead Reservation.'

Enacting such a law creates an anomolous situation in
regards to marriages on the Flathead Reservation. State
law recognizes common law marriages, but the CS&K Tribes
do not. Of course, the recognition of common-law marriages
would have been a recognition of Indian custom marriages.
Why most Indian tribes let the white man tell them that
the only way to get married was white man style is hard
to determine.

As to whether or not the CS&K Tribal Court should
handle domestic relation matters presents a policy con-
sideration. The CS&K Tribal law provides for concurrent
jurisdiction with the State, but divorces are not handled
as a practical matter. The Montana State Supreme Court
in the case of Bad Horse v. Bad Horse, Vol. 31, State
Reporter (1974) stated:

'Domestic relations may well be one of those
concerns that are peculiar to Indian culture
and tradition and best administered by tribal
officials who understand Indian marriage and
divorce customs although our.holding is not
predicated thereon

The State court is recognizing the special expertise that
exists with Indian tribal judges in these matters, and I
believe that it is correct. It would take a newcomer to
a reservation almost a lifetime to know the people as in-
timately as some of the tribal judges know the people.
These people can attempt to fool the newcomer, but not
the judge.

Members of the CS&K Tribes will often obtain their
divorces in state court. The court in rendering its
decree may provide for alimony or child support payments.
If, for example, the husband is a member of the tribe and
has certain income coming from his trust property or from
dividends derived from tribal resources, the wife will
attempt to execute through tribal court on this income. The
Tribal Court may levy on this income, but this is done merely

out of comity for the state court. There is no faith and

credit clause existing between the CS&K Tribes and the
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States. States will recognize each other's judgments, but
one wonders whether the State of Montana would recognize
a CS&K Tribal judgment, particularly when the State has
indicated that they don't even want these people who are
Montana citizens in state courts. It seems a shame that
Indians in order to get into district court must first have
the Montana State Supreme Court command the lower court to
allow them in.

VI. Other Observations Regarding the CS&K Tribal Court

The Tribal Court has been severely neglected. Why
this is so is better known by those who are familiar with
the development on the Flathead Reservation. Maybe it was
felt that in the long run the tribal court would be phased
out. This has not happened, and, in fact, the tribal court
is being asked to shoulder more responsibility. There shall
always be a need for a tribal court as long as there are
CS&K tribal members. There are Indian people who respect
and obey this court and it can serve as the force that binds
people together. Disputes must be settled regardless of how
petty they may seem to others.

b. Chippewa- Cr ce Montana.

Prepared by: Robert E. La Fountain

How Court System Is Set Up

Rocky Boy Reservation presently has two tribal judges,
a Chief Judge and an Associate Judge. Both are elected to
four-year terms. The Chief Judge holds court on Mondays
and Fridays of each week between the hours of ten A.M. and
four P.M. The Associate Judge holds court as he is needed
during the remaining days of the week. Both judges sit
together on appeals although very few appeals ever occur.

0069



These ,judges apply the tribal law and order codes
which are outmoded and incomplete and they also apply
state laws when the tribal law and order codes don't
specify the offense. The judges apply whichever of
these laws seems appropriate. The judges handle juve-
nile, misdemeanor cases, petitions for review of elec-
tion board decisions, and punish for violations of the
law and order ordinances. .

Under tribal-BIA contract the Chief Judge is
required to hold ten A.M. to L. P.M. court hours. He
must be enrolled on the reservation; be of high moral
character; must have the respect of the tribe; must
be honest and trustworthy and be of integrity, sound
judgment and temperate habits; minimum of twenty-five
years of ape; be physically able to perform duties of
the position; possess emotional and mental stability;
must not have been convicted of a felony or of a mis-
demeanor within the past year. These contract quali-
fications apply to the Chief Judge only because he is
the only judge receivina his salary from the BIA funds
rather than from tribal funds.

Neither the Tribal qualification list nor the
Tribal-BIA contract qualification lists has anything
in it about legal qualifications. There is nothing
about training sessions for the judges and there is no
provision for consultation for court procedure with
an attorney or other consultant on such matters. . .

Tribal court has jurisdiction over civil suits
which are brought when the defendant is a member of
the Tribe and over suits between members and non-
members when brought there by stipulation of both
parties. The Court applies Tribal law if it exists
on the subject matter. Otherwise the Court applies
appropriate State or 'ederal laws. . .

The nractice of the Tribal court as to non -
Indians committing misdemeanors on the reservation
is to turn those offenders over to Hill County
authorities. The Tribal Court does, however, exer-
cise jurisdiction over non-member Indians who commit
offenses on the reservation. . .

Adequacy and Inadequacy of Staff and Ccurts

Because there's no full time tribal attorney and
because there's no other legal counsel readily

OMR,
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available to tribal members the court system is probably
not as loaded with civil rights cases as it could be.
Conversely, the court system is quite busy in erratic
intervals (after ceremonials, etc.) with criminal mis-
demeanor cases. Legal representation on-reservation
is almost non-existent. The general practice is to
allow each defendant to represent himself. Most of
these defendants don't appear knowledgeable of the fact
that they can get anyone they want to represent them.

The courtroom these defendants must go to for their
hearings is a very small, meagerly furnished, non-air
conditioned room. The judges consistently complain
about the inadequacies of this courtroom situation, but
little gets done to change the situation.

Generally the judge and the defendant are in the
courtroom alone during the hearings. There is seldom
a policeman present to maintain order and a court clerk
is not always present for recording the proceedings. . .

Relationship Between the Court Structure and the Governing
Structure

The governing structure depends on the court struc-
ture to hold hearings, trials, and for enforcing the
tribal codes and regulations. The governing structure
doesn't appear to have any great fears of the court
structure's overstepping its authority. The court
structure appears to be in no position at present to
threaten legislative and executive powers of the Busi-
ness Committee. The court structure asserts very little
power other than routine handling of misdemeanor cases.
This probably occurs because of the lack of expertise
within the court system.

There is an apparent lack of communication by
which the governing structure could guide the court
structure as to desireable or recommended actions as
to court administration and procedure. There is a
general failure of the governing structure to notify
by resolution or otherwise the court system of the
governing structure's desires as to law and order.
And the Business Committee and its law and order sub-
committee continually procrastinate revision action
of the law and order codes so the court is forced to
apply the outdated codes and/or to apply accessible

and appropriate state and federal laws to tribal
situations.
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Summary

In general the court system probably meets the
minimal court related needs of the Tribe at most.
Under the present court structure or inadequate and
non-trained court personnel and with the present
inadequate court facilities the court system is not
capable of meeting all ranges of tribal legal needs.
The lack of expertise limits the extent of the Court's
ability. The Constitutional provision for the court
system is too broad. It sets up a court system but
gives no guidelines to the court system personnel.
The law and order ordinances are generally outdated
and insufficient to serve as effective guides to
law enforcement. The judges lack legal and judicial
training and don't receive necessary support from the
tribe to make the court system as effective as it
could be. The court is expected to rely on the funds
it can generate through fines for making any court
improvements.

Since the duties, powers, and procedures of the
courts are not comprehensively defined for use as
guidelines and since the law and order codes available
to the court are outdated, the inexperienced, untrained
judicial employees cannot really be expected to be
very effective.

Until recently the tribal leaders have taken very
little action to improve the court structure. Perhaps
this is because court system personnel have done little
themselves to push for court improvement. Perhaps it
is because some tribal leaders feel the court system
is effective and that it doesn't warrant budgeting of
tribal funds for that purpose. Perhaps it is because
tribal leaders have felt there has been very little
technical assistance available to recommend the means
by which the court system can be improved. Or perhaps
it is because there is a general lack of concern for
tribal affairs by many tribal leaders as well as by
individual members. (There has recently, however,
been a Business Committee request for Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration funding for a police expan-
sion program and a court improvement program. The
police force will undoubtedly be expanded and the
court improvement proposal has only recently been
submitted.)
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Recommendations

I would recommend: That the tribe organize training
sessions for court personnel - these sessions would
indoctrinate the court personnel on court administration,
legal procedure, and the Indian Bill of Rights as com-
pared to the U. S. Bill of Rights; that moot court
sessions be held to demonstrate legal and judicial pro-
cedure (under consultation of an attorney); that the
Tribe purchase simple, non-technical procedure books
to guide the judges; that the court clerk be present
at all hearings and trials; that a police officer be
appointed to be present during all hearings and trials;
that records and registers be kept of all court hear-
ings and trials; that the tribal law and order books
be updated and revised; that ordinances be enacted which
will be helpful in guiding the judges and that powers
and duties be more specifically spelled out; and that
the tribe maintain a policy of separation of powers
between the judicial and executive-legislative branches
so that the judges can attain a feeling of independence
in their judicial roles.

I would also recommend that the tribe follow up on
the LEAA proposal for court improvement. Even if the
grant request is rejected the tribe should make every
effort to create the positions pointed out as necessary
in that request (full-time tribal attorney, Tribal
Prosecutor and Tribal Defender, and a tribal legal
secretary together with the legal books necessary to
these positions). It is important that any improved
court system at Rocky Boy be structured to fit the
needs of the tribe and not be structured after existing
state or federal systems merely because they appear
effective.

I would also recommend stricter qualifications for
associate judges - perhaps qualifications comparable to
those of the Chief Judge, who is under Tribal-BIA con-
tract. I would recommend that prospective judges be
required to attend specified training sessions on
procedure, etc., prior to assuming the position as
tribal judge.

1--
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c. Oneida: Wisconsin

Prepared by: Gerald Hill

Introduction

There is currently no existing tribal court struc-
ture. It doesn't appear that such a court structure was
envisioned by the framers of the present constitution
with the possible exception of Article IV, Sec. 1(f).

Historically there was a tribal court which had
quite extensive powers. These were determined and set
forth in the constitution of 1866. It isn't clear when
this was discontinued but at least by the time of the
Indian Reorganization Act in 1934.

Tribal officials have differing opinions of the
usefulness of an Oneida Tribal Court system. The
opinions range from a feeling that such a system would
be impractical because Oneida is not geographically
contiguous to the idea that the possibility ought to
be studied and prepared for to the prevailing opinion
that other tribal. governmental responsibilities are
more important at this time.

In my opinion, since there hasn't been any type
of functioning tribal court system within the memory
of the people I've spoken with, such a system would be,
for all practical purposes, an innovation. As a new
tribal attribute it would present quite a problem in
education.

As with other problems, i.e., personality dif-
ferences, politics, etc., there doesn't appear to be
any short solution.

In conversing informally with various tribal
members and officials, I think that when there has
been a persuasive presentation of the purpose and
need for such a tribal court system as a significant
attribute of tribal sovereignty that there would be
more of a movement for the implementation of such
system. Whether or not such persuasion is available
now I an unable to determine. However, given the
genuine concern for improvement of tribal government
by both officials and members it appears that the
tribe is working to consolidate its effectiveness,

and whether a tribal court system in Oneida is more
than a potentiality only time can tell.
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The Oneida tribe has established its priorities
and a tribal court system seems justifiably to be given
less consideration than some of the other attributes
or needs, e.g., improvement of management and admin-
istrative procedures.

Discussion

There are many problems facing the implementation
of a tribal court system in Oneida. One of these has
to do with the geographical location of the tribal
population.

There are currently enrolled over 7,000 tribal
members. Of these, 2,500 live in the immediate community
of the reservation. About 1,500 are residents on the
reservation. Although only those who reside in the
counties in which the reservation is situated may vote
in elections, the enforcement of a court order against
those not immediately on tribal land would be difficult
if not impossible. Also, any tribal decision involving
disbursement of money, e.g., claims judgments, is very
susceptible to challenge from any of the enrolled members,
again raising questions of jurisdiction and enforcement
in what would appear internal tribal matters.

The more obvious problems are education of the tribe
as to the function and purpose of a tribal court, training
of personnel to staff such a system, the implementation
of a judicial code,.the physical facilities, and the
securing of the necessary funds to operate the court
system.

Since the constitution is in need of revision, it
would seem that the rower to create a court system could
be included in a new or updated constitution.

The general attitude toward this particular function
is illuminated by the fact that a resolution, dated Feb.
4, 1974, was passed asking repeal of P.L. 280 with copies
to both state Senators, the House Representative,
Governor and assorted other officials. The next step
would be for the tribe tc study the feasibility and
functions of such a system.

Without knowing for sure, it seems that help could
be had in solving some of these problems presented above

from among the various Indian Law programs and organiza-
tions.
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In the oast year, a suit was brought by the tribe
in a ccunty court to enforce a provision in the land
use ordinance which involved the sub-leasing of tribal
land by the member lessee to a non-member. This case
was lost and, to me, puts in question the effectiveness
of the entire ordinance. Although I haven't received
the pleadings, it would appear that it was a tactical
error for the tribe to bring suit in a local court
since this was an internal tribal matter. In any case,
this case points out the problems inherent in the
enforcement of tribal ordinances. It would appear that
the tribe undermined itself in this instance.

In fairness to the tribe, they had sought opinions
from the secretary and Bureau for nearly a year without
success and therefore without support they were prac-
tically forced to proceed in the way they did. This
tyre of relationship with the Bureau is patently inex-
cusable and gives lie to any claim the federal government
makes regarding aid to the tribes in seeking self-
determination.

Another problem expressed by tribal officials is
that the Oneida tribe is geographically, governmentally,
economically, and culturally so intertwined with local
governments that any present talk of a tribal court
system is purely academic now. I tend to agree with
this evaluation.

Presently, I fee] that this is an area in which
the Indian law students could be an extreme asset to
the tribe. When I leave I hope to continue studying a
tribal court system and present the results of such
study to the tribe for their information and whatever
help it might be. . .
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d. Pueblo of Laguna: New Mexico

Prepared by: RonSolimon

Existing Tribal Court Structure

The Tribal Court was established pursuant to Article
Five, Section One of the Constitution and By-Laws of the
Pueblo of Laguna. There are presently two judges working
for the court system. The chief judge is a non-Indian
attorney, and the associate judge is a Pueblo of Laguna
member. The cases involving more complex facts and legal
issues are handled by the chief judge, whereas the Laguna
judge handles the less serious cases. On certain occa-
sions the associate judge sits in on cases that the chief
judge is handling so as to learn legal techniques and
methods of handling the more complex cases. Through the
chief judgess association with the Pueblo of Laguna Court
he has recognized and learned many of the customs and
traditions of the Laguna people. The knowledge and aware-
ness that he has of these customs and traditions is
evident in his decisions.

Laguna has adopted a Law and Order Code giving the
Pueblo Court civil and criminal jurisdiction. The Pueblo
has recently voted to adopt an Implied Consent Ordinance
so as to maintain jurisdiction over non-Indians entering
the reservation. This is perhaps demonstrative of the
confidence that the Council has in its existing tribal
court structure.

In the disposition of Civil and Criminal cases the
court is bound to make its determination by relying on
the applicable law in the following order of precedence:
(1) Tribal Law and Order Code, (2) Pueblo of Laguna
customs and ordinances, (3) federal laws or the laws of
New Mexico where not in conflict with Pueblo Ordinances
and customs. The Council retains the authority to enact
ordinances to establish, govern and regulate the pro-
cedures of the court and of the Court of Appeals. The
judges of the court also have the authority to make
recommendations to the Tribal Council for the enactment
of ordinances or the amendment of the Tribal Law and
Order Code.

If a party is not satisfied with the disposition
of a case by the court, then he may make an appeal to
the Court of Appeals. The Court of Appeals consists

of the Staff Officers of the Tribal Council. In all

cases, the disposition of the Court of Appeals is final.
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The majority of the cases handled by the court
pertain to domestic relations. In this instance, the
judge takes on the role of a family counselor wherein
he offers several remedies to the particular situation.
When the matter cannot be remedied by just one coun-
seling session, the judge directs the parties to the
family counseling center, or probation officer here at
the Pueblo, where professional and paraprofessional
counseling are available.

Pursuant to the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act, the
Tribal Council adopted an ordinance to govern the
admission, practice and discipline of attorneys appear-
ing before the Pueblo of Laguna Courts. Prior to the

passage of this ordinance, parties brought before the
court were not allowed to be represented by an attorney
at law. Under the provisions of this ordinance the
attorney must abide by the rules of procedures of the
Pueblo Court which require more sincerity than formality.
The attorney must also agree to support the customs and
traditions of the Pueblo of Laguna along with the Con-
stitution of the United States and laws of the State of
New Mexico. (1) There is a provision for a next friend
to speak for parties to an action. (2) This provision
complies with tribal customs and traditions and promotes
a problem-solving forum rather than a Court of Motion.

Actual v. Documented Tribal Court Structure

The court system as it exists today operates in
almost complete congruence with its documented authority.
The court could play a larger role in the settling of
membership disputes, but the recognition of Laguna mem-
bers has long been a duty of the Tribal Council. The

court plays a large role in family counseling, as I
previously pointed out. This role was primarily handled
by the various head officers in each village of the
Pueblo, but the growing magnitude and canplexities of
domestic problems overshadow the traditional methods in
some instances and this is where the court and its
resources are asked to intervene.

Direction Tribal Leaders Have Taken in Response to
Current Needs

The Tribal Council took the initiative of seeking

matchin7, funds through LEAA so as to construct a cor-
rection and rehabilitation center on the reservation.
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The $450,000 complex is now complete and additional
funds are being sought to furnish and staff the new
facility. The Laguna Planning Commission is respon-
sible for the proposal writing, research, leg-work
and negotiations that are essential to this project.
This new facility will enhance and centralize the
rehabilitative and social welfare efforts of the
different programs that the Tribe presently sponsors.

e. Pa ago Tribe: Arizona

Prepared by: Hilda Manuel

The Papago Tribe organized with constitution and
by-laws under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934
has established a tribal court following the pattern
for courts of Indian offenses in the federal code of
regulations.

The existing structure of the Papago tribal court
is grossly inadequate and crowded. It houses two full -

time judges, one part-time associate judge, a prosecutor,
a probation officer and two clerks. In addition, the
building also houses the prisoners, the police force of
about twenty officers plus its staff.

The tribal courtis vested with jurisdiction to
try all types of cases, thus the court has jurisdiction
over property, torts, wills and family-related problems,
e.g., divorce, adoption or custody.

The jurisdiction of the tribal court is concurrent
with federal and state authorities when such authorities
have lawful jurisdiction, e.g., jurisdiction under the
Major Crimes Act. Presently, the tribal court gives no
faith or credit to outside court judgments. This is
premised on the idea that a tribal member should exhaust
his tribal remedies before going to an outside court.
On the other hand, civil judgments of the tribal court

can be recognized and given effect by outside courts.
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The tribal court may exercise jurisdiction over non-
Indians in civil actions by the stipulation of both
parties. It has yet to exercise jurisdiction over crim-
inal matters although the revision of the law and order
code will provide for such jurisdiction.

Judgments of the tribal court can usually be appealed
within the tribal court system. Section 6 of the law and
order code establishes such a right. However, the absence

of any review proceeding outside the tribal court leaves
the court open to criticism.

The law and order code is modeled after the code of
offenses in the federal code of regulations, and thus is
labeled a CFR code. When the offenses committed do not
fit into any category of the code, the judge will look to
applicable state or federal law. The code has never been
revised since its adoption. In fact, this summer an
attorrt-; has been contracted to rewrite the code tailored

to the needs of the Papago people.

Courtroom procedures in hearings or trials are some-
what informal, although no disrespect of the court is
tolerated. After the court is formally announced, the
clerk will read the complaint in Papago or English. The'

judge will ask the defendant if he understands the charge,
and, if not, the judge makes such explanation as may be
necessary. Frequently there is talking between the com-
plaining parties as to their dispute. Sometimes even the
judge will join in the discussion. In one particular
hearing I observed, a child custody hearing, the judge
was making comments to the petitioner about what she should
do. This was prior to the time for making a ruling. The
prosecutor, a non-Indian,found himself at a disadvantage
because his client was being persuaded to follow one course
of action while he was advocating another. The remedy is,
of course, to train an Indian prosecutor or hire an inter-
preter. The prosecutor is training an Indian to prosecute,
and he should be working within the next few weeks. Mean-
while, the prosecutor is in the process of setting up his
office. He says it will become an alternative to the
existing Papago legal services.

An observation by the prosecutor and myself of the
tribal court is that often the tribal judges disregard the
evidence. For example, evidence from an illegal search
can be admitted in court just as well as evidence from a
legal search. In light of this, the prosecutor felt the

judges could use more training in matters of evidence.
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Overall, the tribal judges are fair and knowledgeable in
their roles.

In the past there has been little or no contact
between the tribal council and tribal court. The tribal
council has never given much credence to the tribal court
system. The only contact was with the budget which is
reviewed and modified by the tribal council as they deem
desirable. An indirect contact is established through
the law and order committee. The committee functions as
spokesman for the tribal court. One function is to carry
before the council resolutions coming from the tribal
court, e.g., vehicle control, drug control, etc.

One area where there is major concern involves
juvenile delinquency. Since there is no separate facility
for juveniles, they are housed along with adult offenders.
If the juvenile needs to be jailed for r long period of
time, he is sent to one of two rehabil-Itation centers.
One is located on the reservation and the other 60 miles
away. The escape rate from the centers is high. As a
result, most of the juveniles return before the tribal
ccurt, only to get sent back to the center. With Title
III monies from the Manpower Act coming in, plans for
hiring several juvenile counselors have been finalized.
In addition, money from LEAA is forthcoming to build a
juvenile detention home near the tribal courthouse.

The tribal court on the whole appears to be serving
the needs of the community to the extent possible with
its present manpower. By 1976 the Tribe will be admin-
istrring the law and order program and, hopefully with
qualified personnel, the tribal court and law and order
department will provide better services, as well as better
facilities.
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f. Pueblo of Santa Clara: New Mexico

Prepared by: Jody olwell

The Santa Clara Court was instituted and established
in 1964. Under the constitution there are no terms or
direct statements as to the establishment of a tribal court
system, thus resolutions were passed to establish the
tribal court system. The tribal council received an
implied authorization to establish a court system under
Article IV, Sec. 1, sub-section V, which article granted
the tribal council the right to pass ordinances and
resolutions. The tribal court is limited in its power to
adjudicate cases since the court system is in its early
stages of development.

The constitution gives the pueblo council the right
to adjudicate all matters coming before it which they have
jurisdiction over. The tribal council has tranferred some
of their jurisdictional rights to the tribal court as
authorized to them under the constitution. The council
adjudicates all other cases that the tribal court has not
been empowered with. Cases that the tribal court has
jurisdiction over are traffic violations on the exterior
and interior blundaries of the reservation and misdemeanors,
both civil and criminal. The Federal Criminal Code is
followed for all criminal cases since there are no written
criminal codes. The tribal court with the assistance of
state and federal legal agencies are in the process of

writing a criminal code.

The tribal court has acquired jurisdiction only over
Santa Clara tribal members and non-membered Indians as of
this date, all other violations by non-Indians are trans-
ferred to the proper court out of the jurisdiction of the
Santa Clara tribal court.

The Santa Clara Council has maintained its roots of
power in the tribal court system by establishing itself

as an appeals court, although the council has given the
tribal court a certain amount of independence by not inter-
vening or interfering with the final adjudgement of the
defendants. If the defendant is not pleased with the final
verdict, he has a member of Santa Clara or a member of
another tribe appeal his case before the Santa Clara
Council. There is no systematized method of appealing
the cases.

The tribal courts are held in the Santa Clara Head-
Start Building. The courtroom is very small but serves
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its purpose for the present. A rehabilitation center is
in the process of being completed on the Santa Clara
reservation and upon the completion of the center the
tribal court will hold their proceedings in the new center.
(The proposal for the completion of the rehabilitation
center, which has been approved by LEAA, is attached.)
The rehabilitation center will serve 1,200 persons in the
Northern Eight Pueblos region.

Santa Clara has one tribal judge on part-time basis
with a salary of two hundrea and fifty dollars a month,
and eight police officers employed on part-time basis at
a rate of two dollars an hour. The tribal judge and eight
police officers are employed by the tribe and paid out of
tribal funds. The annual tribal court budget is three
thousand dollars a year, which includes the tribal judge's
salary only. The tribal judge adjudicates approximately
250 cases a year.

Santa (tiara Pueblo is negotiating with LEAA for funds
to expand the tribal court personnel. The court personnel
under the contract will consist of: one full-time tribal
judge, one chief of police, eight police officers and one
court clerk. . . Plans are being formulated within the
tribal council to establish a circuit judge, who will
travel throughout the northern eight pueblos. The reha-
bilitation center in Santa Clara will be used as the main
center for the circuit judge. The establishment of the
circuit court in the tribei court system will be realized
within a time period of four months.

Recommendations - Tribal Court System

1. Revision or amendments should be made to the constitu-
tion and by-laws.

2. Legal training for tribal court personnel, including the
tribally employed officer:.

3. Maximum delegation of authority should be established
for the tribal judge.

4. The inclusion of an associate judge in the personnel
proposal before LEAA.

5. The acquisition of funds for the tribal court from
tribal funds, or other sources.
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6. The delegation of authority by the tribal council to
the tribal judge to make contracts and proposals with
different law enforcement agencies.

?. The tribal judge should be informed by the tribal council
at all times as to any issues or problems concerning the
tribal court system.

8. The tribal court system should be made an independent
unit from the tribal council and should be allowed the
right of disbursement of funds collected through fines,
etc.

Cherokee: Oklahoma

Prepared by: Robert Lowery

The Act of June 23, 1898, commonly known as the
Curtis Act, abolished tribal courts and declared Indian
Law unenforceable in federal courts with regard to the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma. However, the proposed con-
stitution takes on the character of overriding Congress
and reestablishing a tribal court. The proposed consti-
tution creates a Judicial Anpeal Tribunal composed of
three members appointed by the Princiral Chief and approved
by the Senate.

There is no mention of qualifications or of terms of
office and it seems to me that if you try to create an
equal Part of government to other parts you do not leave
so much leeway with the legislature to establish enough
to effectively control the court. It is also stated
further in the constitution that an employee will have
the right to go before this tribunal to be given a hearing
upon termination to qualify and show cause. It is good
that this has to be done, but it seems more important to
me to allow the tribal members the right to bring an
employee before the court for not doing his or her job or
for doing it incorrectly. A constitution should not take
nower Trom the people but give them options on how to

exercise their natural right to rule themselves.
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h. -osebud Sioux: South Dakota

Prepared by: Carole Anne Hart

The tribal system, as far as it is attempting to deal
with the problem of 'juvenile delinquency' on the reser-
vation, appears to me to be beginning to solve the problem.
The involvement of the parents seems to really help in
many cases. The judge is usually pretty lenient with the
first offender and even the second offender in that he
allows them to decide what their 'punishment' should be or
at least gives then a choice as to that can and should be
done about what they did. Most of the time it is really
a shock for them to decide about their own futures since
most others times they were just given a sentence (mostly
punitive) and made to stay in jail. This way they work
out an agreement with the judge, juvenile probabion officer
and their parents as to what is best for them. Usually if
an offender is working or going to school the judge is
somewhat more lenient and he is given the opportunity to
participate in his work project or put on probation until
such time as he will be returning to school.

The tribe operates an attention center where the
tribe is attempting to deal with the problems of juvenile
delinquency on the reservation. Juveniles who violate or
who commit any serious offenses are sent there for a
period of from two weeks to one and a half years. The

center has Indian House parents and other counselors who
try to work with the individual and try to 'get him or
her on the right track.' Many parents complain because
they feel that the center should be more punitive and not
give the child so many privileges. This is probably due
to their being used to the punitive method of dealing with
past offenders in the tribal court. But this method is
very lenient and a]lows the juvenile much freedom of
choice.

The tribal court is attempting to upgrade the entire
court and as a result has branched off into a juvenile
court and an altogether different method of dealing with
the juveniles so that they aren't lumped in the jail with
the adult offenders. Most juveniles are taken to the
attention center. One of the. biggest gripes of the juve-
niles is mistreatment by police. Some work is being done
in this area to alleviate the problem.

In my opinion, the tribe has done a great service by
realizing and seeing the problem and attempting to solve
it in what appears to be a pretty solid program. So far,

ti Lit
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they have had much success with juvenile offenders by not
having the punitive method of disciplining the Rez kids
and allowing them to decide something for themselves
regarding their future and giving the parents a hand in
disciplining the children - which is a first for a lot
of the pareNts. They have to set the limits and enforce
them. The child knows this and therefore abides by the
rules for fear of getting the narents in trouble. If
any of the rules are broken in the agreement that is
signed by the juvenile, then the parent is brought in for
contempt of court and has to serve time or whatever.
This is a good discipline measure because the kids don't
want to feel bad about their mothers or fathers serving
time for something they did. The police are usually some
heln in enforcing this by watching closely those who are
on probation or who are on this service agreement.

The reason for my bring asked to be the Tribal Defense
Attorney was that the Tribal Court is now attempting to
ungrade all the offices and conduct ourt just like the
real outside world. The first stab at such a thing was
the appointment of Mario Gonzales as the Chief Tribal
Judge. He is also a member of the South Dakota Bar.
The thinking behind this was that perhaps with his working
knowledge of the courts he could upgrade the office and
bring some type of order to the Tribal Courts. This goal
has been attempted and from what I can observe has brought
some semblance of order to the Court in that people now
show respect for the judge at all times while in the
courtroom.

The Chief Tribal Judge attempts to run the courtroom
just as if it were a real courtroom, but not with all of
the paraphernalia such as black robes, etc. He is the
only one with any working knowledge of procedure.

There are three judges who alternate on different
days, and one of the judges is the juvenile judge. There
is a Plan which the tribe hopes to implement regarding
the position of a full-time juvenile judge. Court is
held every day with every Wednesday reserved for jury
trials. Thursdays are left open for custody hearings and
other types of hearings. Every day the 'hardened crim-
inals' who are picked un the night before are arraigned.

In the Tribal Court, besides the three tribal judges
there are the prosecutor, defense attorney, clerk of
court - who also acts as the bailiff, an assistant clerk
of court and three secretaries. No licensed attorneys
are allowed to practice in the courtroom at this time,



but there are exceotions depending on the case. Most
defense attorneys prior to this time were people who
were able to speak up for other people and who could
have knowledge of how to conduct themselves in the
courtroom and learned the court procedures. As yet,

there is no attention paid to rules of evidence or any
other kind of trial techniques. But the goal is to
some day have attorneys (Indian) who. do have a knowledge
of these things to nractice in Tribal Court and conduct
court just like the real 'outside world'.

I have learned more from this one week of practicing
'law' than fron any other week. I can observe the
workings of the entire court system and know the entire
procedure that one must go through when arrested. But
again, my goal for the short time be here is to
get all the petty familiy arguments out from the court-
room and leave time for the important things. So far,
we have settled quite a few of these family feuds and
arguments out of court. There is much plea-bargaining
in order to aid many of the prisoners. This is much more
agreeable to them than going through all the the hassle
of taking no court time. It is fun and really informative
and interesting.

2. Commentary

Just as the other institutions of tribal government, i.e.,

legislative (councils) and executive (administrative) branches, have

experienced growing oainsdae to increased demands being placed upon

them, so we find tribal courts in a very uneven stage of development.

As is evident from a study of the student reports, the following areas

represent common problems for the tribal court systems:

(1) Lack of adequate legal training for court personnel.

(2) Insufficient resources available to support and develop

the court system to a level commensurate with the courts'

increased caseload.
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(3) Inadequate facilities to operate on a truly effective level.

(4.) A significant problem for some of the court systems studied

but one which was not shared by all participating tribal

systems was that of an out-of-date code of law and other

supporting tribal ordinances.

On the question of court personnel it is apparent that there is

some pressure on tribal councils to either hire a professional attorney

as a judge or to restrict the jurisdiction of the court. Since attor-

neys who are also Indians are extremely scarce, as a matter of practical

necessity this means that the tribes who are considering this alterna-

tive are faced with the choice of hiring a non-tribal member, non-

Indian as a judge. If one concedes that there is value in having as

a judge one who understands the customs and traditions of the tribal

community as well as T)ssessing a personal knowledge of the members of

the tribe, then certainly options other than hiring a non-member ought

to be explored. In addition to providing a training program for tribal

judges to acquaint them with the fundamentals of criminal and civil law,

one could institute a court advisory system either staffed by or with

access to professionally trained attorneys. Some tribes have experi-

mented with this option and one example of a successful effort is the

Blackfeet tribe in Browning, Montana. Of course, in addition to

training for the tribal judge other members of the court system, such

as the court clerk, prosecutor and defender and bailiff or sergeaat-

at-arms.
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The reports reflect not only an increased caseload, but also

the expanded jurisdiction of tribal courts over such questions as

non - Indians' offenses and related civil matters, etc. It is at this

level that the presence or absence of a competent court can become

truly critical to the recognition of tribal self-governing powers.

If the court is not available to insure a real implementation of

tribal authority and law in this area, then assertion, of tribal power

can become a meaningleso exercise. But, as some of the reports indi-

cate, as a whole, tribal council members have not grasped the signif-

icance of this fact. What this means is that the strengthening and

development of the courts must become a number one priority for tribal

leaders. What would follow from such a realization is that the best

and most qualified personnel would be attracted to the position and a

fair share of tribal resources would be allocated for the court systems.

Such problems as have been pointed out cannot be solved overnight but

the way has been shown by some of the more progressive tribal leaders

and it would be sign of real progress simply for the tribe to appre-

ciate the crucial role the court must assume in the future for a

proper development.

re
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C. Economic Development of Tribal Resources and the Tribal
3overning Structure

As the following memo pertaining to research instructions for

the students on this issue will reveal, our main purpose here was to

analyze exactly how the governing structure of the tribes related to

efforts in the area of economic development. That is, we were interested

in questions such as whether or not most tribes simply authorized the

tribal council or a committee set up by the tribal council as the pro-

moters and managers of economic development enterprises or whether it

was more common for tribes to simply license or authorize the establish-

ment of separate corporations or even individuals to carry on efforts in

economic development separate from the tribal council itself. Naturally,

vinat we were seeking to establish here was whether or not there existed

any kind of correlation between the success or failure rate of tribal

economic development enterprises and the manner in which the enterprise

was -lanaged. As with the other areas researched, our questionnaires

to the students adopted something of a shotgun approach. That is,

sine? we did not operate on the basis of any preconceived notions we

were askinz researchers to take a broad slantey look at the question.

We felt that it was common knowledge that most Ire _an tribal communities

existed or a sub-poverty line level of economic existence and conse-

quently eCforts in the area of economic development which were designed

to increase the level of employment of tribal members as well as bring

in additional income to the community take on a very high priority with
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tribal peoples. Thus, economic development efforts generally consume

a disproportionate amount of the average tribal council's attention,

perhaps to the detriment of other roles which the tribal government is

called upon to play. The following memo is included to show the reader

exactly what questions were posed to student researchers on this issue.

TO: Student Researchers - Tribal Government Project

FROM: Alan Parker

MEMO 110. 3: ;:conomic Development of Tribal Resources and the

Tribal Governing Structure

By this time you have researched the questions of the tribe's
structure and the court system. I have heard from everyone
and as we expected there is a great variation from tribe to
tribe. For example, some tribes do not maintain even a
minimal court system and at this time have no intentions of
doing so while others have a highly developed court with
very little in the way of problems. Some tribes have done
considerable work on defining and revising systems for the
internal management of the tribal government while another
tribe simply ceases to function whenever the chairman is
away from the tribal office. It has been a very enlightening
experience for us here to study all the reports since you
readily get the picture that although there is great variation
certain common problems and approaches to situations have
emerged already. . .

Returning to the subject of this memo, I will list below
some of the issues in the area of economic development and
ask you to explore and respond to them as they may fit your
tribe:

1. List the economic development enterprises or programs
presently functioning on the reservation. Interpret function-
ing and 'economic development' in as broad a manner.as pos-
sible. With regard to each program, describe:

a) source of initial or continuing funding
b) whether it is conducted by the tribal council

(or equivalent body) in its capacity as a tribal council, or,
in a separate capacity as, for example, a business corporation
although utilizing the same personnel.
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c) if the program or enterprise is not conducted
by the council itself in one capacity or another, exactly
what is the relationship between the management and decision
making personnel and the tribal council. For example, is
the enterprise run by individuals in their individual capa-
city even though they received a tribal charter or other form
of sponsorship. Or, is the relationship one where the
enterprise is conducted in the name of the tribe with the
tribe being the recipient of the funds involved, yet the
management maintains an independent status with regard to
the council, free from everyday supervision and control.
Or, is the council involved in the day to day operation of
the business with, for example, hiring and firing power with
rerard to key personnel.

d) if possible, secure a copy of either initial
proposal ror the enterprise or progress reports describing
the operation of the program and role of the tribe.

2. If possible, describe any economic development
enterprises conducted by the tribe which have not proved
feasible or were business failures. To the extent the
information is available, describe why the enterprise was
unsuccessful. If anything in the nature of evaluation
rererts were even submitted or on record with the tribe
rerarding such past efforts, secure a copy of same or digest
and report on them.

3. With regard to existing businesses or enterprises,
discuss whether an evaluation of the same has even been
conducted and whether the tribe or thi. management personnel
changed either the manner in which the business was conducted
or the relationship between the enterprise and the tribal
council or government it a broader sense. If there are any
examoles of this kind of situation, what were the reasons
for such changes or were there any lessons to be learned
from the exnerience.

b. With regard to fIndig sources for tribal 'economic
development enterprises,' are there definitions of the
relationship between the enterprises and the tribal govern-
ment laid down by the funding source. (I.e., usually the
funding source will be one federal agency or the other; to
the extent you can determine, do the regulations or contract
terms dictated by the agency govern the manner in which the
enterprise relates to the tribal government or is the tribe
essentially free to structhre the relationship between it
and the enternrise?) If this information is actually spelled
out in the terns of the contract or other document, describe
how or obtain copies of the same. Are there federal
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government personnel present to supervise the enterprise,
do they make periodic inspections or evaluations; if pos-
sible describe their function and who in the tribe deals
with such personnel.

5. If your research indicates that there is or has
been a problem in the relationship between economic devel-
opment efforts by the tribe and the role of the tribal council,
describe the observations and opinions of tribal leadership
with regard to the issue. Recall that the Warm Springs
tribal manager observed that 75 of the difficulties tribes
face in carrying on such enterprises successfully is simply
a question of management or the lack of it. Is the conclu-
sion supported by the research you have done on the question?
If so, what are your recommendations; and if not, what has
your tribe learned that may be of benefit to other tribes?

The experience of many has been that with all the good inten-
tions in the world, the tribe simply has an insuperable
personnel problem. That is, there simply are not enough
people capable of making a success of such efforts available
to the tribe. If this is so, what is your prognosis as to
finding such personnel or utilizing non-tribal people?

Whatever reports or copies of contracts and other relevant
documents you may obtain with the cooperation of the tribe
on this issue will be greatly appreciated and should add
greatly to your narrative discussion. If you have difficulty
making copies don't hesitate to ask us to return these kinds
of materials.

1. Student Reports

Our researchers submitted some of their finest reports on the

topic of the relationship between economic development efforts and the

governing structure of the tribes and we urge our readers to give the

reports the scrutiny they deserve. As with reports on some of the other

topics, the reports constitute case studies of various economic devel-

opment efforts and are an analysis of lessons to be learned. On the

other hand, they also document the frustration associated with having
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well laid out plans but an absence of tribal personnel to carry projects

beyond the planning stage. Just as all tribes would seem to benefit

immeasurably from having a tribal member available to work on their

behalf as an attorney, these reports also make it evident that "tribal

economic development" experts are urgently needed by many of the tribes

on a full-time basis. It would be interesting to keep in mind the fol-

lowing question as one studies the reports on this subject: just what

sort of qualifications and training ought to be possessed by such persons

to enable them to be truly helpful to their tribes?

a. Laguna Pueblo: New Mexico

Prepared by Ron Solimon

Laguna Planning Commission

The Laguna Planning Commission has been charged with
the role of discovering the needs of the community and
designing efforts to remedy the various needs of the Laguna
people. The tribal council has chosen these men to perform
the most important effort of the tribe. While Laguna
Pueblo is worth approximately thirty million dollars, the
council has directed the planning commission to seek out-
side funding prior to expending tribal money. The council
is not reluctant to match funds when the project will
benefit the tribe as a whole. The planning commission
is headed by a director who is also a former governor
of the tribe and has watched and helped it through the
succeeding stages of the tribe's growth. The other com-
missioners are made up of one representative from each of
the six villages. In addition, the planning commission
employs a business consultant who is a member of the tribe.
His expertise has helped the commission's efforts immensely
in the areas of research, statistics, diplomacy, and
organization. At present, the commission includes a
majority of progressive minded persons who have experience

and education to bolster their endeavors.
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Tribal Council's Role in Economic Development

The tribal council maintains direct supervisory
control over the efforts of the commission. This means
that the commission cannot proceed without the sanction
of council on any matter. The commission recently
requested that they be allowed to use the tribal resource
people (attorneys, financial consultants) without first
having to obtain permission from the council or a Staff
Officer. Their request was granted on the basis of
their past record and accomplishments on behalf of the
tribal council. The 1974 council seems to be looking
carefully toward the future of the tribe. The mining
operations will probably cease in the year 1984, so the
council is pressed to plan for the time when large
annual revenues will be a thing of the past. Their

to devise a system (formula) to insure the tribe's
financial and economic stability long past 1984 is
evidence of their concern.

Areas of Concentration

As indicated by the 'Progress and Status Chart', the
tribe is concentrating on securing the immediate well-

beingof tribal members in such areas as water supply,
housing, elderly health care, law and order, schools,

et al. The tribe is not presently planning major econ-
omic development enterprises as such. The commercial and
business complex will perhaps reinforce new and bigger
ideas for generating revenue.

Resource People

Close to two hundred Laguna members are pursuing
college degrees in many areas and approximately fifty
already have degrees. There are also many tribal
members with much experience who are perhaps the best
resource people that the tribe has. The personnel and
manpower to operate various enterprises exists, and
the potential is even greater. The tribe is not afraid
to use experts when they are needed. As the tribe
explores new avenues of economic development, a combin-
ation of tribal members and non-tribal members will be
used with the idea that the tribal members will eventu-
ally gain the necessary expertise to supervise and
direct the various business enterprises without outside

help.
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Tribal Council and Tribal Governor v. Business Manager

Along with the plans for future economic develop-
ment will come the problem of separating the tribal
council's role in tribal business from its role as a
policy making bogy. In the past and present, the
council has had final approval on any decision affecting
the tribe as a whole. There are plans to hire a busi-
ness manager, but this move has been delayed for reasons
that are hard to define. The business manager's educa-
tion and background will probably call for a salary far
above the salary of the governor. The tribal council
will be relieved of many of the business decisions it
is accustomed to making and this may cause some confu-
sion. Careful thought, diplomacy and patience will be
the keys to a business manager's success at Laguna Pueblo.
A model of some form would be good for the tribe to follow
so as to achieve its economic development goals and
objectives.

Conclusion

As a whole, Laguna Pueblo has the potential and
financial resources to establish a sound economy on the
reservation. The manner in which the tribe chooses to
utilize and manage its resources will dictate the success
to be realized.



b. Chiwa.- LAseLrvation Montana

Prepared by: Robert E. LaFountain

Summary of Economic EnLerprises Attempted:

The Chippewa-Cree Business Committee in the past
has made numerous attempts to initiate and develop
economic programs and enterprises. The major failures
and successes related to these tribal efforts are listed
and expanded on in the attached papers.

It appears that the majority of the failures have
been a result of poor management selection. The tribal
leaders have, a great number of times, placed tribal
members in managerial positions those individuals are
not oualifed for. It appears that this occurs because
of a good faith attempt by the Business Committee to
fill any available position with an Indian (tribal mem-
ber). The Busin.ss Committee has historically been
concerned with reducing and/or eliminating unemployment
among members and it appears that over-emphasis on this
problem has caused hiring of non-qualified persons to
responsible Positions. It's possible the Committee has
been of the oninion that these positions must be member-
filled, then these Indians filling the positions can be
trained while carrying out the functions of a manager.
Often members with little or no experience in managerial
positions of any kind whatsoever have been hired. Sad
but true, too many- of these individuals have failed as
managers and as a result the Tribe and the Federal
Government funding sources have pumped thousands of
dollars into enterprises that have failed.

On the other side of the coin, the successful busi-
ness ventures have resulted primarily from hiring of
competent, well qualified managerial personnel. These
successes are demonstrated on the attached list. The
successes listed, however, are not big successes. Many
of them have administrative problems and some of them
are of questionable duration. The major problem appL.e3
to be a lack of cooperation by the Tribal Council to
appropriate adequate funds for efficient operation. As
a result, these 'successes' have to rely on what federal
funds can be obtained or upon the ability of independent
operators to make do with what they have. Some operators
such as fry 'orks warm management have been able to do
this. And the independent operators, like the Hutton
sawmill operation and the Hay Project lease operator,
have less difficulty succeeding because they have had
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their own funds and equipment to base a successful opera-
tion on. But other operators like the Tribal Post Plant
manager and the Recreation Association project managers,
who have to rely on tribal funds oron federal funding
sources, have had greater difficulty operating. Their
difficulties are complex - non-qualified management or
no tribal funds available, or limited federal funds, or
a combination of all of these.

Tribal Response to Economic Enterprise Problems

The current Business Committee is aware of the com-
plexities involved in making a business successful and
admits the necessity of hiring qualified personnel into
managerial positions if the program involved is to be
successful. The feeling of concern for hiring members
is still there but the Comnittee appears susceptible to
raising qualifications in order to prevent additional
failure of existing and future economic enterprises.

A fear still exists among Committee members of using
tribal funds for businesses that 'just might fail' but
the Committee has decided to act in a manner that will
conceivably result in less chance of failure of future
and present enterprises. Just recently the Council has
decided to circulate a notice of intent to hire a highly
qualified general business manager who would advise,
consult, recommend and act on economic development prob-
lems and situations. This Business Manager will have a
wide range of duties and responsibilities and will be
under supervisory authority of the Business Committee.

Consideration has also been given to hiring Indian
management trainees under the supervision of this general
manager. If this is done the Tribe could be sure that
any future general managers and special program managers
would be Rocky Boy Indians rather than off-reservation
Indians, non-enrolled Indians, or white people. (The
General Manager first hired might be white or a non-
member because it is possible that no Rocky Boy member
who could qualify would be available at that time.)

Recommendations:

A number of recommendations have been included in
tne list of enterprises attached hereto.

Generally, I would suggest that the Business Committee
make a more determined effort to hire only highly qualified
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managers into any enterprise the Tribe undertakes. Then
the Committee must realize that even the best manager
cannot be effective without sufficient capital to base
his operations on. Such required funds must be made
available. (Tribal funds should be used if there appear
to be no federal grant funds available. Tribal funds
should be used because then the Tribe has complete control
of its own operations instead of some federal agency
gaining an influential position as related to management
of that business.)

I would suggest that the General Business Manager
posi'iln the Tribe has recently-made available be filled
by a highly qualified, experienced individual of manager
quality and that the Tribe not lower these qualifications
merely to hire an Indian or a Rocky Boy member.

I suggest that the Business Committee should work
in close cooperation with this proposed general manager,
the special program managers, and the tribal attorney
during the proposal as well as development stages of any
enterprise the Tribe considers.

A question of what has happened to funds related to
a number of economic development programs has come up
time and again. To alleviate or at least reduce this
problem I would encourage better control of tribal housing
program funds through a system of at least two non-related,
bonded, responsible individuals handling and carrying for
and disbursing all funds. Periodic reports, evaluations,
and budgets should be required of every economic program
in order to maximize efficiency and to minimize corruption.
(Pressure should be put on managers in the programs to
account for themselves and their programs.)

I would suggest periodic evaluations of all economic
enterprises and managers. In this way funds related to
the many different programs could more accurately be
accounted for, unsuccessful programs could be terminated
or revised to make them more successful without further
loss, and non-competent management personnel and employees
could be quickly and effectively replaced.

I believe the Tribe should establish a program for
training of supervisory, management personnel, management
trainees. By doing this the Tribe will have a ready reserve
of qualified personnel for special projects that will bene-
fit the Tribe. Then the Tribe could hire its own members
into the positions that require special training or high
qualifications.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISES

PROGRAMS PRESENTLY FUNCTIONING ON ROCKY BOY RESERVATION, MONTANA

PROGRAM PURPOSE OF PROGRAM SOURCE OF FUNDING

Dry Forks Farm,
Inc. (includes
the new heifer
project)

Tribal Post
Plants *

To raise cattle for producing
tribal income. To produce
tribal, individual income from
hay production. To make
starting of cattle business
easier for beginners. To
operate included farmlands
effectively and profitably.

To produce tribal income from
timber products. To c eate
employment for R.B. Indians.
To maximize efficient use of
tribal timber resources.

Sawmill To make loan funds available
(Lease Operator) to individuals who have

trouble obtaining ranch or
business improvement money
elsewhere. To encourage
creation of self-generating,
self-supporting business.

Oil, Gas Ex-
ploration,
Land Leasing

Hay Project
(Lease
Operator)

Recreation
Assn.* (incl
Ski area facil-
ities, Baldy
Butte Inn-Cafe;
ceremonial and
Rodeo grounds;
proposed golf
course.

To lease available lands for
mineral, gas, oil exploita-
tion, grazing so as to pro-
duce tribal income. To
maximize efficient develop-
ment of available resources.

To make efficient use of
tribal hay lands. To gen-
erate acome for the Tribe.
To create jobs.

To construct, operate and
maintain a recreation complex
on R.B. Reservation; to pro-
mote any feasible recreation
activity; to operate motels,
cafes, etc. for producing
tribal income. To create
jobs for R.B. Indians and
therefore ease unemployment.

* a program with a questionable future

0100

Began with federal
revenue sharing and
tribal U.S. Treasury
Account funds and is
expected to be self-
supporting.

Began on tribal funds.
Request for 0E0 funds
approved for 1974-75.

Funding by independent
operator.

Individuals use own
funds to lease from
Tribe (off - reservation

individuals, oil com-
panies, etc.)

Began as tribal project
with tribal funding.

After failure as such,
Tribe leased project to
a private operator. It
is now supported by the
operator's funds.

Aid and grant funding
from Economic Develop-
ment Admin. of the Dept.
of Commerce. OXIDE grant
money used to build up
the Bally Butte busi-
ness after 'failure'.
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ROCKY BOY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISES

PROGRAM CONDUCTED BY:
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MANAGE-
MENT/DECISION-MAKING
PERSONNEL/TRIBAL COUNCIL

EXTENT OF EVALUATIONS
OR REPORTS CONDUCTED

An independent, non-

member operator who
is on contract with
Tribe for annual
salary as operator-
manager (five-year
contract began in
1972).

Tribe conducts the
program. Hires a
manager who is
under Business Crate
supervision.

Independent operator
upon Tribal permit
and stumpage rate
payment. (Tribal-
Operator contract
w/BIA Appraisals,
recommendations) BIA
supervision over
land use leases.

Tribe and BIA
cooperate on which
lands will be avail-
able for leasing
purposes.

Independent lease
operator conducts
the project. Lease
agreed to between
Tribal Council and
lessee on a per-
centage of crops
basis.

Bd. of Directors of
this corporation has

responsibility of
carrying out program
effectively and of
hiring, hiring man-
agerial personnel.

Management is on Tribe-Oper-
ator contract. The Bd. of
Directors of D.F. Farms has
supervisory authority over
manager. Tribal Council
exercises almost no authority
over this corporation (except
as shareholder with power to
remove and replace D.F. Dirs.

Tribe leaves operation of the
Post plant to the current
manager but Council retains
power to hire, fire,
influence.

Tribe exercises strong con-
trol over terms of the
contract, rates, etc.

Tribal Council determines
lease provisions, specifica-
tions so in this manner can
control use made of the lands
involved. Tribe has no con-
trol over the management of
the individual lease opera-

tion.

Tribe signs a contract lease
agreement with the operator.
Lease operator is manager.
Tribe gets a 40% cut of crop
production. Tribe maintains
very little control over the
management and has no Tribal
fund by which to exert influence.

Manager hired by the corpor-
ation Bd. of Directors. Bus-
iness Committee appears to
exert very little control
over this manager position.

0101

Reports of budget are re-
quired annually. Manager
submits a farming plan of
operation twice a year.
Also makes inventory of
equipment; monthly oper-
ating reports, crop
reports, harvest reports.

No periodic evenationc
are made. Reports are
supposedly required but
none have been submitted
to the Tribe.

Evaluations are made by
BIA forestry dept. as to
contractor operations and
conformity to contract
provisions. Tribe keeps
close watch over the saw-
mill operations (to see if
if contract terms are
being met).

Reports of lessee's oper-
ations are not required
to the Tribe. Evaluations
are made by BIA as to re-
sults of gas, oil, mineral
explorations, availabdlity
of grazing lands, land use
reports.

Budget reports submitted
periodically (although
such reporting has not
been adhered to strictly).

Annual progress reports
were required to be sub-

mitted to EDA while that
grant was in effect. Tribe
has failed to require and
adhere to periodic reports.
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ROCKY BOY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT EN1ERFRISES

CHANGES TRIBE HAS MADE IN
MANNER OF CONDUCTING THE

BUSINESS

EXTENT TO WHICH FUNDING SOURCES
DICTATE MANAGEMENT OF THE BUSINESS

Tribe has almost totally left
the operation of the D.F.F.
to the manager and the Board
of Directors.

Tribe limited Tribal funds
available and forced a request
for 0E0 funds. (The OEO funds
have been granted.) Management
is still hired by Tribe. Tribe
still hires this manager by
informal agreement.

Tribe tried to make Tribal sam-
mill operate effectively but
failed. Tribe considered the
amount of timber resources
available and determined that
small independent timber oper-
ations would h most feasible.
As a result, the Tribe switched
to this method of operation.

Stricter provisions have devel-
oped in lease agreements. Thus
Tribal resources can be better
protected and Tribe can better
protect its own interests.

This project was formerly'a
tribal project. Now it is
lease operation and it is
successful and generating Tribal
income.

Tribe has hired a number of
different managers in an
attempt to improve income pro-
ducing ability of the Baldy
Butte Inn and Ski Complex.

Tribe exercises very little control over
this operation. Such control has not
been necessary because this enterprise
has been satisfactoryi4 successful.
Federal revenue sharing program exercises
no great influence over this program.

OEO maintains authority to evaluate, keep
and require records, audit the enterprise
and to terminate funds it they are not
used as per the proposed budget narrative
of the project.

Management is independent with no Tribal
control other than contract provisions
requiring special actions. Tribe exer-
cises no influence as a funding source,

Tribe is not a funding source for indi-
vidual leases but can force operator-
managers of the lease enterprises to be
consistent with their lease agreement
provisions.

Self-supporting under supervision of the
independent lease operator. Tribe has
little, if any, control over this manage-
ment which operates on a percentage basis.

Federal funding sources make no deliber-
ate attempt to dictate the management.
The management controls are left pri-
marily to the Board of Directors of the
Recreation Association.
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ROCKY BOY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISES

OBSERVATIONS AS TO
WHY SUCCESSFUL

POTENTIAL OF THE PROGRAM
AND/OR RECOMMENDATIONS

Good management. Qualified
operator-manager makes the
project successful. Little
Tribal influence over the
management appears to have

,e-helped rather than hindered
the 'project.

Successful (not producing
great profits but jobs are
continual) because current
manager had and has 'donated'
much of his own time and has
worked at very low wages.
Funding source limitations
have restricted the success
of this project.

BIA supervision and Tribal
concern for contract pro-
vision performance are the
major factors that have de-
termined the success of this
operation. The operator has
a self-interest which en-
courages successful
management.

BIA 'supervision' over
leases and Tribal concern
for a fair deal have
resulted in successful
lease agreements.

Successful because Tribe
has delegated management
authority, through leasing,
to an apparently competent
operator.

Has gone 'broke' a number

of times due to poor man-
agement. Fair management
has caused this program to
increase its income a few
times. (Its budget status
is questionable at present)

Respectable profit in 1973 (first full year).
Anticipated that a 'huge' profit will be
made this year. Under similar type of good
management in the future this operation
could continue indefinitely as a self-
supporting enterprise.

Has been operative three years under Tribal
control with limited funds. With new 0E0
funds the manager will be able to buy
necessary equipment. Then the potential
of the program fulfilling its purposes
is grca-..

This independent lease operation is appar-
ently a good Tribal investment. Income
from the lease is minimal but the improved
roads, better grazing access, better fire
protection, new seeding and increased mem-
ber employment resulting from the operation
make it worthwhile. Similar investments
are encouraged.

Good possibility of gas, mineral, oil
leasing, but land leasing, as for graiing,
has become restricted and unavailable for
outside operators. Tribe and BIA work well
together on leasing projects and such an
arrangement is encouraged. Tribe should
assure strict provisions in leases to
benefit of Tribe.

A continuing source of Tribal income. If
management continues on a lease basis with
a crop split the Tribe can probably expect
a continual income. A Tribal hay project
under competent management should be con-
sidered again.

Has been operative three years. Recreation
appears to be a good investment in this
area. Potential for producing Tribal in-
come thru recreational development is great
if qualified managers are hired. Poor
11A4agement could break this Tribal enter-
prii4 again.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISES THAT HAVE FAILED (OR WERE NOT FEASIBLE)

PROGRAM PURPOSE OF PROGRAM

EXTENT OF FEASIBILITY
STUDIES CONDUCTED
PRIOR TO INITIATING

PROGRAM

FUNDING SOURCE
AND CONTROL
IT EXERCISED

Tribal Bird
Farm

Livestock
Project

Kenneth
Wornath
Lumber Co.

To make game birds
available for shoot-
ing (at a fixed rate
per bird). To
create jobs, ease
unemployment. To
generate income for
Tribe.

To raise livestock
for sales purposes.
To increase income
of Livestock Assn.
members. Then to
increase Tribal in-
come when program
was under Tribal
control,

To create a five-
year sawmill opera-
tion which would
produce Tribal
income. To hire
R.B. Indians and
thus ease unem-
ployment of members
of the Reservation.

A feasibility study
was made. Determined
to be a feasible
project.

No independent feas-
ibility study was
made. Only specu-
lations were made.

Feasibility study was
conducted by Mont. St.
Univ. feasibility
study group. Conclu-
sion: feasible for a
a small five-year
operation following
a large capital and
equipment invest-
ment.

0104

Government grant
and tribal money
was available.
Tribe was virtu-
ally in full
control over
management. Tribe
had power to hire
and/or fire man-
agement, employees
at will.

Funding by Tribal
Livestock Assn.
Control by Live-
stock Assn. repre-
sentatives until
Tribe took over
control.

Funded by 0E0 grant
with matching funds
by Tribe of up to
20%. Tribe had
contract with inde-
pendent operator
for him to manage
and to produce and
sell lumber. As a
result Tribe had
little control over
management prac-
tices.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ENTERPRISES THAT HAVE FAILED (OR WERE NOT FEASIBLE)

EXTENT OF EVALUATION
REPORTS MADE

OBSERVATIONS AS TO WHY IT
FAILED OR WAS TERMINATED GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

None made periodically
by Tribe or Bird Farm
management. No evalua-
tion reports were re-
quired to be submitted.

Reports were made while
under Association con-
trol (BIA was coopera-
ting). No reports were
required under Tribal
control, few were made.

No progress reports
were submitted by
the management. No
monthly or periodic
evaluation of
progress.

Poor management, disorganiza-
tion. Tribe appears to have
hired a number of managers who
weren't qualified for develop-
ing such an enterprise. Non-
feasibility of the project in
light of already available
game birds.

Poor management-personnel
choices by Tribe (non-
qualified personnel). Tribe
failed to make enough money
available to maintain the
program after Tribe gain_d
control. Assn. members
withdrew.

Poor management (independent
manager - non-tribal). Tri-
bal funds not available or
not appropriated to continue
the operation after 0E0
funding no longer available.

t 0105

Bird Farm lasted about
three years. Feasibility
reporters may have been
mistaken as to the
practicality of such a
program. The market
for game birds for
shooting purposes may
have been over-rated.

Operated well under
Livestock Assn. control
(15 years). Failed
under Tribal control.
This program appears to
have been feasible. It
operated for years with-
cut Tribal interference.
It would still be
feasible under good,
qualified management.
Dishonesty by manage-
ment may have been a
factor of failure. It
appears that a large
number of birds
'disappeared'.

Lasted only about a
year. It's possible
that the non-Tribal
manager exercised uneth-
ical and illegal methods
of operation which caused
its failure. There are
probably not enough
timber resources on the
reservation for any
large scale lumber
operation.
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c. Cherokee Nation: Oklahoma

Prepared by: Robert Lowery

The main thrust of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma
has been toward economic development. In the early
1950's the tribal government did not exist and the assets
of the tribe amounted to a little over nothing. Today
the government is heading toward the realization of
being able to serve the people and assets are over $30
million. The structure of the tribe, being what it is
because of the Act of 1906, is no key to how the devel-
opment has occured. Numerous foundations and wholly
owned corporations have been set up to accomplish the
tasks of economic development. The overall picture is
anything but clear and there seems to be no central
control of any ':ype, although this is being looked into
today by the tribe.

Probably the best way to examine the economic
development of the Cherokee Nation is to lcrak at the
va-ions organizations set up to accomplish ',he specific
tasks. The first three are foundations which were used
to secure funds which the tribe as an entity could not
secure.

Cherokee National Historical Society

The very first organization to try to secure funds
for the economic development of the tribe wa:3 the
National Historical Society, organized as a non-profit
foundation to promote Cherokee History and Culture.
Assets include an Indian village, an amphitheatre which
seats 1800, where the drama of the Trail of Tears is
performed in the months June-August, and a museum they
are presently building. Over 100,000 people have seen
the drama now in its sixth year. The Historical Society
employs over 200 people, but there are no training pro-
grams - which is extremely poor since this is probably
one of the most important economic bases of the tribe.

Cherokee Foundation

Set up primarily to fund a housing project that
would be separate from the regular housing authority.
Assets include a 188 unit apartment complex. It is
composed of seventy percent low income and forty-five
percent members of the tribe. Employment is small here,
but again there is no training program in something
that vould work very well with one
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Jelano Cultural and ,Fconomic Development Authority

Newest of the funding organizations and is set up
on a fifteen (15) year lease-back agreement with the tribe.
Assets include the sixty-eight (68) room Tsa-La-Gi Inn,
Restaurant of the Cherokees, Osiyo Club, and the Arts and
Craft Shop.

The major problem with all three of the above is
that direct control by the governing body of the tribe is
nebulous, although least so by the last one. Also, no
organized training program exists in any of these projects,
even though this is where the main assets lie. This only
points out the poor central planning that exists - or
might it be better said that does not exist at all.

There are also several wholly-owned corporations:

Cherokee Nation Industries

Building everything from calculators to chairs, this
is one of the highly successful ventures of the Cherokee
Nation. It is set up on a profit-sharing basis and
eventually will be owned by the employees 100%. CNI takes
farmed-out work and is very flexible. One problem of CNI
is sporadic employment and off-season contracts.

Cherokee Nation Builders and Cherokee Nation Construction
Company

Both are construction firms set up primarily to train
in various arts of building. These companies are used
whenever possible on any construction done for the Tribe.

Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma Complex

The complex in which all tribal offices are located is
owned by the Tribe. In addition, the offices used by the
BIA are also owned by the Tribe and leased out to them.
The Tribe also awns a utility company which furnishes
power to all tribal installations and a cattle unit is in
the formative stages under the land management department.

Conclusion

The Tribe is well endowed with resources and economic
development is progressing well. What is primarily needed
is central control and some long, range goals established as
to what the Tribe wants to accomplish with all of this The
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percentage of membership that receives benefits other than
pride is extremely small and some reassessment of what the
Tribe is trying to accomplish is needed badly.

d. Pueblo of Santa Clara: New Mexico

Prepared by: Jody N. Folwell

Economic Enterprises

The Pueblo of Santa Clara has a minimum of economic
development. There are three sources of economic income
for Santa Clara: land leases, (forest) recreational sites,
Puje Cliff sites and Puje ceremonies.

The commercial land leases are in the general area of
Espanola and Fairview, New Mexico. The total acreage of
leased land and specific amounts received for the commercial
leases are generally not disclosed to anyone but the council
members who control and regulate the leases.

The recreational sites, sale of permits for forest area,
and camping, picnicing and fishing permits are also'controlled
by the tribal council. The yearly Puje ceremonies are con-
ducted by a committee which is controlled and regulated by
the tribal council. The source of funds for maintaining the
recreational areas and the upkeep of the Puje cliff houses
comes directly from tribal funds. The tribal council main-
tains complete control over these particular economic enter-
prises.

At the present there are no major or stereotyped economic
enterprises but future comprehensive plans and programs are
being made. At the present the comprehensive plans and
programs for the economic development of the tribe are in
the process of being realized. Thus, the council prefers not
to disclose the materials and information to the public.

Plans are being formulated to establish a co-op in the
village to serve only the members of the tribe. The initial
funds will be appropriated through private sources.
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Recommendations

1. Delegation of authority should be made to the
different administrative staffs, so that services to the
tribal members can be improved and developed.

3. The establishment of commissions for land, water,
health, utilities, etc., should be instituted for the
accomplishment of goals set by the people and tribal gov-
ernment.

3. Skills and techniques should be acquired for the
management of the different economic enterprises that are
being planned.

4. Formulation of plans for future industrial devel-
opment and commercial enterprises is needed.

5. Plans for the acquisition of a business manager
should be made.

e. Papago Tribe: Arizona

Prepared by Hilda Manuel

The economic development profile of the Papago Tribe
has been characterized by several endeavors. The oldest
and traditional one has been cattle raising. Much of the
reservation is used as range land; for example, a square
mile of forage supports less than four head of cattle a
year. The Tribe owns a small registered herd of Hereford
cattle, which it loans to individual cattlemen for breeding
purposes. By selective purchasing of quality bulls, both
the tribally owned and individually owned herds are improved.
However, within the past five years drought conditions and
sparse vegetation has reduced the growth of the cattle
industry.

Prnbabl:r the best potential for economic development

is the significant deposits of high grade copper ore found
in several areas of the reservation. After extensive
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explorations three large mining companies - Hecla, Newmont
and American Smelting & Refining Co. (ASARCO) - have each
opened full mining operations. The mining income is
divided equally between the Tribe and the district where
the mine is located. Mining income is projected to solely
support the tribal budget by 1975. In conjunction with
these mines, a mining institute was opened and training
is available for Indians interested in mining. Several
hundred are expected to complete training and be hired as
regular workers with one of the three operating mines.

Another economic development project underway is the
Papago Chemicals and Explosives, Inc. The Tribe in a
joint venture with Phillips Petroleum Oil Company has set
up a processing plant on the reservation developing chemicals
for explosives and fertilizers. Tie project is yielding
some profit to the Tribe. The manager of the corporation
is a Papago who works with the Indian and non-Indian Board
of Directors. Balance sheets of monthly income are sub-
mitted to the tribal officials.

The other big project undertaken by the Tribe is the
creation of the Papago Tribal Utility Authority (PTUA).
PTUA is negotiating a two million dollar loan from REA at
24) interest. At the present time PTUA is providing electrical
services to Hecla mine. By fiscal year 1976 PTUA projects
to control the reservation's electrical needs. PTUA is
managed by a non-Indian with a Board of Directors consisting
of both Indian and non-Indian members. Budget expenditures
are submitted to the tribal officials on a quarterly basis.

On the northern end of the reservation an estimated
10 million dollar dam and reservoir has been constructed
by the Corps of Engineers. The dam is to provide run-off
water control and irrigation water. From all indications
there is no real benefit for the Tribe. The main benefit
will be for surrounding communities of non-Indian popula-
tions since the dam will prevent flooding of those areas.
Because cf the evaporation rate expected, nothing but a
10 million dollar mud hole will be left to the Tribe. Any
&forts to develop recreational facilities within the dam
area will be hindered by the potential mud hole.

Briefly, other areas of economic development ventures
include an arts and craft co-op which promotes traditional
skills of basketry by marketing! about 3,000 baskets annually
at Meal fairs and shows and a farm cooperative of 1,200
acres which grows and markets fresh produce. Along the
agricultural development plan, 10,000 acres of fertile virgin
land, Papago Farms, has been set aside for farming. The
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feasibility study showed that Papago Farms can provide
produce and !razing feed for the whole state of Arizona.
The Farms had been leased to a private group about ten
years ago, but their efforts proved a failure. The
failure resulted from the fact that there is no paved
road into or out of the area, and with the heavy rains
the roads were in bad shape. As a result the produce
spoiled before it could be shipped out.

However, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has commited
funds to grade and pave eighteen miles in and out of the
Farms area by next spring. At that time the Tribe will
start farming operations.

There are also individually owned businesses which were
chartered as tribally owned but which have been turned over
to individual management. Here the Tribe has either secured
a loan or co-signed with the individual to obtain the bus-
iness.

An example of an unsuccessful economic development
project is the development of an industrial part on the
San Xavier reservation. The park, which comprises about
forty acres of land, was built with a loan-grant from the
Economic Development Administration. To date it has not
attracted any significant business enterprises.

For a sound economic development program, several
factcrs need to be considered. It seems clear that the
Tribe alone cannot coordinate an economic development
program mith its lack of expertise in business matters.
It must, therefore, rely on the knowledge and skills of
other people whether they are Indians or non -Indians.
Another possibility is to consider a revision to the
constitution which will allow a distribution of revenue
to all districts, so that they might develop a program
for economic development.
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f. Oneida: Wisconsin

Prepared by: Gerald Hill

Introduction

. There are no natural resources available for develop-
ment on the Oneida Reservation in Wisconsin. At one time
there was timber but that has long since been depleted.

The tribe presently has some 2,500 acres held in trust
by the U. S. Government. This land is leased or assigned
to tribal members for two and a half acre home sites or
larger agricultural assignments or leases. Much of the
land assigned for home sites is sub-marginal.

The sub-marginal land cannot pass perk-test require-
ments of the PHS and, therefore, many members of the tribe
are denied benefits of programs designed to raise the level
of residence sanitation facilities on the reservation.

The sub-marginal land itself seems only nominal.
However, the tribe has initiated an industrial park on
the tribal land adjoining Green Bay.

The development of the industrial park will be the
major subject of this report because it is apparently the
only development resource. As far as other means of land
resource development, i.e., recreation or tourism, those
would be impractical or impossible because the land is not
contiguous, and the small creeks running through the reser-
vation are badly polluted. The general area is now farm
land with some woods, nothing to perceivably develop for
either recreation or tourism.

Discussion

The Oneida Industrial Park was conceived in 1967. It
was commenced with the formation of the Oneidas of Wis-
consin Industrial Development Corporation.

The industrial park covers 31 acres on the outskirts
of Green Bay. The general area is and has been developed
as an industrial area by the City of Green Bay. The Oneida
Industrial Park is surrounded on three sides by the Packer-
land Industrial Park and on the fourth side by U. S. 54, a

major highway. It is developed with paved roads, sewers,
electricity and a railroad spur.
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Since its inception the industrial part has remained
a theoretically appealing business venture. Yet, despite
the apparent potential, the future of the industrial part
has become an uncertainty. The reasons for the uncertainty
are difficult to isolate or identify.

There is not now nor has there been any lack of good
faith or energy by the tribe in seeking to plIt the indus-
trial park on a revenue generating basis. The study prior
to initiation of the industrial park seems to have been
undertaken with care. The solicitation of businesses to
locate in the park was carried out energetically, although
without much success. The investigation and selection of
businesses to locate in the park seemed thorough with
financial statements, etc., issued from Dun and Bradstreet
and other such organizations. When the tribe was required
to raise $8,000 as their share of the industrial park
enterprise, shares were sold to tribal members at $1.00
each, totalling $12,000, indicating keen community interest.
Still the industrial park of the Oneidas is in economic
trouble.

Although all due care was taken to insure success,
several factors stand out as possible reasons for the present
difficulties. One of these is the procedural requirements
of the BIA regarding leasing of trust land. Because devel-
opment requires money, the security for development capital
is usually mortgages against the land to be developed. On
trust land, this requires approval by the BIA thus banks
and other lending institutions are necessarily wary of
entering agreements where their loans cannot be secured by
such conventional methods. This is not an impossible barrier
but is a problem to be reckoned with in development on
Indian land.

Another distinct but related problem is the need for
a professional developer. This need was recognized early.
Proposals were made to various private sources to fund
such a nosition. However, the amounts asked were modest
and, in my opinion, fell far short of what would be an
adequate salary for an experienced full-time developer with
a successful record. In any case, the proposals were met
with failure. The current problem is intertwined with this
continuing need.

At the annual tribal meeting, July 6, 1974, a special
meeting was called with the Business Committee, the OWIDC
and the Area Superintendent. A resolution was passed
requesting the Area Superintendent to seek funds in the

amount of $35,000 to hire an experienced successful developer
to get the industrial park going.
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In my opinion this resolution had little force
because it was a bare request for help from the BIA but
there was no apparent commitment from the Superintendent
othe" than that he would try his best.

Related to the two above problems but also distinct
is the current situation. To shed light on this it is
necessary to V back to the beginning.

When the OWIDC was formed, it was on the premise that
they would oversee the development of the industrial park.
In order that they be able to secure necessary funding
from SBA it became necessary to form another corporation.
The development vas enconraked and urged by the SBA. This
second corporation, Standing Stone Corp., subleased a site
from OWIDC 'or the purpose of developing one building for
the, first business to go into the industrial park. A
building was erected for this business on one of the sites
and the business, a musical instrument repair company,
commenced oneration. The Joan for the building was obtained
from the Ilniversity State Bank or Green Bay, totalling
$120,000 - 70e, of which was guaranteed by SBA. The security
for this loan was the land on which the building was
situated. There is now a question of whether the sublease
to the Skanding Stone Corp. was ever approved by the BIA.
The cvnplication this raises is whether the agreement made
with the bank is void or voidable, a clear legal question.
A further comrlication is that the music business ceased
operation February 1074 and is the basis of the current
nroblems.

A develoner, a tribal member, was hired to start work
Aug. 1, 3974, but he will be training and will be expected
to work with the professional develoner to gain the neces-
sary experience. This is a stop-gap measure with success
contingent on being able to hire the professional developer.
The situation would seem to be less than appealing to a
developer, making his availability less probable.

Another nrobaem is that the lawyers retained by the
OWIDC have apparently not been knowledgeable in tribal
law, not an insurmountable problem but pointing the need
of Indians for attorneys qualified to assist in both
administration and tribal business ventures.

There have been two lawyers retained by OWIDC and
another has recently been retained. The first two were
released or resigned for reasons of dissatisfaction of
OWIDC with conflicts of interest. The newly retained
attorney asked and received a $200 retainer with a verbal
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understanding that he would continue to represent OWIDC
and would keep track of his time for later payment.
The fact that he missed the first requested meeting
with OWTOC wnu2d seer to put the members on notice as
to possible reticence of the new lawyer.

Generally, I feel that tribes and individual members
take a more optimistic attitude in relations with lawyers,
Indian or non-Indian, than their non-Indian counterparts
with whom they must deal, both in governmental bureauc-
racies and commercial enterprises. This places Indians
at a disadvantage because judgment decisions which should
be made by the client are often left to an attorney. This
should be an educational function of the Indian Lawyers
organizations.

At the last meeting of OgIlle I recommended that the
board members get together before the meeting with the
new attorney so they could consolidate their position,
i.e., all members should be aware of the direction to
seek through the attorney, and secondly to prepare a
synopsis of OgIDC so they would not have to pay the lawyer
to look through a stack of various papers and documents
and arrive at his own conclusion.

To the end of the second suggestion, I have under-
taken to do a chronology of all correspondence and docu-
ments I was permitted to examine. I was given a stack
of various files of letters, minutes, agreements, and
related materials about ten inches high. This in itself
reinforces an early observation that filing methods in
tribal channels of communications are less than efficient.
In tribal administration the problem it creates is
tolerable, at best, but disastrous in a business venture.
For example, the lease agreements in question are not
available. This is not so important to this report;
however, in my opinion it should be available not just
for the summer legal intern but for all interested
members of the tribe, particularly those who invested
in OWIDC. This is a responsibility I feel has been
overlooked not just with OWIDC but other tribal organi-
zations or entities whose decisions affect the entire
tribe directly or indirectly. I say this fully aware
that reeting dates are usually posted and that it is
easier to identify a problem than present a solution
or alternative. Still the fact is that poor communi-
cations exist within the tribe irrespective of whose
fault it is.

4
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Conclusion

There are only limited resources for economic devel-
opment on the Oneida Indian Reservation in Wisconsin at
this time. Land for receational or tourism development
does not exist. Mineral resources apparently do not
exist. Timber has long since ceased to exist as a real
resource. A tribal farm has been mentioned several times
but details of its operation have never been spelled out
and for practical considerations of this report it is
dealt with as non-existent.

The land retained by the tribe is, for the most part,
sub-marginal so that even individuals may not be eligible
to improve their residential sanitation facilities with
PHS programs designed for that purpose. Still there has
been a continuing attempt to develon the resources of
the land in an Oneida Industrial Pak.

The Oneida of Wisconsin Indukrial Development Cor-
o'ation was forprd in 196'7 to oversee the development
of the Industrial Park. The Industrial Park is located
on the outskirts of Green Bay bordered by other industrial
developments.

The (1IDC subleased a site in the, park to the Standing
Stone Corporation, a musical instrument repair business,
which onerated a short while and finally failed. The
reasons for the failure, which represents the only business
venture, are not simple to isolate.

I have used the OWIDC as a means of making'observa-
tions on various aspects of economic development on the
Oneida Reservation of Wisconsin. The problems are both
legal and practical.

The basic legal nroblem I can now ascertain is whether
or not the sublease which was entered into by Standing
Stone and the University State Bank of Green Bay was
approved by the BIA. This could make the agreement void
or voidable, which could 1- a significant advantage to
the Oneida Tribe. Unfortunately, I have been unable to
locate a copy of the sublease. The tribe is basically
uncertain as to their position regarding the two corpora-
tions, the SBA, the University State Bank, and the BIA.

In order to resolve the situation, the tribe has by
resolution of the business committee sought to have the

BIA Area Superintendent -first seek means of funding a
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professional developer and, second, to arrange a meeting
with all the parties involved in the current difficulties
in the Oneida Industrial Park.

The OWIDC has now retained the services of a new
attorney, the other two having resigned or been let go.
The relationship with the attorney is a key issue here
and the source of my first recommendation.

I recommend that the Indian Lawyer's organizations
undertake a program of education, the object of which should
be to aid the tribes, Indian Organizations, and individuals
in selecting attorneys to represent them in their businesses
and governmental administration.

My next recommendation is directed to the tribal govern-
ment itself. I would urge that the various tribal organi-
zations, corporations, and other legal entities seek all
available methods of improving communications within them-
selves so that they may present a unified direction to
their legal counsel.

It seems to me grossly unfair and, in fact, a basic
violation of the federal government trust relationship
with the tribe when the BIA or any other branch of the
federal government is allowed to insufficiently support
tribal economic development, particularly when industrial
development is the means to be used. The tribe has a large
stake in the success of any tribal business venture, and
the general tribal council members are affected directly or
indirectly. It must be borne in mind that the Oneida In-
dustrial Park is currently the only developable resource
for this tribe and should be given top priority in consid-
erations from BIA and Indian Lawyer organizations. In my
view, there is an urgency to this problem which falls
within the scope of the BIA's trust relationship to be a
real help in solving a complicated problem.

I have mentioned the need for improved management and
administrative procedures. The tribe has continued to
function under an increasing paper load and has recognized
and sought help in alleviating the problem. As it per-
tains to commercial ventures, the channels of communication
must exist clearly within the tribe as they do with the
business persons with whom they must deal if any success
is to be expected.

I feel the economic development on the Oneida Reser-
vation can and will occur. Whether sooner or later will
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depend on the assistance of lawyers and other commercial
experts and the necessary funding from the federal govern-
ment to meet the expenses of these experts.

2. Commentary

Student research reports reflect a concern for the following

common points:

1. In the area of economic development, proper business manage-

ment is of overriding importance. As the student reports detail, where

proper management is present (other things being equal) economic

development enterprises have a good chance for success. Where there is

poor management or simply a lack of good management; an otherwise

successful enterprise is doomed to failure. Without getting too specific,

it is apparent that by management the researchers meant both overall

business enterprises of the tribe considered as a totality and the

management of individual projects considered separately. Consequently,

knowledgeable tribal leaders, as reported by the students, recognize

the importance of identifying the position of a tribal business manager

and stress the importance of having that person or position delegated

sufficient independent authority. It is also recognized that "good

management" is a combination of ability and experience and is not some-

thing which is acepired simply by Ileinr: placed in a particular position.

Some of the students noint out that at least in the past tribal council

leaders have given priority to employing tribal members in economic
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development enterprises over employing qualified personnel. That is,

they would rather see a tribal member take on a responsible position

with the expectation that he would acquire management skills on the job.

Howver, it now seems to be generally accepted that it is doing

a disservice to the inexperienced tribal member to place him in such a

position where the probability is that he will not be successful while,

at the same time, jeopardizing the overall success of the project to the

overall detriment of the tribe. Of course, this may be a hard lesson to

learn in the context of what might be a political situation.

As reported by our students, the more experienced tribal leaders

seem to take the position that when seeking to fill management positions

in economic development projects they will seek the best qualified

personnel available regardless of tribal membership of not. But, at

the same time, they will insure that a training program for tribal mem-

bers is instituted in order that tribal members might have the opportu-

nity to acquire these management skills and thus eventually take over

the project. A final point to be noted under this general topic is the

question of salary levels. Often as in the past an inexperienced group

of tribal leaders may be tempted to set a salary level for a key position

such as tribal business manager at an unrealistically low level. Un-

doubtedly, this reflects an experience of trying to subsist in the kind

of economically depressed society common to most tribal communities.

For example, one tribal group was reported to be advertising the position

of tribal business manager at a salary level of $16,000 per annum. At

the same time, the description of the qualifications which they expected
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on the part of applicants was not in line with that salary level. In

our experience, the kind of person possessing the qualifications listed

could demand a salary beginning in the middle twenties without any

hesitation. Incidentall, many tribal councils may have something of

a mental block when it cores to considering such a salary level because

in their experience the most highly paid person in the tribal personnel

structure, the tribal chairman, generally receives a salary in the

t10,000 level. Thus, they would be in a position of paying a busi-,ess

manager something like twice as much as the tribal chairman would be

Paid. It would be interesting to compare the personnel structure and

salary level of any representative tribal community to that of a neigh-

boring city or county government. Such a comparison may prove enlight-

ening to tribal leaders on this point.

2. Another major point stressed by our researchers in their

study of this question was the interrelation betueen the role of the

tribal council as a legislative body and that of the tribal manager or

aiministrator as an executive body within the tribal government. In

nearly every case the tribal community did not draw clear lines to

distinguish either the structure or the roles of these two arguably

distinct entities. This lack of clearly distinguished roles in most

cases is easily explained by reference to the historical development

of the tribal government. In the period immediately following imple-

mentation of the Indian Peorganization Act the record shows that the

tribal council was the government for mne:t tribal communities. There

were no separate tribal courts, no tribal law enforcement personnel
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and certainly no tribal administrative body. However, as we have noted

earlier the past forty years have witnessed a steady growth in tribal

governments. In most cases it is no longer defensible to concentrate

every responsibility and all authority in the tribal council itself.

While our research in this area was not of such a technical

nature as to enable us to draw our chart in any reliable way, the

correlation between the separation of legislative and administrative

functions of the tribal government and the success or fai?ure rate of

tribal economic development efforts, the evidence certainly seems to

point in that direction. It is clear that the average tribal council,

if viewed simply as a legislative body, not only has a very important

responsibility and a role within the tribal governing structure, but

also has more than enough to do to fulfill this role without also

assuming the responsibilities for all the administrative functions of

the tribe. We should be quick to point out that most tribal leaders,

according to our reports, do recognize this fact and the clear trend

is toward a more clear distinction between the legislative and admin-

istrative roles and a separation of these two different functions.

3. The final point which was stressed in common 17 r,searchors

was the general question of technical suprs:-,, for tribal councils in

their deliberations concerning economic development efforts. Engineers,

economists, lawyers, business management exports, and other professional

personnel are all needed by tribal councils both in the planning and

development phases of the various economic development efforts reported
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on. Sone tribal groups like the Laguna Pueblo, for example, with their

uranium raining enterprise are obviously able to afford such advice on

their own. However, nost tribes are not as fortunate as the Laguna

Pueblo and for these tribes it rold neer that the federal trustee ought

to have a clearly defined responsibility here. On this point a general

caveat ought to be made. That Is, it has been the experience of some

tribes, particularly in thr deye3opment of natural resource potential,

that not enough attention is paid to the cultural needs of the tribe as

RS the ecnnoric needs. This entails careful planning to ensure

that the wisest use is made of available resources rather than simply

the most opportune use giver the demands of the moment. On this point

it is difficult to a detailed explana-

tion. and ,-Alrnaps we can amplify on this point later in the report.
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D. Administratif Tribal Governing Services

In relation to the issue of "administration of tribal governing

services", student researchers were requested to focus on two main

points. In the first place, we were seeking an inventory of govern-

nental services as carried on by those tribal governments participating

in the project. As OIT exrlanntory memo attenpts to make clear, we

asked the researchers to attempt to disting,uish between "governing

services" and those other functions of the tribal Iovernmant wnich are

more in line with their role as a business entity. Unlike other com-

parable =its o' local governnent within the states, Indian tribes have

traditionally directed a great deal of effort in the area of economic

development of tribally held or owned natural resource potential and

other business notentials an the preceding section of this report

attemnted to explain in detail.

Briefly, there are two main reasons for this larger role of

tribal 7overnments in the business or economic development area. First

&' all, unlike most units of local government, tribes hold reservation

land areas in connon, that is, under tribal ownership as opposed to

individual ownership by tribal members. Of course there are exc....lotions

to this pattern of tribal omarship since many tribes were allotted

either entirely or in nart ,lith individual tribal members holding parcels

of the reservation as allotments. But even in these instances so-called

"allotted" reservations still hold the natural resource potential of the
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tribe in tribal ownership. By con'..rast, units of local rorernment

under the state system in general do not own or hold. title to large

land areas. The pattern is for land to be held either in individual

ownership or in state ownership, with perhaps separate agencies under

the state government having special use rights to the areas depending

upon the functions of the agency. A city, municipality or county

government might own in this sense common areas such as' school plots,

sewage treatment plants, recreational sites, city parks, etc. But they

do not have title to large blocks of land which can be the source of

natural resource development. Consequently, these kinds of units of

local government do not find themselves in the position which tribal

leaders do of brine resnonsible for the proper use and development of

large areas of land and other natural resource potentials.

The second distinction between tribal governments and comparable

units of local government under a state system is that in general the

tribes do not have the equivalent of a state government to fall back

upon for governmental support, direction and organization. This com-

parison is particularly apt for the= local governmantal units under a

state system localcd in relatively sparse population areas, which is the

situation for most Indian tribm. In these instances local citizens

can be assured that state governmental institutions will provide all

the governing services which are necessary if they - that is, the local

citizens of a local recgraphic area - do not have the resources or

desire to organize and fund a local governing body on their own. In

this sense, the extent and degree of local c,ovcrnment options which
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they want to pursue can be considered as something of a political luxury

instead of a necessity. Tribal governments, on the other hand, because

of jurisdictional principles laid down by federal law, are not an

integral part of the state governmental structure and, as such, are not

eligible autoriatically for the complete range of governing services

administered by state governments. This situation, dictated as it is

by federal law, is considered a plus by the great majority of Indian

tribal leaders since it is just the other side of the coin or the

corollary to the principle of self-government.

As the student reports make clear, there are certain types.of

governing services administered on Indian reservations by the state

government under the a_gis of such federal laws as P. L. 280, referred

to in one of the reports under the tribal court issue. But, in general,

these services are meager in comparison with the total needs of the

local tribal communities for governing services. As we have also

alluded to, the tribes do have a more direct relationship with the

federal government which is comparable to other communities under federal

jurisdiction; but the federal government has simply not designed struc-

tures to accommodate the needs on a local government level.

As a consequence, Indian tribal governments traditionally are

faced with the need to administer the total range of governing services

which any comparable local community requires. But, as we see from

the student reports, most tribal governments simply do not have the

resources or personnel to operate what might be considered a complete
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local governmental unit. Generally these limitations are not in a

critical area, but in some cases they are and this gives rise to very

unfortunate situations. At any rate, it is very interesting and

enlightening to review the student reports simply to take note of the

various kinds of rovernmertal services now being administered by those

tribes participating in the study. Thus, in itself this inventory

does much to amplify an answer to the question of "what do tribal

governments really do?"

The second point which we asked the students to address themselves

to in this area of governing services was the potential for a Conflict

of interest within the tribal government between its role as a business

entity and its role as a government responsible for the total needs of

its constituency. Recognizing the deal role in which many tribes find

themselves placed, it was our impression that there are instances in

which these diverse Interests of a tribal government might give rise

to a conflict, and we felt it might be interesting and illuminating to

study the dimensions of such conflicts and the ways in which tribes were

dealing with the same. As the reader will note after reviewing the

student reports, our study, limited as it was, revealed that this was

not a significant problem in the minds of our researchers. The fol-

lowing memo addressed to the student researchers on this issue may

pro ide additional explanation of the scope of this question.
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TO: Student Researchers - Tribal Government Assessment Project

FROM: Alan Parker

RE: Administration of Tribal Governing Services

In prior memos I have asked you to analyze and describe the
structure of your respective tribal governments, the tribal
judicial system and the relationship between economic
development efforts and the tribal governmental structure.
In addition to this memo, the two remaining areas to focus
on are the relationships between BIA operations xi the tribal
operations and problems related to application of the Indian
Civil Rights Act. As I have attempted to emphasize in prior
memos, our main task is to isolate and define the issue we
are concerned with while understanding the overlap and
interrelationships in the whole area of tribal government.

From this point of view, my understanding of the question of
'administration of governing services' are those services
the tribal government necessarily takes on in the process
of meeting the needs of the tribal community for a govern-
ment as opposed to or distinguished from those functions
of the tribe when it acts in the capacity of a purely
business entity. That is, as manager of tribal resources
the tribe is generally acting as any other business would
concerned with developing and managing its natural resource
potential. Of course, other operations of the tribe will
fall within this category of 'business function.' For
example, initiating and operating recreational facilities,
attracting industrial complexes or contracting for tribal
business ventures such as pottery making, arts and crafts,
etc. Particularly in this latter category of operations
are instances where the tribal government is acting in a
dual role, i.e., business and government.

Social service activities, under the general category of
health, education and welfare, the regulation of commercial
and industrial activities, law enforcement, administration
of land use within the reservation, domestic relations,
etc., are examples of areas in the governing services
category. Another vital role the tribal government per-
forms in this area is that related to maintaining govern-
ment revenues needed to sustain the administrative entity
(taxation, licensing fees, etc.) As you have seen, another
source of revenue in the implementation of such governing
cervices are those various governmental agencies such as
BIA, HUD, LEAA, FDA, etc.
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There are no fine lines for the most part whereby distinc-
tion can be drawn between tribal activities or roles in
the government services area and those activities in the
business area. However, to the extent possible and for
purposes of this memo I would like: (1) a delineation and
listing of those tribal activities which you feel fall
within the category of governing services, business activ-
ities and those where the tribe acts in a dual role; (2)

analysis and description to the extent possible of the
difficulties presented for the tribal governing structure
by real or potential conflicts in the governing services
vs business entity role. This is assuming that your
research has revealed such conflict situations.

As you no doubt recognize, this whole area can become
very abstract and theoretical. What it amounts to in my
opinion is a thoughtful analysis based upon the under-
standing you have to date as to what the tribe actually
does. We assume the validity of the premise that the tribe
is thrust in a conflict of interest situation simply by
virtue of the fact that it is on the one hand owner and
administrator of tribally held natural resources and other
business potentials, and, on the other hand, responsible
for the impartial administration of those services which
any government necessarily takes on for the common and
individual good of the membership. Should your analysis
reveal that there is a conflict between these legitimate
tribal interests, it would be most useful to study the
dimensions of such conflict situations in order to deter-
mine what sort of collective statements ought to be made.
If there are no such conflicts, or, if the tribe has
successfully resolved them, how they were resolved would
also be significant information. Also, simply the listing
and identification of those governing services of the
tribes participating in the study will add to our knowl-
edge about what tribes are really doing.

Tribal Constitutions: We have consistently attempted to
relate the areas studied to the tribal constitution and
analysis of how the tribal constitution defines, aids or
impedes the operation of the tribal government in any
particular area. As I mentioned, since this particular
question as to administration of governing services is
most apt to be theoretical and problematical, reference
to the tribal constitution will most likely not be very
illuminatin::. On the other hand, you may perceive some
very basic facts as to how the constitutional structure
is directly responsible for not only lack of clear guide-

lines for the tribe, but also establishes a conflict

Oi
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situation. With this in mind, I am, asking that you define
those tribal constitutional provisions which seem to be
the most relevant to the issue at hand and discuss what,
bearing they may have on okIr analysis to date. For example,
if the constitution provides powers to the tribe to incor-
porate business' entities to manage tribal resources, point
out how the tribe has utilized such constitutional powers.
If the constitution authorizes the establishment of social
service entities or defines how the tribal government may
structure itself to accomplish this, describe how it
actually works. If the constitution is silent in this
retard, please make this observation as well as your con-
sidered opinion whether such a constitutional provision
would be helpful. Obviously, these considerations relate
back to your analysis of the tribal governing structure
and whether the tribal administration might not benefit
from the use of more efficient management techniques and/or
definition of personnel policies.

1. Student Reports

The following are a sampling of the student reports submitted on

this issue. As noted in our explanatory memorandum, the issue tends to

be abstract and theoretical and thus the reports may not seem to follow

a consistent format.

a. Chippewa-Cree: Rocky Boy Reservation, Montana

Prepared by: Robert E. LaFountain

List of Governing Services

Law and Order (BIA-Tribal contract for police services)

Social Services (BIA-Tribal contract, with an Indian Social
Director)

Tribal Health drd (Incorporated)

Alcohol and Drug Counseling Services

Housini7 Authority (Incorporated - Handles housing affairs)
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Governing Services (Cont'd)

Chairman functions

Business Committee functions *

Land Resources Sub-Committee (Makes land assignments,
authorizes permits, etc.) *

List of Business Activities: (See Report No. 3, Economic
Development, for more detail)

Tribal Post Plant

Oil, Gas, Mineral Exploration Leases

Lease Operated Sawmill

Lease operated Hay Project (to produce hay for tribal income)
purposes; to make efficient use of Tribal lands to benefit
of all Tribal members) *

Cattlemen's Loan Program (PIA administered) *

Dry Porks Farms, Inc.
maximize efficient use

aecreation Association
recreational available
ceremonial grounds) *

(Tribal crop producing program and to
of Tribal lands to benefit of Tribe) *

(To produce Tribal income, and to make
to Tribal people - Rodeo grounds,

* Indicates &lal role of the service as a governing service
and as a business entity.

'Governing service' defined as a service administered for
the social benefit of the Tribal members.

'Business entity, service' defined as a service administered
for the economic benefits of Tribal members.
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Conflicts Arising Between the Governing Services Role and
Business Entity Role of Certain Services

Business entity benefits of some services/businesses may
outweigh the governing service purposes of those services.
In the Recreation Association program, for example, some
of the Tribal Council members and some Tribal members
often appear more interested in economic gain than in
cultural, reliPious, traditional, recreational gain and
development. Other Tribal members and Business Committee
members arc more concerned with the cultural and recrea-
tional advantages of that program. And the dual purpose
of the lease operated hay project and of the Tribal-
Operator contract arrangement of the Dry Forks Farms often
creates conflicts also. Both of these projects produce
Tribal income and therefore are beneficial as business

enterprises. Both of these also require use of Tribal
Cropland and as a result a conflict arises as to whether
the Tribe should use Tribal lands for these purposes
rather than leasing and/or assigning that land to some
of the long list of potential assignees. Many members
and assignees feel the lands involved in these programs
could be most effectively used by assignment or lease to
individuals rather than as business enterprises. (By

this I mean the 'Tribal' lands, not lands already assigned.)

With each of the services listed as having a dual role the
problem appears to be a problem of to what degree should
the program be exercised as a social service or to what
degree should it be exercised as a business. In response

to this problem the Tribe considers and weighs the benefits
that will transpire under each role. There seem to be
very few guidelines to lead the Tribal Council to a decision
so generally the Council will treat the program as the type
of program that body feels will benefit the Tribe at the
time the program is under consideration or questioned.
(This can be done because duties, limits of many of the
programs are not clearly defined. The purposes of the
programs appear flexible and thus they are allowed to be
considered either as community services or as business

entities.)

The Business Committee often appears more interested in
acting as a 'social worker' for Tribal individual problems
than in acting as a 'business manager'. At other times,

however, it appears to ignore or Shove aside individual
problems in favor of acting as a 'manager'. But generally,
I believe it accurate to say that the Business Committee

acts in an overall balanced manner as to both its social
services and business roles. The major problem the Business
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Committee seems to have in this regard is its inconsistency
as to when to apply which role. But perhaps it is this
inconsistency that causes the balance and application of
both roles in a manner that just might happen to benefit
the Tribe as a whole most of the time. Perhaps this in-
consistency of roles is the best way the Business Committee
could operate at present. At least this existing manner
does arrear to work in a way that allows Tribal economic
Progreso (however limited it appears) and at the same time
allows for creation and protection of individual and Tribal
social values and interests.

Governing and Business Services as Related to Tribal
Constitution:

Because most Business Committee, Chairman and program duties
and responsibilities are not separately and specifically
defined in the Tribal Constitution nor by an adopted plan
of government action and functions, a problem of who has
authority to act as to certain problems comes up contin-
ually. (Examples: in hiring of Tribal personnel, signing
of documents with independent outside operators, issuing
of fishing permits, etc.) As a result, many governing and
business functions may never be accomplished. It appears
that often different Tribal officials may think some action
was the duty of sore other official or the Business Committee
may believe another Tribal, official has the duty. Each may
think the other is acting while in reality nothing is being
acted on in that respect. (This also includes a problem of
lack of communications between different officials and/or
project managers or the Business Committee.)

Article VI of the Tribal Constitution designates the Business
Committee as the body that will "age economic development:

Art. VI, Sect. (f) ... to manage all economic affairs and
enterprises of the Tribe...

Art. VI, Sect. (g) ... to charter subordinate organizations
for economic purposes...

Art. VI, Sect. (h) ... to appropriate available Tribal funds
for Tribal governmental operations...

These provisions designate general authority and duties to
the Business Committee but are not specific enough to give
the Committee any good guidelines on how to carry out such
powers and duties or az to how much authority to allow the
Chairnon and Program directors or Tribal associations set
up as services or businesses.

o1
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As to the Chairman, the problem may not be just a failure
of the Constitution to define specifically those duties
and powers. The problem may exist because the Business
Committee has in the past allowed an exercise of certain
powers by that position that has given rise to an implied
power in that position to handle those matters although
such power exercise may actually be improper. This type
of situation might occur because the Chairman's duties
are not clearly defined in any Tribal document and the
mere fact that a Chairman is selected seems to connote
that such a position would not exist if it was not meant
to be a powerful position. (Many past Chairmen have
exercised this view and Committee members have failed to
respond to the contrary.)

Because of this type of conflict, as to who has authority
to do what in certain governing services and in certain
economic development aspects, many Tribal improvement
projects never get off the ground unless they happen to
be introduced when the Business Committee meets as a group
with the Chairman and project directors present.. It is
then that the Committee exercises those Constitutional
powers defined most effectively.

Social Service Entities and the Tribal Constitution:

Uo social service entities are defined or established by
the Tribal Constitution and that document does not define
how the Tribal government can structure itself to accomp-
lish such services. Since social services appears to be.
one of the most used and most beneficial of services avail-
able to Tribal members it might be of benefit to the Tribe
if a provision authorizing the Business Committee to
establish social services was included in the Constitutional
grants of power to that Committee. If such a provision
was added the power over social services could conceivably
become fully T.ribal instead of BIA funded and controlled.
(This is not a major problem for this tribe, however, since
social services on this reservation are Tribal-BIA contracted
and because the Tribal Council acts to authorize establish-
ment of some social services anyway.)

0133,



b. Oneida: Wisconsin

Prepared by: Gerald Hill

Introduction

The following are services administered by the tribe for
the benefit of the membership. I will seek to outline
those services which a governing body should maintain if
they are to be truly responsive to the needs of the people.
These services are housing, education, police protection,
fire protection, health services, and social services.

The services provided by the Oneida Tribe are administered
under less'than favorable conditions. 'or example, most
or the services provided are through various federal, state,
or local proarans and as such often offer no security to
the persons who must perform the service. In other areas,
i.e., police and fire protection, and education, the tribe
is dependent upon local county or city services. The Oneida
community, as previously mentioned, is not geographically
contiguous. :urthermore, it is politically bisected by
the county line. This places some of the community in
2rown County and the rest is Outagamie County which results
in division of like services to the community.

The tribe has little formal communications with the county
7overments or townships

rklucation

The Oneida Tribe is keenly aware of their educational
needs, though not always in agreement as to direction.
The elected officials have almost unanimously expressed
a hopefulness that they would all eventually be replaced
by college educated persons.

The tribe has taken aggressive action to upgrade education
in many different areas.

There are Headstart and Upward Bound programs which are
participated in actively by many tribal members. The

tribe through the Education Committee works closely with
the four school districts which serve the Oneida community.
By the use of Home School Coordinators, there has.been

improved communication with the school districts and the
parents of Oneida children. On the college level, the
Education Committee has helped implement the Oneida Language
Program by coordination with another Oneida Language
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project operating in Milwaukee under the auspices of the
University of Wisconsin. Information on the availability
of scholarships from the BIA is dispersed through the
Education Committee and referrals to the Great Lakes
Inter-Tribal Education Committee. Vocational training is
available through the Wisconsin Employment Security
Division. An employment counselor who is also a council
member works one day per week at the tribal office and
processes applicants for vocational training. There is
an Indian reporter who reports Oneida news in one of the
local newspapers.

There is a library in the Oneida Memorial building which
has 3,000 volumes. It works in cooperation with the Brown
County Library but is operated and maintained by the tribe.
It is available to all members of the community and has a
large Indian section. Records and Indian Newspapers are
available.

Culturally, there are Oneida language groups, basket makers,
beading groups, carving classes, Oneida singing and dancing
groups. This aspect of Oneida education is probably most
energetically pursued throughout the reservation, though
by no centralized group or groups. It is encouraging to
see our tribe seek to revitalize the remaining culture
bonds, and it is all the more impressive when one realizes
that our tribe has been in contact with white society for
over 400 years and the Wisconsin Oneida in particular have
been predominantly Christians for 150 years.

Social Service

Social services are administered by the tribe through
various federal and state programs. The Community Action
Program generally oversees the other programs and is ad-
ministered by the Vice-Chairman with the assistance of
two community workers. The CAP also does referrals to
other tribally administered programs or local county
services, e.g., Legal Aid, Welfare, Employment. There
are nine churches in the immediate community with varying
degrees of other social services to the Oneida community.

Health services are offered through a m'neram funded by
PHS. There are regular clinic hours and a regular schedule
of times when an R.N. is available. Different doctors
are at the clinic on specified dates which are posted
throughout the community. It has not been possible to

determine to what extent the clinic is successful in

ix. I;
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service to the community. In other words, I could not

find out what norcentare of the tribe makes use of the

clinic. Immedizde or serious health problems are
referred to eith.lr the Green Bay Free Clinic or the

county health services...

Legal aid is poor and totally inadequate. Through Wis-

consin Indian Legal Services, one attorney, just out of
school, attempts to serve about four northern Wisconsin
tribes and cities or towns in which Indians live. Since

he handles only individual clients and exclusively crim-
inal cases, the effect as a legal service to the tribe
is zero. I have been unable to determine the slope of
operations of Judicare, which I understand is supposed
to rive legal counsel to the tribes upon request. In

fact, I spoke with the director of Judicare who refused
to discuss the scope of their services and told me to
write a letter and he would answer it or, if I wanted,
to cone to Wausau, about 90 miles, and he would talk to
r2r, at which point he hung up on me. My conclusion at

this point is that the tribe is sorely in need of legal
counsel which has been either inadequate or non-existent.

Employment assistance is available through the Wisconsin
Employment Security Division. One day each week at the

Tribal Building a representative from that department
meets with tribal members seeking employment information
or vocational training. It is extremely fortunate that
the representative from WESD is also an elected council
member who is extremely knowledgeable in tribal affairs
and the needs of the community...

Housing and Land Assignments

...Tribal Land assignments are administered by the Land
Committee. People apply to the committee who passes
their recommendation to the Business Committee for final
approval. The Land Committee is distinct and separate
in all respects -rom the OHA. There is no waiting list
for land assirnlents.

Housing on the reservation in Oneida is in short supply.
The OHA ha.; eighty odd home sites with an additional
twenty-five more units being planned. The waiting lists
show the existing needs in this area. Since land assign-
m-nts involve only undeveloped land, only those with the
means of building or developing can take advantage of an
assignment.. .

0
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Conclusion

The Oneida Tribe administers many services to tribal
members. In some areas, the tribe is totally dependent,
and in others is self-reliant to the extent of funding
available through various federal. state or local pro-
grams.

The Oneida community is totally dependent upon the two
counties which geographically divide the tribe for fire
and police protection, not withstanding that there are
two Oneida deputy sheriffs, one with each county. The

deputy sheriff I spoke to expressed a hope that the
tribe could maintain its own police force but added
that such a possibility would be far in the future.

The communications with the local county and township
governments is nominal. In several townships the Oneida
population could elect Indian representation but this
has not occurred. The biggest reason, in my opinion,
is that the general Oneida community is not politicized.
Even tribal politics has only minimal involvement. This
observation is borne out by the fact that there has rot
been a quorum, seventy-five, at a semi-annual meeting
in five years with the exception of a special meeting
the subject of which was dispersal of a judgment claim.

The area of education is where most cooperative efforts
are realized. There are four local school districts and
the tribe through the Education Committee has actively
participated in implementing programs on Oneida history
and is currently attempting to implement the Oneida
language program. The language program is also being
instituted for tribal members who do not attend school.

Craft work is another area of education which the tribe
promotes with displays for sale in the Memorial building.

Social services are administered by the tribe through
various federal, state and local programs. These services
are generally overseen by the CAP but each acts fairly
independently of the others. Welfare is available at the
county level and employment by state agencies. There is
an unemployment rate of about 23%, which is low for a
Wisconsin reservation but about four times higher than
the surrounding non-Indian communities. Health services
are available on a clinic basis including minimal dental
services but are administered by the tribe.

0137
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Housing on the Oneida Reservation is scarce. The OHA has
the responsibility for administration of about eighty-
five units located in two sites. There are plans to add
an additional twe.ity-five units. These are always full
and there is a waiting list. These are low-income housing
units and are Maintained by the OHA.

Land assignments are administered by the Land Committee
arri are available to tribal members who apply to the Com-
mittee WhiCh makes its recommendations which are passed
on to the Business Committee for final approval. The
land which is assigned is unimproved and therefore indi-
viduals taking assignments must develop and make improve-
ments at their own expense.

Transportation is not a great problem in Oneida because
almost everyone has cars. Whether there will be problems
in this area due to inflationary fuel prices cannot be
determined now.

All in all, the governing services provided by the tribe
are through various federal, state and local programs.
The local school districts provide the closest contact
with the tribal government although indirectly through
the Education Committee. The local county governments
and townshipr provide police, fire and welfare services
but have little formal communications with the tribe.
The state and federal programs administered by the tribe
do not provide a secure basis of operation, being oper-
ated on the contingency of renewal of the particular
program, i.e., funding for almost every program is on a
yearly basis.

The services provided by the tribe have increased for
the past ten years and so have the attendant growth
nroblems inherent in administration of such services.
The Oneida Tribe has had to mect and solve the problems
or rrowth through trial and error but has managed to
stay abreast in improving services to the community.
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c. Laguna Pueblo: New Mexico

Prepared by: Ron Solimon

Delineation of Tribal Activities

There cannot be a strict delineation between the activ-
ities that the tribal council carries on as a business
entity as opposed to its "..iinistration of governing
services. Although the tribe is in effect a multi-million
dollar operation, they have not attempted to engage in
any major business enterprises wherein the tribal council
would uniquely act as a business entity. The conserva-
tive attitude of the council has averted any hasty
decisions that could have caused the tribe to lose any
substantial sum of money in a shaky investment. As
indicated in earlier reports, the council is careful to
understand the complexities and impact of any decisions
they make for the benefit of tribal members. However, the
tribal council was recently informed of the ten year life
span of its uranium mining operations. The tribe has
been receiving approximately two million dollars a year
in revenue from this mining operation. Thus, when the
ten year period is coming to an end, the tribe must have
other job providing and revenue generating business enter-
prises well on their way or close to completion. The
tribal council is aware of the potential problems of the
future and is striving to plan and implement sound econ-
omic enterprises on the reservation. Several areas have
already been zoned as commercial and industrial parks
with utilities already piped-in. In observing the present
workload of tribal council a serious question appears --
how can the present governing structure handle the
planning and implementation of such massive economic
development plans? Once again, the council is aware of
the need for a business manager, but no definite effort
has been made to consider how a business manager and
other resource people would fit into the governing struc-
ture of the Pueblo of Laguna. The main question focuses
on the amount of authority and responsibility to be
delegated to the business manager. A business managerial
position has been recognized as essential, but the poten-
tial conflicts have also been recognized as Lnevitable.

Potential Con'lict Amidst Change

The tribal council makes all the final decisions in every

aspect of the tribal government. All the committeest
decisions are subject to final review and approval of
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council. Tribal budgets are traditionally approved
each year by the new tribal councils after the budget
committee has offered its package. The newly elected
tribal treasurer acts as chairman of the budget com-

mittee. Assuming a business manager is hired on a
multi-year contract, he will be the only person con-
tinually aware of the tribe's financial situation.
Should he act as the committee chairman? Should he
design the tribal budget without the help of a com-
mittee? Should the committee remain as is? These are

some questions that need to be resolved before a
business manager is actively sought and hired. If
these kinds of questions are not resolved, then problems
are bound to surface within a short time.

Business Manager's Role as Budget Committee Chairman

Let's explore the first question. Tribal council dis-
cussion up to now has designated the treasurer as the
supervisor of the business manager. The tribal treasurer

is an elected position not requiring accountinc expertise
or a college degree in business administration. Whereas,

the business manager is required to have a minimum
concentration of course hours in accounting and a
master's degree in business administration is preferred.
In the past the office of Treasurer has only been filled
once by a person with a degree in business administration.
The complexities and magnitude of the tribe's financial
status and undertakings dictate the need for an educated
and experienced person to handle this elected position.
However, the popular vote determines the person who will
fill this vital position. In light of the above facts,
we can see the conflict that is likely to arise when an
newly elected tribal official attempts to fill his tra-
ditional role as chairman of the budget committee and a
business manager who is continually aware of the tribe's
financial standing both try to run the tribe's finances
in a most efficient way. Hence, we can see that a clear
delineation of authority and supervision must be estab-
lished before this combination is enstated.

Independent Designing_of Tribal Budget

Should the business manager design the tribal budget
without the help of a budget committee? If the business
manager operated with an open line to the tribal council
(i.e., no communication gap), he would undoubtedly be
able to design the tribal budget independently. However,
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the tribal council may wish to continue the existing
budget committee system along with traditional tribal
council approval. The existing system is very time
consuming and each year deters the newly elected
council's consideration of tribal business while they
consider the proposed budget. Divesting the council
of this process would be a major step and is likely
to cause serious debate.

Business Manager's Role in the Budget Committee

Should the budget committee remain as is? If the com-
mittee remains as is, the business manager will .

necessarily have to be brought in as an integral part
of the committee. The business manager's knowledge
and the committee's background and experience have to
be neshed into an effective managerial component.

Conclusion

"rom the above analysis and discussion it should be
obvious that restructuring and new lines of authority
and resoonsibility have to be designated prior to the
effective use of a business manager. The same restruc-
turing must take place in considering the offices of
Governor and Secretary. The office of governor poses
a substantially more difficult problem than the others
in that his executive role will in some cases be
duplicated by the business manager. A definitive
working relationship must be established in these areas
before the business manager can prove his worth and
really help the Pueblo or Laguna.
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d. Pueblo of Santa Clara: New Mexico

Prepared by: Jody N. Folwell

Administration of Tribal Governing Services

Santa Clara has one large complex which was built from
EDA funds. The complex houses the tribal council room,
administrative offices, three headstart classrooms and
a large recreational room.

The administration of tribal governing services derives
from two main offices: Community Services and Social
Services. These two administrative departments are
funded by HEW...

Social Services

The prime function of the Social Service Director is to
arrange training sessions, coordinate the training pro-
grams with IHS (Indian Health Service), establish and
finalize other positions in the administrative structure,
write proposals for funds from state and federal agencies,
coordinate and organize programs concerning health,
education, human development, rehabilitation and welfare.

The Social Service Director administers six other branches
under his administration: Community Health Representa-
tive (CHR), Mental Health Representative (MHR), Alcoholic
Counselor, Consumer Education Counselor, Social Service
Aide, and Community Arts and Crafts Programs. The six
administrative branches are funded through sources other
than HEW. MHR is funded by IHS, one alcoholic counselor
is funded by 0E0 and employed directly by the Northern
Eight CAP and the other alcoholic counselor is funded and
employed by a state agency. The social service aide is
under contract with the BIA. The consumer education
counselor is funded by AIPC (All Indian Pueblo Council)
and community arts and crafts programs are funded by var-
ious private foundations.

The primary function of the MHR is to act as a liaison
between the community and the Health Service Unit (PHS)
and area Mental Health Branch. The MHR's other responsi-
bilities are: communicating with different agencies,
acquiring funds, making referrals and maintaining direct
contact with individuals and families.
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The two alcoholic counselors have the responsibility of
setting, up educational classes on alcoholism, social and
psychological counseling for alcoholics and counseling
for the families involved.

Presently there is no acting committee for the arts and
crafts programs in Santa Clara. The Arts and Crafts
Committee plans and establishes juvenile and adult arts
and craftc programs for the year.

Individual pottery enterprises within the pueblo are
generally not under the control of the tribal council or
any committee. There are no guidelines or codei regu-
lating the individual enterprises, although there is a
certain amount of regulation and control of individual
potters by the different pottery committees which rise
and dissipate with the problems. Generally, the tribal
council will promulgate policies for the particular
problems that arise which the Social Service Director or
Community Service Director cannot control or solve.

The social service aide takes care of the general welfare
or the community, takes applications for welfare assis-
tance, emergency assistance, or makes referrals to the
State Welfare Offices or related agencies. The Social
Service Aide is the only person on the administrative
staff who is contracted for.

The consumer educational counselor's responsibilities are
to inform the general populace on how to avoid fraudulent
sales and solve problems concerning fraudulent sales.
Another futtre social service position which has been
contracted for is the safety officer, which position
should be realized and established in November of 1974.

The Social Service Director does not have direct control
over IHS programs or facilities with the pueblo. The
IHS in Santa Clara is not contracted for and the tribal
council does not have any stringent control over the
services except what minimal restrictions the tribe has
placed on the health service branch. The Santa Clara
clinic is in operation once a week under the direction
e an intern who is selected under IHS policies. The
staff' consists of one doctor (intern), one nurse and
one receptionist. The responsibilities of the staff are
to maintain health services and upgrade the health
standards of the tribal members.
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Community Services

The Community Service Director's responsibilities are
to oversee the programs and projects that Santa Clara
has established, working directly with the community,
state and federal agencies, writing proposals, and
establishing and coordinating proposed programs. The

administrative governing branches under the Community
Service Director are: utilities, law enforcement,
sanitation, housing, safety and,fire prevention and
recreation.

The Community Service Director plays a dual role in the
supervision of his department, since he is also a
council member. There seems to be no conflict or a
dichotomy created between his dual roles as director
and council member.

The Cornunity Service Director has partial control over
the sheriff's duties and the eight police officers
employed by the tribe. The Community Service Director
checks their time sheets, accepts by-weekly reports and
is responsible for some of the actions of the eight
officers and sheriff, although the tribal council has
retained full control of the eight officers, sheriff
and chief of police (who is also a council member).
The relationship of the Community Service Director and
the tribal council concerning the law enforcement branch
seems to be a workable and viable relationship since
there is no breaking point as to which department should
carry the full responsibilities of the law enforcement
branch. The tribal council handles all the rising
issues with the law enforcement service if the Community
Service Director mismanages or becomes unproficient in
his duties.

The acting chief of police and the Community Service
Director have the responsibility of communicating and
maintaining friendly relations with the state and federal
law enforcement agencies, along with maintaining a stable
organizational law enforcement service.

Law enforcement codes are in the process of being written.
The code will authorize the sheriff, eight police offi-
cers,(Indian police) the authority to make house arrests,
search and seize unlawful items and maintain law and
order within the interior and exterior boundaries of the
reservation. The law enforcement code will extend to

the state and municipal officers the right to enter the
reservation and make arrests.
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The tribal government employs four rangers for the upkeep
of the forest recreation area and the collection of fees
from campers, hunters, fishermen and picnickers. The

maintenance funds for the recreation areas are subsidized

by the BIA. The BIA funds are used for maintenance,
resurfacing of roads, building of spillways, forestry
and soil conservation. The remaining portion of funds
for the upkeep of the recreational area is subsidized by
tribal funds. The recreational branch is under the con-

trol of the Community Services, with the tribal council
determining all the basic problems. All funds received
from the recreational area is returned into the tribal

funds. The funds are used to pay salaries, maintenance
oC utilities, maintenance of the recreational area and
the purchasing of small items needed by the tribe.

The sanitation department's responsibilities are to main-
tain the sewer and water lines and maintain home utilities.
Under the conditions of the proposal with PHS, the tribal
council handles the minor problems and PHS takes the
responsibility of solving the major problems. The Com-

munity Social Director impliedly controls the sanitation
and utility department.

The Social Service Director and Community Service Director
and their staffs are directly under the control of the

tribal council,. The tribal council finalizes all hiring

and firing, promulgates personnel policies, supervises
the staffs and directors, supervises the conditions placed
on the two departments by the funding agencies and deter-

mines the finality of proposals and contracts.

Tribal Governing Services v. Business Entities

There is no outward conflict with the business entities
and the social service governing branch since there are
no stereotyped business entities per se that the tribe

maintains or has established. The tribal council has

complete control of the businesses that have been estab-

lished.

Tribal Constitution

The constitution of Santa Clara does not authorize the
establishment of social service entities, although under
Article IV, section 1, sub-section V, the constitution

indirectly authorizes the tribe to enact ordinances and
resolutions 'for the protection of the welfare of the
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pueblo and for the execution of all other powers vested
in the pueblo and for the execution of all other powers
vested in the pueblo by existing law'. The tribal
council has in the past and in the present promulgated
ordinances and resolutions for the establishment of the
different social services and the development of any
business entities. The revising of the constitution to
authorize the establishment and the delegation of authority
to these services may give the governmental structure and
the different departments under the tribal government
stability in administering and governing their programs.

The tribal administration and tribal government could
definitely benefit from the acquisition of a manager and
the use of a counselor for business purposes and acquiring
the skills and techniques of managing a business enter-
prise. At the present the tribal administration is in
the early stages of development and a need for refinement
in their administration and personnel policies is not a
necessity; but with all the comprehensive planning for
programs and projects the need for refinement in their
policies and constitution will be a necessity.

The alleviation of future problems and issues could be
solved for the present and the future if positive actions
are taken.

e. Cherokee Nation: Wisconsin

Prepared by: David J. Ricketts-Kingfisher

Administration of Governing Services

Since the business entity of the tribe revolves around
the various vehicles used to finance them it is fairly
easy to look at the structures that are services rather
than economic development. Even though the tribe is
structured this way, the departments report to the
business manager and their relationship is much more

legally defined. As with economic development, I think
it is best to look at some of the programs separately
to see how they perform.
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Tribal Work Experience Program (TWEP)

The Tribal Work Experience Program had its beginning
with the Cherokee Nation in January of 1972. TWEP is
afederal program under contract to the Cherokee Tribe
from the BIA. At the present time there are only four
tribes within the United States which have a TWEP Pro-
gram. The TWEP Program has as its objective the removal
of the unemployed- employable heads of households from
general assistance, which is most commonly referred to
as welfare. For the month of July this year the program
had a caseload of seventy-nine TWEP participants,
affecting sore four hundred persons in those families.
The TAP Program is administered by three staff members
covering a normal load of five counties. The TWEP Pro-
gram is meeting a definite need within the Cherokee
Nation.

Cherokee Bilingual Education Program

The Cherokee Bilingual Education Program is designed to
meet the need of children who have limited English
speaking ability and come from environments where the
dominant language is one other than English. It is
intended that children participating in this program
will develop greater competence in their dominant language
and profit from increased educational opportunity. This
program also provides the reverse which, it will be
admitted, is less important but does allow dummies like
me to learn a little of the language of our ancestors.

Cherokee Nation Arts and Crafts

This program is funded by a contract to the tribe from
the BIA. The goal of the program is to provide training
to Cherokee adults who want to supplement their income
with arts and crafts. They are sold through the tribe
and all profits are returned to the people. This would
be one of those that share a dual role of providing a
service and economic development.

Land Management

Another of the programs that serves in this dual capacity
would be land management. This provides a service in that
land is leased to Cherokees who would otherwise not be
able to pet it while money is raised for the tribe to buy
more land.
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7mployment Assistance Services

Contracted to the tribe through the BIA, it provides for
employment assistance in thirteen flortheast Oklahoma
counties. Training available includes: nursing, beau-
tician and secretarial training; accounting and general
business; food services, and building construction
technology, and provides employment assistance through-
out the state and in eight cities across the nation.

CHR Program

The Cherokee Nation CHR Program has grown over a five
year period, from a staff of five employees to twenty-six
field workers, a Director, a Coordinator, a Secretary
and two field supervisors. The goals of the CHR Program
are to educate our people to a more sanitary and healthful
living standard. This is done by classes given throughout
the area and by individual help in the home on everything
from preparing meals to the changing of bandages.

Community Adult education Program

Punding for this brand-new department comes from HOW.
The total project has three phases to provide for the
educational development, skills and experiences necessary
for meeting the issues facing the Cherokee people today.

Phase I of the project provides for training a selected
and/or elected group of Indian leaders in the skills and
techniques of community organization, group process,
problem solving, needs assessment, communication and
inter-group relations so as to improve the educational
and employment opportunities of the community.

Phase II provides for the establishment of fifteen centers
as central meeting places for use by the committees for
community functions and tribal sponsored organizations
and programs.

Phase III of the project is to establish education classes
for adults in the community center. The success or fail-
ure of this part is in the hands of the leaders and
members of each community. They are to implement, continue
and evaluate their own programs and report the results.
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Cherokee Nation Security Force

The Cherokee Nation Security Force is a brand-new pro-
gram funded through LEAA. The force is composed of
four officers who patrol the properties that the Cher-
okee Nation has an interest in. They are deputized
by the county and in reality simply ser re as deputy
sheriffs that look only after tribal property.

Conclusions

Most of the administered services are well defined
within the Nation. There is room, though, for consid-
erable improvement. For example, communication between
the various departments is horrible and it was only
last month that for the first time they all got together.
Some were even unaware of the services provided by the
tribe. Secondly, there needs to be one person who is
thoroughly knowledgeable with all the programs not only
of the tribe but of the HU as well. This person should

be accessible to the tribal members directly so that
they can solve their problems quickly and not sit in
offices for hours.

2. Commentary

All Indian tribal governments do, to varying degrees, exercise

municipal powers of self- government on a level comparable to municipalities

under the state systems. Indeed, in certain instances, as we saw illus-

trated in the reports, a tribe can be more accurately compared to a state

government because of the scope of self-governing powers which can be

exercised by the tribes as independent political entities even though in

most cases they are not actually implemented. This logically follows from

the principle of federal law which holds that state governments only have

as much authority over Indian reservations as the U. S. Congress specif-

ically and expressly confers upon those state governments. If Congress

does not confer this authority upon state governments, Indian tribes would

exist entirely outside the scope of state governing authority as independent

political units under the federal skste4.(1
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Of course, Congress has acted to confer this authority upon the

states, in some instances along purely geographic lines by conferring

jurisdictional authority upon specific states to be exercised on desig-

nated Indian reservations. (P. L. 280 is the best example of this process.

Under P. L. 280 Congress in effect told five of the states that they had

complete civil and criminal jurisdiction over all reservations within

their boundaries. And as to the rest of the states, they had the option

of assuming this jurisdiction by amending any constitutional or enabling

act to state disclaimers of jurisdiction over Indian country.) Or Congress

has conferred jurisdiction upon all state governments in specific subject

matter areas. For example, under the federal liquor laws Indian tribes

can only authorize the sale and distribution of liquor if their own regu-

lations are consistent with state regulations. This does not mean that

Indian tribes have to secure a license from the state but simply have to

see that their regulatory definitions are consistent with the state lore

Before leaving this question of the political status of Indian

tribal groups as defined by the range of governing services which me see

them exercising, it may be of interest to the reader to make reference

to a significant report by the federal government which was recently

printed and released by the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI).

The report is entitled "A Study of Federal Indian Domestic Assistance

Programs" (FIDAP). The study was conducted by the National Council on

Indian Opportunities (NCIO) and the report was originally released in

February of 1974. As explained in the introduction to the report:

The NCIO initiated an effort to collect data on the
extent of participation by federally recognized tribes

in federal domestic assistance programs (Project FIDAP)
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and to record the scope, level of funding, time frame,

and experiences in competing for federal dollars. At
the same time, NCIO wanted to identify potential pro-
grams of interest and applicability for tribes and to
generate ideas for improving the federal delivery
system. It was contemplated that the results of this
inventory would be used to assist in assessing and
measuring the impact of these programs in meeting the
needs of Indian people.

The FIDAP inventory did not cover services in assistance provided

by the BIA and the Indian Health Service since it was felt that this

kind of data was already readily available from those agencies. Several

of the items listed under their heading of "Summary Findings" are

extremely significant and particularly relevant to the questions which

we have just been considering.

1. There are basic misunderstandings, inaccurate
information, and lack of awareness and knowledge on
the political status of federally recognized Indian
tribes in respect to U. S. federal government-Indian
tribe treaty relationships, tribal status as units
of government, and tribal status in respect to an
OMB exclusion from A -95 requirements for state clear-
ances on federal grants, all of which prejudice and
constrain federally recognized triLas in competing
for federal assistance program dollars.

2. While all tribes technically enjoy increasing
opportunities to compete, certain tribes equipped
with capable technical staff and financial resources
are more successful in meeting basic requirements
for programs of federal assistance

4. While there are only forty-six specific instances
of statutory or administrative exclusions to or con-
straints on Indian tribes to participate in some six
hundred potentially useful federal assistance pro-
grams, in practice there are many barriers which
Indian tribes must surmount to successfully compete
on an equitable basis with other units of government
for federal assistance dollars. .
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6. Only seventy-eight domestic assistance programs
(136) from a potential universe of six hundred are
presently being utilized by federally recognized
Indian tribes. Of the seventy-eight programs in
which Indian tribes are participating, only thirty-
nine of these programs (50%) were utilized by more
than one tribe.

7. There is no organized, positive, affirmative
action by the federal establishment effort to create
an awareness of potential and to generate extensive
utilization of available federal domestic assistance
programs to improve tribal economic and social status.

8. There is no basic reference tool designed for use
by Indian tribes to help them in targeting in an
potentially useful federal domestic assistance pro-
grams and equip them to successfully compete for
these domestic dollars.

9. At this point, most of the federal assistance
delivered to tribes is general welfare in nature and
improves the tribal life support base but does very
little to improve the economic status and well-being
of the tribe as a government unit.

We refer the reader who may be interested in obtaining a copy

of the FIDAP Report from NCAI to the appendix of this report which

will include a complete listing with mailing addresses, etc. Obvi-

ously, this question of the administration of governing services by

Indian tribal governments is one wherein we have only scratched the

surface. There is much that remains to be done in terms of providing

assistance to tribes in order that they might upgrade the efficiency of

their own administration and the quality of the services which are

delivered.

Just as importantly, a detailed and systematic study needs to be

done to document the legal basis for tribal authority in this total area.

While one may speak of tribal self-determination, self-government or
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sovereignty, the reality of such theoretical considerations necessarily

brings us right back to the administration of governing services of

tribal governments. Indian tribal governments are sovereign in theory

only if they do not actually exercise these kinds of governing powers.

Fortunately, we in the Indian community have reason for optimism since

most tribal government leaders, as reported by our researchers, are very

aware of the dimensions and critical nature of these problems. Indian

tribes must be free to proceed at their own pace in taking on these kinds

of responsibilities. Local leaders know best whether or not they have

the resources and personnel to take these responsibilities on and whether

or not their own people are prepared for their tribal government to

exercise these kinds of powers. In this sense, Indian tribal people are

conservative by nature and certainly they have every right to assure

themselves that what might be an expanded role for their own tribal gov-

ernment is not assumed at the expense of their own unique culture and

tradition.

Before leaving this question, we should note briefly that the

suggestion made in the introductory memorandum to the students on this

issue of tribal governing services that the dual role of the Indian

tribal government as developer of business interests and administrator

of governing services might posebly present serious conflict of interest

problems was answered in the negative by those student reports addressing

the issue. Apparently, a potential conflict remains but there is no

evidence that this has or will become a serious problem for tribal govern-

ments.
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F. Relationship of Tribal Governmental Structure to BIA

It will come as no surprise to those familiar with the history of

Indian affairs that federal officials today continue to exercise a great

deal of influence at the local level on tribal governments. Historically

the Bureau of Indian Affairs has had an all-encompassing role on Indian

reservations which dates back to the time when most of these reservations

were established. The "Indian Agent" as the representative of the fed-

eral government toward a conquered people was truly colonial in the worst

sense of the term. Even in recent times, the local BIA "Superintendent"

exercised authority which was not that different from that which was

assumed by his predecessors. As the legislative history of the 1934

Indian Reorganization Act makes abundantly clear, the lack of guidelines

to determine the nature of the relationship between the federal govern-

ment and the local Indian tribe and the virtually unconfined authority

vested in representatives of the federal government created a situation

which cried out for reform.

Of course, those evils such as were pointed out in the 1930

Merriam Report were just the things which Congress was attempting to

remedy by enactment of the I.R.A. It is clear as a matter of federal

law that the Indian Reorganization Act does not purport to confer a

right of self-government upon local Indian tribes as these "sovereign"

Indian tribes possessed an inherent right of self-government which has

been recognized under federal law since the establishment of the United
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States Government itself. The I.R.A., then, was merely to suggest a

mechanism by which this power of self-government could be exercised,

i.e., a representative form of constitutional government. In general,

Indian tribes have come a long way from the days of the Indian Reorgan-

ization Act and, as we have seen up to this stage in our report, Indian

tribes as a whole are moving in the direction of fuller self- government

in every sense of the word.

Our purpose in asking the Indian law student researchers to focus

on the present status of the relationship between the participating

tribal government and the local BIA structure was an attempt to gain a

concrete idea of the respective roles of the tribal government and the

BIA structure. We felt that an evaluation of the institutions of Indian

tribal government would not be complete without reference to the BIA

structure. Naturally, the question that comes to mind is whether or not

the existing BIA structure is a help or a hindrance to Indian tribes as

they move in the direction cf fullcr self-government. As we suspected,

there are no easy answers to such complicated questions, but the student

reports on this issue, even though in survey fashion, can certainly be

seen as a step in the right direction toward providing or coming up

with the answer.

As we noted in our memorandum to the students on this issue, a

recent phenomenum and significant element of the BIA tribal relationship

is the process of "contracting". As noted in earlier sections of this
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report, contracting is simply a process by which the Indian tribal

government assumes responsibility for administering the kinds of ser-

vices presently or traditionally administered by the BIA structure.

No one familiar with Indian affairs seriously doubts the wisdom of the

idea, but there are many legitimate questions concerning the implementa-

tion of this process. However, it was not our purpose to perform a

comprehensive evaluation of "contracting" as that process is now being

effected on Indian reservations and, as we note later in this report,

we sincerely hope that the appropriate organizations like NCAI can

direct their efforts to come up with this kind of needed evaluation.

We did, however, ask our student researchers to make some pre-

liminary observations on how contracting was working on their respective

reservations. Since contracting has only begun to be implemented by the

BIA and thus is not a full scale operation on even the majority of

Indian reservations, we 3ked the students also to examine the relation-

ship between the Bureau and the tribal government as structured along

the more traditional lines. By traditional structure we mean the BIA

performing a range of governmental services on the reservation more or

less independently of the tribal government. Prom this point of view,

a relevant question would seem to be "just what is or ought to be the

input of the local tribal government as the services are carried out?"

For example, the federal government does not operate comparable programs

at the state level without input from the state government.
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The following memorandum addressed to the students on the issue

of the relationship of tribal governmental structures to the BIA should

c'ive the reader a more detailed idea of the directions given to student

researchers on this issue.

TO: Student Researchers - Tribal Government Assessment
Program

-ROM: Alan Parker

RE: Relationship of Tribal Governmental Structure to BIA

At least on the surface one could characterize the role of
the BIA on the reservation as one of change. As this
question was discussed at our training session in June, it
was clear that the contracting of government services by
the BIA to tribes must be viewed as a major development in
the area of tribal sovereignty. Many questions legitimately
come to mink: as we attempt to focus on how the role of the
BIA is affected by contracting arrangements. In addition,
it is clear from your reports to date that on many reserva-
tions 'contracting' is not yet a reality and so we must be
concerned with the nature of the BIA's role in the more
traditional context.

A logical approach to this area would suggest a three stage
inquiry:

1. What is the definition and scope of the BIA's present
role?

2. How do BIA reservation-based operations and policy
inter-relate with the role and function of the tribal
government?

3. What future directions are seen by tribal and federal
officials in the development of their respective roles?
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In response to the first question I would like a listing
of BIA pro-rams administered on the reservations along
with a brief description of the scope of thcir operations,
i.e., budget, staffing, etc. Hopefully this information,
will be available through the agency office in the form
of annual reports or other BIA data. If this is the case,
please supplement copies of the same with your own com-
mentary or observations. If such documentation is not
available, rely on your own sources and briefly summarize
the information available.

The second question will depend to a large degree on
your ability to descriptively synthesize. It might be
helpful to first take those areas of operation which have
not been the subject of contracting and describe whether
the tribal government is involved and to what extent,
i.e., whether it is simply a matter of the council being
briefed periodically by the superintendent or other
officials or whether the council affects the actual
decision making in this area.

With regard to those areas that are the subject of con-
tracting arrangements, please identify and if possible
send copies of the relevant contracts. Briefly describe
how contracting has changed or not changed the actual
operation of the programs. Also, define how the admin-
istration and management of the contracted service relate
to the tribal governing structure, i.e., are there
committees of the tribal council responsible for super-
vision of the operation or is the central tribal admin-
istr--don one which runs all such programs. I realize
some of you have already submitted some of this informa-
tion and if so please reference which of your earlier
reports discussed the question. Do you feel that
contracting has been truly worthwhile as an extension
of the tribe's self-governing powers or simply a head-
ache for the tribe with little substantive improvement
in the role of the tribal government?

You will recall the discussion at our training session
with Mr. Butler, former BIA deputy commissioner, regarding
contracting problems. A recurring problem apparently is
the lack of a budget allowance by the BIA for tribal
-administrative backup to run the contracted programs.
Thus, the contracted funds do not completely meet the
tribes' actual costs in administerin3 the program. The
BIA response has been that under federal contracting
regulations they cannot fund an administrative backup

cost for services which would duplicate that which they
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alreDdy have and maintain at the area office level for
non-cont-acting tribes. Is this a problem or obstacle
to contracting on your r-:.7ervation and what alternatives
do 'iou foresee? Obviously, if there are no viable alter-
nativ^s, the BTA should seek a chan7,e or exception to
contracting regulations to allow them to contract for the
full costs of sr 1 services.

Tribn) Consti itions

The major tribal constitutional problem in this area
traditionally is seen as the continuing existence of
virtually unlimited discretionary power held by'the
Secretary of the Interior to review and approve tribal
council actions. (That is, in addition to his more
narrowly construed trust du-0.es.) The standard IRA
tribal constitution and even non-IRA ones which follow
this pattern routinely provide for a variety of tribal
council actions and exercise of powers to be submitted
to the Secretary for his review and approval. Without
ihis approval, the tribal council action is null and
void.

Discuss how this process works on your reservation, i.e.,
do you have such a constitutional provision and, if so,
how is it actually implemented and what observations,
conclusions or recommendations would you draw? Describe
any other tribal constitutional provision relating to
the BIA-tribal relationship and discuss whether they are
seen as a help or hindrance. Point out where you might
recommend change.

1. Student Reports

The following five student reports attempt to address the issues

raised in the memorandum on the issues of BM structures and the tribal

governmental structure. I am sure that the reader will agree that the

students' comments are extremely interesting and, in some cases, con-

tain invaluable insights.
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a. Pueblo of Santa Clara: New Mexico

Prepared by: Jody N. Folwell

RIA's Present Role

The RIA's present role in Santa Clara and to its members

is that a gu2rdian, a guardian with minimum restric-

tions. :'rior to 1954, 3IA had complete control of all

services: education, maintenance of utilities, soil
conservation, eng,ineering, financing, social services,
judicial, prevention and enforcement services, plant
management, branch of forestry, and extension services
(a-,riculture). The tribal council has not contracted
with the Bureau for any of the services listed above.
The only contracts that have been made with the Bureau

are land leases and social services.

The BIA has an almost tyrannical control over the educa-
tional programs and educational facilities on the reser-

vation. The tribal council has minimal control over the
educational institutions through the school board and
through the supervision of proposals made by the BIA.
The school board was initiated under the efforts of the

council. The establishment of the school board and
enforcement of the school board policies are made by the

BIA. The school board servos as an advisory committee
and acquires funds for the more mundane needs of the

school.

The govrrment Day School is staffed with one principal,

five instructors, five teacher aides, one janitor and

three maintenance men. The curriculum and the hiring

and firing policies of the staff are prepared and

enforced by the Bureau. The budget and proposals are
not available through the BIA or tribal offices.

The BIA is presently leasing two acres of land from

Santa Clara. The compound and other installations on
the leased land were constructed by BIA funds and will
revert to the tribe upon the expiration date of the

contract. (contract is not available)

The only service contracted for with the BIA is for

social services. ?eference to the responsibilities and
duties of the social service aide is included under the

governing services. (contract for social service aide

is enclosed)
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The HA services listed above are not under the direct
control or the tribal council. The BIA services: soil

conservation, engineering, financing, judicial, preven-
tion and enforcement service~, plant mana7ement, branch
of forestry and extension services, are only indirectly
controlled by the tribal council. Under these particular
?IA services the tribal council is only informed of the
Lureauls actions. The Bureau never requests or assents
to decisional policies from the tribal council.

ruture Direction of the Tribal and Tederal Officials in
the Development of Their 'tespective Roles

The tribal council of Santa Clara is at the present form-
ulating new decisional policies regarding BIA services.
Plans are beino: made by the council to contract with the
Bureau for educational facilities and the acquisition of
supervisory rights over the educational programs, pro-
posals, curriculum, and the hiring and firing of the
educational staff. All other branch services rendered
by the BIA will also be coordinated by the council in the
future.

Federal officials seem to be in agreement as to the new
stand that Santa Clara has or is trying to maintain with
the coordination of services.

Tribal Constitution

The Santa Clara Constitution under Article IV, section 1,
subsection IV, gives the following authorization to the
Secretary of Interior 'to advise the Secretary of the
Interior with regard to all approriation estimates or
federal projects for the benefit of the pueblo prior to
submission of such estimates to the Bureau of the Budget
and to Conr7xess.' The tribal council in their constitu-
tion as stated have not riven the Secretary of Interior
the exclusive jurisdiction over their actions and exer-
cises of power over tribal matters generally found in most
I7A constitutions. The only power granted to the Secretary
of Interior is the promise of advising the Secretary for
estimated appropriations and for federal projects needed
for the stable operation of the governmental structure.

Each fiscal year the tribal government sends their finan-
cial status and priorities to the Secretary of Interior or
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his aide-de-camp. Resolutions and ordinances passed by
the tribal council are not sent to the Secretary of the
Interior for his approval. The tribal council at this
time feels that Secretarial approval is not needed for
their actions to be valid. Whether the refusal or neglect
to ask for Secretarial approval is a detriment as to the
validity or nullity of their actions is a matter taken
very lightly by the tribal council.

BIA Services

Education
Utilities
Social Conservation
Engineering
Financing
Social Services
Judicial, Prevention and Enforcement Services
Plant Management
Branch of ?orestry
Extension Services (agriculture)

b. Papago: Arizona

Prepared by: Hilda Manuel

The Papago agency of the Bureau of Indian Affairs is
located in Sells, the largest village on the main reser-
vation. There are about 100 employees working with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. One of the goals of the agency
is to reduce the number of Bureau employees within the
agency, as the Tribe becomes 'self- determining'.

The agency, which prides itself for being nothing more
than a resource component of the Tribe, giving advice,
consists of departments of administration, education,
social services, employment assistance, law and order,
range conservation and development, roads and real
property management.

Briefly, and according to the present superintendent,
Joseph Lucero, the main objective of the Bureau is self-
determination for the Papago Tribe. Self-determination
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to ?:r. Lucero means a point where the Tribe will take over
the nureau's responsibilities and functions. Mr. Lucero
compliments himself by the fact that in five and a half
Nears of service he has been before the Papago Council
fourteen tines, and only when asked.

Programs administered by the Bureau are run by the Bureau
employees who periodically report to the elected officials
the status of the programs. Probably the most controversial
mrogran at this time involves the range development program.
The 73,1re-Au submitted in fiscal year 71 a request for

3,601,747.00. The money requested was to be used to
develop a long range and future program for severe drought
conditions. Congress appropriated $2,037,000.00 and the
,?ureal plunged into their development plan. The plan con-
slsted of constructing charcos which would hold rain water
,:or the cattle. or course, there being no rain of any
substantial amount, the charcos have remained dry.

3y the sane token, the cattlemen disapproved of the way
the charcos were being constructed. The charcos are deep
with high slopes all around. This would mean that cattle
in already weakened condition would not be able to climb
the steer) slopes. As an example, cattle were having diffi-
culty climbing cut after watering. The cattlemen had asked
for charcos constructed in a slightly flat manner, so the
cattle would not need to climb any slopes. The Bureau
responded by saying that the type of charco built was de-
signed to hold -,er.e water after evaporation, and was a better
charco. The Bureau estimates it has spent one million dol-
lars on 100 or more charcos of this type. At the same time,
there being no rain, the forage and vegetation has been
scarce. Tvery year the cattlemen are faced with dying
cattle. t'very year the Bureau blames the Tribe for allow-
ing the cattlemen to overstock the rangeland. However,
the Bureau ends up buying emergency feed with the appropri-
ation given for the development of a range program. The
cattlemen are led to believe that there is a special emer-
gency drought fund especially for buying the feed. What
they don't know is that the money is coming out of the funds
appropriated for a special program. The drawback with the
deception is that the Tribe is beginning to prepare a pro-
posal for funds for a range and forage development plan
and Congress will ask about the original appropriation of
$2,037,000.00.

The other program which the Bureau prides itself with is
the construction of roads. The budget request for road

construction was $15,962.00. Congress funded $6,500,000.00.
The program consists of grading and paving roads, usually
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school routes. In addition, all the streets in Sells
will be paved. The Bureau has spent most of the appropri-
ation for 118 or more miles.

There is also the employment assistance program, which in
essence continues the relocation program of the fifties.
Most of the aoplicants are sent to nearby cities for train-
inr and job placement.

The social services program operates like the state welfare
program. It gives assistance to people who cannot work,
single women with illegitimate children, elderly people,
etc. Certain aspects of the social services program have
been contracted to the Tribe. '-'or example, the Tribal
Work Experience Pro7ram, TWEP workers receive sal-
aries comparable to their work. TWEP workers work at jobs
which require temporary status. In other words, TWEP
workers end up with jobs which are menial and temporary.
The program for the elderly has been likewise contracted
to the Tribe. This program provides recreation and encour-
aPenent for the elderly to pursue any skills they may have.
The program is administered by the 7xecutive Health Cam-
nittee. The FHC is presently negotiating with the state
welfare for funds to build a home for the elderly on the
reservation.

The Tribe has contracted the education department of the
Bureau. The contract calls for administration which
involves evaluating and determining the financial needs of
potential students. Applications are reviewed by the
Papago '',:lucation Committee. The committee also screens
the prospective student and then recommends to the educa-
tion coordinator its findings. The coordinator proceeds
with the recommended request by sending the application
to the superintendent, who signs the request. The appli-
cation is then sent to the area office for approval.

The Bureau does maintain and operate three schools on the
reservation. Congress just recently appropriated
84,500,000.00 for the completion of phase II of the Santa
Rosa Day Boarding School. An additional 10 million has
been requested for the construction of a new school at
San 3iron.

The Bureau also operates a law and order department by
pro-riding salaries for ten officers, a criminal investigator,
and facilities for housing the prisoners. The prison
facilities are grossly inadequate and a health hazard.
The Tribe provides the funds for an additional ten officers,
staff and equipment. A contract is being drawn ut which
will turn the law and order department to the Tribe. The
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Tribe will not assume responsibility unless the Bureau
agrees to continue funding the operating and maintenance
costs. The Bureau, on the other hand, insists that mining
i,,cone in 1976 will be enough to support all Tribal pro-
grams, including the law and order department.

The administration and management of the contracted pro-
grans are under the Papago Council. That is, the particu-
lar nro-ran contracted has an appointed committee which
reports tc the reneral Papago Council. Members of these
committees are usually the councilmen themselves, although
other people are included. These committees supervise and
are responsible for the programs to the extent allowed by
the Papago Council.

The programs contracted by the Tribe have had their share
of problems. Basically, the problem is one of lack of
funds to suonort the programs. At the present time, the
Bureau is pushing the Tribe to contract all the Bureau
programs. The present income and revenue would not sustain
the expenditures of the programs. As I talked with the
superintendent I got the feeling that perhaps this was a
plan by the Bureau to sabotage the Tribe's efforts at 'self-
determination'. The superintendent was the first to agree
that the Trite lacked expertise, sophistication and revenue
to administer the total Bureau departments, yet he was ready
to turn over the responsibility to the Tribe. Obviously
the only viable alternative is to negotiate with the Bureau
to contract with the Tribe only when the contract will con-
tinue to support that particular program by providing the
necessary operating funds.

Tribal Constitution

The tribal constitution does provide for secretarial review
and annroval. As I observed, the process in practice means
the superintendent signs the resolution or ordinance. The
only real problem involved the approval of the Tribal budget.
The superintendent was quite upset with the Papago Council
for not approving the proposed budget when expected. This
Is the budget that is covered by the trust monies. Reading
through the resolutions, I found several which had not been
signed by the superintendent. Whether they were null and
void was not clear, since they were being enforced by the
Papago Council.

The other areas giving the Secretary discretionary review
power are typical of the IRA constitutions. Of greatest

concern with the Papago Council and elected officials is
the right to hire legal counsel. One councilman remarked
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to me how he would like to hire counsel without the Secre-
tary's approving their choice. This feeling resulted from
the problems encountered with the former tribal attorney.

In actual nractice there seems to be no review by the Sec-
retary, at least with matters concerning minor problems.
There is the formality of having the superintendent sign
all documents coming from the Papago Council. Of course,
I would recommend no secretarial review or approval power
at all. The whole point of the Indian Reorganization Act
was to strengthen tribal sovereign powers, not hinder them.

e. Lama Pueblo: New Mello°

Prepared by: Ron Solimon

Definition and Scope of BIA's Present Role

It is difficult to define and identify ths exact role of
the BIA on the Pueblo of Laguna. Reservation. Perhaps the
BIA has more strings attached to the tribal governing
structure than are evident in an eight week intensive
study. The strings attached to the tribal government are
not very evident in the day-to-day independent action of
the tribal government. Secretarial approval of some of
council's major decisions and agreements with outside
entities is the most evident of any strings, and, as
indicated earlier, there isn't an overt hue and cry for
the deletions of 'secretarial approval clauses' from the
Laguna Constitution by the tribal council. The only
overt hue and cry has come from the tribe's outside
resource people who are not aware of the tribal govern-
ment's silent political tactics. Por instance, $800,000
in back royalties has been awarded to the Pueblo of Laguna
from the Anaconda Mining Company. The agreement between
Anaconda and Laguna is awaiting the signature of the Sec-
retary of the Interior, at which time the money will be in
the complete control of the tribe. Council considers it
a mere formality and is impatient only with the length of
time that they have been waiting for approval, and recently
sent a delegation to investigate the delay. The money is

currently in an escrow account and has been invested in
fixed income securities. Perhaps if the agreement was
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denied approval, only then would there be a great protest,
but for now the tribe is content to fulfill its legal role
as a ward of the 7nited States Government.

Bats View of Laguna's Financial Status

The federal government seems to bump into the Laguna tribe's
assets every time there is discussion of federal funding
for various projects that the tribe would like to undertake.
As an example -- when the Laguna Scholarship Prograr was
first initiated it was a Bureau policy that Laguna should
spend its own money to educate its own people. Several
tribal officials recognized the legal fallacy in the BIA's
Tosition and made their complaints known and as a result
changes were made. The Laguna Scholarship Program is cur-
rently administered by a very aggressive tribal member who
is largely responsible for obtaining 100% Funding from BIA
Higher Education. The Laguna Scholarship Program also has
a committee who conduct yearly contract negotiations with
the Bureau and who are also largely responsible for designing
the contract tc suit Laguna Pueblo's education needs. Hence,
BTA Higher Education is currently fulfilling its responsi-
bility in providing money to educate the Laguna people.

Contracted Services

Iaguna Pueblo has recently contracted with BIA for General
Assistance Program. The staff is composed entirely of tribal
nembers who administor the program at the local level. The
tribal Rovernment does not have extensive supervisory control
over this program, but a more comprehensive social services
program is being considered wherein the tribe will undertake
more supervisory control and be responsible for administering
'he program. The :Kona Scholarship Progran and the General
Assistance Progran have to make reports to the tribal council
at which time council will make recommendations and praise or
admonish the staffs of these propnans.

Contracted Services -- A Worthwhile Step

Thus far in the tribe's experience with contracting BIA
services, they have witnessed worthwhile extensions of their
self-governing powers. A major reason for the positive
experience can be cited in the tribe's use of educated,

qualified members to administer the programs at the local
level. Since the staffs of the programs are entirely com-
posed of tribal members, the tribal council has an added
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element of control over the operations of these programs.
The tribe will continue to have a valuable storehouse of
educated and qualified people to operate more contracted
services as time goes on.

Laguna's Relationship with the Area Office

One of Laguna's most prestigious and progressive leaders
is currently head of the Tribal Operations Division at
the Albuquerque Area Office. (See enclosed chart.) His
job responsibilities allow him to work closely with the
tribe along with the other tribes he is responsible to.
He is also a member, of the Laguna Planning Commission
where his experience and expertise are an asset to the
commission's role. Other Laguna members currently fill
'le positions at the Area office and Agency levels. Another
tribal member has been an Area Director outside the south-
western region, and he is currently on the list of candi-
dates to fill the now vacant Albuquerque Area Directorship.
In any case, it is almost certain that an Indian will fill
this post. In a sense, one could say that the Laguna Tribe
has a direct line to the BIA.

Conclusion

Laguna is only beginning to explore its potential. The
prcwailino: conservative attitude of tribal council and the
tribe's contacts and resource people will continue to
serve as guideposts as Laguna extends its powers of self-
government. Maybe the BIA has a different blueprint.
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d. Oneida: Wisconsin

Prepared by: Gerald Hill

The relationship between the BIA structure and the Oneida
Tribal Government are probably similar to most other
tribes. In certain areas such as Aid to Tribal Govern-
nent, Comprehensive Planning, JOM and Higher Education,
the tribe has assumed responsibility for administration.
This will significantly result in change in the role of
the tribe as a governing body because, until now, the
education nro-rins mere either administered at the Area
level or non-existent. It will not be possible to deter-
mine the extent to which changes will be felt because this
will be the first year the tribe has contracted such ser-
vices with the exception of the Aid to Tribal Government
nrogram which is in its second year but is still a new
nrogran.

In one area the relationship of the BIA with the tribe is
almost totally inadequate. This is the relation of the
tribe with the Solicitors Office of the BIA. I have men-
tioned it before but it deserves mentioning again that the
Oneida Tribe is bad17 in need of legal counsel knowledgeable
in Indian lam. Such lack can be seen clearly in the prob-
lers ncw current with the Industrial Park.

Discussion

In the area of education, the tribe through JOM and Higher
Education programs has assumed a large, new responsibility
which historically has been administered at the Area BIA
level. The totals of these two programs approach one
million dollars and clearly define the tribe's aggressive
determination of the education of Oneida children.

There arr. fr school districts in the iruiediate area of
the reservation which qualify for JO!! funds. There has
been a great deal of cooperation between the tribe through
the Fducatien Connittee with these four school districts
and it is expected to continue. Until 1970 there had been
a record of abuses but since then cooperation has minimized
than and it is expected to continue with the tribe control-
ling the administration of the funding.

In the opinion of the Education Coordinator it is too

early to determine whether there will be any attitudinal
chances in the school district's relations with the tribe.
She didn't anticirate any problers but felt that respect
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for the tribe by the school districts should increase
proportionally to the federal dollars which flow into
the school systems and are administered by the tribe,
a point with which I agree.

It night be stated at this point that a change of atti-
tude could be expected from all areas of local govern-
ment, not only school districts, when there is a reali-
zation that the tribe controls significant amounts of
money which could affect their economy.

To digress momentarily, in my opinion if the tribe were
to boycott the non-Indian owned businesses the township's
reaction would be very harsh against all Indians. I
have made this point before with regard to potential
political power of the Oneidas.

The current constitution contains the usual provisions
for secretarial or BIA approval of ordinances passed by
the Business Committee, however there have been no ordi-
nances passed within the last five years. Tribal business
is by resolution which requires only Agency approval. In
fact, approval of Council decisions is a matter of course.
With regard to ordinances, it seems unlikely that this
would become a problem unless participation by the general
membership were significantly improved. It must be
remembered that there has not been a quorum, seventy-five,
at the general semi-annual meetings for over five years.

There have been only two disputed decisions of the Busi-
ness Committee in recent years. One involved a tribal
decision to decrease a land assignment which the lessee
appealed to the Agency at Ashland. In that case tribe and
individual agreed to abide the Agency's decision which was
in favor of the tribe. In the second case, the tribe dis-
puted an Agency decision to the Area Office in Minneapolis
which ruled in favor of the tribe. Other than these two
disputes the Oneida government has a cooperative relation-
ship with the BIA. As the tribe assumes more responsibility
for administration of its programs it is conceivable that
the tribe will become more assertive regarding its decisions
which are appealed by individuals to the Agency, and BIA
decisions disputed by the tribe which are appealed to the
next higher level.

Responsibility for the development and preparation for the
contracted services are delegated by the Business Council
to persons knowledgeable in the particular area. For

example, budgets, criteria, justification and plans of
implementation of JOM programs are prepared by the Education
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Coordinator. This person is very able and familiar with
the Bureau mechanisms and local bureaucracies and has
taken care to develop the skills of the Education Com-
mittee commensurate with their new responsibilities. This
is totally necessary in view of the fact that close to one
million dollars .will be administered by the tribe.

In other areas the programs are rrepared by persons famil-
iar with the function of the program. However, there is
not the same degree of preparation for future leadership
in the particular area. In fairness, it nrobably is not
possible to compare education with any other area since
the other programs are new and their current contracted
services are in amounts of less than $100,000.

Training of future leadership in most areas of tribal gov-
ernment is not perceivable. Although expressed by most
elected officials, in actual practice there seems to be
little active training for future leadership. In the past
this was perhaps justified. However, if the present
situation in this respect continues it will develop into
a significant barrier to future growth and capability to
stay abreast of increasing responsibilities. I make this
opinion knowing that such training is planned yet I, per-
sonally, am unable to perceive implementation of such
traininj. I'm also fully aware that it is much easier to
see problems than offer workable solutions.

Conclusion

The relationship of the BIA and the Oneida Tribe is one of
cooperation. Whether or not this will change as the tribe
assumes increased responsibilities with regard to admin-
istration of funding is for future determination. However,
given the arTressive attitude of the tribe it is not incon-
ceivable that disputes could arise which could not be
decided within the Bureau at any level.

The most significant programs at this early date involve
educational funds, JOM and Higher Education, and this is
because the totals of these contracts approach one million
dollars. There are knowledgeable and qualified perons to
plan and implement the various programs, however, with the
exception of the Education Committee there are no perceivable
plans for training or improving the skills of others to
assume such planning duties. This, in my opinion, is a
weak link in the potential continuity of the government.

The Agency representative has an office in the Tribal Build-
ing and has an amicable working relationship with the tribal
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Howe,:er, the representative is responsible for
three other tribes and to that extent his effectiveness is
diminished. Another question this raises is what relation-
ship with the representative would be were the cooperation
less corvenial or effective. The particular representative
at Oneida now reports to the tribe at their request only
but there are no decisions made by him which affect the
tribe to the extent that veto power by the council would be
of value.

The standard o' Secretarial or BIA approval of ordinances
is applicable by the Oneida Tribe's IRA Constitution. How-
ever, the point is moot since business is by resolution
which does not require such approval, and resolution appro-
val is routine.

The lack of a quorum at the semi-annual meetings is another
obstacle since ordinances must be passed by a majority of
a quorum of the General Tribal Council as required by the
Constitution. Such quorum, seventy-five, has been lacking
for over five ,,ears with the exception of a special meeting
regarding a judgment claim. Given this attitude it's not
surprising that business is by resolution. It does point
to a weakness, however, in that if relations with the BIA at
any level were less favorable lack of ordinances could
undermine enforcement of tribal law on the reservation. This
observation is further reinforced by the BIA Solicitor's
Office's long delays in handing down vital decisions affecting
the Oneida Community's respect for their governing body as
a government.

I am unable to offer solutions at this point other than the
general recommendation to the Indian Lawyers Organizations
that they implement a massive program to educate Indian
Tribes as governments and as individuals to their lawful
rights. The Oneida Tribe is striving to grow and is suc-
cessful now but sorely limited in areas of legal counsel
unprovided by the BIA, notwithstanding policy statements
to the contrary.
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e. Chippewa-Cree: Montana

Prepared by: Robert Leountain

Definition and Scope of the BIA's Role

The role of the BIA at Rocky Boy at present appears to be
one of assistance in planning and administering programs,
projects and daily functions that will benefit the tribe.
The role does not appear to be one of 'director' as as been
the practiced role of the BIA in the past. BIA employees
seem to see their function as one of helping to carry out
the programs necessary to effective tribal government.
They seem to feel it is their duty to respond with assist-
ance according to the expressed needs, goals and desires
of the Tribal governing structure. There is an apparent
effort by most BIA positions to limit their actions to
those of an 'advisor' and not to act as 'manager'.

But remnants of the old feeling still remain that the BIA
exists to 'govern and control' the actions of the tribe.
This opinion is, however, not the opinion of any major
portion of BIA employees at Rocky Boy. Most such employees
express a hope that sometime in the not too distant future
the BIA will be all-Indian staffed or that there will be
no need for a BIA agency office because the tribe will be
competent to handle all its own affairs.

The BIA at Rocky Boy appears to make a determined effort to
solicit Tribal desires and goals with respect to the programs
under BIA control. The BIA policy is that Tribal priorities,
as expressed by the Business Committee, will control which
direction BIA program funds and actions will go. The budget
monies are placed according to those expressed priorities.
The BIA sees the major priorities, as expressed by the Tribe,
to be of basically two types: development of human resources,
which involves developing capabilities of Tribal individuals
so they can become productive for the Tribe and which
includes adult voce.ional training; and development of nat-
ural resources, which involves maximum utilization of lands
for Tribal benefit.

The Superintendent's role is viewed as a 'protective'
position whose responsibility is to maintain trust respon-
sibilities and to use his BIA subordinates to assist the
Tribe in its social, political, cultural and economic en-
deavors (also to supervise over the BIA service functions).

;
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List of *BIA Controlledt Procrrans Administered on the
Reservation (Non-Contract Programa).

Administration of BIA Programs.

Soil and Moisture Conservation (has Indian Supervisor).

Range (has both non-Indian BIA and Indian supervision;
CFR regulations determine land use but the Tribe
can give priority recommendations that apparently
will be carried out by the BIA if such activity is
feasible; BIA generally handles leasing but con-
siders Tribal priorities.)

morestry (has non-Indian supervision; same CFR factors
and priority recommendation factors are con-
sidered as for the Range Program.)

Education (non-Indian officers; Tribal priorities not too
involved here.)

Credit (Indian BIA officer administering to benefit of
individuals who qualify.)

Employment Assistance (Indian officer).

Child Welfare (non-Indian officer).

Roads Construction (non-Indian officer; Business Committee
sets priorities as to which roads will
be built where and when.)

Road Maintenance (non-Indian officer).

Plant Management (non-Indian officer).

Under the above listed programs all supervisory employees
are BIA. As is demonstrated, both Indian and non-Indian
supervisors are included. The Tribe is generally involved
in the planning for funding of all these programs. The per -

centa -'e of the total of the BIA funds involved is determined
according to the recommended priorities of the Business Com-
mittee. (This appears to be a practical method of determining
fending allocations because it is the Tribe that is intended

as the beneficiary of these programs. As such beneficiary
the Tribe should have this say-so as to how available money
should be used to benefit the Tribe to the greatest degree.)

A breakdown of BIA Program funding is attached.
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List of Tribal-BIA Contracting Services

Housing Improvement Program (Indian Director).

Housing Ownership Program (Indian Director).

Law and Order (two BIA Indian police officers and three
Tribal police officers; one Tribal Judge
funded by BIA-Tribal contracts).

Social Services (one non-Indian BIA representative, one
Tribal representative).

Summer Recreation Program (contracted with the Rocky Boy
School Board; provides a recreation oppor-
tunity program for students in the summer).

Summer Work Study (provides work for students who attend
college to make money available to them
for college costs).

All of the above listed contracting services include Indian
Supervisors. All involve funding by the BIA under programs
that are administered almost completely by the Tribal govern-
ment or its hired supervisors.

BIA Program Operation as Related to Tribal Government Pro-
gram Operation

The Tribal government has very little to do with administra-
tion of the non-contracted programs. As stated above, those
programs are principally the responsibility, financially as
well as administratively, of the BIA. The Tribal Business
Committee only makes recommendations as to priorities as to
funding allocations in the non-contracted programs. (The
recommendations that are made do carry much weight, however,
since BIAls function ideally is to assist the Tribe.)

The BIA, in the operation of these programs, is guided in
its decision making by the Code of Federal Regulations and
by the BIA manual. The final decisions in these programs
are the responsibility of the BIA. The BIA attempts to
encourage a cooperative effort in this decision making pro-
cess by considering Tribal recommendations, but must stay
within the framework of the federal regulations and thus
retains control over the programs.

There are no formal reports on the progress of these pro-
grams that are required to be submitted to the Tribe but
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the into the BIA has as to program progress or status
is available to the Tribe or the Tribal members. Many
of the programs make individual reports that are avail-
able upon request. The individual program directors are
required to make reports to the BIA and those reports
are accessible by the Tribe. (The BIA at Rocky Boy
appears to have a closeworking relationship with the
Tribe with respect to report availability.)

The contracting programs, as already explained, are ad-
ministered by the Tribe instead of by the BIA as they were
prior to contracting. Becauseof this change to Tribal
administrative control the operation of the programs
involved has chanr;ed somewhat. The major change has
been as to the responsibility of the program officials.
The responsibility is now more delineated under Tribal
control. The BIA no longer has control over the officers
in these programs. The Tribe decides who will supervise
and what methods of administration will be used. The Tribe
also determines how many administrative personnel will be
included. The BIA is left with very little control or
responsibility. Now the BIA, in these contracting pro-
grams, has the duties of assuring that contract agreements
are being net and of allocating what amount of funds go
to the programs and their administration.

The changes involved, however, have not changed the program
functions and effectiveness to any significant degree.
The contracted programs appear to be just as effective now
as they did under total BIA control. BIA technical assist-
ance is still available. BIA funding is still available.
The major advantage appears to be that the Tribe now has
more to say about how those programs will operate and,
therefore, Indian attitudes and Indian nature are more
effectively injected into the programs.

The contracted services are administered by personnel hired
or appointed by the Business Committee (in Social Services,
Law and Order) or by some of the sub-committees involved
(houoing programs) or by personnel hired by the BIA (Law
and Order) under the contract. All of the administration
of these programs is ultimately controlled by the Tribe
subject only to provisions of the contracts.

Contracting has both beneficial and hindering aspects for
the Tribe. It allows Tribal supervision, direction, admin-
istration and better Tribal employment opportunity (to use
Indian people who can be selectively chosen by the Tribe).

And it often provides better services to Indians by Indians
who understand Indian problems, attitudes and needs.
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The primary complaints the Tribe has against contracting
are that total funding available is too controlled by the
BIA, that the amount of administrative funds is controlled
by the BIA and that the Tribe is required to open separate
bank accounts for money gained for that program. (The
Tribe must open.a bank account, deposit money to pay for
the program initiation costs before the money is received
from the government. This ties up limited Tribal money
which then cannot be used until government money comes in
to replace the Tribal money.)

Contracting appears to be a greater 'headache' for the BIA
that it is for the Tribe. The BIA, in contracting, loses
much control over supervision of the program contracted.
Many of the BIA rules and federal rules no longer apply
under certain contracts. The BIA usually writes up the
contracts and has to supply contracting officers and con-
tracting officer representatives. The BIA has the duty of
assuring that contract terms are complied with. (This
might be difficult sometimes because the contracts often
appear too comnlicated to Tribal officials to be carried
out to the letter. So, applied as they often are, the
contracts mirrht not be as effective as they are meant to
be.) Sore BIA employees in contracting services feel sub-
ordinate to Tribal control.

As a whole, it appears that contracting has been worthwhile
for the Tribe (probably for the BIA also since it is con-
sistent with the BIA attempt to assist rather than direct
the Tribe). Costs of administration of contracting services
at stocky Bi,r ar-: probably adequately covered by allocated
funds and the programs appear effective. The BIA allows a
maximum of about 10% of the total allocated fund of any pro-
gram for administrative cost and no additional backup cost
is allowed for administration. There is probably no major
problem created at Rocky Boy by this policy, however. The
small size and population of the reservation means the
administrative functions are not so extensive in any one
program that allocated funding won't cover it.

BIA-Secretary of Interior Role as Related to the Tribal
Constitution

The Secretary of Interior, the Comm. 'oner of Indian Affairs
and the Superintendent are relied on r very little review
or approval of Business Committee action. The Tribal Con-
stitution as amended in 1973 contains only about four or
five such provisions: Tribal land sales, leases, encum-
brances require authority of the Secretary and/or the
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Commissioner of Indian Affairs; the minutes of regular
and special meetings are to be submitted to the Superin-
tendent and the Commissioner; a surety bond is to be
submitted by any new Secretary-Treasurer to the satisfac-
tion of the Commissioner, and any changes or amendments
to the Constitution and By-Laws must be approved by the
Secretary of Interior.

The Tribal Council is able to act virtually uninterrupted
by required U. S. governmental official approval. The
Business Committee powers are generally listed and there
is almost no mention in the Tribal Constitution of Secre-
tarial approval. The provisions that are included that
provide for Secretarial, Commissioner approval appear to
hinder Tribal operations very little if any. They appear
to be more beneficial as protective devices and as restric-
tions against illegal or improper procedure than as hind-
rances.

Comments and Suggestions as to Tribal-BIA Relations

The Tribe often appears to desire a continued active role,
of the BIA as to funding, administration of programs and
services needed by the Tribe. The Tribe as a whole often
gives the impression that funding, direction, technical
assistance and work output by federal offices must be con-
tinued or the Tribe could not operate effectively or inde-
pendently. Perhaps this is not a desire for continued
dependency but rather a fear of ineffectiveness should the
Tribe be subjected into a role of independence and 'total'
self - government.

The feeing of many of the BIA employees, on the other hand,
is a desire for the BIA to get out of the role altogether.
Less dependency by the Tribe as it realizes its own poten-
tial is seen as the trend of the Rocky Boy government.
The continued existence of BIA services on the reservation
is seen as a 'necessary evil' at present, however.

My comment as to the two views noted above is that Rocky
Boy Tribe would have little to fear about acting as an
independent, self-operating government entity after further
economic development of its resources and after updating
and revising its laws and Constitution. It does appear
that certain BIA services are a 'necessary evil' at present
but that situation could be remedied by a greater effort by
the Tribe to be independent (through more contracting
arrangements, greater assertion of the self-government policy,
more appropriations of Tribal funds for services and programs
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and thus Cull Tribal administration and control). At
present, however, it appears that the Tribe has made wise
selections as to which programs should be contracted first.
These selections appear to be in conformity to the Tribe's
greatest needs - Law and Order, Social Services and Housing
programs. The Tribe appears to have made these selections
so as to correspond with Tribal abilities to respond .

effectively. The Tribe is not equipped technically or
financially at present to assume full control over some
of the existing BIA programs such as Forestry, Range, Roads
Construction and Maintenance, Plant Management and Soil and
Moisture Conservation.

If the Tribe should decide to become more involved in
contracting of services, it would be practical to have a
Tribal Attorney participate in all contract negotiations,
i.e., in defining and inclusion of terms, provisions, parties,
funding sources, etc. Thus protection would be provided
against any possible BIA or other agency influence, coersion
that could create hindrances to Tribal objectives of the
contracts involved.

2. Commentary

It is interesting to note from a reading of the student reports

that just as the tribes vary in terms of resources, structure of govern-

ment and so on, so the BIA structure serving the tribes varies accord-

ingly. And, just as we anticipated, the BIA contracting experiment has

had mixed resalts as seen in the student reports - with some tribes

having a very good experience with contracting arrangements, some

having a bad experience, and many simply not having had the oppertunity

to make any valuable observations on the same. There is a definite

reversal of roles in terms of the BIA-tribal relationship which is evi-

dent in the student reports. As we noted in the introductory remarks

to this section, h:Itorically tribes were generally under the full control
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of local BIA administrators and the local agent,.in effect, ran the

reservation. It now appears clear that on nearly every reservation the

BIA works with and for the tribe rather than pursuing its own ends and

purposes without regard to tribal input. Certainly there are exceptions

to this and students report instances where the BIA seems to be ignoring

tribal wishes or direction, but these instances are contrary to the gen-

eral change in attitude on the part of both the tribe and tLe BIA and

the manner in which they view their relationship at the local level.

One aspect of the BIA- tribal relationship which was alluded to

in the introductory memo and referred to by some of the students was the

approval and review authority exercised by representatives of the Secre-

tary of Interior over actions of the tribal government. Basically this

is an authority which is granted by tribes to representatives of the

Secretary of Interior by the terms of tribal constitutions. As some of

the student reports make clear, the tribal constitutions, written along

the patterns of the IRA, by and large contain standard provisions which

define the powers of the tribal council while at the same time make it

clear that these powers are subject to the review and approval authority

of the Secretary of Interior. In practice this means that if the tribal

council passes an ordinance or a tribal law,before this tribal law is

valid it must first be reviewed by the representative of the Secretary

and approved. If such approval is not granted then, of course, the

tribal law is not valid. This process allows for appeal of the local

decision by either party on up through the office of the Secretary. We

have speculated that this process of, in effect, having a representative

of the Secretary oversee actions of tribal governments, while understandable
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in the context of the development in the 1930's following the IRA, in

the light of recent developments must be seen as an intrusion or limita-

tion on the exercise of sovereign powers by tribal governments. In that

sense, then, it is a device which has outlived its usefulness.

However, these are theoretical considerations which view the

exercise of this power from a theoretical point of view. As some of the

student reports make clear, the tribal councils do not view this review

and approval authority as being a substantive check on their self-govern-

ing authority but simply as an aspect of the trustee relationship. Other

tribes do not see this as a problem since in practice it has not amounted

to a problem because the local representative of the Secretary does not

exercise this authority in an arbitrary manner or in a way which would

generate hostility of the tribal council. That is, the authority is

exercised in a judicious manner and provides something of a safety valve

on actions of the tribal council. In this role the local representative.

of the Secretary advises the tribe whether or not an ordinance or a pro-

posed ordinance does violate a federal law or the terms of the tribe's

awn constitution. Consequently, tribes which operate along these lines

see the review and approval authority as a means of insuring the expertise

and advice of federal officials.

As with some of the other issues which the students focused upon,

this question of the relationship between the tribe and the BIA structure

on the reservation is one which calls for further study before valid

recommendations can be made. Nevertheless, student reports and our own

analysis of the question have been helpful in defining some of the issues

which must be resolved in giving full consideration to the question.
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F. The Indian Civil Rights Act and The Federal Government

The final issue which we asked the students to research and submit

reports on was the Indian Civil Rights Act (ICRA) and the tribal govern-

ment. Some explanation is called for in order that the reader might

understand why we have attached such significance to this question. Up

to this time we have looked at the overall structure of the tribal govern-

ment, court system, efforts in economic development, inventory of governing

services and relationship between the tribal government and the Bureau of

Indian Affairs. However, we felt that our analysis would not be complete

until we made some attempt to measure the impact of the Civil Rights Act

on tribal governments.

The 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act (Public Act 90-284) ranks along

with or on the same level as the Indian Reorganization Act as an example

of significant legislation passed by the U. S. Congress going to the very

hkart of the question of how Indian tribes govern themselves. Prior to

the enactment of this law there was no question that under the federal

law and decisions of the U. S. Supreme Court Indian tribes were not bound

by the Bill of Rights of the U. S. ConStitution. This conclusion logically

followed from the recognition of the fact that Indian tribal governments

predated the U. S. Constitution and were not meant to be included within

the scope of the Constitution by the Founding Fathers. Historically,

then, Indian tribes have always been recognized as sovereign entities,

free to govern themselves in any way or pattern which they might wish to.

However, it also has been an unchallenged principle of federal law that
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the U. S. Congress possesses sole and exclusive authority to pass laws

defining the relationship between the U. S. Government and the Indian

tribes.

The reader will recall that the Bill of Rights, or the first ten

amendments to the U. S. Constitution, essentially defines the different

mays in which the federal government is restrained from exercising its

authority over U. S. citizens. Viewed from another perspective, the

Bill of Rights traditionally is thought to spell out the protections

which citizens have or the civil rights which they possess in relation

to their own government. Since Indian tribes were not bound by these

governmental restraints, a tribal citizen had to look to tribal law for

these kinds of protections. While each tribal society by tradition pos-

sesses a sense of what is just or unjust in relation to the kinds of

authority the government may exercise, these tribal concepts of justice

have not always been consistent with the concepts of justice formulated

by the dominant anglo society. At any rate, these alleged inconsistencies

form the basis for congressional action resulting in the 1968 Indian

Civil Rights Act. As the very extensive legislative history of this Act

reveals, the Sentate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, which authored

the legislation, was impressed with the fact that their hearings showed a

lack of observance of tribal civil rights by tribal governments.

At one point the Senate subcommittee responsible for the legisla-

tion considered simply enacting a law which said in effect that Indian

tribal governments would be bound by the Bill of Rights of the U. S. Con-

stitution. This was put forward as a simple solution to the problem of
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defining exactly what kinds of governmental restraints ought to be imposed

on the tribes. This suggestion was expressly rejected by the subcommittee

and the existing legislation which spells out ten different classes of

restraint on the way in which tribal governments can exercise their powers

was adopted and constitutes the main part of the present bill. Briefly,

the Act begins by defining "Indian tribe", "powers of self-government"

and "Indian court". Title II of the Act begins by stating: "No Indian

tribe in exercising powers of self-government shall", and then the Act

goes on to list ten different rights or restraints. These include such

things as freedom of press, freedom from unreasonable search and seizure,

freedom from double jeopardy, the right not to have to testify against

oneself in a criminal case, the right to a speedy and public trial, etc.

Subsection 8 or Title II contains the most general provisions which have

been the subject of much litigation and have been the basis for a lot of

tribal people misunderstanding the intent of the Act. Number 8 reads:

"No one in tribe exercising powers of self-government shall" (Sub. 8)

"deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its

laws or deprive any person of liberty or property without due process of

law".

In summary one could say that the difficulty with this provision

from the tribal perspective is that while the anglo system has had two

centuries to define what due process and equal protection mean in the

context of the anglo system of government, the Act seems to require that

Indian tribes must make themselves aware of what due process and equal

protection mean in the context of tribal self-government virtually over-

night.
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Since the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act was passed in April of

1968 there have been better than thirty lawsuits filed in the federal

courts against Indian tribal governments alleging violation of the Civil

Rights Act. By far the great najority of these lawsuits involve alleged

violations of due process and equal protection by tribal governments

and, as we point out in the explanatory memo sent to students on this

issue, generally boil down to problems involving election disputes,

enrollment in membership disputes and, in general, a denial of tribal

benefits such as right to land assignments. Students of federal Indian

law generally agree that there are deficiencies in this legislation and

commonly classify them under the following three general areas: (1)

Standards of review; (2) Jurisdiction; (3) Tribal immunity.

(1) By standards of review is meant the standards by which the

federal courts are meant to jnage and review whether or not the particular

tribal action complained of violates the Act itself. The problem generally

arises in the context of the due process and equal protection violations.

The Act itself does not attempt to make clear whether federal courts are

to analogize rights contained in the Indian Bill of Rights to the U. S.

Constitutional Bill of Rights. If one concludes that the U. S. Constitu-

tion is the model, then in the context of any given case a federal judge

can turn to the case law under the U. S. Constitution.

?or example, if a complaining party alleges that the tribe violates

his rights of equal protection because he lives in a district on the reser-

vation which, although it contains more population, does not have as many

representatives on the tribal council as other less populated districts,
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in effect such a person under the federal system could allege that he

was not properly represented since when he voted for his representative

to the governing body his vote did not have as much weight as the vote

of someone from a more sparsely populated district. Of course, this is

the classic "one man-one vote" case in which it is argued that it con-

stitutes a violation of one's right to equal protection of the law not

to have his vote weighted equally such that the representatives which he

is able to elect are unequal in number.

For the federal court which adopts the theory that the Indian

Bill of Rights is no more than a paraphrase of the U. S. Constitution's

Bill of Rights, this case in the tribal context would not present a

serious problem. Such a federal judge could automatically turn to the

court decisions under the U. S. Constitution's equal protection clause

and follow the standards spelled out by federal courts in similar fact

situations. In effect, he would be requiring the tribal government to

follow or adopt the same standards that the federal government is

required to follow under the U. S. Constitution. However, and this is

very important, there is material in the legislative history for this

Act which would seem to imply that Congress did not intend that the

Indian Bill of Rights merely be or constitute a paraphrase of the U. S.

Constitution's Bill of Rights. The record indicates that the Senate

Subcommittee considered and rejected that proposition in favor of a

theory which would regard the Indian Bill of Rights as spelling out "sui

generis" rights and restraints which apply only to tribal governments.

This philosophy in enacting the law is based on the recognition that
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tribal governments do have differing concepts of the way in which their

governments should act and Congress intended to respect this different

point of view in enacting the law while ensuring some mininal protection

for tribal citizen's rights. Under this school of thought a federal

judge faced with a complaint under the Indian Civil Rights Act would

not automatically turn to what other federal courts have concluded in

similar fact situations brought under the U. S. Constitution but would

instead consider the case in the context of the tribe's culture and tra-

ditions and the tribal concepts of justice. Of course, from the Indian

point of view one can see that it makes quite a bit of difference which

theory or interpretation of law the federal court might follow, Those

federal courts following the theory which regards the Indian Bill of

Rights as a variety of the U. S. Constitution's Bill of Rights would

leave little room for tribal concepts of justice if in conflict with the

U. S. Constitution as interpreted by federal courts over the past hundred

and ninety years. On the other hand, any federal judge adopting the "sui

generis" theory would be concerned with preserving the right of the tribe

to have a differing concept of what is equal protection or due process

in the context of a tribal custom or tradition. The federal courts them-

selves are a long way from resolving this fundamental question - as is

clear from an analysis of the court decisions to date under the Indian

Civil Rights Act.

(2) By jurisdiction is meant the definition of the range of

problems which a federal court will recognize as falling within the scope

of the Indian Civil Rights Act. In this general area there are two

recognizable issues now being debated. The easier to understand is the
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question of exhaustion of remedies. It is a principle of federal law

that in certain circumstances a federal court before granting jurisdic-

tion to hear a particular case ought to determine whether the complaining

party has exhausted other remedies available to him. Several federal

courts have interposed this exhaustion of remedies requirement in the

context of suits brought under the Indian Civil Rights Act. Essentially
A

they require that a complaining witness show that he has exhausted his or

her tribal remedies prior to being granted the right to have the case

heard in a federal court. Tribal remedies include not only trial courts

as well as courts of appeal, but also provisions which require that dis-

putes be brought before the tribal council or other tribal body for reso-

lution. Essentially these courts are saying that they have no jurisdic-

tion to hear a case until the complaining party produces evidence to show

that he has exhausted his tribal remedies.

The other main subpoint under the jurisdictional question concerns

the question of whether or not there are certain matters which are simply

beyond the jurisdiction of the law because they are political questions

or, in the words of the court, "internal affairs of the tribe". These

include questions like setting the age limit for eligibility to vote in

tribal elections or determining the blood quantum necessary to be eligible

for tribal membership or to hold tribal office. Basically this theory

recognizes that these kinds of issues are essentially political issues

which ought to be decided on the basis of community concensus and ought

not to be a question for a federal reviewing authority.

(3) Tribal Immunity. The 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act does not
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make it clear whether or not a complaining party can sue the tribe for

monetary damages resulting or alleged to have resulted from a violation

of the Indian Civil Rights Act. Several courts have read into the law

a congressional waiver of the tribal immunity from suits for money damages

in the Civil Rights Act. However, the majority of courts seem to be fol-

lowing the well-recognized principle of federal law that an Indian tribe

is immune from suit for money damages unless Congress expressly waives

this immunity. Tribal immunity from suit is based on the recognition that

tribal governments as sovereign entities are in the same position as the

federal sovereign - and sovereigns have the recognized right to be immune

from suit. In addition, a policy consideration which is traditionally put

.forth is that if the government allows money damage suits to be filed

against an Indian tribe it may soon reach the point where a tribe would

be bankrupt as a result of sucli suits, or at least have to spend a sizeable

part of their resources on attorney fees simply to protect themselves in

court.

As one can see, some of the issues involved in an examination of

tribal governments and the Indian Civil Rights Act can take on very com-

plex questions. We were r-.L asking the students to get into any of these

complexities but rather to attempt to survey and pass on to us for pur-

poses of this study their analyses oe the question. As the enclosed memo

to the students on this issue points out, we were asking the students to

examine the tribal consitution to determine if perhaps there are &i

inherent shortcomings in relation to the Indian Civil Rights Act and also

to relay back to us any examples of problems created for the tribal
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government in the exercise of governing powers by requirements of the

Indian Civil sights Act. Finally, we asked the students for their own

recommendations as to how the tribe ought best to proceed to deal with

the Act.

TO: Student Researchers - Tribal Government Assessment
Project

FROM: Alan Parker

RE: The Indian Civil Rights Act and Tribal Government

This final memo is intended to briefly explore some potential
problems created for tribal governments ti the 1968 Indian
Civil Rights Act... I would recommend that you review the
survey of caselaw on the ICRA distributed to you in the re-
search material binders. The parameters of some of the
issues such as election and membership disputes have already
been defined for us by this case law and I will enclose with
this memo a brief summary compiled last year for the Phoenix
area director.

As always, our first frame of reference should be the tribal
constitution. Most tribal constitutions drafted under the
IRA or its influence are deficient according to ICRA standards
of due process and equal protection in three key areas: (1)
definition of eligibility requirements for enrollment and
membership (2) establishing representation by district for
tribal councils (3) allocation of tribal land assignments.
In the case of membership requirements, our research indicates
that often equal protection problems are raised either by
restricting membership only to descendants of male members
or by requiring a higher degree of blood quantum for off-
reservation members. Of course, the one man-one vote require-
ment in apportionment of reservations is a familiar issue.
Some constitutions create ICRA problems by requiring that
land assignments of tribally held lands be contingent upon
such things as possession of trust allotments or a presently
existing agricultural operation. Where these requirements
have been incorporated into the constitution problems are
created.
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Briefly indicate whether your own constitution contains
the above or similar provisions raising potential equal
protection or due process issues. If there has already
been litigation with regard to this area, please describe
the fact pattern or attach copies of the pleadings or
court decision, if available. In addition to defining
the scope of the problem, describe how your tribe has
responded or intends to respond and whether additional
assistance may be called for.

As you can see from the ICRA caselaw survey, actions of
tribal courts have been the subject of very little federal
court action. Primarily, the issues have been right to
professional counsel in tribal court, jury trial rights
and imposition of jail sentences where the defendant i3
unable to pay a fine. (Tate Short situation) Again,
if you are aware of any litigation as a result of court
action or the possibility of such litigation due to a
practice you have observed, please describe. (If you have
already done so in past reports, indicate your reference.)

The case of Johnson v. Lower Elwha Band (9th Cir., Sept. 4,
1973) illustrates very well the problem created for tribal
councils by the due process requirements of the ICRA as
they attempt to exercise tribal powers in what can be called
a normal, every day transaction. In the course of deter-
mining whether a tribal member had lost the right to his
land assignment because he had sub-assigned it and moved
back to the city, the council, at least in the eyes of the
court, violated plaintiff's right to due process notice
and a fair hearing. Regardless of the merits of either
side in the controversy, what does seem clear was that if
tribal council had been able to receive the advice of
counsel familiar with the ICRA and the basic requirements
of due process the chances are that they never would have
been sued. Or, if sued, the case would have been perfunc-
torily dismissed.

Without additional research, I would like you to give some
thought to the kind of problem described above and compare
it with all that you have observed over the course of the
summer field work. Then, briefly summarize any similar
situation you may be aware of indicating where the tribal
council has or might have benefitted from competent and
timely adviee as to the requirements of the ICRA. Based on
your experience, what steps do you think could be taken to
alleviate the problem posed for the tribal government by

the ICRA1 We do not assume that tribal governments should
not be required to exercise their powers in a fair and just
manner, but rather conceding that tribal councils are not
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composed of highly educated persons for the most part and
that there might be real difficulties in understanding
exactly what the Act does require in any given situation,
what alternatives do you see to the tribe's being exposed
to expensive and destructive litigation for ICRA violations?

1. Student Reports

a. Chippewa -Cree: Rocky Boy Reservation, Montana

Prepared by: Robert E. LaFountain

Equal Protection and Due Process as Related to Enrollment
and Membership Eligibility Requirements

The Tribal Ordinance and the Constitution are intended
to prevent unfair application acceptances and rejections and
at the same time to restrict enrollment to those Indians who
can qualify under those four requirements listed. These
documents do not restrict membership only to descendants of
male members. There are provisions, in those requirements
that relate to 'all members', 'all children', any person',
and which do nor purposely exclude women members or any other
designated class of persons.

The Tribal provisions do not require a higher degree of blood
quantum for off-reservation members or applicants than for
on-reservation members or applicants. The designated quali-
fying blood quantum is one-half.

The Constitution provides for 'automatic' enrollient of all
members of the Rocky Boy's Band of Chippewas enrolled as of
June 1934 (when the Rocky Boy's Constitution was adopted
under the IRA). And it provides for automatic enrollment of
children born to members who are residents at the time of
the child's birth. Even non-resident members' children of
one-half Indian blood are automatically enrolled. There is
also a provision for Tribal election as a means of an Indian
of one-half blood or more and a Montana resident, not enrolled
elsewhere, to become a member.

The requirements listed would appear to protect all persons
involved in membership application filing to an equal degree
and would appear to allow due process in the handling of
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these applications. The fact is, however, that acme
unfair and illegal actions related to those applications
do seem to occur. There have been complaints by a small
number of individuals who have filed for membership that
their requests for membership in the tribe have been
considered and rejected without any reason being stated
by the Business Committee for such rejection. There

have been complaints by some enrolled Indian women that
they tried to enroll their children who were born in
Havre, an off-reservation town 30 miles away, and have
been refused membership for those children without a
reason (although Havre has historically been considered
'on-reservation' for purposes of birth of children of
Rocky Boy residents). There have been complaints about
the ordinance provision that requires filing of an appli-
cation to enroll a child within two years of its birth.
(The ordinance provision doesn't seem to allow exception
in case of mistake, inadequate representation of the
child by parents who are ignorant or naive of the require-
ment.) There have been complaints about the Constitu-
tional provision (Art. II, Sect. 1(d)) which states that
a person shall lose membership if he is away from the
reservation for 10 years and fails to reapply for mem-
bership. (The complaint here is that the Business
Committee applies this provision unfairly, inconsistently,
that it is not applied to some people who have 'been
away' 10-25 years or that it is applied immediately to
others who stay away for 10 years.)

These problems of unequal protection and due process
violations do not appear to be consistently recurring
incidents. There are relatively few applications for
enrollment at Rocky Boy and most of the people who do
apply appear to be able to get a quick and fair reply
to their request. It does not appear to be a common
occurence for any application to be rejected without
comment as to why. It is not denied that this problem
has occurred. The Enrollment Committee (Sub-Committee)
and Business Committee members appear quite aware of
the individual applicant's right to a statement of
reason for any rejection. An effort is made to give
such adequate statement in cases of rejection.

The problem of child enrollment application rejection
when the child is born in Havre (because reservation
facilities are not adequate) appears rare also. This
problem appears to occur most often when there is a
question of whether the parents, or one of them, is

actually residing on the reservation. The problem here

might not be one of a denial of equal protection or
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due process as much as it may be a problem of the
parent applicant's not understanding that their children
may not be eligible unless at least one parent is a
member and is also a resident of Rocky Boy.

The major problem with regard to equal protection and
due process violations in enrollment situations appears
to be related to the provision for the loss of membership
after 10 years of non-residency. It is in this situation
that strict adherence or lack of adherence to established
ordinances or the Constitution has presented the greatest
civil rights litigation possibilities. (The Tribe has
not always given notice of termination of membership
based on this Constitution provision. The Council has
considered the 10 year provision adequate notice and has
acted to terminate a few memberships. But additional
notice has usually been given anyway.)

Civil rights litigation is most likely to occur at present,
with respect to the 10 year provision, because of inaction
in application of that provision rather than because of
improper action of termination of membership. There are
100 plus requests for assignments by members at present.
Many non-resident members hold assignments which are never
improved nor used. Many of these assignment-holders
haven't even been on the reservation for more than 10
years. The Business Committee is placed in a position
whereby it is forced to acquire additional land for new
assignments or terminate unused assignments and enrollment
of the holders and members involved. At present the Com-
mittee appears to be 'putting off' any responsive action
to this problem and it is on this ground that high possi-
bility of civil rights action arises under the Indian
Civil Rights Act. Additional land has become extremely
difficult to obtain so the possibility of court action
based on inaction of the Committee as to the enrollment
situation is becoming greater all the time.

Equal Protection and Due Process as Related to Represen-
tative Selection

There is no problem at Rocky Boy as to the manner of
selection of Business Committee members. All 9 members,
including the Chairman, are elected at large at a gen-
eral election. There are no voting districts and there
are no representatives required to be chosen from any
particular areas. Each vote of each qualified voter
counts as one vote. The number of representatives
needed receiving the highest number of votes become the
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elected Committee members. The Chairman position is filed
for and the person receiving the largest number of votes
for that position becomes the Chairman. All members are
elected to four year staggered terms.

The type of election procedures defined here a;:e provided
for in the Chippewa -Cree Constitution and in the Tribal
election ordinance. The Constitution (Art. IV) spells out
the candidate qualifications and filing fees. It provides

for an election board which conducts elections and declares
results, establishes dates of elections, and has the respon-
sibility or assuring that elections are conducted properly.

Article V of the Constitution provides for removal of elec-
tive officials in case of felony or misdemeanor convictions
while in office, provides for declaration of vacancy in
case of death, resignation, or permanent leave of the offi-
cial trom the office duties. There is also a recall provi-
sion for the Election Board to call a new election if 40%
of those who voted at the last election submit a recall
petition. (A Constitution is attached hereto.)

Prior to 1970-71 the Constitution provisions herein dis-
cussed were not so clear and districts were provided for.
The problem of malapportionment did come up. Unequal
representation was evident. Representation was initially

by a 6 district scheme. Then that was changed to 2 dis-

tricts. The problem of unequal representation continued
under the 2 district scheme so the Constitution was reviv
to provide for an at-large election procedure.

Equal Protection and Due Process as Related to Tribal Land
Assignment Procedures

One of the major land assignment problems has already been
considered in the enrollment discussion above: too many
assignment requests, not enough assignable land, assignments
held by non-residents who fail to improve or use the land,
and lack of action by the Tribal Council to terminate those
assignments when such termination would be justified.

Article IX of the Tribal Constitution contains provisions
for land use. Under these provisions any enrolled member
not having a selection (assignment) can apply for one of
up to 160 acres. The Business Committee determines what,

if any, land is available, then determines whether the
applicant is eligible and decides accordingly whether to

accept or reject the application.
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Each assignee after approval is required to improve and
use the land for 2 years prior to any final approval.
The Business Committee retains the right to cancel a
selection if an assignee allows the land to become run-
down. Provision for due hearing and reassignment to
another eligible member is included. in this Constitutional
article. There is also a provision for just compensation
for any improvements by the terminated assignment and
gained by the Tribe or the new assignee.

Land not used for assignment purposes is to be used for
Tribal purposes. Tribal associations have first pref-
erence and individual members have next preference. (At

present the policy of the Business Committee is to recog-
nize association and individual use desires and to attempt
to terminate all non-member, non-Indian leases and issue
no more such leases. Then the Tribe could use that land
more exclusively for Indian member benefit rather than
to allow those benefits to remain minimal to the Tribe.)

Land assignment grants at Rocky Boy are not contingent on
possession of trust allotments (Rocky Boy is a non-treaty,
Presidential proclamation reservation). There is generally
no condition that the land assigned must be used for a
specific purpose. The major condition is that improvements
must be made and the land used to benefit the assignee or
the Tribe.

A problem that is currently facing the Business Committee
is one of control or lack of control over leasing of assigned
lands by assignees .(:) non-members and/or non-Indians.
Individual assignees are often influenced by non-member
or non-Indian money offered for lease rights to their
assignment. Some assignees have in fact leased to such
people under the assumption that the property involved
is theirs by assignment right, to do with as they please
(except to convey title). As a result the Tribe loses
much control over the use made of that assigned land.
And conflicts arise between the Tribe and the assignee,
between the Tribe and the non-member lessee, between the
assignee and the lessee as to who has control and who
has rights to the land and its use.

To alleviate this problem the Business Committee has
enacted the policy of association and Tribal member
preference to use and has also recently enacted a resolu-
tion clarifying this preference and notifying assignees
that the Tribal associations will have right of first

refusal to any assigned land the assignees desire to
lease out.
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A related problem in land assignment is the existence
or a few assignments of over the Constitutional 160
acres. Most of these assignments appear to have been
made before such an extensive problem arose of too many
assignment requests and not enough land available for
assignment. Now the Business Committee, which has
authority to decrease the size of the assignments
involved to 160 acres, is pressured on the one hand to
maintain those assignments 'as a matter of rights of
those assignment holders and, on the other hand, of
relinquishing the assignees' holds to the maximum 160
acres. The Constitutional right of the Committee to
decrease the assignments accordingly appears clear but
historical, social, and political pressures make the
situation much more complex than it should otherwise
appear. As a result the Committee takes no action and
therefore it is conceivable that civil rights litigation
could arise in the near future (based on an argument of
equal rights violations and failure of the Business
Committee to carry out its Constitutionally defined
duties related to land use).

The Tribal Court System and Equal Protection and Due
Process

The Court at Rocky Boy is an active court with respect
to misdemeanors by members on the Reservation but is
inactive in regard to civil actions. (Assertion of
jurisdiction and readiness to take actions is not one
of its strong points.) There are many court actions
initiated by the police system every week but very few
individuals bring any kind of civil claims (civil
rights or otherwise).

Very few Rocky Boy Court actions have ever reached any
federal court. The decision of the Tribal Court is
historically the final decision of an action. Few
appeals are taken although at times it appears an
appeal is warranted and reversal appears highly probable.

One of the most unfortunate situations within this Court
System is the lack of law and order training or knowledge
by judges and police which often results in procedure
that is possibly illegal or unconstitutional. This
problem seems to arise from a lack of training sessions
prior to the officials' assuming these power positions,
from a lack of qualification requirements that would

assure highly qualified, fair minded officials, and
from the non-availability of professionally trained legal
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advisors who could inform the officials of proper pro-
cedure and current applicable Tribal and Federal law.
(These procedure and Constitutional problems have been
discussed to some degree in Report No. 2, The Rocky Boy
Tribal Court System.)

The people also appear to lack knowledge of their own
civil rights under the Indian Bill of Rights. Since
there are no Tribal Attorneys or legally trained legal
services personnel readily available, the people are
never indoctrinated or informed of individual rights.
As a result, when civil rights are violated by police,
judges, the Business Committee, or by other Tribal
members the 'victim' often does nothing in the way of
affirmative legal action that would protect his rights.

The violations of rights by the Court system are not
violations of the right to professional counsel in Tribal
Court (although the Law and Order Code still has a pro-
vision prohibiting professional representation in Tribal
Court), or violation of a jury trial right, or sentencing
individuals to jail because they are unable to pay a
fine (since fines appear to be imposed at rates low
enough to avoid this problem or judges consider whether
certain fines would be appropriate or reasonable under
the circumstances). The most flagrant violations appear
to be failure to inform an individual of these rights
(nct intentional failures) or demanding a plea prior to
a reading of the rights. (It appears that these viola-
tions could be alleviated if counsel were available to
inform the judges of proper procedure and individual
rights!)

Violations by the police appear more common than Court
violations. Sometimes the police system at Rocky Boy
appears to be in a position of power application more
than it appears to act as the 'servant and protector'
of the people. Perhaps it is a matter of the police
without guidelines attempting to protect the people and
prevent crime by use of procedure the police feel is
proper. Perhaps proper methods have never been pointed
out to the police as a whole in training sessions.
Perhaps the 1968 Civil Rights Act in conjunction with
the purpose of a police system has not been explained
adequately so as to prevent improper police procedure.
Regardless of what has given rise to the problem as to
police power application it appears evident that some
evaluation and restructuring of the police system,
through use of training sessions or updating or proce-
dure sessions would be appropriate.

j
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The police could be encouraged: to apply more humane
arrest procedures (to treat reservation members with
the same degree of respect the police give to non-
members or whites coming on to the reservation); to

bring complaints and the individuals involved before
the Tribal Court and then leave prosecution up to the
Court and any legal representatives involved (rather

than for police to become involved in arresting and
then prosecuting of individuals throughout the complete

trial); to make a more deliberate effort to get Tribal
law and order codes updated and explained so as to gain
a better understanding of the laws the police must apply
(then police would have up-to-date Indian laws to apply
rather than being 'forced' to apply federal laws or
state laws that seem to fit the situation); and to
make a more determined effort to recognize the impor-
tance of Trioal Court jurisdiction over non-Indians and
'fugitives' on the Reservation rather than being so
quick to turn non-Indian arrestees or fugitives over
to State officials without a hearing in Tribal Court
first.

Comments

A number of times during this eight week project I have
been available to give advice, during Committee meetings
and at meetings with other Tribal and Government offi-
cials, as to what the Tribe could or could not do as
defined by the Indian Civil Rights Act. For instance:

advice as to a land owner's right of access, egress to
land surrounded by Tribal land; advice as to land assign-
ments, zoning, and land use codes; advice as to enroll-

ment rights; advice on proper court procedure and
rights of individuals. (Tribal officials appear quite
knowledgeable of the Tribal laws applicable to almost
any situation. It is in the area of Civil Rights and
other undefined, non-explained applicable 'federal' law
that the Tribe could benefit by readily available legal

counsel.) The advice and consultation requested of me
convinced me of the great need for a full time, readily
available Tribal attorney. The Tribe needs someone
available to go to for advice before Civil Rights vio-
lation problems do arise in the future. (In fact, the

Tribe could benefit from a full time attorney in many,*
other ways - economic development suggestions, handling'
Tribal legal affairs generally, advice to individuals
and the Tribe that would prevent suits, defend and
prosecute for the Tribe on and off reservation, etc.)
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Recommendations

Besides the hiring by the Tribe of a full time attorney
who would do only Tribal work, I would recommend: that
the law and order codes be revised, amended, and updated
so as to better aid the pclice and court systems in
application of efficient law and effective court proce-
dures; that a reconsideration and re-evaluation of the
Tribal Constitution and by -laws be made so as to deter-
mine whether any changes or additions would be appropriate
for better defining or establishing Business Committee,
Coutt or police powers and limits; that training sessions
be made available on legal, court, and police procedure,
on the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act as applicable at
Rocky Boy, and to explain the Tribal Constitution and Law
and Order Codes to all newly elected Business Committee
members, to judicial and law enforcement officials, and
to other appropriate and interested individuals.

b. Oneida: Wisconsin

Prepared by: Gerald L. Hill

The ICRA has had no application whatever on the Oneida
Reservation in Wisconsin. There have been relatively
few disputes and these have been amicably settled within
the BIA structure. One involved a land dispute in which
an assignment was to be decreased. The tribe and the
individual agreed to abide by any decision at the Agency
level. The ruling was in favor of the tribe and was
accepted by the parties, ending the dispute. Another
dispute involved enrollment in which the Agency refused
to recognize the enrollment of members by the Business
Committee (council). This decision of the Great Lakes
Agency was appealed to the Minneapolis Area Office which
overruled the Agency in favor of the tribe.

Another dispute which I had cause to be aware of was one
in which the tribe brought suit against a member to en-

force a land ordinance regarding sub-leasing and land use
by non-members. I have reported this case also in the
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report on Oneida Tribal Court System. In this case, the
tribe after waiting for close to a year for an opinion from
the BIA Solicitor's Office decided to bring suit to enforce
the ordinance. To interject at this point, primarily when
land disputes arise the parties have been satisfied to
accept the decision of the Agency or Area. Whether or
not this will remain the case is not determinable. My
recommendation to the tribe on this point is to request
a study by the two Oneida law students to research the
area and provide the council with informative data which
they can then use to anticipate future pror.ems of a sim-
ilar nature. Returning to this case, which also reinforces
the same point, the tribe brought suit in the local county
court on the advice of a local attorney. The fact that it
was decided at all set a precedent and thereby undermined
the tribe on the advice of an attorney, apparently well-
meaning, whose knowledge of Indian Law was fundamentally
lacking. Whether or not this case could have been brought
on the basis of the ICRA is moot now.

As it relates to the Constitution, the due process
requirement has not been challenged. Article VI, Bill or
Rights, was added to the Oneida Constitution by Amendment
VIII on June 14, 1969, approved by the Secretary Aug. 25,
1969, to provide that protection. However, in my opinion,
the legal weight of such amendment would almost certainly
be less than the ICRA. Still, it reflects an awareness
by the tribal government of the need for such provision
in the Oneida Constitution. (See enclosure)

Since the tribe does not maintain a court system and at
present does not exercise its taxing powers the ICRA has
not produced problems here.

The Oneida Tribe has had no problems with the ICRA in any
respect. The one case which the tribe brought was an
error of tactical judgment based upon misinformation by
the attorney who represented the tribe. The deficiency
here is not with the tribe but rather with an attorney
whose knowledge, while excellent in other respects, was
absent with regard to Indian law. Disputes involving
reduction of land assignments and enrollment which might
have had some application of ICRA have been settled
amicably at the Agency and Area level of the BIA. It is
not possible to determine whether this arrangement will
continue in the future but bares a need for study to
anticipate problems which might arise under ICRA. I have
recommended to the council that the two Oneida law stu-

dents be asked to research the area to provide information
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which the council could use to direct whatever lawyer
would represent the tribe.

I think it is imperative that the tribe be provided
guidelines along which policy may be drawn regarding
the retention of legal counsel, i.e., the tribe should
be able to direct an attorney to their needs. This is
based upon the assumption that neither Indian lawyers
nor non-Indian lawyers are or will be available in the
near future.

Finally, I have recommended to the tribal council that
the law students be used to provide legal research data
in specific areas, e.g., tribal court systems, ICRA
problems, and lawyer client roles. Membership require-
ments are standard to the Oneida IRA Constitution, and
disputes in this or any other area co-ld charge signif-
icantly if there would be change in the Constitution.
However, such change, is unlikely given the present level
of tribal participation in the government.

ENCLOSURE

AME1411MNI VIII

A new article, Article VI, Bill of Rights, shall be added
to the constitution.

ARTICLE VI - BILL OF RIGHTS

All members of the tribe shall be accorded equal oppor-
tunities to participate in the economic resources and
activities of' the tribe. All members of the tribe may
enjoy, without hindrance, freedom of worship, conscience,
speech, press, assembly, association and due process of
law, as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States.
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c. Pueblo of Santa Clara: New Mexico

Prepared by: Jody N. Folwell

Presently the major legal problem Santa Clara is confronted
with is the granting o' membership to half breed children.
The Santa Clara Constitution under Article 11, Section 1,
Sub-Section a, b, c and d, states the conditions for mem-
bership:

'(a) All persons of Indian blood whose names
appear on the census roll of the Santa Clara
pueblo as of November 1, 1935, provided that
within one year from the adoption and approval
of this constitution corrections may be made
in the said roll by the pueblo council with the
approval of the Secretary of the Interior.

(b) All persons born of parents both of whom
are members of the Santa Clara pueblo.

(c) All children of mixed marriages between
members of the Santa Clara pueblo and nonmem-
bers, provided such children have been recognized
and adopted by the council.

(d) All persons naturalized as members of the

pueblo.'

The family oP the Martinez's and persons similarly situated
brought the membership case before the Federal District
Court on denial of due process under the ICRA. The Mar-
tinez's state that they were denied the right of membership
due to the nonmembered status of their rather. The father

is a member of another tribe. Traditionally the females

are not given the same rights as the male who marries
outside of the tribe; heritage is patrilineal. The
constitution is not clearly defined as to which sex
group can acquire or be granted membership. Under sub-

section (c) the sex groun is not identified. Thus, the

original decision of membership is based on tradition.

The tribal council claims that the Federal District Court
does not have jurisdiction over the case since the Mar-
tinez's have not exhausted their tribal remedies.

The tribal council could have benefited from timely advice
as to the requirements membPrship under ICRA. The

council in my opinion would have taken great pains in
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weighing the issue and the consequential monetary
damages to the council if timely advice were given.
The alleviation of the problems in the present case
is very difficult to surmise, since the tribal council
refuses to acknowledge the violation, of the Martinez's
rights under ICRA. The tribal council feels that as a
governmental power they should have the right to decide
membership.

The possibility of Santa Clara's granting membership
to the Martinez's and persons similarly situated would
be on solution. ¶The granting of membership would,
though, raise other issues of tribal sovereignty. The
tribe under this solution would be acceding to another's
wishes by threats of litigation. Conclusively the
tribal council would become puppets for aggressive
groups or persons.

Another solution to the membership problem would be to
change the conditions of the membership requirements
under the constitution. This solution would also create
another action by the -tribal council under intimidation.

The only alternative I see in delineating expensive and
destructive litigation for tribal councils under the
ICRA is to have a consent clause placed in the ICRA.
The tribal governments would be given the option of
accepting the ICRA as is or denying its full contents.
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d. Cherokee: Oklahoma

Prepared by: Robert Steven Lowery

The two areas of specific interest here are concerned
with Tribal membership and elections. Tribal member-
ship really poses no problem since the membership is
open to all descendants of enrolled members and can
be established in the same way as heirship is estab-
lished in' the state courts.

Elections, on the other hand, do pose some problems,
as already pointed out. Under the proposed constitution
the application of the one man-one vote rule has ob-
viously been broken and in talking to the solicitor's
office it is quite clear that they will not let that
part stand. =7"

In general most Tribal officials agree with the Indian
Civil. Rights Act which is probably better suited to the
Oklahoma Tribes than others oecause of the lack of
reservations. Also considering the Act of 1906 the
Tribe has always been subordinated to the state and
would have probably had to follow those procedures
anyway.

There has been only one case brought under the Civil
Rights Act that affected the tribe. . . In the case
of Groundhog v. Keeler, 442 F.2d 674 (1971), it was
held that the Cherokee Tribe's method of selecting
the Principal Chief did not fall under the bill and
that the bill limited only tribal government and not
the power of the Congress to change their status.
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2. Commentary

Since this was the final issue that we were asking the students

to research over the course of the summer we did not receive as many

reports on this question as we would have liked. The primary reason was

simply a lack of available time during which the researchers could respond

to the memorandum. As our discussion with the students and tribal repre-

sentatives at the evaluation session conducted at the close of the summer's

work revealed, this lack of responv. was not indicative of a lack of

interest on the part of either the students or the tribal representatives.

Many of the tribal leaders, particularly those who have had the experience

of responding to a lawsuit brought against the tribe under the Indian

Civil Rights Act, are all too aware of the difficulties created for tribal

governments by this law. However, it is not a question which can be dealt

with easily nor are there any simple recommendations which could be made

to the tribes which they might implement in order to deal effectively with

the requirements of the act.

Despite the relative sparseness of reports from which we might

draw observations, there is one common point stressed by the students.

That is, it is in the area of coping with the requirements of the Civil

Rights Act that tribal governments can most use professional legal advice.

It is in the area of civil rights that tribal leaders cannot fall back on
e

their experience gained through working with the tribal government. Such

an experience cannot be relied upon to furnish guidelines in the more

::echnical aspects of constitutional law, an abstract and complicated

subject matter even for experienced attorneys.
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'or example, subsection 8 of Title II oF the I.C.R.A. requires

Indian tribal governments to accord the right or due process and equal

protection in the exercise or self-governing powers. Traditionally,

constitutional lawyers speak of "due process" as being made up of the

'allowing elements or "actors: (1) adequate notice; (2) opportunity

for full hearings; (3) a record of: proceedings and (4) right to an

appeal.

These are general requirements which fit many different kinds of

situations but as constitutional law has developed they have been deter-

mined to be minimal requirements to insure "procedural" due process. A

lawyer advising a tribal council would have little difficulty in insuring

that these procedural requirements are respected by the tribal council

in the course of an exercise of governmental action such as revocation

of a tribal member's land assignment. However, without such legal advice

the tribal council would be just as apt to prejudge the tribal member's

rights in the matter and come to a conclusion without thinking it neces-

sary to give him an opportunity for a full hearing following adequate

notice of the hearing or insuring that a record which would point out

the reason for the council's decision is made and, finally, insuring

that the party has the right to some sort of appeal from the council

action. It is not that the tribal council would necessarily be proceed-

ing in an unjust manner, but they would simply be basing their actions

-tri a comnx. -e_se analysis of the tribal member's rights as opposed to

a techni. ;. legal analysis. from such a non-lawyer's point of view, it

it may be an easy matter to recognize that a particular tribal member has
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lost his right to a land assignment as a result of a failure to maintain

residency thereon and the action of the tribal council in officially

revoking the assignment in order that it many be available for someone

else is merely a formality for which there would seem to be no need for
*.

the procedural niceties of notice and full hearing. By way of contrast,

the lawyer would be aware of the fact that although it may be a cut and

dried situation, nevertheless the council as a technical, legal matter

would be violating the principles of procedural due process to revoke

the tribal member's right without going through the motions of granting

a full hearing. In such an instance and in many other similar kinds of

cases the availability of professional legal advice would be quite a

significant element in enabling a tribal council to carry out its gov-

erning responsibilities without running afoul of technical requirements

of the Indian Civil Rights Act.

Our student researchers were unanimous in recognizing this fact

as were the tribal leaders present at our evaluation session. Here

again is an area where the analogy between a tribal council and a com-

parable governing body of a municipality is particularly appropriate.

The notion that professional legal advice is a necessity and not a luxury

for municipal governing bodieseven in day-to-day operations is well

accepted by the non-Indian world. The city or county attorney is expected

to be present at all city council deliberations to offer his advice or

opinion as to the legalities of any particular proposed course of action.

It was the experience of our researchers that even those tribes with the

resources to afford a full-time attorney often do not use their legal
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star in the same way that a city council would. Many tribal councils

are conditioned to think that although the tribal attorney may respond to

requests for legal opinions generally, he is only available for litigation

and not ror full-time advice. 0 course a great many tribes simply do not

have the resources to pay for full-time legal services. This can be a

self-perpetuating cycle in that if the tribe had a full-time lawyer avail-

able they might be able to generate sufficient resources to be able to

afford him, but without this kind of full-time legal advice often the

opportunity to generate such resources is lost.

In summary, we see that in the area of the Indian Civil Rights

Act and tribal governments our initial assumption seems to have been borne

out. That is, the main difficulty presented for a tribal council by the

1968 Indian Civil Rights Act is simply one of understanding on the part

.o:* tribal leaders as to exactly what the Act does require in the course

o' their day-to-day exercise of tribal power. The reason, at least ini-

tially, why there is such a difficulty in understanding what the act

1...quires is that the law essentially constitutes the imposition of a

".oreign" set of values and procedures onto the tribal communities. As

we suggested earlier in our analysis e the "legal" shortcomings of the

law, the issue can be red'iced to determining what standards federal courts

are to use in reviewing the actions of tribal governing bodies. If fed-

eral courts adopt an interpretation of this law which argues that tribal

standards as opposed to non-Indian standards were meant to apply, one of

the major problems with the act will have beer. cured.

In retrospect we cars also see that the law has been useful, at
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least in a negative sense. That is, the law has been a device forcing

tribal councils to take a closer look at their procedures in order to

insure that the technical elements of the law are complied with. Many

tribal people will also agree, no doubt, that it is not a bad thing to

require that tribal councils treat different segments of the community

in an equal manner and that decisions affecting people's rights are made

a part of the public record, with those adversely affected parties having

the cpp:rtunity to present their side of the case. If these kinds of

basic elements of fairness could be guaranteed without the deleterious

siie effects discussed above there would no doubt be unanimous support

in the Indian community for a civil rights law.
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III. SUMMARY AND HECOMMENDATIONS

A. Evaluation of This Project

As has been stated earlier in this report, this "action-research

project to conduct an assessment of the institutions of tribal government"

was designed to be a broad research effort which would survey the whole

field of tribal government by focusing on several key issues in the area.

Each researcher was assigned the task of conducting an individual analysis

of his or her respective tribal government and writing a complete report

on his or her analysis. As administrators of the project we had assumed

the responsibility of compiling the individual reports in order that we

might issue a collective report of our research findings which would be

shared with all the participating tribal communities, researchers,

resource personnel and organizations. Consequently, this collective

report; is not intended to constitute a scientific analysis of the

question but rather a statement coming from our team of Indian Lawyers

and law students basically to be taken for whatever it might be worth.

We felt that those tribal communities participating in this study

were themselves representative of the total range of problems and situa-

tions which might be expected to be encountered on any given reservation.

The tribes range from the numerically large to small communities, from

those with considerable resources to those with practically none, from

tribes with highly developed and sophisticated governmental systems to

those with little more than a functioning tribal council. We also inten-

tionally included several of the pueblo communities in New Mexico as well
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as several of the Indian tribes from Oklahoma, tribes in P. L. 280 states

and those in non -n. L. 280 states.

In the context of attempting an evaluation of the project itself,

from an administrative point of view several observations can be made.

As a follow -up on this summer's experience the American Indian Lawyer

Training Program plans to establish a legal intern program for native

American law students on a year round basis; A joint funding commitment

has been received from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Office of

Native American Programs, HEW. Present plans are to implement the project

with three separate classes or groups Cr? interns - the first group to

commence participation in the project beginning in the winter-spring of

1975. Basically the classes will be divided into those students who are

able to spend part oe the academic year on a clinical type program during

which time they will be classified as full-time students and receive

either a partial or full academic credit for their efforts. The second

class of students will be those who for one reason or another are not able

to participate during the school year itself and thus their only available

time to work on such a project would be during the summer months.

Many law schools in the county have broadened their ideas cf cur-

riculum to include clinical or field experiences which take place away

+ram the classroom as a recognition that this type of experience can be

a valuable supplerient to the traditional law school course of studies.

Consequently we are in the process of designing an intern project which

would meet requirements imposed by the various law schools as a prerequi-

site to granting academic credit for st.,ch clinical work. We are convinced
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that the Indian law student, if he or she intends to devote a professional

career to working with Indian communities, can benefit greatly by an oppor-

tunity to spend part of the three years of law school gaining an idea of

what the legal needs of Indian communities really involve. In addition,

by taking advantage of the opportunity to spend the spring or fall academic

semester in such a field project, a law student would have a great deal

J,
more time than the eight wkleks which were available to our summer interns

and thus be able to follow up on research efforts which a summer's experi-

ence would only allow time to touch upon. As administrators of both the

past summer's project and the upcoming year-round intern project, we hope

to be able to apply the many lessons which were learned during the summer.

1. Organization

This summer we found that a problem shared by nearly all of the law

students was that they did not have a firm idea of the kinds of legal

problems which were considered priority items by tribal leaders in the

communities they went to prior to going to those communities. It would

be a relatively simple matter to accomplish this by providing an oppor-

tunity for the students to visit the communities for one or two weeks

prior to attending an orientation and training session. At the training

session the interns could prepare themselves in the specific legal areas

which relate to the kinds of problems they will be working on during their

field experience. Actually such an approach entails an entirely different

purpose for the intern project. Mat is, the summer's effort from the

outset was an attempt to perform a survey which woulc give us a picture

of the various tribal governing institutions, whereas the follow-up year

round intern project has as its primary purpose legal training for the
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intern and secondarily the furnishing of a service to the tribal com-

munities wherein interns will be placed.

We feel that the advantage to be gained by having the interns

select and concentrate their efforts on specific legal problems involving

the communities they will be placed at is simply that the burden of pro-

viding substantive direction to the interns becomes much more manageable

from an administrative view as the students' efforts become more specific

and defined. Just as importantly, focusing on specific legal issues will

allow for a natural measure of the student's accomplishment during his

participation in the project. That measure will be the degree to which

the student can realize some of the success in solving these kinds of

legal problems. Just as the students may thus measure their individual

success, so the project administrators may be able to point to project

successes.

2. Direction

As a corollary to the basic change in organization for the intern

project described in (1) above, we realized that a different degree of

supervision and direction will need to be provided to the interns. Whereas

with the summer project the students were more or less on their own, in

performing a field evaluation if the student is going to be asked to work

on specific legal problems for a tribal community he will need to work

much more closely and perhaps even under the direct supervision of an

attorney. It would be unrealistic to expect even the most talented and

energetic law student to engage in legal research involving actual legal

problems of the tribal community without being able to rely upon the ad-

vice and supervision of an experienced attorney.
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B. Recommendations

In initiating this project we had originally hoped to be able to

identify fairly specific kinds of items in the area of tribal government

which would constitute recommendations for national Indian organizations,

the Bureau of Indian Affairs and like federal agencies. We felt that as

the law students conducted their evaluation of the governing institutions

these hoped for specific items might emerge from the study as issues

recognized by all of the tribes in common.

In addition, as we mentioned in the initial section of this report,

a common theme to our evaluation of the tribal governing institutions was

the on-going adequacy of tribal constitutions in light of the changing

circumstances which the findin gs of our researchers would reveal. We

hoped that by focusing on the question of constitutional deficiencies one

could perhaps begin to get a picture of where the I.C.R.A. pattern and

tribal constitutions need reform most.

As the study progressed we were forced to realize that our expec-

tations that specific recommendations could be made were simply not

realistic. The total situation confronting tribal governments today is

much too complex and the tribes too diverse for such an approach to be

valid. In a general sense, however, we can feel confident in spelling

out in broad terms the need for the development of several programs which

would begin to address the multifaceted and complex problems pointed out

by our study.

1. Tribal Government Resource Center

The establishment of a tribal government resource center is
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the primary program recommendation. As the student reports made clear,

one of the real needs of Indian tribal governments is for technical assis-

tance in properly developing and exercising tribal.governing powers. No-

tably absent from the array of services provided by federal agencies and

private groups is program effort which would attempt to advise and assist

tribes in just this very manner. Such a service should encompass not only

technical assistance directly to individual tribes but the systematic

organization and compilation of research data in the area. Our suggestion

is that such a research and resource unit be created to specialize in such

a function. The unit could begin systematically collecting information

on how tribes have best exercised powers in a given number for fields such

as taxation, zoning, regulation of business enterprises, protection of

natural resources, and so on. A packet of materials could be developed

in each separate field which would then be made available to tribes re-

questing assistance and perhaps even model sets of tribal ordinances could

be written up which, if furnished to tribes, could be available for modi-

fication to meet their own individual needs.

2. Development of Evaluation Standards

A related problem for tribal governments is the lack of stan-

dards by which they could measure whether or not the various agencies

providing services to them were functioning in the most effective manner.

The same observation is true of the tribes* own governing institutions. It

is interesting to note that comparable kinds of qualitative mechanisms and

services are available to municipal governments or local governments under

the state systems. This would seem to imply that it would be a useful lead

for tribes to investigate the same and to see what might be learned therein.
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C. Conclusions of Workshop on Tribal Government -,21st
Annual Convention. San I?ieros California (October 1971+)

This writer participated in the recent N.C.A.I. convention as

workshop panel moderator on tribal government. In that capacity I was

asked to assemble a panel of persons who would be able to examine the

question of the tribal government from the different relevant perspectives

and come up with recommendations or resolutions which N.C.A.I. could then

adopt as programs for the coming year. Materials developed as an agenda

!'or this workshop which also identifies panel members and their backgrounds

are attached to this report as appendices. The valIous specific recom-

mendations coming out of this panel are discussed below. As would be

expected, these recommendations and the rationale for them strongly rein-

force the research findings of this research project.

1. Analysis or Contracting

Members of the workshop panel and those participants of the

convention attending the workshop felt very strongly that the question of

contracting should be exhaustively analyzed by a non-federal organization

and reports on this analysis made available to the various tribes. It

was felt that contracting could be a very valuable mechanism for many

tribes, not only to increase the level of self-government but also to

provide an administrative base for the tribal functions. However, it

must also be recognized that contracting as explained and proposed by

rederal officials of the BIA was done so 'ram their perspective and his-

tory has shown that the BIAls point of view has not always been consistent

with or even in the best interest of the tribes. In any event, it simply

seemed like a worthwhile and wise endeavor to suggest that N.C.A.I.
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assume the responsibility of conducting an evaluation of contracting so

that those tribes who have not yet entered into these kinds of contracts

would know of the range of options available to them and that all tribes

have available to them an evaluation of how contracting has worked in a

representative number e tribal situations. It was also recommended

that !!.C.A.I. approach the Bureau of Indian Arfairs for a contract to

per'orn this evaluation of the contracting process.

2. Monitoring BIA Support for Tribal Court Systems

The workshop also recognized the critical nature of the role

which tribal courts have been asked to play in the development of tribal

self-determination. Many tribal leaders are aware of the fact that the

tribal court has long been a neglected institution, both under BIA control

and under tribal control, with the result that in many cases tribal courts

were simply not up to the scope of the demands being placed upon them at

present. That is, for those tribes taking a much broader review of tribal

govern;' ent and /what their own tribal government would be doing, it is only

logical to point out that the tribal government without an effective court

system to implement and carry cut tribal law is really weakened. To its

credit, the BIA has recognized the fact that tribal courts do need a greater

level e support than they have received in the past and the Bureau has

consequently been directing more attention to this area. It was reported

by participants at the workshop that the BIA had taken upon itself the

role e maintaining a training program for Indian tribal court judges which

was to be initiated in the near future. It was therefore a recommendation

0" the tribal government workshop that N.C.A.I. monitor this training
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program as conducted by the BIA to insure that those tribal judges parti-

cipating receive the degree of training which is commensurate with the

demands being placed on their court systems. As part of this recommenda-

tion the workshop also recognized the fact that the relationship between

tribal courts and local units of state government court systems was an

area which would require much attention. In the past the relationship

between tribal and state courts has been practically non-existent with

the result that oftentimes tribal courts ignored requests for enforce-

ment or the state court judgments and vice versa. It does not require

any deep analysis to realize that this situation if pursued would not

be beneficial to the tribe or the state. Consequently it was recommended

that NCAI explore ways of studying and publicizing expeAments and

interrelationships betwnen tribal and state courts which various parti-

cipants in the workshop were familiar with. A listing of such experiences

was made for the benefit of ?:CAI officials.

3. Training for Tribal Leaders on Jurisdictional Relationships
Between Tribal Governments and Local Units of State Government

Workshop panelists recognized that a serious and persistent

problem for local tribal leaders was the lack of understanding by both

tribal people and local state governmental personnel of the proper rela-

tionship between Indian tribal governments and those neighboring units of

the state government. For any one at all familiar with local non-Indian

sentiment in the communities neighboring reservations, it would not come

as a surprise to hear the great lack of understanding as to the actual

legal status of Indian tribal governments. All too often local people do
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n't understand that the tribe has a right to operate as a semi-sovereign

sele-governing unit and that the implications of the tribe's operating

in such a manner are that neighboring units of the state government must

necessarily recognize tribes as such. Instead, the notion persists among

members of the non-Indian communities that Indian tribes are simply wards

of the federal government without any real powers or responsibilities

of self-government. It was recommended to ?;CAI that they investigate

ways of setting up training or workshop sessions on the local level for

tribal leaders and also possibly for leaders of the non-Indian communities

ir order that they might explore in concrete terms just what tribal self-

government means. Such an education process would, of course, benefit

tho local tribal people but should also have the effect of dispelling

any false notions presently held by non-Indian communities and which now

form the basis of potential controversy, i.e., political backlash. (See

also: South Dakota rleport on Intragovernmental u.elationships - listed

in Bibliography)

4. Creation of Training Models for Development of Tribal "Manage-
ment Capabilities"

The panel recognized the serious problem posed for many tribal

governments by their lack of management capabilities. These problems

simply do not have to exist'since the acquiring of experience and ability

in the management and administratim area is basically a matter of locat-

ing and training personnel. However, many tribes are handicapped by the

eact that they do not have the experience to know where to start or how

to go about concentrating on this problem. Workshop panelists and parti-

cipants felt that it would be a good way to begin to meet this problem by
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developing training materials and model management plans which could be

distributed to tribal goernments which might form the basis for their

discussion at the local level as to what was possible and desirable in

the development oP their own management capabilities.

5. Support for Tribal Governments Located in P. L. 280 States

Panelists at the workshop recognized that those tribal govern-

ments located in P. L. 280 states faced special problems insofar as their

achieving recognition of sele-governing rights. That is most tribes

were all too often burdened with the proposition that Public Law 280 had

effectively withdrawn Prom them many areas of jurisdiction with the result

that those tribes could not truly `'unction, as self-governing units.

Leaders of P. L. 280 tribes were requesting assistance from NCAI in pri-

marily two areas, that is, strategies for retrocession from the effects

of P. L. 280 and strategies in developing a favorable interpretation of

the law. P. L. 280 had been amended in 1968 to allow those states which

had assumed it to retrocede or in effect give jurisdiction back to the

tribal governments in the areas they had assumed it from under the origi-

nal version of the law. However, many tribal leaders recognized that

this was a very political question on the state level and they were

asking NCAI to help then devise strategies of attacking the question from

the politicalppoint of view. That is, how they might begin to lobby at

the state and national levels for retrocession.

In the other area of the interpretation of the scope of P. L. 280,

panelists at the workshop pointed out that under one theory of the law

i. L. 280 did not withdraw many areas of jurisdiction or governmental
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authority from tribal governments but simply conferred the power on the

states to act in those areas, with the result that there was concurrent

jurisdiction - or jurisdiction was shared by both the state and the tribe

with respect to the specified areas. However, this theory is not commonly

accepted by state courts nor has it been fully litigated in the federal

courts. As to this issue, the P. L. 280 tribes were requested that

N.C.A.I. help them by devising in effect litigation or judicial strategies

for insuring that the most favorable interpretation of this law is even-

tually arrived at in the court systems.
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APPENDIX A

PROFILES ON INDIAN LAW STUDENT RESEARCHERS

Urban Bear Don't Walk
Tribal Affiliation: Crow Indian Tribe, Montana
Married, three children
Attending University or Montana School of Law, Missoula, Montana
Anticipated Date of Graduation: June 1975
Undergraduate: Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana; Accounting

Harry J. Buckanaga
Tribal Affiliation: Sisseton-aahpeton Sioux, Sisseton, South Dakota
Age: 25
Attended University of Minnesota School of Law, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Undergraduate: Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire

Jody Folwell
Tribal Affiliation: Santa Clara (Tewa), Santa Clara Pueblo, New Mexico
Age: 31; Married, two children
Attended Dickinson School or Law, Carlisle, Pennsylvania
Undergraduate: University of New Mexico and College of Santa Fe;

Elementary and Secondary Education

Carole Ann Hart
Tribal Affiliation: Rosebud Sioux, Rosebud, South Dakota
Attending University of South Dakota School of Law, Vermillion, S. Dakota

Gerald J. Hill
Tiibal Affiliation: Oneida Indian Tribe, Oneida, Wisconsin
Age: 37; Married
Attending University of California School or Law, Davis, California
Anticipated Date of Graduation: June 1976
Undergraduate: California State University, Northridge, California;

Linguistics

James Hofbauer
Tribal Affiliation: L'Anse Chippewa, Keweenaw Bay, Michigan
Age: 25; Married, one child
Attended University of Michigan School of Law, Ann Arbor, Michigan
Undergraduate: Northland College, Ashland, Wisconsin

Robert E. LaYountain
Tribal Affiliation: Chippewa, Turtle Mountain Reservation, Belcourt, N. D.
Age: 28; Married, one child
Attending Loyola University School of Law, Los Angeles, California

Anticipated Date of Graduation: June 1975

Undergraduate: Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana; Government
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Robert Steven Lowery
Tribal Affiliation: Cherokee, Tahlequah, Oklahoma
Age: 24; Married, no children
Attending University of Tulsa School of Law, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Anticipated Date of Graduation: June 1976
Undergraduate: California State College, Dominguez Hills, California;

Political Science

Arthur Maillet
Tribal Affiliation: Paiute/Shoshone, Walker !liver, Nevada
Attending Golden Gate University School of Law, San Francisco, California
Anticipated Date of Graduation: June 1976
Age: 28; Single
Undergraduate: Pasadena College, Pasadena, California; History, B.A.

Pennsylvania State University, M. Ed.

Hilda Ann Manuel
Tribal Affiliation: Papago, Sells, Arizona
Age: 24; Single

Attending University of New Mexico School of Law, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Anticipated Date of graduation: June 1976

Patricia Quirk
Tribal Affiliation: Quechan Indian Tribe, Ft. Yuma, California
Age: 38; Widow, three children

Attended University of California School of Law, Davis, California
Undergraduate: Chico State College, Chico, California

David Ricketts-Kingfisher
Tribal Affiliation: Cherokee, Tahlequah, Oklahoma
Attending University of California School of Law, Berkeley, California

Jimmy Shorty
Tribal Affiliation: Navajo Indian Tribe, Window Rock, Arizona
Attending University of New Mexico School of Law, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Anticipated Date of Graduation: June 1975
Undergraduate: St. Joseph's College, Rensselaer, Indiana; Geology

Ron Solimon
Tribal Affiliation: Laguna Pueblo, Laguna, New Mexico
Age: 23; Married
Attending University of New Mexico School of Law
Anticipated Date of Graduation: June 1976

June Webb
Tribal Affiliation: Nez Perce Tribe, Lapwai, Idaho
Age: 24; Single
Attended University of California, Hastings School of Law, San Francisco,
California
Undergraduate: University of California, Berkeley, California; Sociology
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APPENDIX B

INDIAN RESIDENT POPULATION AND LAND DATA

Statistics
Dec. 24, 1974

Location

Indian
Resident
Population

(1973) *

Original
Area of

Reservation
(1934)

Acres in
Trust

Land Report
(1973) **

Belcourt, North Dakota
Turtle Mountain Reservation 7,385 458,700 68,907

Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribe
Concho, Oklahoma 4,200 4,294,460 91,202

Flathead Reservation
Salish & Kootenai Tribes 2,955 1,248,000 612,845

L'Anse Band
Keeweenaw Bay, Michigan 404 10,109

Nez Perce Reservation & Tribe

Idaho 1,505 760,133 87,475

Quechan Tribe
Fort Yuma Reservation, Calif. 856 25,622 9,246

Rosebud Reservation
South Dakota 7,538 3,228,161 933,536

Sisseton Reservation
South & North Dakota 2,434 918,780 106,009

These figures indicate total Indian resident population without

distinguishing between tribal members and non-members.

** These figures indicate acres in trust, not actual acreage within

reservation boundaries.
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The following figures were submitted by student researchers:

Location

Indian Tribal Acres
Resident Member- in
Population ship Trust

Chippewa-Cree
Rocky Boy Reservation 1,600 2,200 107,613

Paiute-Shoshone
Lone Pine Band

Owens Valley, California 150 237

Papago Tribe
Arizona 9,000 3,000,000

Pueblo of Laguna
New Mexico 5,200 4,800 425,000

Oneida Tribe
Wisconsin 2,700 7,000 65,000

Pueblo of Santa Clara
New Mexico 1,204 42,737

1, ,
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APPENDIX C

ALBUQUERQUE TRAINING SESSION: OUTLINE OF
DISCUSSION ON TRIBAL CONSTITUTIONS,

TRIBAL POWERS OF SELF-GOVERNMENT AND
THE INDIAN BILL OF RIGHTS

I. Legal Foundations of Tribal Governments-Constitutional
and non-Constitutional Tribes

A. The Indian Reorganization Act - History and Purposes

1. g16 - general structure and development of
tribal constitutions under IRA

2. 617 corporate charters

B. Non-IRA Constitutions

1. Pursuant to specific federal acts (e.g., Okla-
homa Indian Welfare Act, Alaska Native Act)

2. Independent of specific federal statutes

C. Non-Constitutional Tribes (i.e., 16 Pueblos of
New Mexico)

D. General Role of the Secretary of Interior

1. Preparation of tribal constitutional provisions

2. Supervision of constitutional elections

3. Review and/or approval of constitutional provisions,
tribal legislation, and official tribal action

4. Opinions of the Solicitor

II. The Source and Scope of Tribal Governmental Powers

A. General Sources of Tribal Power

1. Doctrine of inherent self-governing powers.

2. General Federal Statutes (e.g., 25 U.S.C. §43-
transfer of B.I.A. functions to tribes; H.R.
10294, "The.Land,Use Planning Act of 1973").
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3. Specific Federal statutes (i.e., federal
laws conveying various rights and powers to
specific tribes, e.g., tribal land consolidation
acts)

4. The IRA and tribal constitutions - the confirma-
tion of inherent and stacutory powers

B. General Limitations on the Scope or Exercise of
Tribal Powers

1. General Federal Statutes (e.g., the Non-Inter-
course Act, 25 U.S.C. 5177; the Trader Acts,
25 U.S.C. 55261-264; Leasing Regulation Acts,
25 U.S.C. 55391 et seq.; General Crimes Act,
18 U.S.C. 55 1152; Major Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C.
51153; Liquor Laws, 18 U.S.C. 551154-1156, 1161;
P.L.-280, 18 U.S.C. §1162, 28 U.S.C. 51360).

2. Specific Federal Statutes (i.e., Congressional
restrictions imposed on particular tribes, e.g.,
5526 and 28 of the "Curtis" Act of June 28, 1898,
30 Stat. 495, respectively rendering the laws of
the Five Civilized Tribes unenforceable in federal
courts and abolishing the tribal courts of those
tribes).

3. Indian Bill of Rights, 25 U.S.C. 51302, and the
application of modified federal constitutional
standards to official tribal action affecting
members and non-members of the tribe.

4. Tribal Constitutional Limitations (e.g.; (a) the
failure of tribal constitutions to spell out
inherent powers vested in the tribal council;
(b) the cumbersome procedures for constitutional
amendment; (c) the approval power of the Secretary
of Interior over constitutional amendments under
25 U.S.C. §476 as to IRA tribes and 25 U.S.C. §2
as to non-IRA tribes; (d) the review or approval
power over tribal ordinances delegated by IRA
and non-IRA Constitutions to the Secretary; and
(e) the incompatability between the quasi-anglo
conE,titutional structures or procedures of tribal
government on one hand, and the needs and resources
of the tribe on the other hand.

?8
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5. Judicial doctrines on the permissible scope of
state action within Indian country, especially
in relation to state power over non-Indians and
non-Indian owned land on reservations.

III. The Extent and Exercise of Specific 'Tribal Governmental
Powers

A. The Power to Form or Dissolve a Government

1. The silence of IRA as to formation of governmental
structures

2. The general form of governments that have been
established - tribal councils and tribal courts,
as well as the division of power between councils
and courts

3. Tribal elections and the Indian Bill of Rights,
Ppecifically: (a) application of the one-man,
one-vote doctrine to tribal electoral districting
schemes; (b) age and residency requirements for
purposes of voting and holding office; (3) reso-
lution of election disputes - tribal remedies and
federal judicial power under 25 U.S.C. 61302;
(d) removal of council members and "due process"
procedural and substantive requirements under
25 U.S.C. 61302(8); and (e) the role of the Sec-
retary in the conduct of tribal elections and the
recognitio: of tribal governing bodies.

4. Dissolution of tribal governments and/or re-
writing tribal constitutions

B. The Power to Govern Membership in the Tribe

1. The balance of power between tribal control over
membership for "internal" purposes and the Secre-
tarial power vis-a-vis federal trust responsi-
bilities. See Op. Asst. Secretary Loesch, 77 I.D.
116 (1970) (Scope of Secretarial review authority
over tribal membership actions)
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2. Tribal membership standards and the Indian Bill
of Rights - the Colville and Santa Clara cases;
Op. Deputy Sol, 7G I.D. 353 (1969) (voiding as
discriminatory Jicarilla Constitutional Amend-
ment distinguishing between legitimate and ille-
gitimate children for purposes of membership
eligibility) .

3. Tribal procedures for resolution of membership
disputes and the role of federal courts under
25 U,S.C.

C. The Power to Tax

1. Taxation of members - see Op. Sol, Feb. 17, 1939.

2. Taxation of non-members - see Buster v. Wright,
135 Fed. 947 (8th Cir. 1005), app. dis. 203
U.S. 599 (1906) (taxation of non-federally
licensed trader in Indian country); Iron Crow
v. Oglala Sioux Tribe, 231 F.2d 89 (8th Cir. 1956)
(taxation of non-Indian leases ofIndian allotted
lands); Op. Sol., Oct. 23, 1957 (taxation of
federally licensed traders); Op. Sol, M-36448,
Mar. 3, 1958 (tribal sales tax).

3. State taxation powers - the impact of McClanahan
v. Arizona Tax Commission, 411 U.S. 164 (1973),
Mescalero Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 164
(1973) , and Tonasket v. State of Was:-..ington,
70 Wash. 2d 607, 488 P.2d 281 (1972), vacated
and remanded, U.S. , 93 S. Ct.
1941 (1973), upon tribal tax powers and tribal
economic development.

4. Tribal constitutional limitations - (a) scope
of the tribal council's power "to levy tax or
license fees" on "non-members doing business
within the reservation," subject to Secretarial
review, as limited to commercial taxes, see
Op. Sol., Feb. 17, 1939; and (b) constitutional
requirements of tribal referendum prior to
imposition of taxes or privilege fees upon tribal
members, see U.S. v. Pollman, 364 F. Supp. 995
(D. Mont. 1973).
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5. Indian Bill of Rights and permissible discrimination
in taxing members and non-members, see U.S. v.
Pollman, supra, imposition of fishing fees on
non-members without similar charges upon members,
does not violate equal protection clause of
25 U.S.C. §1302(8); Memo. Sol. M-36821 (Mar. 19,
1971) imposition of different fishing fee amounts
upon non-Indians, i.e., preferential treatment for
some classes of non-Indians, might violate §1302(8).

D. The Power to Regulate the Use and Disposition of Tribal
Property

1. Assignment of tribal lands for the use of tribal
members - governing tribal constitutional pro-
visions and the impact of the Indian Bill of
Rights. See Johnson v. Lower Elwha Tribal Commun-
ity, 434 F.2d 288 (9th Cir. 1973) (procedural due
process requirements under 25 U.S.C. 61302(8) in
revocation of tribal land assignment; Martinez v.
Romney, (D. N.M. 1972) challenge to tribal land
assignment policies as effecting discrimination
based on sex contrary to equal protection guaranties
of 25 U.S.C. 61302(8).

2. Expenditure of tribal funds tribal constitutional
provisions and the role of the Secretary of the
Interior.

3. Transfer of tribal land the prohibitions of the
Indian No -Intercourse Act of 1790, 25 U.S.C. 177,

the impact of the IRA (esp. 16 thereof,
25 U.S,C. 6 476), and tribal and consolidation
programs.

4. Leases of tribal land k- (a) federal statutory
limitations, e.g., 25 U.S.C. 66 391 et Les., and
.s 17 of the IRA, 25 U.S.C. § 477; (b) the role
of the Interior Department and BIA in the nego-
tiation and approval of tribal leases; and (c)
the jurisdictional division between tribes and
states over activities of non-Indian lessees of
tribal land, see Horvell v. Sangre De Cristo
Development Co., Civil No. 9106 (D. N.M., Judge-
ment and Opinion entered Feb. 20, 1974).
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5. Tribal lands and tribal economic development
enterprises - (a) the impact of § 17 IRA cor-
porate charters, see Op. Sol. M-30849, July 10,
1940; (b) the inherent power of tribes to
charter corporations for purposes of economic
development, see Op. Asso. Sol, M-36781, Aug. 25,
1969; (c) the reach of state laws and state
courts over activities of tribally-chartered
corporations, located on tribal land within a
reservation, see Op. Asso. Sol., Id.; (d)
the reach of state laws and state courts over
activities of tribal corporations chartered
under state law but located on tribal land
within a reservation, see Memo. Asst. Sol.,
April 6, 1967; and (e) the reach of state laws
over activities of tribal corporations located
on tribal or federal lands outside of any reser-
vation, see Mescalero Apache Tribe v. Jones,
411 U.S. 145 (1973).

E. The Power to Regulate the Use and Disposition of
Individual Indian and Non-Indian Property

1. The division of power between tribal institutions
and the interior Department in regulating testate
and intestate disposition of the property of
tribal members - distinctions between trust
property subject to federal administrative control
and non-trust property subject to tribal court
jurisdiction.

2. The power of the tribe to enact police regulations
governing the land use and zoning of individually
owned lands on-reservations, see Op. Asst.
Secretary, M , 73 I.D. 229 (April 1971)
(tribal power to ban aerial crop spraying on-
reservation); ...Land Use Planning Act of 1973,
H.R. Report No. 93-799 (Feb. 13, 1974) (describing
tribal power to zone fee patent lands on-rserva-
tion as an unsettled issue and calling for a study
of the question; the proposed Colville Water Code
requiring all users to comply (regulating all
water use, Indian and non-Indian, within the
reservation).
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3. The eminent domain powers of tribes to take by
condemnation proceedings individually-owned
lands on-reservation for tribal purposes. See
Seneca Constitutional Rights Organizaion v.
George, 348 F.Supp. 51 (W.D.N.Y. 1972) (inherent
tribal power of eminent domain as to use-rights
of individual members need not be expressed in
tribal constitution); Op. Sol. M-27810, Dec. 13,
1934 (tribal eminent domain power does not
extend to land owned in fee by non-Indians);
the restrictions of the Indian Bill of Rights,
25 U.S.C. § 1302(5) (providing that tribes may
not "take any private property for a public use
without just compensation."); H.R. 11500, "The
Federal Strip Mining Act of 1974" (consent of
non-Indian surface owners as condition to mining
of tribal sub-surface coal reserves, and the
possible remedy of tribal condemnation authority).

P. The Power to Govern the Conduct of Members and Non-
Members of the Tribe, and to Establish Judicial
Systems to Enforce Such Power.

1. Inherent power to create tribal courts on judicial
forums. See Op. Sol. M-36783, Sept. 10, 1969
(inherent power of Yankton Sioux Tribe under its
non-IRA constitution to establish tribal courts);
Memo So. M-36821, Mar. 19, 1971 (inherent power
of Winnebago Tribe under its IRA constitution to
establish a court to enforce the Tribal Hunting
and Fishing Code, notwithstanding the application
of P.L. 280, 18 U.S.C. § 1162).

2 Tribal Courts, Courts of Indian Offenses, and
Traditional (i.e., Pueblo) Courts - Historical
Development, current similarities and distinctions.

3. Power of tribes to enact codes regulating on-reser-
vation conduct - historical developments, the
1968 Indian Civil Rights Act and a Model Tribal
Code (see 25 U.S.C. 1311) and the approval
power of the Secretary of the Interior.

4. Tribal Criminal Codes and Judicial Jurisdiction -
(a) the "Major Crimes" Act, 18 U.S.C. 1153, and
the issue of concurrent federal-tribal jurisdic-
tion; (b) the "General or Federal Enclave Crimes"

023?,.;
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Act, 18 U.S.C. 1152, and the division of
jurisdiction between federal and tribal courts
over "non-major" (i.e., not covered by 18 U.S.C.
1153) offenses committed by Indians; (c) the
extent of tribal territorial jurisdiction -
18 U.S.C. .5 1151, "Indian country" as encompas-
sing (1) a-1 reservation lands, (2) dependent
Indian communities, and (3) trust or restricted
allotments; (d) the extent of tribal personal
jurisdiction over members, non-member Indians
and non-Indians, see Op. Sol., 77 I.D. 113 (1970)
(absent express treaty reservation of jurisdiction
over whites, tribes have nc criminal power over
non-Indians this opinion has been declared
non-authoritative as of January 1974 by the
Solicitor of the Interior Department and depart-
mental review thereof is underway); and (e)
tribal constitutional and tribal code limitations
on personal, territorial, and subject matter
jurisdiction - tribal self-imposed restraints
and Secretarial review authority.

5. Tribal Codes and Judicial Jurisdiction vis-a-vis
Domestic and Family Relations - (a) use of state
-marriage, divorce and adoption lads as opposed
to continuance or revival of tribal customary
law; (b) reach of tribal courts over non-members,
see Memo. Sol., Feb. 11, 1939 (tribal court may
adjudicate marital status of absent non-member
spouse in divorce proceeding brought by tribal
member resident on-reservation; and (c) extent
of state jurisdiction over tribal domestic and
family matters arising on-reservation.

6. Tribal codes and Judicial Jurisdiction vis-a-vis
Trade and Commercial Activities - (a) the Federal
Trader's Statutes, 25 U,S.C. § 261-264, and the
division of power over trader regulation between
the BIA and the tribes, see Op. Sol. M-35040,
May 20, 1948; (b) the division of jurisdiction
between state and tribal courts over commercial
actions arising on-reservation - the doctrines
of Williams v. Lee, 358 U.S. 217 (1959), Warren
Trading Post Co. v. Arizona Tax Commission, 380
U.S. 685 (1965), and Kennerly v. District Court,
400 U.S. 423 (1971).
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EXCERPTS FROM THE INDIAN CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1968

§ 1802. Constitutional rights
No Indian tribe in exercising powers of self-government shall

(1) make or enforce any law prohibiting the free exercise of
religion, or abridging the freed nn ut speech, or of the press, or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble and to petition for a redress
of grieiances;

(2) violate the right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers. and effects against unreasonable search and selzutes,
nor issue warrants. lin; upon probable cause, supported by oath or
affirmation. and partictilarly describing the place to be searched and
the person or thing to n..t seized;

(?) subject tiny pet:on for the same offense to be twice put in
jeopardy;

(4) compel any person In any criminal case to be a witness against
himself;

(5) take any priiate property for a public, use without lust com-
pensotion;

(6) deny to an person In a criminal proceeding the right to a
speedy and public trial, to be informed of the natbre and cause of

the accusation. to b confronted with the witnesses against him, to
have compulsory process for ohkaintrn
at his own cYpanSe to have the abststavyt of cunsy I r..y his tit'fc.e.

(7) require excessive bail. impose excessive fines. inflict cruel and
unusual punishments. and in no event impose for conviction of any
one offense any penalty or punishment greater than imprisonment for
a term of six months or aline or $500., or both;

(8) deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protec-
tion of its laws or deprive any person of liberty or property without
due process of law;

(9) pass any bill of attainder or ex post facto law: or
(10) deny to any person accused of an offense punishable by im-

prisonment the right, upon request, to a trial by jury of not less
than six persons.

Pub.L. 90-284, Title II, § 202. Apr. 11, 1968, 82 Stat. 77.

§ 11303. Habeas corpus
The privilege or the writ of habeas corpus shall be available to any

person, in a court of the United States. to test the legality of his detention
by order of .n tribe
Pub.L. 90-284, Title II, § 203, Apr. 11, 1968. 82 Stat. 78.

§ 1311. Model code
The Secretary of the Interior is authorized and directed to recommend

to the Congtess, on or before July 1, 1968, a model code to govern the
administration of justice by courts of Indian offenses on Indian reserva-
tions. Such code shall include provisions which will (1) assure that any
individual being tried for an offense by a court of Indian offenses shall
have the same rights, pro...lieges. and immunities under the United States
Constitution as would he guaranteed any citizen cf the United States being
tried in a Federal cenrt for any similar offense, (2) assure that any in-
dividual being tried tor an offense by a court of Milan offenses will be
advised and made aware of ids rights under the United States Constitution,
and under any tribal constitution applicable to such indiiidual, (3) estab-
lish proper qualifications for the office of judge of the court of Indian
offenses, and (4) preside for the. establishing of educational classes for
the training of judges of courts of Indian offenses. In carrying out the
provisions of this subchaptrtr, the Secretary of the Interior shall consult
with the Indians, Indian tribes, and interested agencies of the United
States.
Puh.L. 90-284,, Title III, § 301, Apr. 11, 1968, 82 Stat. 78.

Leglalathe Illgtory. For lefrIgIntive 11;4 tpw U.S.Code Con. and Adm.News. p.
tore and putposo of Pub.L. 90-2:1, gee 1rr.-.
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223 APPENDIX D (2)

raC7RPTS FROM THE INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT

[Cli APT ER 5761
AN ACT

To conserve and develop Indian lands and resources; to extend to Indians the
right to form buiness and other ornanizatims; to etatiati,h a credit s) stem for
Indians to grant etrtain rights of horn, role to Indians; to provide for voca-
tionall education fur Indian,; and for o:ticr purtn.,,cs.

Be it enacted 1i the Senate and Howe of RepregentativeR of the
United States of -Imo rico in ConyetNs os.smided. That hereafter
no la ml of any Italian reervation. created or set apart by treaty or
agreement with the Indians, Act of Congress, Exeeative order. pur-
chase, or otherwise, shall lw allotted ill seNcralty to any Indian.

re. SEc. 2. The existing period: of trteat placed upon attv Indian
lands and any restriction, on alienation thereof .tre hereby extended
and continued until otherwise directed by Ctmgre:ts.

Restoration ot lands SEc. 3. The Secretary of the Interior, if he shall lind it to be into tribal owriers..:p.
the public interest, is hereby authorized to restore to tribal owner,
ship the remaining surplus lands of any Indian reservation hereto-
fore opened, or authorized to be opened. to sale. or any other form
of disposal by Pre,blentinl proclamation, or by any of the public-

Promos. land law: of the United State,: PmPided. howevrr,That valid rightsEgin valid rights
not anffecteg d. or Cla llts of any persons to any lands so withdrawn existing on the

date of the withdrawal shall not be affected by this Act : Provided
Lands reclamation fttrth, r, That this section shall not apply to lands within any recla-moods.

mation project heretofore authorized in any Indian re,ervation:

SEc. 4. Except as herein pros pled. no ,ale. de% ic. gift, exchange
or other transfer of restricted Indian land, or of -hares in the assetsof any Indian tribe or corporation ozamzed heennder. shall be
made or approved: Prorid< a'. hole( eel, "1 hat such 'mods or interest,
may. with the approval of the Secretory of the Interior. he ,old.devised, or otherN6se transferred to the Italian tribe in which tlm
lands or shares are locatI. or from %%hie!, the I...e s.iares were derived
or to a sneces,or corporation; and in al1 intances such lands or
interests shall descend Or be Ii 0.1,01. in accordance with the then
existing laws of the Sti:te. or Federal In w mre applicable, in
which said land: areIoented or in which the subject matter of the
corporation is located: to any member of such tribe or of such cor-
oration or any heirs of such member: /. 'pi/ride,/ iwthee. That the

k cretary of the Interior may ant horii- voluntary exchanges of
Ilands of equal value and tine vohintary t.,xeltange of ,hares of equal
value. N.vhenever such exchange, In his indalment. is expedient and

ibenefiend for or compatible ssith the proper con,olialation. of Indian
!lands and for the benefit of cooperative organiati, ns.

Sox. 5. The Secretary of the Interior i, hereby authorized, in hisdiscretion, to acquire throug-h pnrchn,e. retimplishment, gift.! exchange, or at,,ignment. any interest in lands. Water rights or sm.-
!, face rights to lands. within or without exist ing re,ervatiowa. includ-

ing trtit or otherwise restricted allotment whether the allot lee be
I livinv. or decea-ed. for the pu)Io.e of tom:dint/ land for Indians.

naaki
r ,

No transfers of ro
canted Indian ilnda,
etc . exception.

it ;en,
1..iraL3 may =mend

only to Ireltin tribe or
'IP Ce- e r tnrporstwn

etc., Esceorii.
tug to appliable

wan buy exchange.=
for proper conaollda
11 (101.

ontisitions, for pro.
%:t1Ing Inn& for In-
dians.
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SEC. 16. Any Indian tribe, or tribes, residing on the same reserva-
tion, shall have the right to organize for its common welfare, and
may adopt an appropriate constitution and bylaw:, which shall
become effective when ratified by a majority vote of the adult mem-
bers of the tribe, or of the adult Indians residirir. on swill oiservat ion,
as the case may be, at a special election anthori4ed and called by ilie
Secretary of the Interior finder such rule, awl regulations as lie
may prescribe. Such constitution and bylaws when ratified as afore-
said and approved by the Secretary of the Interior shall lie roocable
by an electron open to the same voters and conducted in the same

.wre.na...we provided. Amendments to the constitutionmanner as 1 ti

and bylaws may be ratified and approved by the Secretary in tho
same manner as the original constitution and bylaws.

In addition to all powers vested in ally Indian tribe or tribal
council by existing law, the constitution adopted by said tribe shall
also vest in such tribe or its tribal council the fallowing rights and
powers: To emplo,r legal counsel. the choice of Nom- el and fixing
of fees to be subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior;
to prevent the sale. disposition. lease. or encumbrance of tribal lands,
interests in lands, or other tribal assets without the of thu
tribe: and to negotiate 1% ith the Federal. Stnte, and local Go% ern- - ref t 'be
meas. The Secretary of the Interior shall advise hucli tribe or its Iola t?onttlimplated

Ellurzopri t ion etitribal council of all appropriation estimates or Federal projects for
the benefit of the tribe prior to the sulonis,ion of such c;:imates to the
Bureau of the lltulgct and the Congicss.

Indians requiing on
same rot.orytition may
°mature for common
welfare

Ellecti%e, when rat!
fled.

Revocation, amend
ruents, etc.

Additional powers
vested in trite,

hmter
',sue of. itieleti tt Sep. 17. The Secretary of the Interior may. upon petition by at

upon petition therefor least it of the adult Indians. i:"Ile a charter of incorporation
Pr nt to such txtbc steli chaitcy shall not become Opera-
IZaltne awn tonii,

lion precedent toner i ti c until ratified at a special election by a majority vote of the adult
non' HIndians ybl!, on the reservation. Such charter may convey to the

Power, conferre3. incorporated tribe the pmter to purchase, take by gift, or bequest,
or otla (mil, hold, manag-e. operate, and dispose, of property
of every desription, real and personal, including the power to pur-
chase restricted Indian land< ;Ind to issue in exchange therefor
interests in corporate proper ty, and such further powers as may be
incidental to the conduct of corporate business, not inconsistent with
law, but no authority shall be granted to sell, mortgage, or lease for

Revocation. a period exceeding ten years any of the land inehole71 in the limits
of the reservation. Anv charter so issued shall not be revoked or
surrendered except by Act of CoerTess,

Inapplicable to Teo- Sec. 1S. This Act shall out apply to any reservation wherein a
ervation rejecting prop-
osit ion. majority of the adult Indian:, voling at a special election duly called

by the Secretaiy of the Lite! mr, shall vote against its application.
It shall be the dirty of the Secretary of the Interior, within one
year after the pas-:ore and Approval of this Act, to call such an
election. w hicli election shall be held by secret ballot upon thirty
days' notice.

Term "Indus" de- 'SEC. 19. The term 'Indian ' as used in this Act shall include all

"Tribe."

"Adult Indians."

persons of Indian deent lop are members of any recognized Indian
tribe now under Federal jurisdiction, and all persons who are
descendants of such members w ho were, on June 1, 1931, residin,,a
within the present boundaries of any Indian reservation, and shall
further include all other poisons of one-half or nmre Indian blood.
For the purposes of this Act. Eskimo, and other aboriginal peoples
of Alaska shall be considered Indian,. The term tribe" wherever
used in this Act shall be co.isirmal to refer to any Indian tribe,
organized band. pueblo. or the Idi:if.s residing on one reservation.
The words " nook Indians where\ er used in this Act shall be
construed to refer to Indians It ho have attained the age of twenty.
one years.

Approved, June IS, 1934.
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::-ZOM PUBLIC LAN 280

§ 1360. State civil jurisdiction in actions to which Indians
are parties

(a) Each of the States or Territories listed in the following table
shall have jurisdiction over civil causes of action between Indians or
to which Indians are parties which arise in the areas of Indian coun-
try listed opposite the name of the State or Territory to the same ex-
tent that such State' or Territory has jurisdiction over other civil
causes of action, and those civil laws of such State or Territory that
are of general application to private persons or private property shall
have the same force and effect within such Indian country as they
have elsewhere within the State or Territory:

State or
Territory of Indian country affected

Alaska All Indian country within the Territory.
California All Indian country within the State
Minnesota All Indian country within the State, except the

Red Lake Reservation
Nebraska All Indian country within the State
Oregon All Indian country within the State, except the

Warm Springs Reservation
Wisconsir All Indian country within the State.

(b) Nothing in this section shall authorize the alienation, encum-
brance, or taxation of any real or personal property, including water
rights, belonging to any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or com-
munity that is hell in trust by the United States or is subject to a
restriction against alienation imposed by the United States; or shall
authorize regulation of the use of such property in a manner incon-
sistent with any Fe( lk rat iicaty, agreement, or statute or with any
regulation made pill -nant thereto; or shall confer jurisdiction upon
the State to adjudit.,te, in probate proceedings or otherwise, the own-
ership or right to po io^ of such property or any interest therein.

(c) Any tribal uidinance or custom heretofore or hereafter adopt-
ed by an Indian tribe, band, or community in the exercise of any au-
thority which it po,; es, shall, if not inconsistent with any ap-
plicable civil law of the State, be given full force and effect in the
deterrrinaEiun of civil causes of action pursuant to this Add-

d Aug. 15, 195n, c. 5n5, § .1, 67 Stat. 5S9, amended Aar. . °.4,, 1954, c.
910, § 2, GS Stat. 795; Aug. 8. 1958, Pub.', 83-613, § 2, 72 Stat. 545.

0 ;;?4)
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§ 1162. State jurisdiction over offenses committed by or
against Indians in the Indian country

(a) Each of the States or Territories listed in the following table
shall have jurisdiction over offenses committed by or against Indians
in the areas of Indian country listed opposite the name of the State
or Territory to the same extent that such State or Territory has
jurisdiction over offenses committed elsewhere within the State or
Territory, and the criminal laws of such State or Territory shall
have the same force and effect within such Indian country as they
have elsewhere within the State or Territory:

State or
Territory of Indian country affected

Alaska All Indian country within the Territory
California All Indian country within the State
Minnesota All Indian country within the State, ex-

cept the Red Lake Reservation
Nebraska All Indian country within the State
Oregon All Indian country within the State, ex-

cept the Warm Springs Reservation
Wisconsin All Indian country within the State

(b) Nothing in this section shall authorize the alienation, encum-
brance, or taxation of any real or personal property, including water

rights, belonging to any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or com-
Inunity that is held in trust by the L'itiied States or is subject to a
restriction against alienation imposed by the United States; or
shall authorize regulation of the use of such property in a manner
inconsistent with any Federal treaty, agreement, or statute or with
any regulation made pursuant thereto; or shall deprive any Indian
or any Indian tribe, band, or community of any right, privilege, or
immunity afforded under Federal treaty, agreement, or statute with
respect to hunting, trapping, or fishing or the control, licensing,
or regulation thereof.

(c) The provisions of sections 1152 and 1153 of this chapter shall
not be applicable within the areas of Indian country listed in sub-
section (a) of this section. Added Aug. 15, 1953, c. 505, § 2, 67 Stat.
388, and amended Aug. 23, 1954, c. 910, § 68 Stat. 795; Aug. 8, 1958,
Pub.L. 85-615, § 1, 72 Stat. 545.
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PUBLIC LAW 280 AIENDINTS

SUBCHAPTER III. -- JURISDIC'T'ION OVER CRIMINAL
AND CIVIL ACTIONS

1321. Assumption by State of criminal Jurisdiction Consent of
United States; force and effet t of criminal laws

(a) The consent ot the Int:ed States is hereby given to any State
not having jurisdiction 0%e: ciitninal offenses committed by or against
Indians in the areas of Ind tit country situated within such State to as-
StUne, with the consent of Ilia !Lilian tribe occupying the particular Indian
country or part thereof which could be affected by such assumption, such
measure of jut isdiction oer any or all of such offenses committed within
such In,! fan country or any part thereof as may be determined by such
State to the same a ...eat that sueli State has jurisdiction over any such
offense committed t 1..ewhere within the State, and the criminal laws of

each .;tfate snail hale tat ;lam.. force and t tea tell Indian country
Or part thereof as they ha .0 t kie.vhere v. Rhin that

Alienation, encumbrance, taautioa, and use of ptopertyi hunting,
trapping, or 1.1.4141.1=

ebb Nothing seetain sit ti aut,.etizt the toit nation, encum-
brance, or ta%alion of in leaf or personal property. including water rights,
belonging to any Indian or any Indian tube, band. or community that Is
held in trust by tht Uni:01 States or is sat.e ct to a restrietion against
alienation imposed by the United States; or shall aniholice regulation
of the use of suet i.ropett: in a manner inconsistent with any Federal
treaty, agreement. or statute -r with any rerulat:on made pursuant there-
to; or shall deprke any Indian or any Indian tribe. band, er community
of any right. privilege. or immunity afforded under Federal treaty, agree-
ment, or statute ulth respect to hunting, trapping, or fishing or the con-
trol, licensing, or regulatio3 thereof.
Pub.L. 90-284, Title IV, § 401. Apr. 11, 1968, 82 Stat. 78.

Leglautile Illstory. For legt1 iti bk tia`t S Code Coat; awl Adra.News. ptory and purpo.k: of Pub.L. t., ,:). wo 1-;:.

§ 1322. Assumption by Stato of civil jurisdictionConsent of United
States; force and effect of civil laws

(a) The consent of the United States 18 hereby given to any State not
hating jurisaietion over ckil ..tunes of action beineen Indians or to which
Indians are parties which arise in the are of Indian cuuntry situated
within such State to assume, with the consent of the tribe occupying the
particular Indian country or part thereot which would he affected by
such assumption, such ine3suro of jurisdiction over any or all such civil
causes of action arising within such Indian country or any part thereof
as may be determined by such State to the same extent that such State has
Jurisdiction ot er ether chil causes of action, and those civil laws of such
State that are of general application to private persons er private prop-
erty shall have the same force and effect within such Indian country or
part thereof as they have elsewhere within that State.

Alienation, encumbrance, taxation, use, and probate of property

(b) Nothing in this section shall authorize the alienation, encumbrance,
or taxation of any real or personal property, including water rights, be-
longing to any Indian or aay Indian tribe, baud, or community that is
held In trust by the United States or 13 subject to a restriction against
alienation imposed by the United States; or shall authorize regulation of
the use of such property in a mannet inconsistent with any Federal treaty,
agreement, or statute, or with any regulation made pursuant thereto; or
shall confer Jurisdiction upon the State to adjudicate, in probate proceed-
ings or otherwise, the ownership or right to possession of such property
or any interest therein.

Force and effect of tribal ordinances or custom.
(c) Any tribal ordinance or custom heretofoie or hereafter adopted

by an Indian tribe. hand, or community In the esereise of any authority
which it may posses shall. it not inconsistent with any applicable civil
law of the State, be given full force it141 effect in the determination of
civil causes of action pursuant to th4r.s:estO4n.
Pub.L. 90-284, Title IV, § 1021,s 1968, 82 Stat. 79.

UG
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APPENDIX E

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Indian Affairs

TRIBAL CONTRACTING GUIDELINES

Notice of Development

This notice is published in the exercise of authority delegated

by the Secretary of the Interior to the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs by 230 DM 2.

Notice is hereby given that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has

developed the following guidelines which will be used in contracting

with Indian tribes:

TRIBAL CONTRACTING GUIDELINES

SECTION I -- INTRODUCTION

Recently the Commissioner of Indian Affairs announced a course of

action designed to offer all Indian Tribes the opportunity to operate

Bureau programs to the extent possible under contracts. (Indian Tribe,

as used in these guidelines, means a Federally recognized Indian Tribe,

Community, Corporation, body, or organization, including like Native

entities in Alaska).

Since that announcement, questions have arisen concerning the extent

to which the Bureau can contract its programs to Indian Tribes and what

activities must be performed by the Government.

0243,
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The following guidelines are intended to define the degree to

which each program may be contracted to an Indian Tribe and to identify

parameters that will insure accomplishment of basic responsibilities.

They will provide a basis for initial discussions and for answering

basic questions for both Tribal and Bureau personnel relative to the self

determination concept. Although there may be a few instances that will

require specific review and interpretation, this presentation should

provide a common understanding of the policy and principles of Tribal

contracting of Bureau programs.

SECTIOr. II -- GENERAL

1. All Tribes will have been offered the opportunity to contract

with the Bureau to operate Bureau programs by the time these guidelines

are issued. In some instances, decisions may have been deferred pending

further study. It is incumbent on the Bureau staff to be fully conversant

with the contracting policy and procedures of the Bureau and the criteria

and limitations contained in these guidelines to provide proper advice and

guidance to Tribes in these matters.

2. When a Tribe has decided to undertake the operation of one or

more Bureau programs by contract, it shall develop a Plan of Operation.

This Plan will contain, as a minimun, the work requirements necessary to

assure adequate accomplishment of program objectives, staffing and staff

qualifications, and itemized estimate of costs.

The Plan of Operation may be developed independently by the Tribe;

or, assistance and guideance may, if requested, be furnished by appropriate

0242 11
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Bureau personnel.

3. The Plan of Operation and a Tribal resolution expressing the

Tribe's desire to contract will then be forwarded through appropriate

channels to the Contracting Office for consideration. The Contracting

Cff-Ice will obtain.. technical review and evaluation from appropriate

program staff prior to taking action on the Tribe's Plan of Operation,

and legal review as considered by the Contracting Office to be appropriate.

Prior to approval cf any contract with a Trite that may affect terms and

conditions of Bureau employment, the Contracting Office through appropriate

channels shall meet with such labor organizations as may be the exclusive

representative(s) of employeesswho would be adversely affected by such

approval and, in accordance with the requirements of Executive Order 11491,

as amended, shall consult with such labor organization(s) as to the reasons

for contracting the program contellated.

4. vaximum Tribal input will be effected during the contract planning

and development stages-. After the contract is signed, however, the

contractor, as in any other contract, will be required to comply with the

provisions of the contract. Any proposed changes to contracted activities

will he fully dicsusced by the contractor and Bureau personnel. All

modifications to the contract require formal approval of the Contracting

Officer.

5. The Bureau if remoonsiVle for insuring that fumis allocated to

its programs are used properly and effectively and therefore will closely

review the financial management of all contracts. Tribal contraotors will

0243
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be expected to utilize sound business practices and will be required to

maintain an accounting system in accordance with generally accepted

accounting principles and standards. Tribes may request and expect

assistance and guidance from Bureau personnel in developing appropriate

accounting systems.

Tribes will be subject to the same fiscal limitations as are imposed

ln the Bureau.

F. All activitier contracted for pursuant to these guidelines shall

be subject to any Burz'au approvals required bylaw or regulation whether

not spenificolly mentioned herein.

7. Tacilities, equipment and records now being used to carry out

any program by the Bureau may be made available, as Government furnished

property (G-P), to a Tribe which undertakes the program under contract,

when authorized by law and arprcved by the Bureau. The standard (1FP

Clause shall be incorporated in applicable contracts.

8. 7se e GSA support is allowable with cost-reimbursement contracts.

Ordering of supplies from General Services Administration (GSA) stores shall

h.:: in accordance with I3A Regional Office policy.

Ordering of equipment, materials, and supplies from a Federal Supply

Seriiz.e contractor is at the supplier's option.

GSA vehicle use must be approved on an individual contract basis by

ISA aegional Office.

9. The Bureau can contract with a Tribe, an association of Tribal

bodies, a Tribal corporation, or any other legal entity organized by Tribes.

ono
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When an associatiGa c2 Tribal bodies, tribal corporation, or other

recognized Tribal organization does wish to contract, the Bureau may

contract with such body, corporation m organization with the consent of

the Tribe or Tribes affected.

CECTION III -- PROGRAMS SUITABLE -OR CONTRACTING

A. FDUCATION AND TRAININ.:

1. School Operations. All functions related to school operations

can be contracted, either as a total school or by unit components, such as

rood services, pupil transportation, maintenance, or residential living.

Detailed guidelines - including planning, eligibility, limitations,

fiscal and program auditing requirements, technical assistance available,

a sample proposal and procedural steps - are contained in 20 BIAM 6,

dated April 24, 2972.

Requirements and limitations:

(a) Educaticn programs shall meet or exceed established State

standards;

(b) Transportation equipment and personnel shall meet applicable

licensing and safety standards;

(c) nod service facilities shall be inspected periodically by an

appropriate Heal'h Service Authority and maintained in an

anceTtabl condition;

(d) Fear' service shall conform with the minimum nutritional require-

ments pr' scribed by 7,.S. Department of Agriculture and/or the

State Donartment of Education; and
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(e) Pupil attendance shall conform to established State or tribal

standards.

Waivers for these and other requirements are authorized by 20 BIAM 6

and can be made by the Bureau when formally requested by the contractor

and professionally justified as to the educational soundness for the

exceptions.

2. Supplementary Education Programs. Any Elementary and Secondary

education Act (P.L. 93-380) project component which may be performed by a

Tribe shorld be identified by the Bureau in consultation with the Tribal

officials during the project planning stage and designed for performance

under contract.

Requirements and limitations: When supplementary education projects

are approved and funds allocated therefor, it becomes the responsibility

of the Bureau to insure that the project is carried out as approved.

Tribes contracting to perform such projects will be expected to fulfill

this obligation.

3. Career Development. Tribes may contract for the total

administration of a Scholarship Program or may limit its service to

recommendations to the Bureau for selection of eligible grantees and

determination of amount of grant, and student counseling.

grants may be made directly to the student by the Bureau on advice

frori the Tribe, or from funds provided to the Tribe for distribution to

the students on approval by the Contracting Officer of a request supported

by names and amunt.

o
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acquirements and limitations: Scholarship grants will be made on the

basis of criteria contained in 62 BIAN 5. There will be strict accounting

fer all grant funds, including refunds from schools in case of dropout.

4. Adult Vocational Training fAVT) and Direct Employment Programs.

All direct elements oP AVT and Direct Employment Programs can be performed

under contract with Tribes including placement services, joo ccunseling,

relocation assistance, and other duties connected with finding employment

and establishing the client in a job and in the new envircnment.

5. Aid to Public Schools. Such contracts may be made for determination

of need; developing, in cooperation with cchoci officials and the Indian

TAucation Committee(s), a program to satisfy such needs; and monitoring the

program, as provided in 25 CPR 33.

3. CCII4UNITY SERVICES

Social Serwices. All operational components of the Social Services

element can be contracted with Tribes. Administration of this program

will include counseling for recipients of servicec and monitoring of

fester hcmc and institutional care. The same budgetary standards used by

the State welfare agency for State public as:sista:Ice programs are used to

determine the indi7idualls or Panily's acsistance needs.

;:rants may he made direct l;; to eligible recipient:, by the Bureau on

advice from the Tribe, or from funds provided *o the Tribe for distribution

to eligible recipients or approval by the Ccntracting ("facer of a request

supported by names and amounts.

024?
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Requirenent: When no official Tribal Standards have been adopted, the

standards established Iv the State for foster homes and foster care should

be observed in so far as possible, taking into consideration the

preservation of Indian life styles peculiar to the geographical location.

C. LAW rx-..onr.mENT

1. Detention Center Operations. Contracts for the operation of

detention centers shall, require full consideration for the safety, health

and protection of individual rights of all inmates.

Standards oP health, safety, and sanitation will be determined by

joint agreement between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Public Health

Service in consultation with Tribal officiai.s.

Personnel must meet qualification and physical standards prescribed

by applicable codes and regulations.

Facilities must be kept in a good state or repair.

2. Enforcement Services. This program involves the furnishing of

uniPormed police officers and all equipment necessary to provide

investigation, enforcement and protection services, subject to local

conditions of jurisdiction and State and Federal law where applicable.

Policemen most Ix. adequately trained, physically fit and meet

rigid moral ctandarC's not less than those required for Bureau employed

policemen.

Contracts may not be entered tnto Por enforcement services where

Coerts of Indian Offenses (25 CPR) are provided.
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1. Housing Improvement Program. A Tribe may contract for the

Bureau Housing Improvement Program for the total program which may

encompass the selection of houses for repair, determination of extent

of repair and performance of the work.

Requirement and 'imitations: Houses selected for repair and the

letermination of the extent of repair shall conform with Bureau standards.

2. Ho.:s!.ng Development. This program may be contracted,

E. ROAD MAINTENANCE FAO:PANS

Road maintenance programs can be contracted with Tribes.

tequirt-ments and limitations: Xaintenance is limited to roads listed

on the Indian :roads Systnms Map.

F. COMMERCIAL I-EVE:ATM=

1. Credit an-: Financing. The only element in the Credit Program

which may be contracted with Tribes is the furnishing of management and

technical assistance to lean and grant recipients and the maintenance of

a Credit Office where applicants could recd ve advice on credit programs,

make appli^ation, and to counseled on procedures and the responsibilities

of a loan recipient.

Requiremertc and limitations: Approval and administration of loans

must be performed by the Pureau.
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C-mnercial Enterprise -)evelopment. Most operational components

o' this activity nay be contracted with the exception of the financial

assistance portion a" the Enterprise Development Activity made under

provisions o' Title 17 of the Indian Financing Act of 1974,

c:ECTIOM 7; -- PROGRAMS NOT =TABLE. OR PARTIALLY SUITABLE, 7OR CONTRACTING

A. TCST SERVICES

1. Real Estate Services cannot. be contracted except for appraisals

function5.

Indian Trust. and Programs cannot be contracted.

3. Forestry Management cannot be contracted as a program; however,

c,trtain work elements such as tree planting and thinning can be contracted

cn s project basic.

4. Range Management cannot be contracted as a program; however;

work elements such as development cf range use plans, operation

a= maintenance projects, fencing and miscellaneous technical services

can bu contracted on a project basis.

Approval of carrying or Fazing capacity, establishing grazing fee

rates and executing grazing permits are key protective functions required

by the trust responsibilities of the Secretary.

TVST PACILITATIM

1. Soil and MoisLure Conservation. Frograms cannot be contracted

a program but operational elements such as land use investigation and

planning, soil stabilization SIV2 improvement, water and resource management,

11.
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operation and maintenance, and miscellaneous technical services can be

contracted on a project basis.

2. Irrigation Oporatio and Maintenance Programs can be contracted

(except for collectlon af and accounting for funds).

3. Environmental Quality Frograms may not be contracted as a program;

however, certain work elements such as initial surveys and assembly of

statements may be contracted on a project basis.

SECT:0:: V -- PaCJECTC SIUTABLE FOR CUNTRACTIN3

(Contract Cpportunitiee of a Project !:atur.:, as Distinguished
From Prot ram: C*rations,

In S.,ctirns TI1 and IV, mention wan made cf some of the project type

contract opportunities which Indian Tribes may wish to undertake. This

is a summary, act act inclusive, demonstrative of such projects:

1. Conztruction projects including roads, buildings, building repair

and improvement, dams, irrigation structures.

2. Tree planting, thinning.

3. Studies and investigations of various types.

Y. Safety prono'ion and instructions.

5. Training projects.

6. Conprehcnsive plans.

7. Tribal membership ro115,

3. Mapping and nescurms overlays.

9. Special education programs.
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10. Soil and Moisture Conservation projects such as seeding, brush

clearing, erosion control practice.

11. Industrial development projects.

12. Building and facilities maintenance.

SECTION VI -- FUNCTIONS NOT SUITABLE FOR CONTRACTING

The following cannot be considered as contractable items:

I. A position, such as the Agency Superintendent or Reservation

Programs Officer.

2. Finance or budget functions which involve decisions connected

with the integrity of an accountingffor funds.

3. Functions with primary responsibility for accounting for, control

of, and general management of Government property.

4. Courts Indian Offenses,

5. Vunctaons of Area or Agency Speciaa Officer.

Interested members of the Nblic may submit written comments and

suggestions on these tribal contracting guidelines to the Director

of Administration, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1951 Constitution Avenue,

N. W., Washington, D. C. 20245, within 30 days after the date of publica-

tion of this notice in the Federal Register. The comments and suggestions

submitte6 will be considered and the guidelines revised as needed.

These guidelines will be issued as a new Supplement 1 to Part 20

of the Bureau De Indian Affairs lilanual and will become e£fective on

the date the supplement is sign &. CopiEs *4' the, supplement will be.

.C252
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distributed to ','ederally recognized Indian tribes. In addition, the

Bureau manual and its supplements are available for inspection by Indian

tribes and other members of the public at the Bureau's Agency, Area and

Central Office locations.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs
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APPENDIX F

This s-c.tinn of the Ft nrnAi. REGISTER contains nrmccs to the public of the proposed issuance of rules and regulations. The purpose of
these notices is to give interested persons an opportunity to participate in the rule making prior to the adoption of the final rules.

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
Internal Revenue Service

[ 2G CFR Part 1 ]
INCOME TAX

LimitaCons on Carrjovers of Unused
Credits and Ca;ilal Losses

Correct:on
In the con ect:on appearing in the first

column at page 38906 in the issue of
Monday, November 4, 1974, in line three
the reference to "October 18, 1974,"
should read "October 16, 1974."

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Bureau of Indian Affairs

[ 41 CFR Palts 1411-1, 14H-3, 14H-30 ]
CONTRACTINC; WITH INDIAN TRIBES

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Ner..v.thca 4, 1974.

Chapter 1411 of 41 CFR was published
Ar ginning on page 13039 of the August
26, 1969, FEDERAL REGISTER (38 FR 13659)
and subsequently amended. Chapter 1411
contains the Bureau of Indian Affairs

ocurement Re;:tulations (BIAPR).
Notice is hei cby given that it is pro-

posed to amend Chapter 14H of Title 41
of the Code of Federal Regulations by
adding a new § 14H-1 270 to Subpart
14H-1.2 of Part 1411 -1: by adding a new
Part 14H-3 with new Subparts 14H-3.2,
14H-3 3, and 14H-3 8; and by adding a
new Part 14H-30 with new Subparts
1411-30 2 and 1411 -30.4. This amendment
is pi eposed pursuant to the authority
contr.ined in the Act of Nos c inber 2. 1921.
Ch 115, 42 Stat. 208 t 25 USC. 13) : 41
CFR 14-1.008; and section 23 of the Act
of June 25. 1910 (36 Stat. 861, as
amended; 25 USC. 47). The impose of
the amendment is to provide greater case
in covtiacting with Indian tribes and to
define reservation programs, Indian rcs-
ei;ation. Indian tribes, and Indian
tribal contractor.

It is the policy of the Douartment of
the Interior, whenever practicable to
afford the public an opportunity to par-
ticipate in the rulemaking process. Ac-
re): dingly, interested poisons may submit
11 I; en con-dc.ents. sug6c,tions, or objec-
tions iccai ding the pi oposed amendment
to the Director of Administration, Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs. 1951 Constitution
Avenue NW.. Washington. D.C. 20245, on
or before December 9., 1974.

It iz; proposed to amend Chapter 14H
of Title 41 of the Code of Fedei al Regula-
tions as

PART 14H-1GENERAL Subpart 1411 -3.2Circurastances Permitting
Negotiation

1. By adding E. new § 14H-1.270 to Sec.
Subpart 14H-1.2 of Part 14H-1, to read 14H-3.210 Impractical to secur
as follows: competition by forma

advertising.
14H-3 215 Otherwise authorized b

law.
14H-3.215-70 Buy Indian Act.

§ 1 111 -1.270 Definitions and ternic per-
t.' g to tontracts Hitt' Indian
tribes.

j I 111-1.270-1 Ffcsenation program.
"Reservation program" means all or'

any part of a program for operating res-
ervation activities that could be per-
formed by an Indian tithe as determined
by the Commissioner and/or authorized
by law.
§ 1111-1.270-2 Indian re.cr. a I ion.

"Indian reservation" means all Indian
reser% ations, former Indian reservations
in Oklahoma. and lands occupied by
other Indian groups and by Alaska Native
communities, including all or any part
of any of the twelve regions in Alaska
established pursuant to the Alaska Na-
tive Claims Settlement Act (85 Stat. 688),
that are recognized by the Secretary, or
his designee.
§ 1111-1.270-3 Indian tribe.

"Indian tribe" means any Indian tribe,
band, nation, or other organization or
community,, which is recognized as eligi-
ble for the special programs and services
provided by the United States to Indians
because of their status as Indians, and
includes village corporations, regional
corporations, and Native associations
provided for or recognized by the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act (85 Stat.
688).
§ 1111-1.270-4 Indian Irila.11 contractor.

"Indian tribal contractor" means the
tribal governing body of an Indian tribe
as defined in § 14H-1.270-3 of this chap-
ter,, any public non-profit type corpora-
tion approved by an Indian tribal
govei ning body which serves as a gov-
ernmental instrumentality of an Indian
tribe, or any organization legally estab-
lished by one or mole Indian tribal gov-
erning bodies for the benefit of their
respective members which is controlled
and operated by these Indian tribal gov-
erning bodies.

PART 141-1-3PROCUREMENT BY
NEGOTIATION

2. By adding a new Part 1411-3 con-
sisting of Subparts 14H-3.2, 14H-3.3, and
14H-3 8, to read as follows:

Subpart 14H-3.3Determinations, Findings, an
Authorities

14H-3.301 General,
Subpart 14H-3 8Price Negotiation Policies

and Techniques

14H-3.807 Pricing techniques.
14H-3.807-2 Requirement for price o

cost analysis.
14H-3.807-3 Cost or pricing data.

Aurtfoarw Act of November 2, 1921. Ch
115, 42 Stat 208 (25 USC. 13); 41 CFR 1
1 008; sec. 23, Act of June 25. 1910 (36 Sta
861, as amended; 25 U.S.C. 47).

Subpart 14H-3.2Circumstances
Permitting Negotiation

§ 1411-3.210 Impractical to secure coot
petition by formal ads crtising.

Indian reservation programs can b
performed successfully only by an India
tribal governing body or by an entity ap
proved by such a body. Therefore, a con-1
tract for an Indian reservation progiarn
will be made only with an Indian tribal'
contractor as defined in § 14H-1.270-4 or
this chapter.,
§ 1111-3.215 Othemisc authorized b

law.
§ 1111-3.215-70 Buy Indian Art.

Section 23 of the Act of Jine 23, 19101
(36 Stat. 861; 25 U.S.C. 47) iefeired to
as the Buy Indian Act permits negotia-1
tion of contracts with Indians to the ex-1
elusion of non-Indians, and. when.used,1
should be cited in the contract docu-;
ment.

Subpart 14H-3.3Determinations,
Findings, and Authorities

§ 1111-3.301 General.
The following class determination and

findings apply to all contracts and con-1
tract modifications entered into with an
Indian tribal contractor as defined in'
§ 14H-1.270-4 for the performance of re-
serration programs and authorize nego-i
tiation without competition. This section;
shall be cited on all contracts entered
into with an Indian tribal contractor as
defined in § 14H-1.270-4 of this chapter.!

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

DETERMINATIONS AND FINDINGS

ATTItioarrY TO NEGOTIATE A CLASS OF CONTRACTS

Eased upon the fol:oalug findings PTA
dotermInationS, the class of contracts or
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inav he
v )1'10,1t pnrsun C .1(c) (!0) and
by l 1 '1 210 of Pie re term
k,, L' -4. by .my contraLing

Findings
(a) The Ilurc iu of holt-in Affairs. thronzli

is t .rtus cont..irtIng officers, propocd to
(:iter I. to (1 Li"' Lt.,' by zico'i it ton w it Ibitit
c 011,1,11.1,1 1.01.1.11,1011,/.1.1,11Cl. of pro,,i tus
twit the fur/11.1)11-1g of ser ices from Iwnan
tribal r,..tractors, residing on Indian res-
in

(b) N.it loyal polies proclaims that Indian
trines be oven an eyvn-tunity fcr self-de-
t. rilithition In resolving the many facets
that ptrt tin to their well being Contract-
ing s,ith tribal go% erninents for the per-

of sarious pro:rins and for the
g of sartous kinds of services Is

one im t'uxt to.< ard the accompli Arnica of
that ; .411 Accor.14rigl) it is tho p..iicy of the
fA;..rtut<<it or the nnerior that tho Bureau
of Tr 1.111 Affairs through Its various field
eL.tabli,hincrits allow and encourage tribal
got ernments to enter Into contracts with the
Bur. au of Indian Affairs for the performance
of Ind an reser% at ion prmains.

(c) It is not emu:tic/se to ludian self-
(let( cr feasible to loin:ally adver-
fl-e or to attain competition for the per-
fur:mince of programs or the furnishing of
strvices by contract on an Im :'iian IL:els:Mon
whim the progrrini or services fall in the cate-
gory of ther e that could be perfo: riled by an
Indian tribal cmtractor for Its members
with the gm. erning body of the 1:inn tribe
or such other or,;anization est anhthed by
the g.Jcrntri,g boric: of one or se% eral Indiln
tribes.

(4) Contracts Indian tribal cont: ic-
to-s for time performance of sario;:s pro-
grams or for the furnishing of various kinds
of rers lees on Indian reamer ations are con-
tracts for which It is hereby determined to
bo iopractle:.ble to obtain competition and
therefore such contracts with Indian tribal
contractors for the performance of Indian
reservation prozrams shall of necessity be
nevtiated without regard to competition as
authorized by 1 1-3 210 of the Federal Pro-
curement fte&ulatIons.

Subpart 14H-3.8-Price Negotiation
Pot:eies and Techniques

§ 1 111-3.30 7 Pricing techniques.
§ 1111-3.807-2 Requirement for price

ur 1.11.t 11.1.11.),14)

E,.ctpt for initial contracts or other
egrecinents for the ptrformar.ce of ie.er-
tation progn,ms. the ncluirements of
§ 1-3 807-2 are optional with contracting
officer:, w hen contracting t<ith an Indian
tril,a1 contractor pursuant to Subpart
1411-3.2 when a plan of operation has
laten presented and accepted.
§ 1111-3.30 7-3 Coo or pricing data.

E'.cept for initial contracts or other
ag: cements for the performance of reser-
vation programs. the requirements of

1-3 807-34a) are optional with the con-
tracting officer w hen an Indian tribal
coutractur is ins olted pi11.113nt to Sub-
Pal t, 14H-3 2 if the initial plan of opera-
tion contains itemized etiznates of costs.

PART 1411 - -30-- CONTRACT FINANCING

3. By adding a new Part 19H-30 con-
sisting of Subparts 14H-30.2 and I4H-
30 4, to read as follows:

- 214.2 -

Pr.0:- SED r1JL1S

Sii.pnt I tit Policies

we
1411 30 213 Financial information and

Is.
1111-30 214 A; print° information-pur-

p<'-

'1.1.1<3

§ 1 111-30.10 t St.onlard,.iniolintsii, rd.
An advance painent to an ImIlan

trilil contractor, as (kilned In § 1411-
1 270 4. is an exception under § 1-30. -
401(b).

I i ll - 3a.214 -1 cai flow foli.car.t. and
icd finrnclai ct ,tetnents.

1 30 ',I 12 re .r tic a. umptions.
1111- 30214 -3 '1.1 iltd profit and 1,4;:s state-

. 11.11.5 and bat once :sheets.

ifir,irt 14,1-33.4-Advance Payments
,1 .4-30 403

.11-30 404
1411-30 406

1411-30 410

1411-30 411

Ill! 30 112
1411-30 114

Interest.
it anihird.; -a mon n to -need.
Rc5donsibillty--delegation of

nut hov ity.
I'Iurlings, determinations, and

authorisations.
Application for advance pay-

ment.
Ardon by c.,iity.ctlilL; c

A.:; :neut. for ri,,Cm it 1 1:11: oc-
c<.unt and contract provi-
sions.

1411-30 414-1 Form of nrectnent for special
bank account.

1411- 30.411-2 Contract provisions for advance
payments.

Aortionwr. Act of November 2. 1'21. Ch.
11 5, 42 Etat 208 (25 U.S C. 13): 41 c.: R 14-
1 003; FCC. 23, Act of June 25, 1910 (36 Stat.
801, as emended; 25 U S C. 47).

Sul: ; :at 14H-30.2-Basic Policies
§ 1111- 30.213 Financial isiforruation

and anabsis.
The iequIrements of § 1-30.213 are

v.ith the contracting officer
w 11:n ce:::acting with an Indian tribal

pursuant to SuI:pait 14H-3.2
%.h..n a ;I. n of cpc ration has been pre-
sented and c:ccepted.
§ 1 11!-10.21 1. Appropriate informa-

tion-pnrpo es.
The requirements of § 1-30 214 are

optional with the contracting officer
when contracting with an Indian tribal
contractor pursuant to Subpart 1411-3.2.

§ I 111-30.214-1 Ca.li flow forecast and
estimated financial statements.

The requirements of § 1-30.214-1 are
optional with the contracting officer
when contracting with an Indian tribal
contractor pursuant to Subpart 14H-3 2.
§ 1 Ill-30.214-2 Realistic assumptions.

The requirements of § 1-30.214-2 are
optional with the contracting officer
when contracting with an Indian tribal
contractor pursuant to Subpart 141'-
3.2.

§ 1 1:1 -30 211-3 Estimated profit and
Inns stall men1s and balance sheets.

The requii einents of § 1-30.214-3 are
optional with the contracting officer when
contracting with an Indian tribal con-
tractor pursuant to Subpart 1411-3.2.

Subpart 14H-30.4-Advance Payments
§ 1 111-30.103 Interest.

Advance payments made under non-
profit contracts to Indian tribal contrac-
tors, individual Indians and other Indian
organizations will not require the pay-
ment of interest.

§ 1 111-30.106 Ilevon.sibility-elc.legalion
of authority.

Authority to make advance payments
not to exceed $230,000 to Indian tribal
contractors and other Indians who oper-
ate a totally Indian owned and controlled
non-profit business and who qualify for
contracts with the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs shall be exercised by the Area Direc-
tors. Advance payments shall be made
based upon written findings, determina-
tions and authority as provided for in
§ 1-30.905 that the making of the ad-
vance pyaments is in the public interest
and that adequate financing cannot be
obtained elsewhere. The advance pay-
ment clause in § 14H-30.414-2 shall be
referred to in the determinations, find-
ings, and authority and shall he incorpo-
rated into the contract.

1 111- 30.119 Findings, determinations,
and authorizations.

The following is format of the Find-
ings, Determinations, and Authorization
for advance payment for use with con-
tracts with Indian tribal contractors and
other Indians who operate a totally
owned and controlled non-profit busi-
ness and who have contracts with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. A copy of the
Findings, Determinations, and Authori-
zation shall be inserted in the contract
file.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS A:Fa Anrisoa-
IZATION FOR ADVANCE PATMENr

FINDINGS

1. I hereby find that:
a The Bureau of Indian Affairs 'has en-

tered (intends to enter) Into a contract as
tadicated below. (Use-appropriate language).
Type of Contract: (Indicate type).
Amount of Contract: (State amount).
Contractor: (Indicate name of contractor).
Purpose: (Give description of contract).
Contracting Office: (Give name of contract-

ing office).
b. (Note to Contracting 0:Ticer: Summar-

ize the specific facts and significant circum- .
stances concerning the contract and the
contractor, which, together with the other
findings, will clearly support the _determi-
nation below).

c. An advance payment has been requested
by the contractor and Is required for prompt
and efficient performance of the services un-
der this contract which will be of benefit to
the Bureau, No means of adequate financing
other than by an advance payment are avail-
able to the Contractor.

d. The attached advance payment clause
that will be Included In the contract con-
tains appropriate provisions for the protcc-
tin of the Ow:eminent as security for the
advance payment. These include provisions
that the advance payment(s), and all prog-
ress and final contract payments made, will
be deposited In a speciol bank actount, and
that the Government v.111 have a paramount
lien upon (1) the credit balelsce In the spe-
cial bank account, (2) anyesupplies con-
tracted fore and (3) any material or property
acquired for tile performance of the contract.

f:rEant EI31570, VOL. 39, NO. 217-P1aAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1974
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.;1.- OSED RULES

c rrurity pic,%1 of the . kine
p t e that utll be wed arc tht d
.,, %. e.

f. lit (Ant e of the lack of (Ina 1,-111 re-
on.e 1. the Co.tra...tor h not in a p IlkH1

r I, .tt a.id h.,tild nut be C har, rd
ua 1.e ad% ance pay inent (s).

g The Iltireau Is commated to help dc-
t( lop Indma organizations to attain finan-
cial mainz,crial %lability.

DI I LRMINATIONS

2 rpon the forcjoitig findings, I hereby
.:1.11ne that the making of an athance

,:nent(s) without payment of interest..
es.,cpt as prodded In th attached ad% ance

yinent clause that v.111 be included in the
contract, Is In the public interest.

AUTHORIZATION

Upon the findings and determination
st Red Acr.e, an ads mice ply trent not to ex,
et. d t'v pIlount stated below is hereby 311-
t),,r,ze/ piir.alant to 41 U SC. 255 UpPll
k rills ,a1 eviniltions as contained in the ad-
%./4,ce ;Jay ment clause to be included In the
contract. a copy of which Is attached there-
to. The amount of the aehance payment(s),
at any P,ne outstanding, shall not exceed
the unimiti contract price nor the contrac-
tr,rs e *iniated Interim needs arising during
the rc t cycle. Amount of act% ance
pxy met.t, I hall not exceed thirty (30) per-
cent of the coatraet amount including any
modification.

Signature:
Title-
Date:

§ I 11(-30. 1 1 Application for ad% ance
pa) nit :It.

Paiao,raphs ia), (dl, and (e) of § 1-
20 41 1 ale cptional with the contracting
of7,cer tt hen contracting with vn Indian
tribal contractor pursuant to Subpart
14H-3 2.
§ 1 111 - 30.119 Iclion by contracting

oi°rccr.
Paragraphs (c) and (d) of § 1-30 412

me optional v.ith the contracting officer
then contracting with an Indian tribal
contractor pursuant to Subpart 14H -3.2.
§ 1411-30. Il 4. Agreement for special

account and contract prod -ions.
§ 1 111 -30. 11 1-1 Form of agreement for

special twills account.
For all advance payments made to In-

dian tribal contractors and other Indians
uho operate a totally owned and con-
trolled non-profit business, the bourn of
agreement and modification given in
paragraphs (a)-(d) of this section should
be used.

(a) The following is the form of agiee-
ment for a special bank account for ad-
vance payments:

AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL BANK ACCOUNT
FOR ADVANCE PATMLNT(S)

(1) This agreement entered into between
the United States of America, hereinafter
called the "Ger. ernment." Contractor, and

each rip.e;ented by the officials exe-
cuting this a .,eement.

(2) The d'eueriiinent and the Connector
entered into the Contract(s) or Supplemen-
tal A,;reement(g) thereto. prodding for the
Inat..log of nthanee payments) to the Con-
tractor Copy of the achance payment clause
included In the contract is attached to and
made a part Of this agreement.

11) The 1t.i p ',went itil c n(liics
th.d to the C.,nti actor
he p 1,01 In , A,,utillt at a
11 roll.' r b r of the red( :al Hi" ene
F., ....in or airy insured' bald. v ithin the

liwg of the t u, aunt; the T", demi 1)e-
1n ram e CorpOra.lon (Art of Au-

1,11<t 23. 1015. 49 Stat G81. as amended: 12
S C 1,61). epar ite from the Contractor's

le ural or other funds. and, the Bank being
such a b tnk. tl.e p.irtles (11 e %Me to so
dell -,1(1 aMounts %% ith the flank.

hank Account shall be
de ignited as indicated in paragraph (7) of
this aLiec went

(3) In con,idelation of the foicgoing, and
for other Lood rind valu..ble considerations,
it Is agreed that

(I) The Government shall have n lien upon
the credit balance In said account to secure
the !way inent of all rid% allee payments made
to the Contractor. which lien shall be superior
to any hen or chLn of the bank with re,pcct
to such account.

(il) The Bank will be bound by the provi-
sions of the advance payment clause relating
to the deposit in and withdrawal of funds
from the Special Bank Account, but shall not
be responsible for the use of funds with-
dray.n from said account. Upon receipt by
the Bank of written directions of nny kind
front the Contracting 0:11cer, or from the
duly anthori7ed representative of the Con-
tracting Office. pertaining to the use of the
funds In the Special Bank Account upon De-
partment of the Interior, Bureau of Indian
Affairs stationery and purporting to be
signed by the Contracting Officer or the Con-
tracting Off.cer's authorized representative,
the Bank shall act thereon and insofar as
the rif:hts. duties, and liabilities of the Bank
ale concerned, the written directions shall be
conclusively deemed to have been properly
issued and filed ulth the Bank by the De-
pai tment of the Interior, Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

(III) The Go% ernment. or its authorised
representatives, rhall hat e access to the books
and records maintained by the Bank with
respect to the Special Bank Account at all
reasonable times and for all reasonable pur-
poses, Including (but ulthout limiting tho
generality thereof) the inspection or copying
of such books and records and any and all
memoranda, checks, correspondence or docu-
ments appertaining thereto. Such books and
records shall be preserved by the Bank for
a period of six (6) years niter the closing
of the Special Bank Account,

(4) In the event of the service of any writ
of attachment. levy of execution. or com-
mencement of garnishment proceedings with
iespect to the Special Bank Account, the
Bank will promptly notify the Contracting
Officer.

(5) The Bank, Contractor, and Govern-
ment. by executing this ngreement. are
hound by all of the provi,lons contained In
the ad% ance payment clause attached. which
Is made a part of the contract.

(6) The contract number and purpose of
the contrnct(s) or supplemental agree-
ment(s) referred to r.bove are as follows:

( The Special Bank Account shall be des-
ignated as 'SPECIAL BANK ACCOUNT
NUMBER Bureau of Indian Affairs.

IN WITNESS WHI-TI F.01.. the pat ties hereto
have mused this agreement to be executed
as of the date and year written below:
Date 19:
CONTRACTOR

Name:,

N..ine ille of Pei re.,entati%

Complete M: ding Address:

BANK

Names

Name & Title of Representatite:

Complete Mailing Address:

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Indian Affairs:,

Complete Mailing Address:

Name and Title of Contracting Officer:

(b) The following instructions apply
to the form of agreement shown in para-
graph (a) of this section:

(1) Under paragraph (6) of the agreement,
state the contract number and describe the
purpose of the contract In brief but sufficient
detail to convey a general understanding of
its nature. If the contract uses a descriptive
title to designate its purpose. that descrip-
tion should be used.

(2) Insert, In the blank space in paragraph
(7) of the agreement, the number assigned
by the Bank as the Account Number for the
"Special Bank Account."

(3) The agreement should be dated on the
date It Is signed by the Contracting Officer.

(4) The complete mailing address of the
bank Is necessary as the adsance pay ment
check and all progress payment checks will be
mailed to the hank The zip code-is required.

(5) The Contracting Ogicer should not
sign the agreement until autbority to make
the adsance payment has been obtained.

(e) The following Is the form of modi-
fication of an agreement for a special
bank account for advance payments:

AGREEMENT YOR SPECIAL BATHE ACCOUNT

Modification Number
(1) The Agreement for Special Bank Ac-

counted dated , 19__, Is modified as fol-
lows:

(2) The contract number and the purpose
of the contract Is as follows:

(3) The Special Bank Account number is
indicated as follows:

IN WITNESS WHLREOF, the parties hereto
hate caused this modification to be executed
ns of the date and year written below.
Date 19_
Name of Contractor Name of Bank

Signature
By

Name and Title of
Contractor's

Representative
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By

Name and Title of
Bank's

Representative



Chit i ItSFA 114 eir ;011 RICA
Acting Tin, ugh

The Bureau of Indian Affairs

By
Silotriture

Name and Title of Contracting Officer

(d) The follota lug instructions apply
to the form of modification of an ag1ee-
'tient shown In paragraph (C) of this sec-
tion:

(I) The date of the original Agreement for
rperial Bank Account should be indicated
in the first line of paragraph (I) of the modi-
fication.

(2) Under paragraph 2 of the modification,
state the contract number and describe the
purpose of the contract If the purpose els en
in pars -.'ph (6) of the original agreement
is chant; d, describe it. Otherwise reivat the
°rig,» al c riptl on.

(3) Itinter paingraph (3) of the ino ;.fica-
don, indicate the Special Bank Account Num-
ber if a new one is being Issued. If the orig-
inal number is being used, repeat it,

(4) If a change is not made under either
paragraphs (2) or (3) of the modification,
then no modification of the original agree-
ment is neccsarv.

(5) If a mod ficat inn is required, It should
be dated when signed by the Contracting
Officer.

§ 1 1 1 1 1-2 Contract pros iona for
;ids ancc paa :mans.

The contract clause for use m hen an
advance payment is made or to be made
on a contract with an Indian tribal con -
tractor and other Indians vho operate a
totally Ind; owned and controlled busi-
ness follows:

ADVANCE PAYMENT

(a) .4mohnt of cd: ance At the request
of the Contractor, and subject to the cone's-
tions hereinafter set forth, the Government
shall make an advance payment(s) to the
Contractor No adtance payments) shall be
made (1) without the Contracting Officer's
approval ns to the financial necessity there-
for: and (2) in i n amount in exceta of that
stated In paragraph (n) (1) hereon.

(b) Special bank account. Tint(' the ad-
vance pasment(s) made hereunder is liqui-
dated and the Contracting Officer approves
In %%siting the release of any funds due and
payable. to the Contractor, the acisance pay-
ments) and all other payments (progress,
pattial, and finel) made under the contract
shall be made by check payable to the Con-
tractor but malted to the bank, v.I.cre the
special bank account ie mantained as stated
In the Agreement for Special Bank Account.
The check must be marked for "Deposit in
Special Bank Account Number , Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs" The Agreement for
Special Bank Account shall designate the
account number No part of the funds depos-
ited in the Special Bank Account shall be
mingled with other funds of the Contractor
prior to withdrawal thereof from the Special
Bank Account as hereinafter provided. Ex-
cept as hereinafter provided, each withdrawal
shall be only by check of the Contractor, un-
less eotintrrsig,ning on behalf of the Gosern-
ment by the Contracting Officer or such
other person as he may designate in writing
Is determined to be in the best interest of
the Gosernment and the Contracting Ot-
ter not tries the Contractor and bank in writ-
ing that countersigning will be required

(c) Use of funds. The funds in the Special
Bank Account may be withdraw n by the Con-
tractor solely for the purposes of making pay-
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rnr iits for in iti I ils, mr, miniiiih.trattve
and osiallead eapen v old other pulp°. es

for this Conti t (turitiding, with-
out paymi iv; incident to tel

for the consentelce of the Gosern-
ment) and property all -able thereto in ac-
cordance with generally nicepted accounting
principles (subject to any applicable provi-
rion of contract cost prInciples nnd procc-
Macs In 41 CFR nut 1 15 or other agency
test principles and procedures, If any, which
are :blade part of this contract), or for the
pin poses of reimburzing the Contractor for
such payments, and for such other purposes
ns the Contracting Officer may approve in
writing If this is a cost reimbursement con-
tract. the funds in the Special Dank Account
may be withdrawn by the Contractor solely
for the put pose of making payments for items
of allowable costs as defined in clause titled
"ALLOWABLE COST, FIXED-FEE AND PAY-
MENT" of this contract. Any interpretation
required as to the proper use of funds shall
be made in writing by the Contracting °M-
eer.

(d) Return of funds. The Contractor may
at any time repay all or any part of the funds
ads anted hereunder. Whenever so requested
in writing by the Contracting Officer. the
Contractor shall repay to the Government
such part of the unliquidated balance of the
advance payment as shall in the opinion of
the Contracting Officer be In excess of the
Contractor's current requirements or when
added to total advances previously made and
liquidated are in excess of the amount spec-
ified in paragraph (n) (1) hereof or are no
longer to be made available to the Contrac-
tor because of default, or abuse in their
use, or for such other reasons as the Con-
tracting Officer may specify. In the event
the Contractor falls to repay such part of the
unliquidated balance of the advance payment
when so requested by the Contracting Of-
ficer. all or any part thereof may be with-
drawn from the Special Bank Account by
check(s) made payable to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs signed by the Contracting Of-
ficer or by an official of the Bureau of In-
dian Affairs authorized In writing by the
Contracting Officer to take such action. Such
withdrawals shall be applied in-reduction of
the advance payment(s) then outstanding
hereunder, The Contracting °facer shall
notify the contractor and the bank of the
action taken.

(e) Liquidation. If not otherwise liqui-
dated, the advance payment(s) made here-
under shall be liquidated as herein provided.
When the sum of all the estimated payments
lemalning due on the contract approximate
the unliquidated amount of the advance
payment(s), the Cox:drafting Officer shall
thereafter withhold further payments due on
the Contract represented by proper invoiced
amount(s) submitted by the Contractor, and
apply the amount(s) withheld against the
liquidation of the advance payment until
the advance payment has been fully liqui-
dated If, upon completion or termination of
the contract or for other reasons, the entire
advance payment(s) is not fully liquidated
by the process indicated above and the Con-
tractor does hot repay the balance due upon
request. then the balance thereof shall be
offset against any sums otherwise due or
which may become due to the Contractor
from the Gosernment on any other contracts
or from any source.

(f) Interest charge. No interest will be
charged on the amount of the advance pay-
ment(s), but any interest earned on the
advance payment(s) including sub-advances
or contract earnings deposited in the Special
Bank Account shall be used in the perform-
ance of the contract and to liquidate the
advance payment(s) made,

39563

(g) Rank agreement. Before an advance
payment(s) Is made hereunder, the Contrac-
tor shall submit to the Contracting Officer,
in the form prescribed, an Agreement for
Special Bank Account, In triplicate, signed
by the contractor and an oRiclal of the bank
in which the Special Bank Account Is estab-
limed as the depository for the adsance pay-
ment(s) and other payments. The agreement
shall clearly set forth the character of the
Special Bank Account and the responsibili-
ties of the Contractor, the bank and the Con-
tracting Officer thereunder. Wherever possi-
ble, such bank shall be a member of the
Federal Reserve System, or an "Insured" bank
within the meaning of the Act creating the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (Act
of August 23, 1935, 49 Stat. 684, as amended;
12 U.S C. 264).

(h) Lien on Special Rank Account. The
Government shall have a lien upon any bal-
ance in the Special Bank Account paramount
to all other liens, which lien shall secure
the repayment of any advance payment(s)
made hereunder.

(1) Lien on property under contract. Any
advance payment(s) made under this con-
tract shall be secured, when made, by a lien
in favor of the Government, paramount to
all other liens, upon the supplies or other
things covered by this contract. The Govern-
ment's lien shall apply to all Material and
other property acquired for or allocated to
the performances of this contract, except to
the extent that Use Government by virtue
of any other provisions of this contract, or
otherwise, shall have valid title to such sup-
plies, materials, or other property as against
other creditors of the Contractor. The Con-
tractor shall identify, by marking or iegre-
gation, all property which Is subject to
lien in favor of the Government by virtue
of this contract in such a way as to Indicate
that it Is subject to such lien and that it
has been acquired for or allocated to the
performance of this contract. If for any
reason such supplies, materials, or other
property are not identified by marking or
segregation, the Government shall be deemed
to hase a lien to the extent of the Govern-
ment's interest under this contract on any
mass of property with winch such supplies,
materials, or other property are commingled.
The Contractor shall maintain adequate ac-
counting control over such property on his
books and records. is at any time during the
progress of the work on the contract It be-
comes necessary to deliver any item or Items
and materials upon which the Government
has a lien as aforesaid to third person, the
Contractor shall notify such third person
of the lien herein provided and shall obtain
from such third person a receipt, in dupli-
cate, acknowledglag, inter sink the existence
of such lien, A copy of each receipt shall be
delivered by the Contractor to the Contract-
ing Officer. If this contract is terminated in
Whole or in part and the Contractor is au-
thorized to sell or retain termination inven-
tory acquired for or allocated to this con-
tract, such sale or retention shall be made
only if approved by the Contracting Officer,
which approval shall constitute release of
the Government's lieu hereunder to the ex-
tent that such termination inventory is sold
or retained, and to the extent that the pro-
ceeds of the sale, or the credit allowed for
such retention on the Contractor's termina-
tion claim. is applied in reduction of advance
payment(s) then outstanding hereunder.

(j) Insurance. The Contractor represents
and warrants that he Is now maintaining
with responsible Insurance carriers, (1) in-
surance upon his own plant and equipment
against fire and other hazards to the extent
that like properties are usually Insured by
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t'.e .. ' "I -' sent of there aIr irs C I)'-
mc nt I') p..i -otis;

(4) S.''l,cnr..et,Or5ea-ess2letra '4 4p:rt 05 ss '''c's;
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seceritt's of any Corp : a'Ion, nauraScI:Py,
or gosern:i'sc-.taI ssIt)tc.city. cacept clIrCa S C')-
lIa1ions, of the U;s:to1 '-st's:

(6) Mai:ear.y n,ds'ancc or loan to or i,,car
any liability as guarantor, Surety. or
modatlon cnctor'er for any ohar firns. s'. t

or Corporation:
(7) Permit a -wrIt of attaClanrent or nay

"t'nllar process to be Issued egalnat. Its nrop.
arty uc itinout procuring rcle.'4e thereof or'
bonding the rame withIn 30 days after 'lie
entry of the ant of utt,schnsent or nay
elissilar procc's,c;

(8) Pay any sa:arles, corr,mntCsiors. bc-
0 Cs. or c,th('r :emns,.ncraticsns in arms' It:.nn or

'.rter to Its dt:c'ors, ofIScens, or hey cm-
plo)ec's in excess of catsting rates of par-
m(nts, or of ratcs pros ided by this ct'rs'rSct,
(Sr In eai'ttng n.greesnents. in connection v ills
s.birh nOic'e hs,'s b"en given to tl,e Contr;ct-
1mg Oflicer, or accrue such excess remuncra-
lion a Ithout first obtaining an agreana sat
subordinating the canoe to all claims of the
G',acc'nnment hereunder.

(9) Male any srsbskantial change In nnen-
SZa'nnent, o" nerehlp, or control of the o:a-
ml. .-ttlon '-sitla which this contract Is made.

(10) Merge or consolidate v.Ith any other
him or corporatIon, change the t)pe of Its
bri necS. or engage in any transaction out-

dc the ordinary ('ounCe of Its hu"r.c as
pre custly ccndirc'ed;

(11) flcpo"it any of Its Innn-is r' cu'p ,'c a
bait): or trust (Oflip'fly irrt,:d by t°e Fed-
eral Dc'po':t 5n-uranee Cci-.-'raIIo;s: or

(12) Create or Incur mdc b' ed ss 'C. Is,': ow
money or advances other U ctn 'n-teas lobe
niacie tscreursder, except a- ;c i_cd 4 '-('in.

Moe nas T:u':ssose,

Conzinis- 'c:er of I;,jcn Afc a

It Dc 71 i_2IS" F:'."d It -77.S 4

h, 51 ;: ::i;: \-OL 39, 5.3 2l'--s DAY, , . :. ':f 8, 1974
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United States De6artment of the Interior
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

WASi I INGTOS. D.C. 20242

Memorandum

To: All Area Directors

From: Commissioner of Indian Affairs

Subject: Tribal Government Development Program (TGDP)
Guidelines for FY 1975

JAN 1 81974

Rather than continue sepal ate administraiion of the Tribal Affairs Management
Program and TGDP, TAMP will be merged into TGDP starting in FY 1' 75
under the enclosed operating procedures.

Applications may be submitted to the Superintendent, or other Bureau
official having immediate responsibility for serving the applicant tribe,
no later than March 1, 1974. The Area Director may wish to establish a
further deadline sometime in March so that applications will be received
from the Agencies in time to allow for the required Area Office review
before the March 25 deadline for receipt of all applications in this office.

In the new guidelines, we have attempted to consolidate and clarify the
various concepts and policies which hazy developed during the formative
periods of both TAMP and TGDP . In addition, you will note a section
which states those responsibilities which have been assigned to the Bureau
field offices and are to be exercised by individuals designated by the
Area Director. However, the Area Director and the Superintendent are
specifically responsible for certifying that the information provided in
the application is accurate and complete. Snould there be any question
regarding special circumstances, please attach a memorandum of explanation.

We are committed to an equitable method for determining those tribes which
are most qualified to participate in the program based on financial need.
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We assume that all tribes have some need to improve their governing
functions. It is those who lack the financial resources to make such
improvements, however, that will be given the highest priority.

Since the same degree of financial need for the various tribes does not
exist equally among all of the Areas, there is no nationally equitable
basis upon which each Area can make Hs own selection of TGDP partic-
ipants. Allowing all tribes to compete among themselves on a nation-
wide basis is the only way to be fair to all concerned.

We will continue to use the qualifying formula in order to avoid subjective
considerations. However, the objectivity of the formula is only as good as
the factors which go into it. Therefore, it is essential that you insure the
accuracy and completeness of the information provided by the applicants.
Further, we wish to emphasize the importance of your responsibility to
insure that thn nurent, =Ina thn trih^ f.^Mrly 1.`ith thr' piovi,,icns to which
both pnrtics agree and set forth in a TGDI' contract. It is only in this
way that we can develop with Indian tribes a relationship of mutual respect
and trust.

We plan to provide to you, during the first week in May, the information
you will need to advise the applicants in your Area whether or not they
are eligible to enter into contract negotiations. We are asking you to
perform a similar service regarding the distribution of the enclosed
guidelines announcing the open season.

As you will note under Section IX, all federally recognized tribes are
eligible to submit applications. However, those who have already had
three years of participation under TAMP will be assigned a lower priority.

We recognize that staff shortages and the press of other business could
delay processing of TGDP contracts. However, we have scheduled the
application procedure so as to allow approximately two months during
which contracts can be negotiated and signed. We urge you to do all
that you can to insurc that such contracts start functioning on July 1.

Enclosures

04266
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Section I Background

TGDP in FY 1975 will be a combination of two programs of aid to tribal
governments which heretofore \yore separately administered; TGDP and
The Tribal Affairs Management Program (TAMP):-

TAMP first became operational during FY 1972 when 25 tribes participated
in the program based on the recommendations of an all-Indian selection
panel. While it had several options, its primary objective was to assist
tribes in strengthening the business management capabilities of tribal
governments. Twenty-three of the original 25 participants have contracted
under that program for each of the last three fiscal years.

Following the establishment of TAMP , the administrative responsibility for
the program was assigned to the former Division of Tribal Operations which
had on the creation of another piugi am or aid LU tribal
governments called the Tribal Government Development Program (TGDP) .

Sixty tribes qualifieu for TGDP contracts during each of the first two years
of its existence (Fr 1973 and FY 1974)., An objective formula determined
those who were qualified rather than the use of a selection panel, as in TAMP.

While considerable latitude was available tinder TGDP, its primary objective
was to strengthen tribal governing functions. Because of the flexibility of
each program, there developed considerable overlap and since both programs
were being administered by the Division of Tribal Government Services,
there remained little justification for continuing their separate operation.
Accordingly, the two programs are being merged for FY 1975 under a single
set of administrative procedures and will be called "Tribal Government
Development Program" (TGDP),

Section II Program Objectives

Recognizing that the success of all social and economic improvement programs
is largely dependent upon an effective tribal government, Congress has
appropriated increasing sums of money to help strengthen tribal governmental
and managerial functions. TGDP is designed to give priority assistance to
the so called "have-not" tribes. It is not an attempt to reward good management.
Rather: it makes it possible for tribes with little or no financial resources
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to develop and/or improve their governing or managerial functions through
the achievement of specific tangible products (deliverables) . Such deliverables
are furnished to the Bureau in exchange for money provided as set forth in
a contract between the tribe and the Bur eau.

TGDP is not a grant, neither is it a fund to be used for the payment of
salaries for tribal officials. A TGDP participant enters into a binding .....

agreement (contract) in which the Bureau agrees to pay for those deliver-
ables which the tribe considers to be highest on its list of priorities and
yet within the scope of the program and the dollars available. Some
examples of work that could be undertaken and resulting deliverables
are as follows:

Examples

Scope of Work

1. Establish and implement a record
keeping system.

2. Draft proposed amendments to
tribal constitution to comply with
the one man, one vote concept .

3. Develop and implement a tribal
personnel management system
including position descriptions,
salary schedule, and policies for
handling sick leave, vacations,
promotions, hiring and firing.

4. Create a set of election procedures
including provisions far voter
registration, secret balloting,
absentee voting, an impartial
election board, and a method for
resolving election disputes.

5. Establish a tribal office and
consolidate all existing records.

6. Update tribal membership roll rnd
develop procedures for keeping it
current.

PO4

Deliverable

An outline of the system
explaining how it functions.

Copy of proposed amendments
and a plan of how they will be
put into effect.

A report outlining of the system
and showing how it was implemented.

Copy of election ordinance enacted
by the governing body.

Report on accomplishments.

Copy of completed roll and
enrollment procedures.
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7. Train (number) tribal officials
or employees in the fundamental
skills of tribal government through
such things as:

(a) visits to other tribal
councils

(b) workshops conducted at
the reservation

(c) exchange visits with local
municipal governments.

8. Establish a system for the
development and management
of tribal business enterprises.

9. rlevelcp p^scible for
continuing revenue for financing
tribal government , i.e. ,

3

Report on the training received,
names of participants, concepts
learned which are applicable to
the tribe, and a plan for their
adoption.

Report describing the accom-
plishments and an outline of the
system.

llepo r-. of cocitaets made rind
of efforts including a plan for
implementing any revenue producing
system found to be feasible.

(a) agreements with the state
for sharing in revenue derived
from collection of retail sales
taxes on the reservation;

(b) setting up a business and occu-
pational tax for reservation
merchants;

(c) setting aside a portion of judgment
award to accrue interest;

(d) self taxation.

10. Plan for the use of anticipated Copy of the plan.
judgment award.

While it is not the purpose of TGDP to contract for the payment of salaries,
it is understandable that persons qualified to accomplish the contract
deliverables will have to bc.: employed. However, it is the deliverable
and not the salary for which the contract must be written. Since TGDP is
intended to be a source of funds for only a limited period of time, it is
more important to achieve some specific tancrible improvements which will
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be of lasting vf.-due than to merely pay the salaries of tribal leaders so they
can perform the routine business of the tribe . In planning what is to be
achieved under TGDP, the tribe should avoid attempting to accomplish more
than it can reasonably expect to complete in one year .

Section III Exclusions

1. The use of TGDP funds to pay a tribal attorney for general counsel or
other services is not within the scope of the program . However, TGDP
funds may be used to pay an attorney for the performance of specific work
necessary to achieve a contract deliverable, provided it is not in violation
of 25 USCA 81.

2. The use of TGDP funds to pay tribal members in their roles as tribal
repesentatives is not acceptable, i.e., the payment of salaries as such.

3. The purchase of land is not I.:Rhin the scope of TGDP even though a
tribe may reason that such land could be the basis for generating continuing
revenue. There are other sources of, funds for land acquisition, i.e. , the
Farmers Home Administration Loan Program.

Section IV Required Deliverables

One of the required deliverables is that each TGDP contract must be written
so as to require the tribal government to present to the tribal membership,
a written plan setting fol th the way in which the funds are to be used. That
plan must be presented within thirty (30) days following the effective date
of the contract.

A second required deliverable for all TGDP contracts is a written report
that must be submitted to the membership within one month following
conclusion of the contract period describing actual accomplishments. A
copy of each of the above reports shall be submitted to the Bureau as
contract deliverables.
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Section V Definition of Terms

1. Available Tribal Funds (ATF) as of February 1, 1974

Of major significance is the amount of money a tribe has available to it for
purposes of improving its governing functions . We recognize the tendency
for tribes to reason that none of its raoney is available because so much is
budgeted for the operation of the tribal government, some is allocated for
the operation of various programs , and other funds are needed to operate
and maintain tribal buildings. Still other monies may be invested to produce
continuing revenue. Tribes which possess many thousands of dollars and
have regular income may still consider themselves as having financial need
and, therefore. entitled to contract under TGDP , However , there are many
groups that hax,e little or no tribal funds. These are the tribes that TGDP is
designed to help and such entities have highest priority.

Accordingly, in determining the am3unt of funds a tribe has available, the
following general principle will be used:

As of February 1, 1974, all tribal funds must be counted as
available if the tribe has discretion over how such funds are to
be used.

If the tribe prefers to use its own available funds elsewhere, we can only
assume that the tribe considers as lesser priority, the improvement of its
governing functions. Those categories of funds, which we consider to be
beyond the discretion of the tribe, for purposes of this program, are
listed below: (Should circumstances exist which are not covered by this
Section, it shall be the responsibility of the Superintendent and the
Area Director to attach a memorandum of explanation to the TGDP application.)

Funds that WOULD NOT be included as AVAILABLE:

(a) Funds set aside by STATUTE for specific purposes

(b) Revenue Sharing Funds from U.S. Treasury Department

(c) Funds provided by Government or private agencies for a
specific purpose other than the operation or improvement
of tribal government
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*(d) Judgment Funds until actually available to the tribe

* Until the date the plan for their use is approved by Congress or the date
of the enactment of enabling legislation, judgment funds will be considered
unavailable. In those instances where two or more tribes are involved in
the same award, the amount of the fundq that are available to each may not
actually be known until their respective rolls are approved by the Secretary
of the Interior.

2. Available Tribal Funds Per Capita (ATFP)

The amount of money, on a per capita basis, which the tribe could spend
for purposes of TGDP, based on the tribe's Service Population.

3. Computed Funding (CF)

The amount for which the applicant qualifies according to the formula.

4. Constant Factors

Those factors associated with the Qualifying Formula which are fixed for all
tribes or for each of the tribes in the respective Service Population groups ,
i.e., Funding Rate, Minimum Funding Level and Maximum Funding Level.

5. Deliverable

A specific tangible product produced by the TGDP participant in exchange
for money provided by the Bureau. For example, a set of election procedures,
proposed amendments to the constitution, or a copy of a plan for personnel
management, etc. Each deliverable would have a dollar value in the contract.

6. Funding Level (FL)

The net amount for which a TGDP contract can be written after computing the
formula and considering both minimum and maximum funding levels.

7. Funding Rate (FR)

The dollar amount, for each member of the Service Population, which
normally would be spent by tribes of various sizes to improve their
governing functions.
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8. Maximum Funding Level

The highest amount a tribe might receive under contract even if the
Qualifying Formula shows a greater amount. A tribe will be limited to
such dollar amount even if its Computed Funding is higher than that
amount. The Funding Level will be established after receipt
of the FY 1975 TCDP applications: For Alaska participants, the Cost of
Living Allowance will be applicable,.

9. Minimum Funding Level

The lowest amount a tribe might receive under contract even if the
Qualifying Formula shows a lesser amount. A tribe who qualifies by
the formula for any amount, will at least be given the opportunity to
contract for a minimum &Alar amount which will be established after
receipt of the FY 1975 TGDP applications.

10. Plan A

The system by which certain tribes having the highest priority are awarded
interim Funding Level contracts which will become effective on July 1, 1974.
Those contracts may Le amended upon receipt of the anticipated increase
in the FY 1975 appropriation.

11. Plan B

The system for away cling contracts to qualified tribes with lesser priority
than those under Plan A . Contracts under Plan B will not become effective
until the Bureau's receipt of the FY 1975 anticipated increase in appropriation;
likely during October 1979. Such contracts will run for twelve months
even though that period will extend beyond the end of FY 1975.

12. Service Population

Those Indians living on or near the reservation (former reservation in
Oklahoma) who receive services from the tribe's governing body. This
figure will be supplied by the Commissioner from either of two sources:
(excluding Alaska)

A . The 1970 census count ( U. S. Bureau of Census) of Indians
who have identified with a tribe and live in those counties
where the tribe's reservation (former reservation in Oklahoma)
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is located and any adjacent counties containing trust or restricted
land pertaining to the tribe. Actual residence on trust or restricted
land is not, however, required.

B. Revenue Sharing figures as of 1970.
---.-..,_

The Commissioner will compute the formula both ways and designate as
Service Population the figure that will result in the highest level of funding.

For Alaska applicants, the Commissioner will use the count from the roll
prepared pursuant to the Alaska Claims Settlement Act.

The purpose of this new approach is to achieve consistency among tribes
in the application process. Previously, the basis for determining the
Service Population varied considerably.

in TGDP coo,diti,,i,,

The person designated to coordinate the overall functions of the program ,

located in the Washington Office, Division of Tribal Government Services:

Bob Furring Phone (202) 343-4045
-(202) 343-4046

14. Tribe

As used in these guidelines, the word "tribe" shall mean any federally
recognized Indian tribe, band, community, association, pueblo, or Native
village.

15. Variable Factors

The factors to be used in the Qualifying Formula which vary for each tribe,
as opposed to the constants. Service Population and Available Tribal Funds
Per Capita are variable as far as the formula is concerned.

Section VI Qualifying Formula

Since the purpose of TGDP is to assist financially needy tribes to improve
their governing functions, it is imperative that priority be given to those
applicants having the greatest need. In making such determination, we have
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developed a formula. 1,hich is intended to rmnove as much as possible any
subjective considert.tions from the .election process. The tribe provides
the input verified by the Supeiintendent and the Area Director, and the
formula described below dcterminLs v:hether an applicant is qualified and
for how much.

(Fp, ATFP) SP

The abbreviations are explained below:

CF = Computed Fundinc_r, . The amount for which the applicant qualifies
according to the tormula. However, should this figure be lower than
the established Minimum Funding Level for TGDP contracts, the
tribe may contract up to the minimum amount. In the event the CF
exceeds the established 7%laximum Funding Level for TGDP contracts,
the tribe may contract for no more than the Maximum Funding Level.

FR = Fundincr Hate The dollar amount, for each member of the Service
Population. v. hich normally would be spent by tribes of various
sizes to improve their governing functions. Tribes with a smaller
Service Population require a higher per capita expenditure because
of fixed costs. The FR for tribes of various sized Service Populations
will be determined afte-c the closing date for receipt of TGDP appli-
cations. Such rates will be uniformly applied for the respective_
sized tribes.

ATFP = Available Tribal Funds Per Capita. The amount of money, on a
per capita basis, which the tribe could spend for purposes of TGDP ,
based on the tribe's Service Population. (see Available Tribal Funds
in Section V)

SP = Service Population. Those Indians living on or near the reservation
(former reservation in 01,la)ioma) who receive services from the
tribe's governing body. (see Definition of Terms Section)

Use of the Formula (Example)

Service Population (SP) = 850

Available Tribal Funds (ATP) = $ 12,815

Available Tribal Funds Per Capita (ATFP) = $ 15.08 (ATE' SP)
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Funding Rate (FR) = $ 32.00

CF = (FR ATFP) SP

= (32.00 15.08) 850

= 16.92 X 850

= 14,382 Computed Funding

Assuming that a Minimum Funding Level of $8, 000 and a Maximum Funding
Level of $35,000 is established for FY 1975, the Funding Level for the above
example tribe would be the same as the C' , i.c., $14,000 (rounded up to
the nearest $100) since the CF falls between the Minimum and the Maximum
Funding Levels. Accordingly, a contract could be written for $14,400.

Section VII Anticipated Increase in Appropriations

In the event we actually receive from Congress the requested increase in
funding for TGDP in FY 1975, some of the successful applicants will likely
qualify to contract for a greater amount of their needs as determined by
the Qualifying Formula. This would result from raising the Maximum
Funding Level above the $20,000 limit . Due to increases in the cost of
living, we are also considering a change in the Minimum Funding Level
from its existing $5,000 level. Further, we contemplate some adjustments
in the Funding Rates for tribes of various sized Service Populations.

In an effort to meet the relative needs of as many tribes as possible within
the funds available, it will not be practicable to assign any meaningful
dollar amounts to the above mentioned comAant factors associated with the
qualifying formula until we know the variables in that formula, i.e. ,

Service Population and Available Tribal:Funds Per Capita. Accordingly,
we will await our receipt of completed applications before arriving at a
value for the above mentioned constants.

At that time, we will use the formula to determine which tribes are qualified
to contract for what amount of money, based on the anticipated increase in
appropriations. However, since the Interior Department's Appropriations
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Bill usually does not become law until late in the first quarter of the fiscal
year , we will li:,ely he operating until that time under a Congressional
Continuing Revolution. That resolution would limit expenditures to the
rate of spending based on the same period of the previous fiscal ycar.

Section VIII Assignment of Contracts

In -view of the circumstances described in Section VII, the following factors
must be considered in implementing TGDP for FY 1975:

1. The Interior Department Annual Appropriation Bill will not
likely become law until sometime during the first quarter of
the fiscal year.

2, There is a chance that the anticipated inc,ease for TGDP may
not materialize and we may be limited to either the amcunt of
the FY 1974 appropriation ($1,322,000) or some higher amount
but less than the FY l tn 5 budget request.

3. While we are not aware of any effort to cancel our request for
increased funding, all we can be reasonably certain of having
available for TGDP in FY 1975, is the amount appropriated for
TAMP and TGDP in FY 1974 ($1,322,000).

4. We are committed to an application schedule which will provide
the necessary lead time so that TGDP contracts will start
functioning on July 1, 1974.

Accordingly, we plan to implement the FY 1975 program in two stages,
described below as Plan A and Plan B. Befoie implementing either plan,
however, it will be necessary to make an overall determination as to which
applicants qualify for the program, based on FY 1975 considerations,

After considering the number of applicants, the service populations and the
amount of Available Tribal Funds Per Capita, a set of Funding Rates will
be established; one for each of . oral sized population groupings. Such
Funding Rates will be set with ti., iew toward using the entire amount of
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the anticipated $,2.650,000 FY 1975 appropriation. When it is known which
tribes qualify for the program, they x ill he lited according to the order
of their priority el need. Such li.tin?; also show the amount for which
each tribe qualifies, i.e., their Funding Level which is related to the
anticipated $2,G50,000 appropriation

Since FY 1975 funds will not be available, it will not be possible to authorize,
in advance of our receipt of such funds, the ref.fotirtion of contract.; in the
amounts related to the anticipator; FY 1975 appropriation. However, those
amounts will be announced to the tribes during the first week of May 1974.

In an effort to at least partially impli ment the program starting on July 1,
1974, even though we will rot know whether we will receive the requested
increased iippropriation, we will use an interim funding arrangement known
as Plan A.

plat, A

Under this plan, figures taken from the applications of those who qualified
for the FY 1975 proc,n,m as outlined above, he used. However, thi:,
time, the formula will use the si:me Fun.nv lintes. Minimum Fundinp:L(.,?el
and the Maximum Funding Level which v;ee used during the initial 'rCDP
application process (I'Y 1973) . Interim Funding Levels will then be estab-
lished for those tribes from that liF,t who continue to qualify pursuant to
the factors used in FY 197?.. From such list, that number of tribes will be
selected whose cumulative total of their Funding Levels 1%111 amount to
$1,322,000, allowing for alternvtes. Those tribes will he considered as
the Plan A group and the remainder will be known as the Plan B tribes.

A tribes will be advised during the first leeek of May 1974 that they
have qualified under the FY 1975 program to contract for up to a Certain
level of funding, for example, $30,000. However, each tribe will be
further advised that its contract will be limited to an Interim Funding
Level, e.g. , $20,000. This will enable the tribe and the Bureau to
proceed with preparations so that the contract can start functionin'
on July 1, 1974. Such Plan A tribe will be aware that another $10'.000
will be available to it, in the event the anticipated $2,650,000 is actually
appropriated and can plan for adding further deliverables to the contract.
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At that time (likely about October 1974) the contract may be amended to
include the further deliverables and thc tribe will then be participating
at the level for which it qualified under FY 1975 terms.

Plan B

Those qualified applicants who were not included with Plan A tribes, will
also be advised during the first week of May 1974 regarding the amount
for which they qualified based on FY 1975 considerations. However, the
Plan B tribes will await thc Bureau's actual receipt $2,650,000
appropriation before they will be authorized to contract. At that time
(likely late October or early November 1974) , and when signed, Plan B
tribes can then begin functioning under contracts which shall have already
been negotiated in anticipation of the Bureau's receipt of FY 1975 appro-
priations. While Plan B tribes will not be permitted to start functioning
undcr contract at the beginning of the fiscal year , their contracts will,
nevertheless, run for twelve months. even tholigh RIK+ period will
extend beyond the end of FY 1975. It must be understocd, however, that
the bulk of the work must be completed within the fiscal year and that
any TGDP contract for which those tribes may qualify for the next fiscal
year, would be for different deliverables than contained in the FY 1975
contract.

Other Considerations

In the event Congress appropriates no increase over the amount provided
in FY 1974, the FY 1975 TGDP participation will be limited to the Plan A
tribes. Should some amount more than the $1,322,000 and less than the
$2,650,000 be appropriated, only a limited number of Plan B tribes would
be offered the opportunity to contract, i.e., those having the greatest
priority in relation to the funds available.

Effect on Contracts

TGDP contracts will have to include provisions to allow for the above
circumstances.

Section IX Eligibility

All tribes having a trust relationship with the Secretary of the Interior are
eligible to apply for TGDP for FY 1975, provided they have Service Populations
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of at least 100. While the 23 tribes that have participated in TAMP during
each of the last three fiscal years will be eligible to apply, they will be
assigned a lef,ser priority than those who have not had the benefit of such
funding. A furthor reduction in priority will 5e assigned to those who
have participated in both TAMP and TGDP.

Those tribes which have had only tx\o years of funding under TGDP, and
no TAMP particinidion, not have the above restrictions on their
eligibility for FY 1975.

Section X Alternates

At the time a determination is made as to those qualified to contract, a
number of alternates will be dcFi,mated and givcn a ranking for the purpose
of uainr; Jai 0;:cu inn year, vihen a participant
drops uu of the program, the appropriate Area Diri'etor will be advised
of the opportunity for the next I-lir:hist ranking filiernate to negotiate a
contract.

Section XI Joint Applications

1. Minimum Seeviee Po ,71:itien. Tribes having service populations of
less thi..n 100 are not cii;;;)la to apply for funding under TGDP. However,
two c,r more groups having less tarn the minimum tierviee population may
file a joint application, provided their combined Service Population is at
least 100. Further, the application rP.11Fe lie accomv.nied by resolutions
from each of the constituent tribes stating their concurrence in the joint
application. The as,.;ociatcd groups would be considered as an individual
tribe for purpozcs of determining the iimount of the contract.

2. Common Intrwest Tribes. Any two or more tribes may file a joint
application regardless of the size of their respective Service Populations,
pl'ov Wed the combined Service Population is at least 10C and the component
tribes feel they can effect certain economics through a cooperative funding
arrangement. For example, the several tribes may rerlh.e they will not
have sufficient work under ail anticipated contract to warrant the operation
of a separate office. Jointly, they could share certain fixed costs and pool
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their funds to employ a highly qualified person or persons to achieve the
deliverables for more; than one of the tribes. In such case, the combined
tribes would be coly:iciered as a sin:;le entity for purposes of determining
the amount for whi..:11 a contract could be written. A resolution steing
concurrence in the joint application mu )e submitted by each of the tribes
who are party to the joint re ;nest for TG.)P.

3. IntelTrilvl Or7anizations. E;:isting inter-tribal organizations may
submit applications, providing the following conditions are met:

(a) All of the component tribes are federally recognized by the
Secretary of the Interior .

(b) Each member tribe submits with the TGDP application a
resolution giving its concurrence rhich excludes such tribe
from making an individual TGDP application.

(c) The inter- -tribal organhcatiou possesses certain governmental
authorities delegated to it,by each of the component member
tribes of the organization. Evidence of such authority must
accompany the appliccstion.

If an inter-tribal organization meets the above conditions, it will be
considered for funding as if it licre a single tribe.

Section XII Responsibilities

TGDP apl)licant andlor particjoan':-

(a) Submit timely and accurate application.

(b) Request help from Superintendent in completing application,
if needed.

(c) Participate in negotiating contract.

(d) Comply with contract terms.

(e) Cooperate with Contracting Officer's Representative (COR) .

(f) Timely submission of required reports and deliverables.
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Bureau Field Offii!,s: As determined by the respective Area Directors,
the folio:. in!:: c,re included an the responsibilities of the Area Director
and/or Superinttncicnt, the Contracting Officer, COR , and the persons
having responsibility for Tribal Operations functions:

(a) Notify tribes about opportunity to apply for TGDP by
providing copies of guidelines.

(b) Assist in preparing application, if requested.

(c) Certify as to the accuracy and completeness of application.

(d) Explain to the Commissioner any unique circumstances which
were considered in arriving at factors to be used in the
qualifying formula. (Available Tribal Funds)

'e) Imely transmittal of applications.

(f) Notify all applicants as to whether or not they were
successful, following receipt of such information from
Commissioner.

(g) Conduct Area meetings during May or early June involving
representatives of successful applicants, Contracting Officers
and Tribal Operations personnel to plan for FY 1975 and
initiate contract negotiations so that all contracts start
functioning on July 1, 1974.

(h) Determine the specific type of contract to be used.

(i) Provide copies of all contracts, and/or modifications thereto,
for the Commissioner, Attn: 440 within two weeks following
their effective date.

(j) Notify Commissioner of any contracts not in effect by the
September 30, 1974, deadline.

(k) Advise, alternates when they become entitled to participate
and assist them in consummating a contract.

(1) Submit report to Commissioner by August 15, 1975, setting
forth deliverables actually produced by tribes under the

.(- ( i 0278A
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FY 1975 contracts and received by the Bureau (sce Schedule
of Deadlines).

(m) Withdraw funding and/or cancel contracts in those instances
where participants fail to comply with such agreement and
advise the Commis:;ioncr of such action so that the Commissioner
may allocate such funds to the next highest ranking alternate.

(n) Keep TGDP Coordinator advised of status of contracts by
providing copies of pertinent reports and through telephone
conversations.

Commissioner:

(a) Issue program guidelines.

(h) Establish Funding Rates, IIinirnum Fending Level and
P.IaNimum Funding Level after receipt of applicatielns.

(c) Determine the amount for which each successful applicant
is entitled to contract on a nation-wide basis by using the
information provided by the applications and applying it
to the Qualifying Formula.

(d) Notify each Area Director of the outcome of the applications
submitted from his Area.

(e) Maintain a list of alternates which will be entitled to contract
in the event of savings.

(f) Issue advices of allotment.

(g) Have responsibility for the over-all administration, coordination
and evaluation of the program.

Section XIII Schedule of Deadlines

Mid January through February 1974

Open season for submitting applications to Superintendent.
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March 1, 1974

Last day for receipt of applications by Superintendent.

March -

(The Area Director will establish this deadline for his receipt
of applications from the Superintendents so as to allow time
for his review before transmitting them to the Commissioner.)

March 25, 1974

Last date for receipt by Commissioner of applications from
the Arca Directors.

First Week of May 1974

Commissioner's notice to Area Directors announcing successful
applicant 5:. Area Director:, will promptly notify all applicants
as to the outcome of their request for TGDP.

Mid Alay through Early June 1974

Conduct Area meetings involving representatibes of suceesrlul
applicants, Contracting Officers and Tribal Operations personnel
to plan for FY 1975 and initiate contract negotiations.

Sometime in June 1974

Washington Office issue tentative allotments to the field offices.

July 1, 1974

Contracts start functioning for Plan A tribes.

September 30, 1974

Last day for Plan A contracts to become effective.
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October 1, 1974

Withdrawal of funds for all Plan A tribes without contracts
in effect as of September 30, 1974.

October 15, 1974

Notify Plan A alternates and issue advices of allotment.

Sometime in October 1974

Authorize Plan 13 tribes to start functioning under FY 1975
contracts if sufficient feu nre appropriated.

December 1, 1 r7 4

Deadline for Plan A alternates to have contract,: in effect l4erf,
witildrir.%iii;.; funds and making them available to other Hternates. 1

I

January 21. 1975 1

Last day for Plan B contracts to become effective.

February 1, 197`:.

Withdrawal of funds for all Plan B tribes without contracts
in effect as of January 31, 1975.

February ?5, 1975

Notify Plan B alternates and issue advices of allotment.

April 1, 1975 (no fooling)

Deadline for Plan B alternates to have contracts in effect before
withdrawing funds and making them available to other alternates.

June 30, 1975

End of FY 1975 contract period for Plan A tribes.

0281
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Atr.:ust 15, 1975 (Plan A Tribes)

Deadline for Area Directors to submit to the Commissioner
reports of all d:4iverables actually produced by each tribe
and received by the Bureau for each FY 1075 TGDP contract.
Also included will Dc' a listinp: of any contracted deliverables
which the tribe:-. failed to produce and what action was taken
to compensate for such deficiency, i.e. , withholding cf
payment, etc.

December 15, 1975 (Plan B Tribes)

Deadline for Area Directors to submit to the Commissioner
reports of deliverables as outlined above under August 15,
19-i5, for Plan A tribes.

Section NT: Application Procedure

An applicMion form is at%,ched to these guidelines. It is to be completed
by each applic:.nt and sub-nittcd to the loc,1 Bureau Official responsible
for lierving th,. tribe (us;.illy the Superintendent), no later than
March 1. 1974. Assistance is from local Bureau Officials.
The Supt.:intend. in. or Officer in Cirave. is responsible for certifying
the accuracy and completen;:ss of the information and sending it to the
Area Director by t;:e deadline established by the Area Office. The
Area Dire: to is also re::ponsible for certification as to the accuracy
and completeness of the application and transmitting it along with any
comments and necessary rttaehment:: to the Cornrah,.sioncr so as to
arrive in the Washington Office no later than March 25, 1974.

Suction XV Continued Participation

Participation in this program is intended to be of limited duration with
the expectation that it will enable tribes to generate their own revenue
which 1%111 finance continued tribal government. TGDP contracts will
be effective for a single year. If a recipient tribe desires to participate
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in FY 1976, it will be necessary to submit an application during the
next annual open scabon. The fol]owing will be considered in determining
whether a rut :;ler contract is awarded:

1. Number of previous TGDP or TAMP contracts.

2. Performance under previous contracts.

3. Whether the tribe qualifies under the formula.

4. Availability of program funds.
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ID No.

Application Form (to be supplied by BIA)
Tribal Government Development Program

(TGDP) Tribe

FY 1975
Bureau of Indian Affairs Area

Agency

State

This form is to be completed by the applicant and submitted with appropriate
attachments to the Superintendent no later than March 1, 1977. The Super-
intendent is responsible to certify the accuracy of the information and
convey it to the Area Director in sufficient time for his review and
transmittal to the Commissioner so as to reach Washington, D. C. no later
than March 25, ?974. The Area Director and/or the Superintendent may
require certain documLnts to substantiate the figures provided herein.

1. Name of Tribe

2. Available Tribal Funds, as of 2-1-74 (see Sec. V of Guidelines)

V. S. Treasury (other than judgment funds)$

Judgment Funds

Local funds

Total Available Tribal Funds

3. A list of deliverables for which the tribe wishes to contract
must be attached to this form, arranged in order of priority
and each one assigned an estimated cost.

4. The attached resolution names the individual authorized by the
tribal governing body to sign the application, negotiate the
contract, and sign such agreement (TGDP Contract).

We, the undersigned, hereby certify that the information provided in this
application is accurate and complete. (Criminal penalties are provided by
statute for knowingly filing false information, 18 USC 1001)

Tribal Representative Date BIA Superintendent Date Area Director Date

The Area Director is responsible for transmitting this form and attachments to
the following address so that it arrives no later than March 25, 1974:

Commissioner of Indian Affairs
ATTN: TGDP Coordinator, Code 440
1951 Constitution Avenue, NW,
Washington, D. C. 20242
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LIST (F SOURCE MATERIALS

1. Draft: Model Criminal Procedures Code and Commentary

This Code and commentary was prepared by the Indian Civil Rights
Task Force of the Solicitor's Office, Department of Interior,
pursuant to the requirements of the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act
(Title III). The document is intended to provide guidelines for
Indian tribal courts in the application of the Indian Bill of
Rights and, as such, does not set out requirements which are to
be taken as binding on Indian courts. Reportedly, the Solicitor's
Office is now debating whether or not to proceed with its originally
expressed intention of distributing full copies of this draft to
all tribal courts, councils exercising judicial authority and tribal
attorneys, or simply printing the draft in the Federal Register
with an allowance of sixty days for comments.

Because of its approach in furnishing guidelines and extensive
commentary rather than simply spelling out cut and dried provisions
the draft has the potential of becoming an enormously helpful device
of enduring value to Indian tribal courts. Obviously it would be
a waste of a major effort to allow it to become buried in the
Federal Register. As our researchers have documented in their
reports, most tribal_ courts have a great need of just this sort
of guidance, particularly in the area of the requirements of the
1968 Indian Civil Rights Act.

To request a copy of the Draft: Model Criminal Procedures Code
and Commentary, write to: Ms. Fran Ayer or Peter Tayl-Jr

Indian Civil Rights Task Force
Solicitor's Office
Department of the Interior
Washington, D. C. 20240

2. 1974 Report of he Task Force on Indian-State Government Relations,
South Dakota

This report includes an analysis of legal relationships between the
state government and Indian tribal governments, discussion of the
establishment of mutual policies and formal agreements between the
Indian tribes and the state government. The Task Force is an agency
under the state governor's office staffed by an Indian director
which maintains a liaison between the governor and the Indian tribes
in the state. The report itself is an attempt to document and
explain the efforts of this state agency at formalizing communication
and cooperative efforts between the state and tribes. Students of
tribal government will find that while the document is not a scholarly
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or comprehensive work it is a very interesting study and warrants
a close look. Copies of the report are available through:

Thomas Shortbull, Director
Task Force on Indian-State
Government Relations

117 E. Sioux
Pierre, South Dakota 57501

3. Land Use and Purchase Patterns on the Pine Ridge Reservation

Commissioned by the present superintendent of the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation, this report documents a very alarming trend with
regard to land use. Non-tribally held trust land on the reservation
apparently is being utilized almost exclusively by non-Indians or
"marginal" Indians (i.e., those tribal members with minimum blood
quantum who have demonstrated a consistent opposition to tribal
interests). A parallel development is the sale of trust lands
the placing of such lands in non-trust, fee patent status. If not
reversed, this trend will most certainly result in the destruction
of the reservation land base. A vary critical factor in this process
is the role of the BIA in approving the sale of trust land. As
trustee, the BIA apparently has neglected its responsibility in
either publicizing the situation or taking a strong initiative.
?or copies of the study contact: Albert Trimble, Superintendent

Pine Ridge Indian Agency
Pine Ridge, South Dakota 57770

4. Indian Finance Act Conference - August 15-16, 1974

The National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) coordinated this
conference four months after the United States Congress passed the
Indian Finance Act and prior to the final drafting of regulations
by the BIA. The meeting attempted to explain the history of the
Act, how it was intended by Congress to be implemented and how the
tribal representatives could favorably influence the Bureau regu-
lations.

Copies of the transcript of this meeting may be obtained through
the: National Office, NCAI

1430 K Street, U. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

5. A Study of Federal Indian Domestic Assistance Programs (FIDAP)

The study was conducted by the National Council on Indian Opportunity.
The report, approximately 27 pages in length, was originally released
by them in February of 1974, reprinted and released by the National
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Congress of American Indians in August 1974. For a discussion of
the FIDAP study, see infra, page 138 of this report. NCAI has a
limited number of copies available and they may be obtained through
the address listed in #4 above.

6. Conference on Indian Energy (August 29, 1974 - Billings, Montana)

This conference was organized by NCAI to bring together those tribes
possessing coal reserves and other natural resource potential to
explore with them joint strategies the tribes might take to insure
that tribally owned resources are developed in the manner and pace
which suit the needs of the tribes and also to inform the tribes
of the optimum procedures they could take to gain strong bargaining
positions with the natural resource companies and Bureau of Indian

Affairs. The transcript runs several hundred pages and a very
limited number of copies are available through NChI. It is inter-
esting to note observations made by tribal leaders and advisors at
this conference reinforcing the points made by our researchers with
regard to development of a tribal government's capacity to regulate
natural resources on their reservation as an aspect of self-govern-
ment. Transcripts of the proceedings may be obtained through NCAI.

See 44 for the address.

7. Transcript of Worshops - ICAI's 31st Annual Convention
( October 24-27, 1974)

Topics include:

1. Federal Indian Services
2. Tribal Government
3. Indian Health and Education
4. National and International Indian Relations
5. Tribal Natural Resources, and
6. A special workshop on National Indian Policy Review

Commission

Copies of the transcripts may be obtained through NCAI. See #4 for

the address.

8. Transcript of Working_Conference on Tribal Government (March 15, 1974)

This conference was co-sponsored by NCAI, The Native American Lghts

Fund, the Institute for the Development of Indian Law, the National
American Indian Court Judges Association and the American Indian
Lawyers Association. The meeting was organized by the American
Indian Lawyer Training Program and hosted by the Indian Law Center
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Panelists attempted to focus on tribal
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constitutions and the need for reform of.the same to meet the

changing demands of modern society. The meeting was well attended

and, as reflected in the transcript, very informative and stimulating.

Copies of the transcript may be obtained through the offices of

AILTP:
The American Indian Lawyer Training Program
477 - 15th Street, #200
Oakland, California 94612

9. The Indian Civil Rights Act - Five Years Later

This is a report of a meeting of Indian lawyers, tribal judges and
trioal council members coordinated by the Indian Lawyers Association

and conducted May 7-8, 1973. The transcript is certainly a very
interesting and thoughtful analysis of exactly how the Act is

affecting Indian tribes at present. This is a complicated problem
and the record of this meeting should be a very helpful discussion
for students of tribal government. Copies may be obtained through:

The Indian Law Reporter
1000 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20007
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